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Abstract 
Through the creation and running of two arts festivals in Luton this 
research investigates the nature of arts festivals and defines their key 
attributes. It seeks also to go beyond the tangible attributes and discover 
what it is that makes a festival more than simply a curated collection of 
events. It aims to understand what makes an arts festival an authentic 
experience for participants, sponsors and volunteers. It discusses 
definitions of authentic arts festivals and applies these definitions and 
attributes to a pilot case study to determine whether a newly established 
arts festival can achieve authenticity as defined by Getz. Semi-structured 
interviews are used to examine the importance of authenticity in festivals 
to stakeholders involved in funding and organising them and determine if 
the motivation for establishing an arts festival impacts its authenticity. The 
research is in response to the recent proliferation and homogenisation of 
arts festivals, due in a large part to research which demonstrates that they 
are beneficial for regeneration, tourism, image enhancement and 
community cohesion. The research concludes arts festivals can begin 
with staged authenticity but, by meeting a real need and involving 
communities they can attain an emergent authenticity. 
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1. Introduction 
At 7.51 on Friday 12 January 2007 a classical violinist played for 43 minutes, at 
the L'Enfant Plaza station (Weingarten 2007). The musician performed six 
classical pieces as 1097 people passed by. He was Joshua 8ell, an 
internationally acclaimed virtuoso who, 3 days before, had performed a sell out 
concert at Boston's stately Symphony Hall, where seats that were not even the 
best had sold for $100 each. However for this performance only seven people 
stopped for more than a minute and only 27 gave money. The rest of the 
people scurried by 'in comical little hops and starts, cups of coffee in their 
hands, cell phones at their ears, 10 tags slapping at their bellies, a grim danse 
macabre to indifference, inertia and the dingy, gray rush of modernity' 
(Weingarten 2007, p5). 
This experiment, designed by the Washington Post, was concerned with the 
transcendence of beauty over a banal setting and inconvenient time 
(Weingarten 2007, p2). It implicitly raises questions about the role of reputation, 
atmosphere and the setting of art and artistic appreciation. Why are people 
prepared to pay £100 or more for a performance in a symphony hall yet when it 
is given to them for free in a Metro station the appreCiation, in many cases, 
diminishes to practically nil? 
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In a simplistic way Weingarten's story illustrates the questions about 'authentic' 
experiences (Getz 1994), which this research aims to explore in relation to arts 
festivals. What elevates a performance in a symphony hall above one in a train 
station in this context? Whilst in a festival context performances in public 
spaces, such as train stations and shopping centres, can work. This research 
tries to understand the essence of an authentic festival and what gives it an 
atmosphere not experienced in a one-off event. The research identifies a 
checklist of elements and attributes that an authentic festival should have and 
asks whether following this can lead to a festival achieving an authenticity. It 
also examines the effect the motivation for establishing a festival has on the 
festival's authenticity. 
The creation and running of a pilot and a second arts festival in 2008 and 2009 
respectively are the basis of this research. B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival was run 
by the author and has been used as a case study to explore notions of 
authenticity in relation to arts festivals. In particular the research aims to: 
• 	 investigate the nature of festivals and identify the key tangible attributes 
and elements that make an arts festival 
• 	 explore perceptions of authenticity and relate these perceptions to 
festivals, in particular to arts festivals 
• 	 determine whether a newly established arts festival can achieve 
authenticity 
• 	 examine the importance of authenticity in festivals to stakeholders 
involved in funding and organising them and determine if the motivation 
for establishing an arts festival impacts its authenticity 
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Background to the Research 
The initiation of an arts festival that would showcase students' work to potential 
employers, literally providing a bridge from their student work to a wider 
audience, came about in response to a University of Bedfordshire initiative for 
projects that were 'student centred, innovative and sustainable.' 
As a result funding was offered to pay for a Masters by Research (MRes) 
bursary and fees to a post-graduate student, whose research project would 
encompass the setting up and evaluation of an arts festival in Luton where the 
campus is based. This initial funding came from the University of Bedfordshire's 
Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) with research funding 
from the Research Institute of Media, Art and Design. 
As an experienced events manager I was attracted to the opportunity to develop 
an understanding about the nature of arts festivals and to be able to employ 
embedded knowledge, gained from experience, to critically reflect on actions 
that had, over the years, become instinctive. With practical experience mainly 
in one-off and PR events (fundraising balls, children's' activities, conferences 
and the like) I was keen to develop experience in, and knowledge of, the 
initiation and nature of festivals. 
Context 
I knew from my professional experience that understanding why an event is 
being put on is crucial to its success. A second crucial factor is ensuring that 
everyone involved with the event, from volunteers and organisers to participants 
and audience, believe not only in the event itself but that it can achieve the why. 
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In order to be awarded the financing for the student bursary the festival needed 
to demonstrate that it would meet the CETL objectives of showcasing the work 
of current students, providing a novel method for students and potential 
employers to interact, encouraging participation in the arts of school-age young 
people by demonstrating the options of further study available to them at the 
University and providing students with professional experience, thus enhancing 
their employability. Therefore it can be seen straight away that one of the major 
stake holders (CETL) was defining the purpose, and therefore the shape of the 
festival. It should be noted that this initial funding was only for a festival co­
ordinator/researcher. It did not include any costs for actually running a festival. 
From my initial, limited, understanding of festivals there was a concern that 
having such defined outcomes went against the grain of what a festival should 
be about - surely a festival should be grass roots and spontaneous rather than 
manufactured or manipulated in order to achieve defined outcomes? A 
preliminary survey of arts and festival research also seemed to highlight a 
preoccupation with beneficial socioeconomic outcomes and the potential for 
festivals to be high-jacked for this purpose. Additionally my previous 
experience demonstrated the initial objectives were more likely to be achieved 
by having an event that was perceived by other stakeholders to be genuine or 
authentic. Sponsors would be needed to fund costs for advertising, participants, 
venue, technical and other incidental costs. Sponsors from outside the 
University would not take part based on the strength of the CETL objectives. It 
would also be crucial to have help from volunteers both intemal and external to 
the University, who again would not be motivated by CETL's aims and therefore 
would need other reasons to participate. 
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The project therefore became a piece of research that tried to understand, 
through academic and other texts as well as through practice, the essence of a 
festival itself. What is it that makes a festival more than just a branding exercise 
(Klaic 2006, p1). what makes it more than just a few themed, related or even 
unrelated, events that organisers have joined together and called a festival? 
Does understanding what makes a festival authentic mean that anyone can 
start a festival and, following a set path, create an atmosphere that enables the 
festival to transcend the everyday? 
At a local tilis research wanted to determine whether the University of 
Bedfordshlre could follow in the tradition of other festivals that have grown up 
around educational institutions (for example Queen's Festival in Belfast and 
Comedy Festival), and whether it could lead and anchor an authentic 
arts festival for Luton over the long term. The pilot event in 2008 aimed to 
an visual and participatory festival within Luton town centre 
which would df?lVe!oped in subsequent years. 
WIth an examination of the prevailing arts and festival 
review looks at the concept of authenticity. Different 
authenticity are discussed and applied to an arts festival 
3 a survey of festivals looking at their origins 
for initiating some of the more famous, current festivals. In 
chapter key tangible attributes and elements that 
are 
The first half 
was "~"",,'n JIl"" steps that were taken in an 
S 
attempt to construct authenticity. As part of the results quantitative data, such 
as visitor numbers and sponsorship levels, are presented. Semi-structured 
interviews were used to further examine what an authentic festival might be and 
to evaluate how authentic B:Fest was. The responses from these interviews are 
summarised and analysed in the second part of Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the 
results of both the festival and the interviews are discussed and further 
analysed to determine just how authentic B:Fest was. 
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the research and suggests areas for further 
research that have been highlighted by the practice of establishing B:Fest. The 
researcher concludes that arts festivals can begin with staged authenticity but, 
by meeting a real need and involving communities they can attain an emergent 
authenticity (Getz 1994, p412). B:Fest is deemed to have attained this 
emergent authenticity, succeeding in evoking emotion and creating a festival 
atmosphere. The atmosphere is determined (both through the literature survey 
and the interviews) to be one of celebration and unity. The research also 
concludes that while respondents do not feel that festivals are overtly affected 
by the reasons for their existence, subconsciously this can influence their 
attitudes to festivals. However the more authentic and celebratory the festival 
atmosphere is, the less the reasons for establishing a festival affect the 
emotions. ambience and essence experienced by the participant. 
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2. Research Review 
Festival research draws on an array of critical reflections and disciplines 
including the cultural, political, economic, anthropological, tourism-related and 
even philosophical. References to festival research have been made in arts 
research in general and this has tended to focus on the social and economic 
benefits of community arts and arts festivals. More recent research has 
focused on festivals and tourism and festivals and place. 
In 1988 Myerscough published what is widely regarded as the first important 
study which measured the economic impact of the arts and firmly placed these 
onto the political agenda (Reeves 2002, p7). In the same year John Pick 
demonstrated in The Arts in a State that governments have always had an Arts 
Policy and that this can be seen as a form of state control. Providing a useful 
historical survey, from the Greeks to the late 20th century, Pick argued that 
providing arts mainly for tourists can lead to a lack of innovation and 
stereotyping as tourists are deemed to want 'safe' and 'traditional' arts. Pick 
warned that the danger of basing arts policies on economics and social benefits 
is that the finances and other outcomes start to take precedence over creativity 
and artistic integrity and freedom. 
In 1997 Francois Matarasso in his report Use or Ornament, The Social Impact 
of Participation in the Arts, discussed the quantity of research into the economic 
value of the arts. However, while it was accepted that participation in the arts 
also had social impacts, these had not been widely evaluated or defined. This 
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study, which took place between September 1995 and March 1997, was 
therefore the first in depth research into the social impact of participative arts in 
the UK. The study was aimed at policy makers and endeavoured to provide 
reliable evidence that the participatory arts are actually good for society. An 
argument, Matarasso said, which was often promulgated by those working in 
the sector but which, prior to his study, had no hard evidence or established, 
workable methods of assessment. 
Matarasso identified case studies and researched their outcomes using 
methods including participant questionnaires and interviews, project visits, 
telephone interviews and informal and formal discussion groups. His research 
identified fifty beneficial social impacts. Matarasso did point out that the fifty 
good reasons to participate in the arts should be additional enhancements 
rather than the main motivating factors. However he may have felt that this 
point was largely ignored for, in a 2005 conference, he presented a paper: 'Art 
for Our Sake: the artistic importance of community arts' which emphasises the 
importance of art for art's sake. He lamented the fact that artistic considerations 
are not at the top of the agenda when the government or the Arts Council 
assess the value of community arts. Instead the artistic merit had been 
replaced by a concentration on socio-economic benefits. 
Festivals and the Creative Regions is a reflection on the economic and social 
impacts of eleven festivals in the East Midlands during 2002. It made the case 
for festivals as social and economic improvers and maintained they are 
successful in terms of the economy and for re-kindling community based 
feelings. 
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In 1998 Stanley Waterman noted that academic research into festivals had 
, 
been neglected. His article, 'Carnival for Elites? The cultural politics of arts I 
festivals', looked at how festivals transform places from 'everyday settings into i 
1temporary environments that contribute to the production, processing and 
'I 
consumption of culture' (Waterman 1998, p54). He looked at the meanings ! 

transmitted by festivals and included a discussion on historical and current 

motivations for initiating festivals. 

In the eleven years since Waterman's paper there has been a growth in the 

academic study of festivals. The European Festival Research Project (EFRP) is 

an international, interdisciplinary group looking at the dynamics of current 

artistic festivals. Its focus is to understand the current proliferation of festivals 

and debate how this growth will impact festival operators, public authorities as 

subsidy givers and potential sponsors. The group has a repository for festival 
publications and research on its web sites and regularly holds workshops to 
debate the current issues including festival politics, programming and 
governance. 
The Celebrating Enterprise Project, based at City University, has been 
investigating aspects of festival organisation including funding and operational 
issues. It worked closely with the Brick Lane Festival and Carnival del Pueblo to 
develop innovative training and support services for developing festival 
businesses. From this study the work of Frost is most relevant and is referred to 
later (p15). 
Dragon Klaic's research is useful for examining the way festivals have 
developed in Europe and examines the danger of festivals being political rather 
than celebratory. In 'The Future of Festival Formulae' (2002, p3) he discussed 
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the proliferation of festivals in recent years and how they have been 'hijacked' 
for tourism purposes. This had led to a loss of conceptual orientation and a rise 
in pressure to achieve unrealistic expectations of visitor numbers, income, and 
media exposure. Klaic's Festival (2006, p1) gives a simple definition of festivals 
as 'condensed packages of associated artistic events'. It goes on to say that 
the 'F-word' is now used by fundraisers and marketers to brand any random 
grouping of events. 
Possibly the most well known UK festival is the Edinburgh Festival. Thundering 
Hooves: Maintaining the Global Competitive Edge of Edinburgh's Festivals 
(2006) set out a strategy for ensuring Edinburgh maintains its status as a 
leading festival city, in response to the national and international proliferation of 
festivals all competing for artists, audiences and funding. It highlighted the 
importance being placed on festivals and cultural programming as strategic 
devices to encourage tourism and location identity. The report identifies a trend 
across Europe to use festivals to generate tourism, brand cities and put them on 
the map. This process - termed here festivalisation - uses festivals as a means 
to deliver urban renewal and attract inward investment. 
In the paper 'Arts Festivals and the City', (2005) Bernadette Quinn discusses 
Festivals and Urban Policy. Quinn provides a useful historical analysis of 
festivals and their initiation, revealing that festivals have traditionally been 
owned by those in power to control and protect their own interests. She 
demonstrated that festivals are used as image-makers, tourist attractions and in 
attempts to reconstruct communities. 
'Cultural Politics and Contested Place Identity' (Jeong and Santas, 2004) looked 
at power plays and how dominant groups use festivals and the reconstruction of 
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traditions and authenticity to promote a constructed image and identity of a town 
or place. The paper highlighted what can be seen as a festival contradiction: 
while festivals are often seen as 'demonstrations and celebrations of community 
power and solidarity' or as 'arenas in which politically and socially marginalised 
groups can express discontent and challenge the established order' (Jeong and 
Santas 2004, p641) they have historically been used by those in power and can 
alternatively be seen as 'attempts by dominant political and social groups to 
exercise hegemony over less powerful groups by supplying the masses with 
national celebrations that divert attention from real issues' (Jeong and Santas 
2004, p641). They also discussed their use by local governments for spurring 
economic development and attracting tourists and residents to economically 
deprived areas. 
In 'Showdown of the festivals: clashing entrepreneurships and post-communist 
management of culture' (2007) lordanova used a case study of two competing 
film festivals to analyse issues related to the post-communist management of 
culture. The article looked at tl"1e clash between the two festivals, which took 
place in the Czech Republic during the mid 1990s. One had been government 
funded since 1948 and the other had set up in direct opposition to this 
established Festival. The second festival began in 1995 and immediately took 
the sponsorship away from the more established festival. Despite this the 
established festival managed to thrive and the second festival, seen as purely 
commercial and money grabbing. was a flop. The local press supported the 
established festival and, although this had in fact to become more commercial, 
it traded on nostalgia and a reputation for bein9 non-commercial and having 
culture at its heart 
11 
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In Festivals Tourism and Social Change, Picard & Robinson (2006) presented a 
series of case studies examining festivals that have been established in the last 
20 years as a form of response to social crisis. The articles all had tourism at 
the centre of their analysis and Chapter Eight by Smith and Forest (pp133 ­
151) provided useful definitions on authenticity from a tourism perspective. 
In Events and Festivals: Current Trends and Issues, Robertson and Frew 
(2008) presented a series of festival and event case studies from the UK, 
America and Australia. The case studies were mainly concerned with 
managerial issues such as creative management, audience development, 
culture and community and event and festival evaluation. In terms of relevancy 
to this research the chapter most referred to was 'Festival Evaluation; An 
exploration of seven UK festivals' (Williams & Bowdin, pp86-102) which talks 
about attributes of arts festivals. 
A recent article, in Cultural Trends examined the nature and priorities of arts 
festivals in the United Kingdom. Finkel's 'A picture of the contemporary 
combined arts festival landscape' (2009) examined the nature of the British 
festival environment in the first decade of the twenty-first century. By surveying 
and interviewing festival organisers and directors, Finkel sought to discern 
audience demographics, programming history, funding and future plans. She 
argued that 'a homogeneous combined arts festival type' (Finkel 2009, pp3-4) is 
being reproduced across the country as a result of increasing competition for 
funding and the socio-economic targets funders are setting. Of particular 
relevance is her table (p 11) demonstrating what the key priorities are for 
festivals. All of the festivals surveyed (apart from large long-established 
festivals) chose regeneration, image and community and social inclusion as 
their priorities. This demonstrated a focus on festivals achieving outcomes 
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important to funders and other supporters rather than prioritising art forms or 
artistic integrity /quality. This is the exact danger Pick warned of in 1988 and 
which is referred to on page seven. 
Brown and James (Yeoman (Ed) et al 2004, pp53-54) agreed with the viewpoint 
that due to the pressure of stakeholders such as government and commercial 
funders, event organisers are 'artificially manufacturing events that try to meet 
the needs of clients and stakeholders. Such events alienate the very 
community that makes up part of their target market, and from which many 
events have evolved'. They referred to this as 'ritual sacrifice' (pp 53-54). 
Nicola Frost (2007) provided a practical example of this authenticity conundrum 
by looking at the Carnaval del Pueblo: an event organised by Latin Americans 
in South East London. The event wanted to increase its impact and to highlight 
the Latin American culture in the city. However to do that meant involving non­
Latin American participants, which of course would have diluted the Latin 
American authenticity of the event. From the point of view of the existing 
organisers and participants this would have meant losing the authenticity of the 
event as a whole. 
2.2. Notions of authenticity 
Understanding authenticity has been the subject of much discussion and debate from 
Pluto to Sartre. Getz reminded us that it is 'a difficult concept open to many 
interpretations' (1994, p425) and Smith and Forest described it as a 'complex and 
contested social construct' (2006, p133). Indeed it has different connotations depending 
on the perspective - from philosophy of Art to psychology and existentialist philosophy. 
However it is the definitions and concepts that have been applied in the academic 
literature on tourism were most relevant and applicable to this research. These 
13 
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suggested that there could be different experiences of the meaning and essences of 
events and therefore that authenticity was and is dependent on the perspective and 
experience of the individual. Many of those concepts were applied by their authors to 
festivals, others just to events in general. However the notions and perspectives they I 
describe were validly transferred to this study of authentic festivals. 
Getz defined authenticity as 'genuine, unadulterated or 'the real thing" (Getz 1994, 
p411) and in a tourism sense it has been generally accepted that this was the sort of i 
experience most tourists were seeking. However trying to define genuine and the 'real 
thing' is also contentious. As Greenwood (in Getz 1994, p412) argued 'all viable 
cultures are in the process of 'making themselves up' all the time'. As all cultures are in I 
a continual state of change it is not necessarily viable to measure authenticity by a 
comparison of a 'traditional model' with what is experienced by the tourist. Van der 
Berghe (in Getz 1994, p413) believed that even events staged specifically for tourists 
can, over time, become authentic as they have the potential to 'be the basis of a cultural 
revival', reviving or reinvigorating dormant traditions. In alignment with this Cohen (in IGetz 1994, p412) argued that tourists themselves contribute to a new authenticity as 
traditions are reinvented for them and they become part of the new tradition. 
The historian, Daniel Boorstin, coined the term 'pseudo-events', referring to 
events that were 'staged scripted and counterfeit' (quoted in Getz 2007, p113). 
This is the polar opposite of an authentic event which Getz (2007, p201) 
described as being 'deserving of trust and belief'. He claimed that sporting 
events could generally be considered authentic as 'the outcome is 
unpredictable, the players give their best, and talent plus hard work is rewarded' 
(Getz 2007, p201). According to Wang an authentic event ensures that 
'performances, design features and other programmic elements are genuine 
reflections of the culture being displayed' (in Getz 2007, p201). 
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In relation to events and arts festivals authenticity can be classified into three 
further categories. To be considered truly authentic an event needs to have 
been initiated at grass roots level. For example those initiated by elements of 
the community such as Carnival (Notting Hill), Melas, or a charity fundraising 
event organised by volunteers. This relates to the idea of 'objective authenticity' 
used by Jamal and Hill (quoted in Smith and Forest 2006, pp134-135) to 
describe traditional or historical sites or artifacts. 
There is also a phenomenon which Getz referred to as Staged Authenticity 
(Getz 1994, p412). This refers to staged or artificially created events and 
cultural attractions e.g. a local council initiating an event purely for the benefit of 
the community. Interestingly Luton Carnival is one of the only, if not the only, 
Carnivals initiated from the top down. Jamal and Hill also recognised this trend 
and used the term 'constructed authenticity' (in Smith and Forest 2006, p135). 
The third category has been termed, by Cohen (in Getz 1994, p412) as 
Emergent Authenticity. This starts as staged authenticity, beginning from the top 
down. However the event creates a strong identity and becomes accepted or 
even adopted by the community. Luton Carnival could also be viewed as an 
excellent illustration of emergent authenticity - having been initiated and run by 
the council there are now plans to hand it over to local resident groups who 
already feel a sense of ownership and desire more control (personal 
communication with Luton Council's Arts Development Manager Oct 08). 
This aligns with Getz's idea of 'instant traditions' (1994, p416). He suggested 
that it is possible for events and festivals to become instant traditions if they 
'fulfill a real need for community sharing, leisure outlets and pride in 
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accomplishments'. These instant traditions then can be considered to have 
emergent authenticity. 
Authenticity can also have different meanings depending on the perspective of 
the individual. From an anthropological point of view it 'is a measure of the 
inherent cultural meanings of festivity and celebration' (Getz 1994, pp416-417). 
From an event planner's perspective it relates to the successful mobilising of 
residents to support and participate in the event (Getz 1994, pp416-417). For 
the visitors, participants and supporters it relates to the intensity of emotion 
experienced by the individual (MacCannell, quoted in Ravenscroft & Matteuci 
2003, p13). Jamal and Hill also propose the notion of 'personal authenticity' 
referring to an individual's emotional and psychological experience (in Smith 
and Forest 2006, p135). This obviously relates to MacCannell's idea that 
authenticity relates to the emotion experienced by the individual. In some 
senses both of these relate to the idea of an authentic 'essence' that a festival 
will have which is made up a festival atmosphere, its characteristics (elements 
and attributes) and the emotion it evokes. 
From the definitions and perspectives outlined above to be authentic an Arts 
Festival should have the artistic agenda at the heart of any planning rather than 
being planned merely, or primarily to create media attention or other set 
objectives. It should also genuinely reflect the culture on display. The outcomes 
should be unpredictable - both in terms of the success of the event and 
whether it will achieve set objectives. An authentic festival must also involve 
and mobilize the community that it reflects and is aimed at and it must evoke 
emotion in both the participant and the spectator. 
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Authenticity - Importance and methods of Evaluation 
Although a great deal of the tourism literature is devoted to discussing concepts 
of authenticity there has been some debate as to whether or not it is important. 
Smith and Forest suggested the possibility that, in the postmodern era, 
'authenticity of experience is a redundant concept' (2006, pi34). Macleod 
(2006, p229) was quite emphatic that it is and stated that 'The global traveler 
neither expects nor seeks authentic festivals'. However this research is not 
concerned with the authentic experience of the traveler, but of the many 
stakeholders involved in initiating an Arts Festival. In this context authenticity is 
important for many reasons. 
As demonstrated in the first section of the research review, academic research 
has tended to focus on social, political and economic outcomes of festivals. 
This might reasonably explain, at least in part, why more and more funding for 
arts and festivals is bound up with meeting social, political and economic 
targets. The issue was summed up by Smith and Forest (2006 ppi36 - 137) as 
the worrying phenomenon that the arts and cultural events are 
increasingly being used as tools for economic and social 
development (e.g. regeneration, community welfare, tourism) rather 
than being an end in themselves. This is perhaps the biggest threat 
to artistic freedom, as funding is often dependent upon measurable 
outcomes rather than the quality or integrity of the art form. 
Waterman (1998, p6i) also emphasised the restrictions on artistic freedom that 
funders can impose: when he said: 'unless a festival is privately endowed, 
freeing the organizers to follow their artistic inclinations, it is likely to become 
caught up in the politics and economics of currying favour with government 
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subsidisers or commercial sponsors.' Finkel (2009) talks of the homogenisation 
of arts festivals as they all replicate one another and duplicate successful 
programming, in an attempt to secure funding and meet socio-economic 
targets. 
Authenticity is therefore important to engage with participants, supporters, 
visitors and other stakeholders. In order for a festival to engage with ali the 
required stakeholders it is important to be able to engage with them and make 
them believe the festival is worthy of trust and belief (Getz 2007, p201). 
Concentrating on authenticity also means being able to maintain artistic integrity 
and avoids the ritual sacrifice Brown and James (Yeoman (Ed), 2004, pp53-54) 
warn about and the homogenization Finkel (2009) highlights. 
Authenticity can be measured by data including the numbers of volunteers and 
participants and the amount of press coverage achieved. Original event plans 
can be checked against actual outcomes. Goldblatt (1997, pp 37-38) suggests 
that there are 5 key questions to be answered in determining the core values of 
an event and these are why? who? when? where? what? These questions 
should be answered in the initial event plans. They can be answered again at 
the end of the event and any differences may highlight how the event has 
achieved or otherwise authenticity. A review of funding applications comparing 
initial bids to successful bids would be an indication as to whether the funding 
bodies had determined the nature or purpose of the Festival. A final way of 
evaluating the authenticity of an event is though anecdotal evidence and focus 
groups or interviews, compromised of volunteers and other stakeholders. 
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3. Festivals - a brief historical perspective 
The Festival of Dionysus at Athens in 534 Be is thought to be the first festival 
(Quinn 2005, p929). They were held in honour of the God Dionysus the patron 
saint of wine, feast and dance. This was a dramatic festival with emphasis on 
singing and dancing (Ley 2006, p7). The festival organisation was the 
responsibility of an elected magistrate and he chose the playwrights whose 
work would be performed. It is not known what criteria were used to reject or 
select a piece of work. The state paid for the actors whilst private wealthy 
citizens paid the remainder of the costs. Some organisational responsibilities 
were also devolved to these wealthy citizens (Ley 2006, p 9). It is thought that 
Pericles, an Athenian politician, introduced a subsidy allowing poorer citizens to 
attend (Ley 2006, p9), which suggests that attendance may have initially been 
limited to better off citizens. 
Between the 12th and 18th centuries many western European towns (such as 
Venice) used festivities as a means of consolidating civic identities in the face of 
internal division and external threats (Muir 1997, pp 234-237). They were also 
used to exert control over their territories. For example Venice forced citizens of 
its colonised cities to celebrate the feast days of St Mark - the patron saint of 
Venice. 
In the early 19th century forerunners of the contemporary urban Arts Festivals 
such as the Bayreuth Festival in 1876 and the Salzburg Festival in 1920 were 
instigated (Quinn 2005, p929). The Bayreuth Festival is a music festival held 
annually in Bayreuth, Germany. This was initiated by Richard Wagner who, 
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according to the Wagner Museum website, conceived of and promoted the idea 
of a special festival to showcase his own works, in particular the Ring Cycle and 
Parsifal. 
The Salzburg Festival initially rejected the idea of having one prominent theatre 
venue, which would only attract upper class city dwellers. The organisers (re) 
introduced the concepts of using the city as theatre and having actors emerge 
from the audience. It therefore broke down conventional barriers between 
audience and participant as well as between place and theatre (Waterman 
1998, pp54-55). However, particularly following World War One when there 
was a need for national identification, the Festival became a symbol of Austrian 
culture and a movement to construct facilities such as a permanent concert hall 
thrived (Waterman 1998, p55). 
In the UK, in the 19th century, arts and cultural festivals were linked to the 
growth of cities and the rise of the urban elite. They mainly took place within 
famous theatres and concert halls and they presented programmes of high 
quality classical works (Quinn 2005, p929). Bassett argues that the support for 
these high arts was intrinsically related to the attempts by the social elites to 
exert their dominance and demarcate social boundaries (Quinn 2005, p929). 
The post World War Two period saw an increase in the number of festivals 
being established. In 1947 both the Edinburgh and Aldeburgh festivals were 
established as a means of moral boosting and promoting harmonic relations 
within Europe, post World War Two (Finkel 2009, p4). Artists, such as 
Benjamin Britten, were influential in establishing these and other festivals, as 
forums where consumers of art could interact with artists (Finkel, 2009, p4). 
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According to its website the Edinburgh International Festival was founded (in 
1947) on the principle that an international artistic event, uniting artists and 
people from all parts of the world, would also create important cultural, social 
and economic benefits for Edinburgh and Scotland. 
As argued by Frey (in Quinn 2005, p 929) this was also the time when Festivals 
started to emerge across Europe as reactionary attempts to overcome the 
restrictions and inflexibilities associated with established high culture 
institutions. Often the stimulus for festival development was that they were in 
the smaller towns away from culturally endowed capital cities. Avignon (1946) 
was established because the Festival Director and founder, Jean Vilar, wanted 
to move away from away from the 'confines' of Paris. Avignon was perhaps the 
first (Quinn 2005, p929) to rethink the Arts Festival concept as one that 
promotes inclusiveness, accessibility and new forms of interaction between 
audiences, artists and place. Avignon went on to lead the way for festivals in 
the 1960's and 1970's, with the concept of the Festival being developed as 
'something to be enacted with and through local and visiting populations, as 
opposed to something simply presented to them' (Isar in Quinn, 2005 p930). 
The Spoleto festival was created in 1958 by Gian Carlo Menotti who wanted to 
demonstrate that 'an artist is just as useful and necessary as a doctor, a lawyer, 
or an engineer'. He also wanted to show how art was encountered in the every 
day - from advertising to dress designs and prints of works of art in offices 
(www.spoletofestival.it). 
In the 1960's and 1970's international student festivals such as Zagreb and 
Nancy emerged pushing new artistic ideas, challenging definitions of arts and 
culture and breaking down the distinctions between high and low arts. 
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Additionally these decades saw young people initiating grass-roots movements 
to demonstrate against war and prejudice against gays as well as promoting 
causes such as environmentalism and feminism. Interlinked with these 
movements were alternative forms of cultural activity including free festivals 
(Quinn 2005 p 930). 
20thIn the mid to late century combined arts festivals became increasingly 
widespread within the UK, with over half of existing arts festivals emerging in 
the 1980's (Rolfe in Finkel 2009 p4). The combined arts festival included more 
popular art forms and had less of a classical arts focus (Finkel 2009, p4). 
According to Finkel this growth in arts festivals in the UK was aligned to the 
development of regional arts associations as well as local authorities 
recognising the many benefits festivals can bring. 
A historical survey also demonstrates that there is a precedent for festivals 
developing from educational institutions. In 1962 a student at Queens University 
in Belfast decided to set up a small campus based Arts Festival. Within ten 
years it had programmed household names including Dizzy Gillespie, Ravi 
Shankar, Laurence Olivier and Jimi Hendrix. It is now a major international Arts 
Festival (www.belfastfestival.com). 
In 1994 eight stUdents at Leicester University went to their tutor and asked to 
run a Comedy Festival for their special project. It is now in its 16th year and one 
of the initial students, Geoff Rowe, is a paid Director of the Leicester 
International Comedy Festival (Personal communication Geoff Rowe March 
2008 and Dec 2008). 
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In 2004 Warwick Student Arts Festival was established in and was already 
being referred to as 'the largest student arts festival in Europe' on a BBG news 
website. It is still going strong today. 
This brief historical overview, looking at some of the more well known European 
Festivals, demonstrates that, despite common perceptions, festivals have often 
been used for gain of some sort (control, fame, regeneration) rather than being 
an organic and spontaneous phenomenon. The grass roots and community led 
festivals have really only evolved in the second half of the twentieth century. 
Even then many of them have only been supported financially to meet other 
agendas. However there is a history of sustainable festivals emerging from 
within universities, particularly from the 1960's and onwards. 
3.2. The attributes and elements of Arts Festivals 
Since this research is examining the creation of an authentic festival, it is 
imperative to define what a festival is, as well as considering the attributes and 
elements required to make it authentic. 
A generally acceptable definition of a festival is a 'celebratory event' (Klaic 
2006, p1, Getz 2004 p410, Picard & Robinson, 2006 p1). However there are 
many elements which contribute to an authentic arts festival. Williams and ~ 
'''I 
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Glenn (Williams & Bowdin 2008, p86) summarised arts festivals as those that: I 
I 
, 
involve the celebration of a theme or event, of human creative skill in 

areas such as poetry, painting and music and may involve the 
 ,
celebration of an individual artist, artists or historical art event. These 

celebrations are held for a limited period of time, annually or less 

frequently, and are open to the public. 
 I
1 
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Klaic (2002, p1) referred to festivals as having to: 'achieve thematic or 
conceptual clarity while relying on a range of interdisciplinary works, crossing 
the genre and the discipline boundaries'. He concluded that festivals should 
reclaim the medieval and baroque model of festivals using central public 
spaces, thereby being accessible to all and becoming part of a collective 
memory. 
Saayman (2006) provided an indication of what an arts festival should be 
comprised of and he listed music, theatre, visual arts and more populist events 
such as puppet shows. Getz, (1991, p202) stated that a festival should be 'an 
authentic cultural expression of the host community'. He went on to say that in 
that context 'authenticity partially becomes a matter of market research, trying 
to determine the expectations and perceptions of existing or potential target 
segments' (Getz 1991, p202). 
Waterman (1998, p60) reinforced the community view expressed by Getz and 
contributed to the list of required elements for an arts festival. He noted that the 
majority of them are 'rooted in small communities, are modest in scale, 
amateur, cater to more 'popular' or 'low-brow' cultures and are run on a shoe­
string.' He also highlighted that it is difficult to define festivals as they 'mean 
different things to different people; not everything considered a festival by some 
would be recognized as such by others'. Waterman (1998, p58) also referred 
to festivals as having strong place identification and talked of a special festival 
atmosphere that is created by people working together for a common goal. He 
continued: 'This is the aspect of festival 'of the people and by the people' that is 
all too often neglected or ignored'. Quinn was also in agreement with the 
importance of community involvement in arts festivals which must 'respond and 
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evolve in tandem with the changing artistic needs felt by diverse resident and 
visitor community groups within a place' (Quinn 2005, p935). 
In conclusion, from the literature surveyed above, I propose that the following 
can be added to the list of necessary attributes and elements that an authentic 
arts festival should have: they should be a celebration, should make use of 
public spaces and should not be limited by traditional boundaries of genres and 
disciplines. They do not need to be on a large scale or elitist but should involve 
and reflect the communities in which they are rooted. 
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4. Results 
4.1. B:FEST, Luton Arts Festival· Establishing authenticity 
Funding for research into establishing an Arts Festival did not include a festival 
budget. It was the responsibility of the festival co-ordinator (the researcher) to 
secure financing for the festival. As mentioned previously the festival was 
required to meet CETL objectives relating to students' employability and 
professional development. Therefore it can be seen straight away that one of 
the major stake holders (CETL) was already dictating the purpose, and 
therefore the shape of the festival. At this stage the answers to Goldblatt's 
(1997) five core value questions would look like this (Core Values 1): The why 
would be to aid University students make the transition from study to 
employment. The who would be University students from the School of Media, 
Art and Design. There was no actual set date for the when at this stage but it 
was necessary that the festival should run when the Luton FM (student radio 
station) would be on air and continue throughout the presentation of final 
degree work. The initial where was the University of Bedfordshire, Luton 
Campus and the what was: a series of events designed to showcase the work 
of University students e.g. fine art exhibitions, radio shows, workshops and film 
shows. 
I was aware that, in order to achieve the initial objectives, it was important to 
have an event that was perceived by other stakeholders to be authentic, from a 
number of different viewpoints. Other sponsors would be needed to fund costs 
for advertising, participants, venue, technical and other incidental costs. 
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Sponsors from outside the University would not take part based on the strength 
of the CETL objectives. Employers might be willing to visit a festival as part of a 
family day out, but with their spare time being a precious commodity are less 
likely to visit or participate purely for the benefit of students. Again students 
would participate with more enthusiasm if they believed that taking part would 
be fun and beneficial. They would also want to feel like they were taking part in 
a 'real' (Le. authentic) festival and not a devised one. As part of this audiences 
from outside the university would be required. Members of the community 
provide a pre-existing pool from which members of the audience could be 
drawn (and would also include some of the employers required to meet the 
CETL objectives). They too would need to believe in the event and that it was 
aimed at them in order to take part - either as audience or participants (such as 
performers and exhibitors). In order to place the festival within the community 
events calendar, research was done to find out what events already existed in 
order to avoid repetitious or clashing events. I also wanted to explore what was 
already happening in the community that could be included in the festival 
program. 
Finally local press support was vital to spread the word about the festival. Partly 
because this could provide free advertising but also because it would add 
credibility for members of the community. To be able to engage all the above 
stakeholders the festival needed to be presented as an authentic community 
event that the student was inspired to initiate. In this regard it can be seen that 
it could immediately be classified as desiring staged authenticity. 
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Mobilising students 
Students from the University were essential to the success of the project. Not 
only was their involvement necessary to meet the CETL objectives but they 
were a core group from which volunteers, individual event organisers, 
participants and audience could be drawn from. In order to involve and attract 
students I targeted them in a number of ways - through tutors, peer groups and 
email. I attended official meetings to address the students in large groups and 
focused on what other universities had achieved to inspire students to take part. 
Students were then invited to take part in focus groups to brainstorm and 
answer the question: What does an arts festival mean to you? Following this 
the students were invited to create collages made up of pictures and words from 
the supplied newspapers & magazines. The collages were inspired by the 
theme of 'arts festival' and students were asked to consider the following 
questions: Why should the University of Bedfordshire develop an arts festival? 
What would you like to see included in the arts festival? What would motivate 
you to take part in it, either as a participant on the day, or to help with the 
development &setting up of it? 
A student focus group also determined the name B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival. 
Initially the Festival had the working title of MAD CATS, which was an acronym 
for the School of Media, Art and Design, (MAD) from the Faculty of Creative 
Arts, Technologies and Sciences (CATS). The students did not feel that the 
name had an obvious meaning, nor did they feel it defined what a festival was 
about. There was initially a lot of support for the name B:MAD, with B 
symbolising both the imperative and the University of Bedfordshire. The 
students felt that 'B:MAD' summed up the festival essence of celebration and a 
setting free from the norm. Concern came from university staff that there might 
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be objections from mental health charities. It was also thought the reference to 
madness may not go down well with the potential sponsors. In discussion with 
a smaller group of students I decided upon the name B:Fest, Luton Arts 
Festival. It clearly demonstrated what the nature of the event was whilst 
preserving the link to the University that the students felt important. Rather than 
instructing people to be mad it instructed them to be festive and to celebrate. 
Once a name had been agreed a logo competition was held amongst the 
students. If the winning design was deemed to be of a high enough standard it 
would be used on all marketing materials, thereby providing a real showcase for 
the successful student. There were 11 entries for the competition which was 
judged by key stakeholders from the University including the Marketing 
Manager, Head of School, and Head of CETL. The winning entry was chosen 
because of its flexibility, originality and because it was felt that it best 
represented the artistic nature of the event. 
As preparations for the festival progressed we were careful to develop 
marketing tools and methods of communication that students would respond to. 
As well as setting up a website we used facebook groups, and other social 
media, to recruit participants and promote events. We also used a lot of texting 
rather than more traditional phone calls. 
Involving students from the start, and listening to their suggestions for both 
names and events, was a method of ensuring the students felt genuinely 
involved with the festival. I also presented myself as a student (Masters), clearly 
distinct from a member of staff. This was important in engaging with other 
students and to create a feeling that this was a grass roots event - a good 
example of constructing the staged authenticity. 
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Mobilising the Community 
As stressed above it was important to get the support of the Luton community 
for the festival. To achieve this I again took for a grass roots approach 
representing myself as a student in Luton who had been inspired to initiate the 
festival and who wanted to involve the community. Preliminary discussions with 
community groups highlighted the fact that members of the community would 
feel that a University branded festival was not targeted at them and would not 
be relevant to them. Thus they would be very unlikely to look at any University 
branded material, let alone attend any of the listed events. Again this 
emphasized the need for the grass roots approach. It also informed branding 
and marketing decisions. Hence there is no overt reference to the University in 
the festival name - although as discussed above the students felt the opposite 
and wanted a University link in the name, which is where the B came from. It 
was decided not to have any logos (apart from B:Fest) on the front of the leaflet 
and to list the University as a sponsor, but not owner, of the Festival. 
A key method of engaging with the community was through strategic use of 
local press. An event that is talked about in the local paper will immediately be 
seen by a wider audience and will also have greater credibility. Preliminary 
interviews highlighted the fact that local press buy-in would only happen if they 
believed in the festival as an 'authentic' event that was good for the whole of 
the town of Luton. The importance of journalists believing in event authenticity 
is highlighted by Getz (2007, p133) when he discusses 'pseudo-events'. Again 
the approach B:Fest used was that of the grass roots idea - a local student who 
was inspired by all that was happening in the town. At this point it was also 
important not to be seen to be competing with any well established and well 
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loved events such as the Luton Carnival. This emphasised the importance of 
working with community groups and it was decided to try and include Luton 
Carnival in the programme of Festival events - indeed one of the highlights of 
the Festival. 
A review of the answers to Goldblatt's (1997) five core value questions at this 
stage in establishing the festival demonstrates a change from Core Values One. 
The Core Values 2 answers the questions as follows. In answer to the why, the 
festival will take place because: there are many artistic activities and ventures 
within Luton who would benefit from a collaboration; the University of 
Bedfordshire has many talented students whose work requires further 
promotion; local artists would also benefit from a higher artistic profile; the Luton 
community is very diverse and would benefit from unifying activities, and finally, 
there are demonstrable economic, social and regenerative benefits in running 
community festivals. 
A core group of participants and audience was identified (the who) and 
included: media students, Bedford campus performing arts students, 
Foundation degree students, other interested staff / students, alumni, 
community groups, celebrities, feeder schools, potential students, potential 
employers, friends and family of existing and potential students and Luton 
residents. 
The when became more specific and was recorded as being: over a number of 
weeks during the summer incorporating Luton FM being on Air and the Luton j 
Carnival (taking place on 26 May). The dates were confirmed as 19 May - 13 

June. 
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The list of where became more expansive and encompassed the following: 
Local Library, the hat Factory (sic), Market Hill Amphitheatre (outdoor space at 
one end of the shopping precinct), St George's Square (outdoor space at other 
end of the shopping precinct), local restaurants and pubs, the Mall (large 
shopping centre), local church and the University of Bedfordshire's Luton 
Campus and the student union. 
The vision of what the event actually was changed to: an exciting, visual and 
participatory arts festival within Luton Town Centre. Events would range from 
lunchtime poetry readings and creative writing competitions to live 
performances by performing arts students, film shows, fashion shows and 
animation workshops. The festival would also work alongside and amplify 
existing events such as the Luton Carnival, and activities organised by 
community arts groups. 
Mobilising Local Funders and Partners 
Once the festival had coherent core values, a name and a provisional 
programme, it was important to engage with funders and partners (those who 
would provide support in kind such as venues). In all cases the festival was 
sold as a grass roots event - but the student aspect was played down. This was 
as a result of preliminary discussions with potential funders and partners who 
expressed doubt that a student led project could succeed. To counteract this I 
highlighted my background in organising a number of high profile events and 
where possible, drew on my experience with previous, similar sponsors, to 
demonstrate that I had worked successfully in this way before. 
Sponsors and partners were offered credits on marketing materials however an 
important message was that the relationship was not just about financial , 
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support. Key attractions to the sponsors included being able to provide visible, 
non cash support which highlighted their core businesses whilst demonstrating 
a commitment to the community. They also needed to believe that the festival 
met a genuine need within the town and understand that a successful event 
could potentially reinvigorate the town, and even potentially bring in revenue 
and generate social capital. 
The emphasis varied slightly in the approaches made to different funders and 
partners. For instance the application to the council focused on regenerative 
and social cohesion aspects of festivals as well as their potential for enhancing 
the town's image and increasing tourism. A pump priming application to the 
University emphasised how the festival could further the mission, vision and 
values of the University of Bedfordshire as detailed in the 2007 -2012 Strategic 
Plan. London Luton Airport were keen to come on board as soon as they 
heard about the event, and were eager for the airport be used as a venue for 
events such as a poetry reading and perhaps some theatrical performances. I 
felt that this diluted the 'Luton town centre' focus that I had first envisaged, but 
that the outcomes of doing this outweighed the disadvantages. 
4.2. The Festival 
B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival took place over 26 days and consisted of over 40 
events of different genres and sources. Events included poetry readings, hip­
hop and contemporary dance shows, capoeria workshops, animation displays 
and workshops, Speed Date the Professionals, interactive radio, theatre, film 
shows (specialist films and student / experimental films). The events were a 
mixture of new events initiated either by students or the Festival Coordinator 
and eXisting events such as those put on by the local library or arts venue. 
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Programmes for 2008 and 2009 can be seen at Appendix 6 and Appendix 12 
respectively. 
In order to determine if B: Fest was truly authentic the key attri butes of an arts 
festival as identified in section 3.2 of this thesis, and the qualitative and 
quantitative measures identified in section 2.2, should be compared with B:Fest 
outcomes to examine how the practice matches with the theory. The first 
attribute was that the festival must be spontaneous, arising as a grass roots 
response to meet a genuine need (Jeong & Santas 2004, p641 , Getz 1994, 
p412). The initial funding for the event came about because a University 
lecturer saw the need for a festival or similar event within the University. When 
I came on board to look into this I felt that it was possible that the event would 
fail because it was not meeting a genuine need of the people it was intended for 
(i.e. students). However by identifying key audiences that B:Fest should involve 
(both as participants and as spectators) and talking to them about what they 
wanted the festival can be seen to have evolved spontaneously. The final 
programme looked very different to my initial ideas and contained events such 
as hiphop dance shows and a mini poetry festival that occurred because of an 
approach by people who wanted to participate. Even after the programme went 
to print I was being contacted by individuals within the community who wanted 
to participate. The local press was also very keen to support the event and 
comments like 'it's just what Luton needs' were frequently heard. Responses 
such as this, and from the interviews (section 4.3), demonstrate that, at grass 
roots level, it was felt that there was a genuine need for the festival. 
Secondly, the artistic agenda should be at the heart of any planning (Klaic 
2006) and the festival must not be planned merely, or primarily to create media 
attention (or other set objectives). Initially the objectives were set by the 
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research funder and the artistic agenda was not at the forefront of the planning 
process. But once the core values were determined and the planning process 
for the event began in earnest the artistic agenda certainly became the driving 
force. In the Core Values 2 it can be seen that two of the main drivers are: 
there were many artistic activities and ventures within Luton which would benefit 
from collaboration and that the talented students of the University of 
Bedfordshire, as well as the local artists, needed further promotion. B:Fest, 
Luton Arts Festival would address both these issues. 
Thirdly arts festivals should be a genuine reflection of the culture being 
displayed (Getz 2007, p201). Approaching existing community groups to take 
part and giving them very little in the way of instruction ensured that the events 
were genuine reflections of the culture in Luton. The Choral Spectacular event, 
which took place, as part of B:Fest, in St Mary's Church on 5 June, is an 
example of how this worked. I invited the Luton Gospel Choir to participate in 
the festival. I worked with them to secure a venue that they thought suitable 
and asked them to suggest a programme and to recommend other choirs, that it 
would be appropriate to involve. This avoided orchestrating an event that was 
outside of their normal activity. Again the 'word of mouth' nature of involving 
participants also ensured that the events were a genuine reflection of culture 
within Luton. 
Another key element is that the outcomes were unpredictable - both in terms of 
the success of the event and whether it will achieve set objectives (Getz 2007, 
p201). B:Fest 2008 was very much a test event, run as a pilot to determine 
whether an annual event of this type could succeed in Luton. The organiser was 
keen to include as many events as possible to determine what would and would 
not work. The driving force behind each event varied: some were initiated by 
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myself; some were created by students; others were already taking place; many 
were in response to suggestions by university lecturers and others were 
suggested and organised by members of the community. It was impossible to 
say at the outset which of these events would succeed in the context of a Luton 
arts festival. There were some events (such as a radio workshop) that it was 
thought would have a great appeal, but there was no take up at all. Others, 
such as the very first Graduate Fashion Show, were expected to be mildly but 
popular were a complete sell out. 
Similarly although B: Fest had set objectives it was not known from the start 
whether it would be possible to achieve these. Whilst most of the initial 
objectives were met there were some that were not. The B:Fest report in 
Appendix 7 (p 80) outlines which objectives were met. 
An important element of an authentic arts festival is the involvement and 
mobilization of the community that they reflect and are aimed at (Getz 1994, 
416). This community includes volunteers, participants, local press, funders and 
partners. There were over 100 volunteers for B:Fest from outside the University 
as well as within. There were over 80 performers - most of who volunteered to 
take part having heard about the festival through their friends or community 
groups. Word of mouth was certainly an effective recruitment tool and the 
number of acts snowballed dramatically from what was initially envisioned. 
There were 1620 active event attendees - i.e. those who attended ticketed 
events or engaged with a public event. 
The local press bought into the idea of the Festival and they were keen to 
support and promote it. Press Coverage included: over 20 print and online 
press stories; over 1 hour's TV coverage from local TV and Anglia news ­
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including a 2 minute slot on Anglia teatime news and approximately five hours j 
of local radio coverage and interviews with organizers and participants. This 
included primetime breakfast slots on Chiltern FM as well as BBC 3 Counties 
Radio. The festival was also supported by the local PR Group Luton First. A 
list of press coverage received in 2008 is at Appendix 5. In 2009 we had local 
media partners (press and radio) signed up in advance of the festival. 
Funding came from a wide range of local organisations including the University 
and the local council. In kind support was achieved from local organisations. 
This was mainly venues - including those whose main business was not hosting 
events or exhibitions, for example Waterstone's, The Mall (a local shopping 
centre) and London Luton Airport. In kind support also included staffing and box 
office management. Cineworld and the local airport also showed the B:Fest 
promotional film, free of charge, throughout the duration of the festival. 
There is research which says the authentic arts festival will make use of public 
spaces (Waterman 1998, Jeong & Santas 2004), although an authentic festival 
does not need to be limited to only using public spaces. Approximately half the 
B:Fest events took place in public spaces. For instance, outdoor spaces were 
utilized, including an amphitheatre and public square, situated at each end of a 
pedestrianised high street. As indicated above there were also performances in 
a shopping centre and the local airport. The benefits of this were that the 
community had the opportunity to participate in the festival without having to be 
proactive. 
Another element of the authentic festival is that it not be limited by traditional 
boundaries of genres and disciplines (Klaic 2002, p1). B:Fest was an arts 
festival and there was a wide interpretation of 'Arts' as a genre. Events 
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included mainstream artistic activities such as photography and fine art 
exhibitions but also included choral and acoustic music; hip hop and modern 
dance; films (both mainstream and experimental); animation displays and 
workshops; a fashion show; theatre; radio shows and a computer games 
conference. From the outset it was felt that the Festival should be all inclusive 
and the term 'Arts' stretched as far as possible. The rationale for that was that 
the organiser did not want to exclude any members of the community and felt 
that in order to truly test what would work it was necessary to push as many 
boundaries as possible and be open to all possibilities. Klaic did also specify 
that the festival should 'achieve thematic or conceptual clarity' and this was 
where, anecdotally, B:Fest came in for criticism. There was verbal feedback 
from a number of sources that it lacked a uniting theme or artistic clarity. 
Whilst the above attributes had tangible outcomes which could be measured, I 
also wanted to evaluate some of the more intangible festival concepts which, I 
believe, contribute to their essence. These concepts are firstly the idea that 
festivals have a special atmosphere or ambience and secondly that an 
authentic festival should evoke emotion in both the participant and the 
spectator. I also needed to discover whether the festival had been perceived as 
authentic by key stake holders. In order to establish this and discover the 
atmosphere created by the festivals and the emotions (if any) it invoked, I 
carried out semi structured interviews with sponsors, partners, volunteers and 
participants. 
4.3. Semi Structured Interviews 
The first part of the results discussion has concerned itself with the tangible 
outcomes such as numbers of visitors and participants, sponsorship and other 
support received and the number of events in the festival programme. However 
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to properly evaluate whether B:Fest had succeeded in creating an authentic 
festival atmosphere interviews were held with volunteers, participants and 
sponsors. These were designed to elicit information about the feelings and 
emotions that B:Fest generated. It was also key to understanding and 
determining if the B: Fest volunteer, participants and sponsors felt the 
motivations behind setting up a festival impacted upon its authenticity. 
Sample Research Population 
Twenty-four members of the research population (the large group of B:Fest 
volunteer organisers, event participants, sponsors and lor partners) were 
identified as potentially being able to provide significant and representative 
data. Of the initial twenty-four, interviews were arranged with twelve individuals 
who would be able to bring differing perspectives to the research subject. Prior 
to their interview the respondents were sent a consent form outlining the 
purpose and process of the interviews. (Appendix 14) After the interviews had 
taken place they were transcribed. Each respondent was then allocated a 
unique reference number (a letter of the alphabet and their age) so that names 
were not published. 
Interview Dates and Setting 
Two of the interviews took place in early 2009 before the second B:Fest 
occurred. These were test interviews to see if the questions were easily 
understood and if they elicited the type of response required. Of the remaining 
interviews two took place actually during B: Fest 2009 and the rest in the 
fortnight following the festival. Most interviewees were involved in B:Fest 2008 
and 2009, therefore they were asked to clarify during the interview process 
which year of the festival they were basing their answer on. 
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In most cases the interviews took place in a room in the University's CETL 
space. These were informal meeting spaces and refreshments were available. 
Interviews with C30, E34 and K53 were conducted at their own places of work. 
Interviewees were encouraged to think of the interviews as being more like a 
conversation or discussion between friends. Interviewees were reminded 
before each interview that there were no right or wrong answers and they 
should be as honest as possible in their responses. As a preliminary to the 
interviews respondents were asked information about themselves, their jobs 
and their hobbies. This was intended to provide background information and 
also to 'warm up' the interviewees and make them feel relaxed. 
Interviewee Categories 
There were three categories within the research population that it was felt 
important to interview: volunteer, sponsor / partner and participant. For the 
purposes of the interview these categories are defined as follows: 
Volunteer- A person who gave up his or her time, oftheir own volition, to work 
on B:Fest. Volunteers worked on everything from festival marketing, organising 
individual events, recruiting other volunteers or acting as stewards at festival 
events. The volunteers mainly were students or staff at the University of 
Bedfordshire. There may be questions as to whether this makes them 
volunteers in the strictest sense. However, particularly in 2008, it was not in 
anybody's job or course description to work on the festival. Those who became 
involved did it of their own free choice. In most cases the commitment they 
gave to the festival went beyond anything you could ask of an employee or 
student. There were seven interviewees in the volunteers section (one with no 
connection to the university, two staff, two alumni and two students) 
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Sponsor / Partner - The festival received some financial sponsorship and a lot 
of support in kind (free venues, box office staffing etc). For the purposes of 
publicity only those that put actual cash into the festival were credited as 
sponsors, whilst those who gave support in kind were acknowledged as 
partners. They were included as one category here because most of the 
sponsors also gave support in kind. In dOing the interviews CETL was not 
classed as a sponsor because they did not fund the festival, only the research, 
however CETL staff were included as volunteers for the reasons outlined 
above. The University of Bedfordshire was included as a sponsor as 
departments within the University provided funding that went directly to pay for 
festival costs. (Again this was something, particularly in 2008, that they were not 
aware was coming up and so it was unbudgeted for. In that respect the 
University were the same as other sponsors / partners). There were three 
interviewees in this category. 
Participants - Those who actually 'performed' in a festival event whether by 
dancing or having an exhibition of their work. There were two interviewees in 
this category (both University students). 
The boundaries of those categories were fluid. A participant was also a 
volunteer, giving their time and work for free - particularly as in the case of the 
interviewees they took on all responsibility for organising their individual events. 
A volunteer was, of course, an invaluable participant. Sponsors and partners 
helped with arrangements for individual events and therefore could also have 
been considered volunteers. During the interviews these dichotomies were 
discussed with the interviewees and the interviewer tried to make it clear in 
what capacity they were being interviewed. 
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The Questions 
The interviews were intended to discover firstly what the interviewees 
considered an authentic festival to be and secondly whether they felt B:Fest had 
achieved this. However the words 'authentic' and 'authenticity' were deliberately 
not used during the interviews as I felt this could either lead the answers given 
or confuse the interviewees. Instead the questions were devised so that these 
concepts would be drawn out organically. The questions were designed to 
open up a conversation about festivals and their nature and well as to evaluate 
the success of B:Fest in establishing itself as a successful, authentic event with 
a festival ambience. 
The questions were divided into two parts. The first part was asked to each 
interviewee and the second was tailored to each interview category. Part one 
of the interviews tried to get a feel for the depth of involvement the participants 
had had with festivals and what their thoughts and emotions were about 
festivals in general. It was also designed to try to define the essence and 
atmosphere of established festivals, which was then compared with the B:Fest 
essence and atmosphere. This was done in the second part of the interviews 
which looked at B:Fest in particular - the motivation behind their involvement, 
the emotions it evoked and their commitment to its continuation. The interviews 
aimed to discuss the tangible (specific benefits such as work experience leading 
to a job) as well as the intangible (feelings of ownership, pride and excitement.) 
4.3.1. Interview Summary and Analysis 
The original structure of the interviews and full transcriptions (including follow up 
questions) of the interviews are attached at Appendix 16 and Appendix 17 
respectively. Once the interviews were transcribed they were read several 
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times. Patterns which had appeared during the actual interviews were 
confirmed and key themes were identified. Because of the semi structured 
nature of the interviews a quantitative, question by question, analysis is not 
practical. The responses are summarised and analysed below, with key quotes 
from the interviews included to represent a typical answer or demonstrate a 
theme or inconsistency. Further discussion and analysis on the results of the 
interviews have been included in Chapter Five. 
Previous Festival Experience 
The interviewees had a mixed history of attending a festival as audience or 
spectator - some had been to local festivals recently, some had attended music 
festivals in the past (e.g. Glastonbury), some had attended festivals in their own 
country. Two interviewees had never attended a festival apart from B:Fest. It 
can therefore be seen that most of the respondents would have an expectation 
of what a festival is or should be like, backed up by experience of festivals other 
than B:Fest. The minority without festival experience were still able to reflect 
upon what their expectations of a festival might be based on what they had 
heard or read about them. 
What makes a festival I what is good about a festival. (Those who had not 
been to a festival were asked what they thought about when people 
mentioned festivals) 
Several themes became apparent in the respondents thoughts around this 
topic. The overriding suggestion was that festivals should be fun and I or a 
celebration, whilst also providing an opportunity to showcase talent or, as one 
put it: 'It's about aiming higher and showcasing what is inside of you' (L27). 
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The potential for festivals to draw communities together and unite them was a 
common theme across most interviews as they developed. This quote reflects 
the thoughts of the majority of respondents: 
'All live kind of in our boxes, don't we, we have our work, we've got our family. 
It's great to be involved in something bigger than all of that that helps ... get that 
bigger perspective that there's a bigger community out there than just that small 
perspective of the micro communities you have yourselves' (G45) . 
The communal aspect was also important in the sense of a group of people 
working together: 'It's unity, it's community, it's strength in numbers' (J23). 
Another important aspect of festivals was that they should provide access to 
new experiences and avenues to explore new ideas and cultures: 'You can 
really explore, because you maybe go to a festival with some aim or with some 
ideas, what you can expect, but then you explore that there is something more 
and then it leads you to different, other links and you can, you know, explore 
new stuff' (L27). 
Most respondents also felt it was important for a festival to have a diverse range 
of topics and a variety of happenings in one place. One respondent discusses 
his festival experience as 'the whole thing together, seeing three or four events 
and going to other shows and listening to talks, I think that combined, was so 
much greater than its individual parts' (J23). It therefore became clear that 
individuals become involved with festivals partly in order to discover and 
experience new concepts. 
The final theme highlighted by the responses to this question was the idea of a 
festival being about people. This idea varied from 'meeting new people' (A22) 
to 'community of people who like kind of the same thing' (L27) and 'bringing 
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people together' (023). Therefore it can be seen that people contribute to the 
festival atmosphere, both in terms of working together to achieve particular 
goals and / or by providing an opportunity to commune with like-minded people. 
Importance of Festivals to individuals, home towns and local communities 
All of the respondents recognised that festivals had an important part to play in 
their home towns and local communities by bringing communities together. The 
following two quotes are typical of the responses given in this section of the 
interviews: 
'There's a kind of openness with a festival, where it's okay to be involved, where 
it's okay to just kind of come along and hang out and see what's going on, and I 
think we need a lot more of that, to be honest' (843). 
Bringing together people of different cultures, races, religions, all 
those sorts of things, bringing them together if they've got a common 
interest, if they can focus on it, be it the arts, be it something else, I 
think that definitely works, gets those sort of relationships working 
and going, and it's only good for a town to have positive things like 
that (C30). 
It was interesting, given the age and background of many of the respondents, 
that they all seemed to recognize that bringing about a change in local identity, 
promoting talent and towns and generating pride are reasons why festivals have 
an important part to play in local towns and communities. These were felt to be 
valid reasons for festivals to be provided. 
One respondent thinks festivals have a bigger part to play in somewhere like 
Luton than in big cities where there is already lots happening. In Luton the 
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respondent is 'very grateful for them because I feel it brings a lot of culture and 
activity' (023). 
On an individual level there were some interesting points raised. J23 saw 
festivals as a social counterpoint to the lonely work of an artist: 'I started to 
realise that I didn't, the artist's life is quite an isolating life really, ... and although 
I enjoy being creative and creating visual things, and I think I'll always do that, I 
think I prefer doing that in a community and with other people '. 
L27 thought that festivals were important to individuals because they were an 
opportunity to learn and to be inspired: 
You meet people from the same field ... so you can learn from them, 
you can explore you know, '" If you see something growing you can 
see that you can grow as well if you give it a try ... gives people some 
power and some vitality and power for like living. Overcoming 
obstacles in their, just normal general work life, or ... or something. 
Overall the respondents demonstrated that an involvement with festivals 
brought benefits to both individuals and to towns and regions. The respondents 
recognised that the degree of benefit was related to existing permanent arts 
provision within the particular area. 
Motivations and benefits of B:Fest Involvement 
The respondents had varied involvement with the organisation of festivals and 
community events prior to involvement with B: Fest. All the sponsors had a 
history of supporting other activities within Luton and particularly ones that 
would 'make Luton a better town' (C30) or were 'about what we can give back 
to the community within our resources' (KS3). One participant had previously 
been part of a festival in her town of Lithuania. The other had attended festivals 
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as an audience member. All the volunteers had previous experience of 
volunteering ranging from Venture Scouts to University projects and other 
festivals. Their motivations for previous volunteering ranged from wanting to 
give something back (to people /groups who had helped them) to interaction 
with other people. Therefore it can be seen that each respondent brought a 
unique and varied perspective to the concepts discussed. All the respondents 
had been involved with voluntary and / or community type activities before, 
which could suggest that they were already receptive to the idea of getting 
involved with a festival. 
There were a variety of reasons given by respondents for their initial 
involvement with B:Fest from the altruistic to the more personal. Initial sponsor 
and partnership support was based on a belief that it could be a positive thing 
for the town and the community. One partner thought it was an about giving 
Luton residents an opportunity she believed they would be interested in and she 
was prepared to take that risk (K57). One festival participant talks about seeing 
the festival as an opportunity to develop her skills and one she was determined 
to make the most of (F22) whilst the other saw it as a challenge to create new 
work within a specific time frame (J23). There was a diverse range of reasons 
for volunteering on B:Fest. Some of the interviewees had long been interested 
in initiating a festival in Luton. Many liked the idea of working on something 
new, with like minded people. Interestingly only one person gave high 
importance to the creative side of things - and even this was more about 
belonging, developing and expression: 
It's really about belongingness and really, when you are a creative 
person, it gives you an opportunity to express yourself, express your 
talent, allows you to be creative, and to, kinda, maybe develop 
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yourself further, learn from other people, you know, these kind of 
things. And that's what motivated me (L27). 
All sponsors and partners found satisfaction in seeing people turn up for events 
and could see that, even though attending individual events, at least some 
audience members were aware it was part of a larger festival (wearing 
wristbands etc). 
One participant thought B: Fest was successful because she personally had 
learned lessons about event planning and organisation. Another participant 
speaks of being 'blown away' by people appreciating his work: as a direct result 
of his B:Fest exhibition he has had his work displayed in the Town Hall, Library, 
two Museums, the airport - in fact 'there's not one main public building that 
doesn't have some of my work in it' (J23). This is a clear example of social 
capital and whilst this respondent obviously gained tangibly from being involved 
in the festival, he was undeniably one of those who put the most of himself, and 
his time and energy into his involvement. In a less tangible sense he also felt 
that working on the festival had helped him make contacts and friendships, 
increased his confidence and helped him make decisions about 'actually living 
life as an artist'. 
All the volunteers felt they had gained something out of their involvement on the 
festival. For some it was just new experiences like trying out animation 
drawing. For others it was practical skills like reacting quickly to unexpected 
problems and managing people. For some it elicited emotions such as a sense 
of pride '... in 20 years time, when we rival Edinburgh, I can say 'Well I was 
actually at the first one' (H46). Many felt that they had made new friends and 
one mentioned having a clearer understanding of how he can contribute to the 
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community. As mentioned in the festival participant section there is a clear 
correlation between the amount of time and energy put in and the benefits 
gained. However none of the benefits the interviewees mentioned were their 
initial motivators for being involved and this did not appear to detract from their 
festival experience. For example 023 got involved in organising a film event via 
her friend. Her motivation for volunteering was to help people get their work 
shown to a wider audience. When asked what she had gained from the 
experience her response was 'how to react quickly in problematic situations' 
(023). 
Essence and atmosphere of a festival 
At the end of the first half of the interview sections the word association 
technique was used to try and get a feel for the emotions and images evoked by 
the word 'festival'. It was envisaged that this emotions and images could 
contribute to understanding what the essence of an arts festival is. The 
respondents obviously had different associations, from genre to images, 
however the notions of people and community are the most common themes. 
Other emotions and feelings relating to festivals occurred throughout the 
interviews and key themes include: relaxing, inclusion, pride (in being involved 
/what's been achieved/ in the community), vibrancy, lots of (different) activity, 
like minded people and the sense of festival as a family and a celebration. An 
evocative response from 126 highlights these last two: 'something that you look 
forward to, it's like Christmas almost. ... like we don't sort of play Christmas 
every day but we know the 25th of December is Christmas, this is the time to 
make time for family and friends and celebrate and enjoy'. 
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B:Fest Essence and Atmosphere 
The word association technique was employed again at the conclusion of the 
second part of the interviews. The purpose was to gather all (12) of the 
interviewees immediate reactions to B:Fest and compare them with those 
generated by the festival prompt. Again it can be seen that references to 
people (Robin, Volunteers, working together etc) are the most common. 
Throughout the interviews the B:Fest atmosphere was also considered. 
One interviewee thought that the events he had attended felt quite low key. 
However the others all thought there was something more than that going on, 
whether it was just people seeming: 'interested in what was going on and 
engaged' (023) or 'very happy to have such a great project happening here in 
Luton, so I think the atmosphere was really great' (A22). 
Most interviewees spoke of the atmosphere being created by festival visitors 
responses to what was going on: 
' .... B:Fest created that atmosphere where people could just go up and say a few 
lines and they may have felt like it was silly lines but it was quite a performance 
to the audience who watched and, it was nice, people were talking and just 
nice networking and kind of environment as well' ~26). 
Others tried to put into words descriptions of other less tangible feelings: 
' ... atmosphere, you know it's been that kind of celebration and people have 
enjoyed them I think' (H46). 
' ... the one that really kinds of sits with me, that was at St. Mary's Church and I 
just really liked the vibe, there was just, a really .... it was like a united, I don't 
know the exact words that I want but it was just this kind of silent unison' (B43). 
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The results of the word association technique are presented graphically and 
analysed further on pages 58 - 60. 
Festival Motivators & their Importance 
Most respondents recognised that uniting people and effecting change were 
reasons why festivals might be initiated. The respondents also recognised that 
a festival might be set up to provide a showcase/platform or as a commercial 
enterprise. However whatever the motivation for the provision of the festival the 
respondents believed that those involved must have a passion. Whether it is a 
passion for the arts: 'so passionate about something they want to share it' 
(C30) or the community or change they must definitely have passion for it 'have 
a passion for the topic of the festival. .. some kind of network ... some community 
of people or society of people ..... main one should be passion for the change' 
(L27). 
Surprisingly most people did not think they would object to a festival set up for 
commercial reasons or to meet an agenda (as long as it was still enjoyable and 
was not rammed down throats). There were a couple of exceptions to this 
however: 
what they're doing for their community, ticking boxes, 'oh yeah, we're 
quite a diverse community, we provide these kind of activities for 
minority groups' and stuff like that. And I don't think it should really be 
about stuff like that it should be done because you really want people 
to come together, enjoy experience of a different kind, have a 
different kind of experiences from what you're used to. It shouldn't 
be about numbers and ticking boxes and what we shou Id be doing by 
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law. It should be done because it should be done. Because of the 
passion, that's it ~26). 
This view is echoed by another respondent: 
'the political correctness thing is another aspect, you have to show this political 
correctness, a lot of festivals are built around that and they don't work very well 
actually, because you're not celebrating unity in diversity you're celebrating a 
rightness, of how we interact with one another' G45. 
It was noted that sometimes the impact of the motivators behind a festival was 
not drawn out in response to direct questioning but came out when 
respondents were talking of something else. For example one respondent 
initially did not think the motivations behind festivals were important but later 
talking about the future of B:Fest says: 
There's an association with the Council, sometimes that can actually 
have a negative impact ... it falls into Council policies to, maybe, 
determine some of the things that happen and I don't think that arts 
and festivals should be about that. I think it should be about freedom 
to express whatever (B23). 
Another respondent, who has never been to a festival has always wanted to go 
to the Hay Festival because she likes the romance behind the story of how it 
was set up: '... the idea of how it started off, some chap wheeling a barrow load 
of books out for people to pick up and read at a bus stop somewhere I think, 
and it's grown from that' K53. There does not appear to be any evidence to 
back up that this is how the Hay Festival developed, but it highlights how myths 
can develop around the origins of festivals and contribute to how they are 
perceived and influence people's desire to participate in that festival. 
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So overall, when directly asked, most interviewees did not think that the 
motivation behind the set up of festival would affect their decision to attend. 
However on a sub conscious level it does appear to influence this decision to a 
greater or lesser extent. 
The answers summarised above demonstrate that those involved with festivals 
understand that there are commercial, political and other non-altruistic 
motivations for producing festivals. On one level this need not impact upon the 
festival experience as long as other factors, such as fun, friends and new 
experiences are in place. However the 'back story' of a festival was shown to 
affect the decision to attend with one respondent expressing concern about a 
council initiated event and another expressing a desire to attend a festival 
based on a story about its inception which may well be a myth. 
The Future of B:Fest 
This question raised many issues about possible threats to B:Fest, however all 
the respondents expressed a desire to see it continue. All except for one 
thought they would like to be part of its future if possible. (The exception was 
moving back to Germany and said she would still be following its progress on­
line). 
Issues were raised relating to control and management of the festival: should 
control lie with the volunteers; who was actually in charge; what commitment 
was the University making? The respondents stressed that it was important to 
ensure it was further embedded into the local community. There were also 
organisational issues like the length and timing of the festival that need to be 
looked at. However it was also acknowledged that there was a lot of good will in 
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the town and amongst sponsors, volunteers and residents which should give 
the festival the support it needs. 
It was obvious from the responses that some of the volunteers felt very 
passionate about making sure the festival continued: 'I think if I saw it at risk I 
would have to step in more and kind of make a stand and take over' (126). 
The discussions around the future of B:Fest highlighted that the respondents all 
felt that their role was, or could be if necessary, important to the future of the 
festival and that individuals felt a sense of ownership of the festival. This 
acceptance, indeed ownership, of the festival by the local community is perhaps 
the strongest evidence to date that it achieved authenticity. 
On a personal note I found doing these interviews a humbling experience. 
When you are in the midst of a large project like the festival it is hard to fully 
appreciate what each individual is bringing to the project. It is also hard to get a 
full feeling of the atmosphere of festival events. There is a total immersion in 
the events and the problems of putting them on that by the time they are 
running it is difficult to experience positive feelings for them. It was gratifying 
that the majority of the respondents (all except two who thought any buzz was 
low key) thought that there was a festival and celebratory ambience to the 
events. It was very touching to be reminded of the amount of time and support 
others had given the project and to realise anew just how it could not have been 
done without them. It demonstrates just how important the volunteers and local 
communities are to a festival of this size. While their acceptance and affection 
for B:Fest ('I sort of fell in love, not so much with the concept, but with B:Fest 
itself' J23) is proof of its authenticity, on practical terms without their input and 
time there would not have been much of a festival- inauthentic or otherwise. 
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5. Discussion 
A comparison of the elements and attributes of arts festivals, identified through 
the research, and the actual outcomes of B: Fest demonstrate that the festival 
was in many ways an authentic arts festival. It is also important to compare the 
second, more defined, set of core values against the outcomes to determine 
whether the artistic agenda of the festival was greatly affected by stakeholder 
agendas. The only deviation is the addition of an extra venue (airport) slightly 
outside the initial area defined as the town centre. This was done purely to 
meet a sponsor's requirement, but did not detract from the overall event 
outcomes and the benefits certainly outweighed any drawbacks. In fact it can 
be argued that this increased the authenticity of the festival by allowing more 
public spaces to be taken over by the festival. It certainly provided the arts with 
an opportunity to transcend over a banal setting and inconvenient time 
(Weingarten 2007, p2). 
It has already been discussed how the funding applications had a change of 
emphasis according to whom they were submitted, (see examples of funding 
applications at Appendices 1, 2, 3 and 9) however the core event values, shape 
and content were largely unaffected by these variations. The festival deviated 
from the initial vision only by being much larger than the initial vision. Anecdotal 
evidence from sponsors, volunteers, participants and local press highlights that 
the festival was welcomed by the community. In the two months following 
B:Fest 2008 the general assumption was that the festival would occur in 2009 
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and residents and businesses were already indicating that they wished to be 
involved. 
However in the autumn of 2008 a recession was looming. In October 2008 the 
BBC online news ran an article entitled: Economy sounds warning for festivals. 
This article focused on the uncertain future many festivals were facing as a 
result of the economic downturn. Whilst this downturn impacted on B:Fest's 
strategy to increase sponsorship year on year, sponsorship income for 2009 
was equal to that of 2008. This is a testament to the esteem in which the festival 
was held at a local level and by local businesses. 
B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival ran again in 2009 and similar methods were 
employed to ensure it remained authentic and within the community. Building 
on from 2008 allowed this to happen in a more organic manner. However 
measures were put in place to ensure it ran efficiently and to develop the 
Festival's sustainability. These included a more formal organising committee, 
securing media partners in advance of the festival, and the appointment of a 
part time festival coordinator who worked alongside the initial co-ordinator for a 
few months before taking over the day to day running of the festival, in 
preparation for running it herself in 2010. A steering committee was also 
convened - although to date it has not been active. This consisted of a member 
of Luton Cultural Services Trust, a Dean of the University and several members 
from the School of Media, Art & Design. The idea of this committee was to 
provide strategic direction and advice on programming and funding. One of the 
volunteers was appointed to act as a Voluntary Chair with a remit to bring more 
community volunteers on board and really help the festival engage with and 
represent the community. This Volunteer Chair corresponds to the type of 
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traditional festival organiser described by Finkel (2009). Documents showing 
the organizational structure and planning in 2009 can be found at Appendix 11. 
The semi-structured interviews provide a wealth of information about people's 
impressions of festivals and the emotions and importance they attach to them. 
The overriding word that was repeated over and over again is 'people '. This is 
inferred by references to the volunteers making friends as they worked on the 
festival, attending festivals with people known and liked, or meeting new people 
at festivals. The concept of people is also implicit in the references (within the 
interviews) to the community that brings the festival together or that the festival 
belongs to. It is clear from these interviews that people and communities are 
what make the festival and, in particular what makes them authentic. This is 
very much backed up by a conversation with the Director of the Hay Festival, 
Peter Florence. In discussing authenticity with him he spoke of organising: 
'festivals in 9 different countries and 75% of what we do in terms of 
programming and marketing is applicable worldwide. The remaining 25% is 
what makes each festival authentic and that is the engagement with the local 
commu nity'. (Appendix 13) 
Meeting new, like minded people and helping communities were both 
highlighted as reasons why individuals wanted to be involved with festivals both 
as a volunteer / participant and as a visitor. This is reinforced by one of the 
volunteer's Facebook postings during the festival, which also suggests that 
B:Fest was authentic in bringing new people together: 
Fig 2: A facebook posting 
:marks Iools !:ielp demonstrating that, to at 
I] http ://wWW.facebook .com/inboX/readmessage .php?t = 1099057768628&1= least one of the volunteers, 
arted I Late st Headlines ~ Downlo ads· Virtual. .. B:Fest was about meeting 
I:l ]1] Facebook I Home· Flash Pia.. I:l I new people. 

Explore Trip ' Tha iland Feb/ Mar 2009 " 2 
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«J ~ hvl.lr'" ~'JQ Comment LIke Share sr 

Mima Rybanska IS so happy to be part of the B:Fest , met so 
many cool people. I love u guys:) 
.:.: hour~ :qo . Comment Unlike 
.D You li ke this . 
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From the interviews a dichotomy of sorts arises - there are many mentions of 
festivals meaning a coming together of people with similar interests, meeting 
like-minded friends, doing things it is known will be enjoyable and so on. At the 
same time festivals are perceived as being about discovering the new, meeting 
diverse people, experiencing different cultures and art forms etc. This suggests 
that one of the true essences of an authentic festival experience is that, by 
mixing the familiar with the new, they create a 'safe' environment from which to 
explore new ideas, new people and new forms of activity. 
One of surprising results in the interviews is that very few people expressed the 
conscious opinion that the motivation / agenda behind the set up of a festival 
would affect their decision to go, or their enjoyment. However the majority of 
respondents clearly felt that passion that should be the driving force behind any 
new festival. 
It was also surprising that nowhere in the interviews did a discussion arise 
about the quality of the art/artists represented in a festival. Respondents felt 
that a passion for art/arts forms was important, that it was important to have a 
showcase for new work/talent but equally it was as important for everyone to 
have a chance to be involved and to aspire to do better. 
The word association technique was a useful tool for evoking instant images 
and emotions associated firstly with festivals in general and secondly with 
B:Fest. To understand the correlation of images and emotions, elicited by the 
two prompts, the word association replies are shown graphically in a Venn 
diagram (see Figure 1). This diagram is a graphical representation of the 
responses given during the word association process, in response to both 
triggers - festivals in general and B:Fest. All the individual responses are listed 
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and the number of times a word appears in the diagram correlates to the 
number of times it was given as a response by different interviewees. This 
diagram shows two sets: the replies associated with festivals in general (capital 
letters and black font) and the replies associated with B: Fest (lower case letters 
and red font). The large area of overlap between these two sets clearly 
indicates how the interviewees closely associated B-Fest atmosphere, emotions 
and images with those of more established festivals. The replies which are 
outside of the overlap area are also of interest. Members of the 'B-Fest' set 
which are outside of the 'festivals in general ' set, are mostly replies that are very 
FESTIVALS IN GENERAL 
CRAFTS 
CRAFTS 
FILM 
HAY 
CELEBRATION 
TENTS 
being together 
PEOPLE 
arts 
GOOD VIBES 
VIBES ARTS 
people 
arts 
FUN 
FUN 
ARTS 
really cool 
PEOPLE 
ARTS 
PEOPLE 
PEOPLE 
WORKING TOGETHER 
COLOUR 
Fig 2: Venn Diagram showing responses to the word association prompts 
'festival' and 'B:Fest. 
specific to B: Fest , such as references to red - the B: Fest theme colour for 2008. 
They could therefore not be applied to festivals as a whole. 
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The diagram demonstrates a high degree of correlation between interviewee's 
emotions and images relating to general arts festivals and their emotions and 
images relating to B:Fest. It is therefore an objective confirmation that at least 
to some extent B:Fest can claim to have achieved authenticity. 
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6. Conclusion 
This research was concerned with notions of authenticity, as developed by 
Getz, and how important they are in establishing a successful arts festival. 
Through initiating and running an arts festival in Luton I aimed to explore 
perceptions of authentic arts festivals and determine key attributes and 
elements that an authentic arts festival should have. These criteria were then 
applied to the new festival to determine whether a newly established arts 
festival could achieve authenticity. In particular I wanted to discover whether 
B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival could be deemed truly authentic. 
The research found that you cannot use the provenance of a festival to 
determine whether it is authentic or not. As funding is linked to socio economic 
agendas there is increasing homogenisation of arts festivals (Finkel 2009, p3). 
This was reflected in the interviews with B:Fest participants. The general view 
seemed to be that festivals should be about local communities and bringing 
about change. However the respondents were aware that festivals could be 
initiated and used for socio-economic reasons. The respondents did not feel 
that this automatically prevented a festival from having an authentic essence. 
When asked directly many of the interview respondents felt that this would not 
prevent them from enjoying a festival. Occasionally however a later comment 
(for example referring to the council having ownership) would indicate that there 
were some concerns - but overall the impression was that as long as the 
audience/festival participants were enjoying themselves an authentic festival 
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atmosphere could still be created. If done properly there is still something about 
a festival, a celebratory aspect or other that contributes to its essence or 
meaning (Waterman 1998, p57). 
The research focused on a new festival, B:Fest 2008, set up to meet a funder's 
objective which meant that it did not have a true or objective (Jamal & Hill in 
Smith & Forest 2006, p135) authenticity. The festival organiser took steps to 
achieve a staged (Getz 1994, p316) or constructed authenticity (Jamal & Hill in 
Smith & Forest 2006, p 135), based on identifying key arts festival attributes 
derived from academic research. The tangible results of the festival and the 
views expressed in the participant interviews demonstrate that, despite the 
initial motivations for set up, the festival achieved an emergent authenticity 
(MacCannell in Getz 1994, p412) as well as a personal one (Jamal & Hill in 
Smith & Forest 2006, p135). The research demonstrates that a new festival, 
even though initiated to achieve set objectives, can achieve authenticity with the 
right combination of circumstances, in the right place and at the right time. The 
circumstances must consist of: meeting a genuine need, a strong group of like 
minded people working to achieve the same end, a vision, an environment in 
which risk can be taken, timing and, as clearly demonstrated in the interviews, 
passion. 
The practice research has led to the strong conviction that an authentic festival 
is about the community with it is engaged. This can be a local community or a 
community of like minded people. The one key attribute a festival needs to be 
authentic in its essence and ambience is to be 'by the people and for the 
people I (Waterman 1998, p58). It has been demonstrated that festivals can be 
used to achieve socio-economic benefits (Myerscough 1988, Matarasso 1997) 
and to provide place identity and image enhancement (Quinn 2005, p932, 
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Jeong and Santas 2004, p644). However funders' objectives and commercial 
concerns (Finkel 2009, pp11-12) place these outcomes as priorities for festivals, 
which leads to a manipulation by festival organisers in order to achieve the 
funders' outcomes. The interviews conducted as part of this research 
demonstrate that it is time to trust the diverse individuals that make up 
communities and to understand that they are at the heart of what makes an 
authentic festival. This means more than just paying lip-service and having a 
checklist of communities that are represented in the festival. It means listening 
to and giving ownership to those who the festival is for. The words of one of the 
B:Fest volunteers sums this up: 
'I think the biggest support for B: Fest are the volunteers ........ maybe 
get some more ideas from those people who are involved because 
they are, effectively they are the ambassadors and they are the ones 
who kind of made B:Fest be where it is today. I think we should give 
it back to them and see what they want to do with B:Fest'.( 126) 
This reinforces the words of Getz (1994, p410) who argues, albeit with 
reference to event visitors and tourists, that an authentic festival is about 
the communities and says: 'When communities or cultural groups 
determine what is important to themselves and take control of the 
exchange process with visitors and the tourist industry authenticity can be 
preserved and enhanced'. 
An authentic festival, that listens and responds to volunteers and the 
community, will achieve the socio-economic benefits, but these benefits should 
not be the main drivers of the festival. Matarasso emphasizes this when he talks 
of the benefits of festivals and community arts as needing to be understood as 
'part of the whole experience ... they are by-products and not the main purpose' 
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(Matarasso 2005, p3). He also emphasises the importance of keeping the 
community and the volunteers at the heart of the artistic planning and focus. He 
talks of events succeeding as a direct result of people 'doing things that they 
had decided to do, that mattered to the local community and that they were 
determined to achieve' (Matarasso 2005, p7). 
Further Research 
Academic Research concerning festivals in their own right is as yet 
underdeveloped. The B:Fest research indicated that a large number of festivals 
are linked to, or come out of, universities (Queens, Warwick, Leicester Comedy 
Festival to name just a few). B:Fest and similar festivals can be used to explore 
why this is and examine whether it is a good thing for the festival. Many of the 
more passionate B:Fest volunteers came from Eastern European countries and 
their home towns have successfully introduced festivals. This raises questions 
about connections between the fragmenting of countries in Eastern Europe and 
festivals. From the B:Fest research it has been shown that festivals are used to 
establish national identities and promote community cohesion; can this be 
applied to the proliferation of festivals in the last 20 odd years? B:Fest used 
Facebook and other new media both as organising and marketing tools. The 
world is increasingly technological and advances in new media increasingly 
mean that people don't need to get together. Will live streaming, blogging, 
forums and other developments mean that festivals can happen online? If so 
how does this impact upon the earlier conclusion that an authentic festival is 
about communities and people? 
This research has identified what a festival needs to achieve authenticity and 
demonstrated that keeping that aim in mind helps to achieve a festival which is 
believed in and wanted by the people it was initially engineered for - in this 
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case the residents of Luton and the students of the University of Bedfordshire. 
The festival has demonstrated such tangible benefits to the students (which can 
only grow as the festival becomes more established) that it should continue to 
be supported by the University. There is a case for saying that the true test of 
how authentic B:Fest is depends upon whether it continues now that this 
research project has finished. As Getz (1994, p425) puts it authenticity is 
owned by the community presenting the festival and if that community values it 
the festival 'can be said to have authentic cultural meaning'. The desire for 
B:Fest to continue was certainly expressed by the interview respondents, one of 
whom said: 'It's exciting, and I can see it going and going and going. ...... 
think you'd have to do a lot to really completely put out the fire. You can try and 
smother it but.. ... ' (J23). All 12 interviewees wanted to see B:Fest continue, 
although there were differing views as to how much control the University of 
Bedfordshire should have over it. I believe that B:Fest managed to evoke an 
authentic atmosphere and that this was created by the experience of people 
working together towards a common desired end. This atmosphere should 
develop now that it is up to the local people themselves to drive the Festival 
forward. 
I 
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APPENDIX 1 :PUMP PRIMING GRANT 08 
Submitted to the Dean of the Cats Faculty in Jan 08. Prepared by Robin Saklatvala and 
the Head of Alumni & Corporate Relations. 
University of 

Bedfordshire 

Luton Arts Festival 
19 May - 13 June 2008 
Application for a CATS Pump Priming Grant for Novel Areas of Research and 
Enterprise in the Area of the Creative Arts 
This application is for a £500 pump priming grant to part fund a new Arts Festival in 
Luton, which will be led by the University. The Alumni Relations and Corporate 
Programmes office will match this funding and further support in kind has been secured 
from a number of sources. 
Summary 
This project aims to establish an annual arts festival for Luton that will draw together 
and provide a platform for developing a number of cultural practices within the town. 
Following in the tradition of other festivals that have grown up around educational 
institutions, it is proposed that the University of Bedfordshire can lead and anchor an 
arts festival for Luton over the long term. 
At present, plans are already underway to launch a pilot Festival over four weeks in May 
and June 2008, led by Robin Saklatvala as part of a practice-led Masters by Research 
degree examining issues of authenticity and identity in Arts Festivals. Robin and her 
supervisors (Janey Gordon and Alexis Weedon) are part of the School of Media, Art & 
Design, where the Festival concept originated. Links have already been established 
with a number of partners both within and outside of the University, including the Alumni 
Relations and Corporate Programmes Office, Luton Council, the hat Factory and 
NineRed, a local arts group. Robin brings over 10 years' experience in events 
consultancy working for a number of organisations within the higher education and 
charitable sectors, including King's College London. 
The pilot events in 2008 will aim to establish an exciting, visual and participatory festival 
within Luton town centre which can be developed in subsequent years. Events will 
range from lunchtime poetry readings and creative writing competitions to live 
performances by performing arts students and film shows. (A draft timetable is included 
at Appendix 1.) The Festival will launch at a University-sponsored reception on 19 May 
which it is hoped the Mayor of Luton will attend, and culminate in the first night of the 
MAD Degree Show on 13 June. The Festival will also work alongside and amplify 
existing events such as the Luton Carnival, and activities organised by community arts 
groups. Both students and Luton residents will have the chance to interact with Media 
Industry practitioners and employers through an organised debate and events such as 
'Speed Date the Professionals' 
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By part-funding the production of the first Festival, the pump-priming grant will make an 
important contribution to both the practical research and the establishment of an annual 
Arts Festival for Luton that will be mutually beneficial for the town and the University. 
Objectives 
The 2008 Luton Arts Festival aims to explore the feasibility of establishing a sustainable 
Arts Festival led by the University of Bedfordshire. It will set a precedent for a number 
of different arts organisations working together to create an impact and lead the artistic 
agenda within Luton. 
The Festival will also: 
• 	 showcase the work of current students 
• 	 provide a novel method for students and potential employers to interact 
• 	 encourage participation in the arts of school-age young people and demonstrate the 
options of further study available to them at the University 
• 	 contribute practical knowledge and experience providing evidence to be examined 
against theoretical concepts in the Masters by Research 
I n addition, the objectives detailed above further the mission, vision and values of the 
University of Bedfordshire as detailed in the 2007-2012 Strategic Plan, across three of 
the four strategic strands in the following aspects: enhancing opportunities to access 
higher education, developing a comprehensive community relations programme, 
developing links with partners and an employment-focused curriculum and supporting 
applicable research which underpins teaching, The Festival also supports the 
University's operational objectives in terms of recruitment and retention as well as 
enhancing reputation and building the brand. 
Methodology 
Management and Organisation 
In 2008 the Festival will be managed by a steering committee of staff and stUdents from 
the University. Staff will be drawn both from the Media Art and DeSign and 
Communications and Marketing departments, and students from various disciplines, but 
particularly the Business School, are already engaged with the project. 
It is envisaged that a committee will be formed to manage the Festival from 2009, 
comprising representatives from local artistic groups and the local council alongside 
University students and staff. A high-profile patron will be sought along with a 
Committee Chair with good business links. The committee will take the form of either 
Community Interest Company or a registered voluntary organisation, allowing the group 
to be eligible to apply for funding from the Arts Council, the Lottery, Charitable Trusts, 
local council etc. 
Promotion and Communication 
In 2008 the Festival will act as an umbrella uniting existing events and groups within the 
University and Luton through the production and distribution of an events programme as 
well as a festival website. The organisers will work with the Communications office of 
the University to attract local coverage across print, radio and TV. 
The organisers will look to set up one or more 'box offices' based either within the 
University or working with local facilities (eg. the hat Factory). The close monitoring of 
bookings for both free and charged events will make it possible to capture participants' 
details, assess the effectiveness of the marking and PR campaigns and provide scope 
for introducing promotions such as festival passes or discounts on multiple bookings. 
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Feasibility and Timing 
Plans for the 2008 Festival have been underway since Autumn 2007. Support in kind 
has already been received from the Hat Factory and the George Theatre, with Luton 
Council underwriting the hire and staff costs of using these venues. NineRed, a local 
combined Arts Group, will be assisting with the organisation of the 'Speed Date the 
Professionals' event and also in recruiting local artists to take part. Luton Council has 
agreed to provide use of George Square and Market Hill as outdoor venues and will 
provide the licences necessary for this. 
The Communications and Marketing is committed to support the initiative through 
bearing some of the costs for marketing the project as well as absorbing catering costs 
for the opening and closing events as part of the Corporate Programmes events budget. 
Involving the alumni office provides a core audience of locally-based alumni to whom 
the festival can be promoted using direct mail; the festival can also draw on resource 
and expertise in the communications office in terms of press and PR. A student and 
staff committee met in December 2007 to discuss the identity of the festival and to 
discuss how the festival will meet student participants' personal development plans. 
The project is financially feasible, both in terms of support already secured (see below) 
as well as the experiences of other festivals. There are a number of precedents of 
universities initiating Arts or other Festivals that have gone on to lead the agenda in the 
local community, including Warwick Students Arts Festival, established in 2004, and 
Leicester Comedy Festival, which has grown from an initial grant of £500 in 1994 to 
become one of the most successful ventures of its kind. 
Funding 
Due to time scales and the nature of the event it is unlikely that the 2008 event will 
secure major funding, thus the pilot festival will aim to secure support in kind as well as 
build relationships with a number of different partners who may be able to provide 
sponsorship in future years. 
A pump-priming grant is needed to support a number of smaller expenses such as 
reimbursing costs for artists, web hosting, student incentives and box office costs, and 
will be matched by at least £500 from the Alumni Relations and Corporate Programmes 
office, which will bear some of the costs involved in marketing the festival (design, 
reprographics, distribution and postage), as well as catering. 
The pilot festival will make possible the subsequent development of a business plan 
investigating possible sources for income in subsequent years, from fundraising, 
sponsorship and ticket/advertising/catering revenue. The Festival will also be eligible to 
apply for lottery funding and to the Arts Council's 'Awards for All' scheme in 2009. 
Outcomes 
A pump-priming grant will enable the delivery of a series of vibrant and unusual events 
and exhibitions on the Luton campus and within Luton town centre, as part of the Luton 
Arts Festival in its inaugural year. This will lead to the establishment of an annual 
festival from 2009 onwards. 
The experience of initiating the Festival drawing together participants to shape its 
identity will contribute to at least one conference paper alongside its culmination in a 
dissertation for a Masters by Research degree. 
For further information, please contact Robin Saklatvala on 

robin.saklatvala@beds.ac.uk 
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APPENDIX 2: AIPORT FUNDING APPLICATION 2008 
B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival 
19 May - 12 June 2008 
Students from the University of Bedfordshire are coordinating an exciting, visual and participatory Arts 
Festival within Luton Town Centre. Events will range from lunchtime poetry readings and creative 
writing competitions to live performances by performing arts students, film shows, fashion shows and 
animation workshops. The Festival will launch at a University-sponsored reception on 19 May, which 
the Mayor of Luton will attend, and culminate in the first night of the Media Art & Design Degree Show 
on 12 June. The Festival will also work alongside and amplify existing events such as the Luton 
Carnival, and activities organised by community arts groups. 
This project aims to establish an annual arts festival for Luton that will draw together and provide a 
platform for developing a number of cultural practices within the town. Following in the tradition of 
other festivals that have grown up around educational institutions, it is proposed that the University of 
Bedfordshire can lead and anchor an arts festival for Luton over the long term. 
Benefits to Luton 
Much research has been done into the impact of festivals and participative community 
arts on local towns. These activities provide social and economic benefits and 
contribute to regeneration and Tourism. A study by Monteresso in 19971 identified 50 
beneficial social impacts, which can be summarised by the six key themes below: 
• Personal development (e.g. developing skills, learning, more confidence etc) 
• 	 Social Cohesion (e.g. uniting people of disparate backgrounds, promoting 

friendships and initiating new understanding) 

• 	 Community empowerment and self-determination (e.g. capacity building, 

regeneration and regaining control) 

• 	 Local image and identity (e.g. celebrating, or in newer areas initiating, local 

tradition and culture and making residents have a more positive view of where 

they live. 

• Imagination & Vision (e.g. opening up to new experiences and ideas) 
A more recent study by the Arts Council2 has shown that festivals in particular 
contribute to community development and are beneficial to society. They can enhance 
civic pride and encourage social cooperation and voluntary activity. 
A South African study in 20053 looked specifically at Arts Festivals and discussed their 
benefits in developing tourism. It emphasises the use of such events to market 
countries, increase revenue and as a tool for image enhancement and increasing 
inward investment. The issues are obviously being examined from a tourism 
perspective. The author refers to a report from 1997 stating that one of the biggest 
growth in tourist attractions its festivals and other special events. 
Closer to home a study of the Edinburgh Festivals looks at the social and economic 
benefits of various types offestivals4 . Throughout Europe they are being used to 
1 Matarasso F, Use or Ornament? The social impact of participation in the Arts, 1997, 
Comedia 
2 Long, P, Owen, E, The arts festival sector in Yorkshire: economic, social and cultural 
benefits, benchmarks and development, 2006, Arts Council England 
3 Saayman M & Saayman A, Does the location of Arts Festivals Matter for the Economic 
Impact, Papers in Regional Science, Volume 85, Number 4, November 2006 , pp. 569-584 (16) 
4 AEA Consulting, Thundering Hooves - Maintaining the global competitive Edge of 

Edinburgh's Festivals - Full Report - May 2006 
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generate tourism, urban renewal, city branding and to attract other forms of inward 
investment. 
In the longer tern the Festival aims to contribute significantly to promote and encourage new art forms 
and artists, showcasing new and local talent and exposing new audiences to the Arts. It will 
contribute to the improvement of Luton's cultural profile already being enhanced by the Hat Factory 
and F ilmstock etc. 
Marketing and PR for 2008 
The University of Bedfordshire's Press Office will be overseeing a PR campaign that will include 

seeking a local media partner who will publicise the event both before and after, and include details of 

the program. The event is being supported by Luton First who realise the potential of the Festival in 

bringing about a change in Luton's image. 

A joint program will be printed (including details of all sponsors and partners) which will be distributed 

throughout all 3 of the Universities campuses, as well as local artistic venues such as The Hat 

Factory, theatres, libraries and museums. 

The Festival will also be advertised on the University of Bedfordshire's main website, on plasma 

screens throughout the three campus' and in University publications. The Festival will also have 

dedicated web pages on the main University Web Site. There are currently talks with The Mall about 

having exhibition and other space. 

Opportunities for Local Business 
Local businesses can benefit from involvement with the Festival in the following ways: 
• 	 An introduction to employees of the future 
• 	 Direct interaction with existing and future customers! product users 
• 	 Business name and ! or logo on various marketing materials including website, official 
programme and leaflets 
• 	 Business named as partner! sponsor in press releases 
• 	 An opportunity to promote their business directly to the Universities 17000 students 
• 	 The chance to be included in a major PR and marketing initiative targeted directly at 
residents of Luton as well as University of Bedfordshire students and their friends and family. 
Airport Funding 
The 2008 Festival has support in kind from a number of organisations - free use of 
venues, participants giving their time free of charge, and the marketing and PR Support. 
It has also been awarded small grants from the University and the Council as well as 
some sponsorship from the Mall. 
Funding from the Airport will be used to enhance the event and / or create a greater 
impact For instance' 
National Celebrit:t for launch event £2000 
Banners at each end of Geol'9.e Street for duration of Festival £1800 
Branded T-Shirts for Press Launch and volunteers £1000 
Luton Gospel Community Choir £800 
Professional participant payment (ell- poets) at £150 each £600 
POR up banners for each festival venue at £180 each £720 
Professional participant payment (e.g. poets) at £150 each £600 
Support for a number of smaller expenses such as web hosting, student £300 
and other participant incentives. 
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Appendix 1 Festival Management and Development 
Festival Management & Organisation 
In 2008 the Festival will mainly by managed from staff and students within the University of Bedford. 
Once a precedent of uniting the differing community groups has been set it is envisaged that a 
'committee' will be formed to manage the Festival from 2009. This will consist of representatives from 
local artistic groups, local council, university students and university staff. A high profile patron will be 
sought and it is hoped that a Committee Chair with good business links will be found. 
The 2008 Festival Coordi nator, Robi n Saklatvala, is a Masters student at the University with over 10 
years experience in event management and fundraising. Other members of University staff have 
extensive experience in setting up festivals and exhibitions. 
Joint Program and Box Office 
In 2008 it is envisaged that the Festival will act as an umbrella to unite existing events & groups within 
the University and Luton. It will do this by producing and distributing a 'program of events'. There will 
be a high profile PR campaign (see below for details). All participants will benefit from the extra 
promotion and impact of being part of this new Festival. 
Ideally there will be a joint Box Office with one telephone number. Both free and charged events will 
be booked on this number. The benefits of this are: 
• 	 Data capture of details of participants. This will be used to research the success of the 
Festival and test out ideas for 2009. 
• 	 Measure the numbers who actually respond to the Festival Marketing and PR campaign 
• 	 If successful this will be self financing in future years as all participants will see the benefits 
and therefore not mind an administration fee being taken off the ticket price. 
• 	 Provide scope for introducing promotions such as 'Festival passes' and discounted prices for 
purchasing two or more festival tickets at the same time. 
Partners I Participants 
See skeleton program for details of performance & exhibition participants. In addition the Festival 
hopes to work with: 
• 	 Local Business - big and small 
• 	 The Hat Factory (including activities as part of Festival and as a major venue) 
• 	 The Mall (publicity and venue) 
• 	 Local pubs / clubs (venue) 
• 	 The Library Theatre (including activities as part of Festival and as a major venue) 
• 	 Luton Libraries (pre-programmed events and possibly host other events) 
• 	 Art Gallery/s in High Town (venue) 
• 	 Filmstock 
• 	 Nine Red 
Funding 
Due to time scales and the nature of the event it is unlikely that the 2008 event will secure major 
funding. Instead the aim is to receive as much support in kind as possible and use this as a chance 
to start a relationship with organisations and businesses that may be inclined to provide sponsorship 
in future years. However approximately £5k will be sought from companies, the council and the 
university to assist with marketing and other sundry costs. 
In 2009 with a voluntary committee assuming responsibility for organising the Festival (in conjunction 
with the University) the Festival will be eligible to apply for lottery funding and to the Arts Councils 
Awards for All Scheme. Sponsorship will also be sought. 
After the pilot event has been held and participants / audience surveyed a business plan will be 
developed to see what income the Festival itself can bring in i.e selling advertising space in program 
and on-line and shared box office, festival stalls, charging for more events etc. 
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APPENDIX 3: APPLICATION FOR COUNCIL FUNDING 

B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival 
19 May - 13 June 2008 
Students from the University of Bedfordshire are coordinating an exciting, visual and participatory Arts 
Festival within Luton Town Centre. Events will range from lunchtime poetry readings and creative 
writing competitions to live performances by performing arts students, film shows and animation 
exhibitions. The Festival will launch at a University-sponsored reception on 19 May, which the Mayor 
of Luton will attend, and culminate in the first night of the Media Art & Design Degree Show on 13 
June. The Festival will also work alongside and amplify existing events such as the Luton Carnival, 
and activities organised by community arts groups. Both students and Luton residents will have the 
chance to interact with Media Industry practitioners and employers through an organised debate and 
events such as 'Speed Date the Professionals'. 
This project aims to establish an annual arts festival for Luton that will draw together and provide a 
platform for developing a number of cultural practices within the town. Following in the tradition of 
other festivals that have grown up around educational institutions, it is proposed that the University of 
Bedfordshire can lead and anchor an arts festival for Luton over the long term. 
Benefits to Luton 
From the University's perspective the Festival has three key objectives: 
• 	 To showcase the work of current students 
• 	 To provide a novel method for students and potential employers to interact 
• 	 To encourage the participation in the Arts of school age children and demonstrate the options 
of further study available to them at the University. 
All of these will have obvious knock on benefits for Luton for example retaining ex­
students by helping them to find local employment and demonstrating to local school 
leavers the opportunities Higher Education can provide. 
Much research has been done into the impact of festivals and participative community 
arts on local towns. These activities provide social and economic benefits and 
contribute to regeneration and Tourism. A study by Monteresso in 19975 identified 50 
beneficial social impacts, which can be summarised by the six key themes below: 
• 	 Personal development (e.g. developing skills, learning, more confidence etc) 
• 	 Social Cohesion (e.g. uniting people of disparate backgrounds, promoting 

'Friendships and initiating new understanding) 

• 	 Community empowerment and self-determination (e.g. capacity building, 

regeneration and regaining control) 

• 	 Local image and identity (e.g. celebrating, or in newer areas initiating, local 

tradition and culture and making residents have a more positive view of where 

they live. 

• 	 Imagination & Vision (e.g. opening up to new experiences and ideas) 
5 Matarasso F, Use or Ornament? The social impact of partiCipation in the Arts, 1997, Comedia 
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A more recent study by the Arts Council6 has shown that festivals in particular 
contribute to community development and are beneficial to society. They can enhance 
civic pride and encourage social cooperation and voluntary activity. 
A South African study in 20057 looked specifically at Arts Festivals and discussed their 
benefits in developing tourism. It emphasises the use of such events to market 
countries, increase revenue and as a tool for image enhancement and increasing 
inward investment. The issues are obviously being examined from a tourism 
perspective. The author refers to a report from 1997 stating that one of the biggest 
growth in tourist attractions its festivals and other special events. 
Closer to home a study of the Edinburgh Festivals looks at the social and economic 
benefits of various types of festivalsB• Throughout Europe they are being used to 
generate tourism, urban renewal, city branding and to attract other forms of inward 
investment. 
In the longer tern the Festival aims to contribute significantly to promote and encourage new art forms 
and artists, showcasing new and local talent and exposing new audiences to the Arts. It will 
contribute to the improvement of Luton's cultural profile already being enhanced by the Hat Factory 
and Filmstock etc. 
Marketing and PR for 2008 
The University of Bedfordshire's Press Office will be overseeing a PR campaign that will include 
seeking a local media partner who will publicise the event both before and after, and include details of 
the program. The event is being supported by Luton First who realise the potential of the Festival in 
bringing about a change in Luton's image. 
A joint program will be printed (including details of all sponsors and partners) which will be distributed 
throughout all 3 of the Universities campuses, as well as local artistic venues such as The Hat 
Factory, theatres, libraries and museums. 
The Festival will also be advertised on the University of Bedfordshire's main website, on plasma 
screens throughout the three campus' and in University publications. The Festival will also have 
dedicated web pages on the main University Web Site. There are currently talks with The Mall about 
having exhibition and other space. 
Opportunities for Local Business 
Local businesses can benefit from involvement with the Festival in the following ways: 
• An introduction to employees of the future 
• Direct interaction with existing and future customers! product users 
• Business name and ! or logo on various marketing materials including website, official 
6 Long, P, Owen, E, The arts festival sector in Yorkshire: economic, social and cultural benefits, 

benchmarks and development, 2006, Arts Council England 

7 Saayman M & Saayman A, Does the location of Arts Festivals Matter for the Economic Impact, Papers 

in Regional Science, Volume 85, Number 4, November 2006, pp. 569-584 (16) 

8 AEA Consulting, Thundering Hooves - Maintaining the global competitive Edge of Edinburgh's 

Festivals - Full Report - May 2006 
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programme and leaflets 
• 	 Business named as partner / sponsor in press releases 
• 	 An opportunity to promote their business directly to the Universities 17000 students 
• 	 The chance to be included in a major PR and marketing initiative targeted directly at 
residents of Luton as well as University of Bedfordshire students and their friends and family. 
Council Funding 
The 2008 Festival has support in kind from a number of organisations - free use of 

venues, participants giving their time free of charge, and the marketing and PR Support. 

It has also been awarded a £500 grant from the University. 

Funding from the Council will be used to enhance the event and / or create a greater 

impact. For instance: 

Mobile Film Truck in George Square for 2-3 days 	 £3000 

National Celebrity for launch event 	 £2000 

Banners at each end of George Street for duration of Festival £1800 

Luton Gospel Community Choir 

Pop up banners for each festival venue at £180 each £720 
Professional participant payment (e.g. poets) at £150 each £600 
Exhibition expenses (framing, mounting, technical requirements) £500 
Support for a number of smaller expenses such as web hosting, student £300 
and other participant incentives. 
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APPENDIX 4: ITEMS AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP 
2008 
Items Available for Sponsorship: 
Headline Sponsor: £20,000 
Logo on all marketing items including front page of Festival Directory, banners in town 
centre and university. Tickets for the VIP Festival Reception, Logo and link on front 
page of website. Invitation to participate in Press Launch. Display space in The Mall 
(*TBC). Credited with 4 individual event sponsorships. 
Major Sponsor £5,000 
Tickets for the VIP Festival Reception, Logo and link on front page of website. Invitation 
to participate in Press Launch. Credited with 2 individual event sponsorships 
Fashion Show £3,500 
University Of Bedfordshire's Got Talent £3,000 
Fundraising event in aid ofwww.readbookproject.orq.uk 
VIP Festival Reception £2,500 
Festival Website £2000 
Under the Mask Gamer Conference £2,000 
Festival Directory /Flyer Printing £2,000 
Festival T-Shirts £1,500 
Speed Date the Professionals £1,500 
Photography Exhibition £1,000 
Schools Photography Competition £1,000 
All the above sponsors will have their logo in the directory and be linked on the 

website. They will also receive branding on event specific invitations, branding at 

'their' event and mention in the Press Release and two tickets for the VIP Festival 

Reception. 

Individual Events from £250 

include: 

Screenings: films, documentaries & animations 

Exhibitions: 'work in progress' animations, screen paintings, paintings, fashion 

Workshops: pottery, jewellery, creative writing 

Performance: Poetry Readings, Script readings 

Installations, Murals & Sculptures 

The above sponsors will all be acknowledged on the website and in the Festival 

Directory. Sponsorship in kind is also sought and we are keen to establish & develop 

long term relationships. 

To find out fU rther information or discuss any options & further packages please 
contact festival@beds.ac.uk 
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APPENDIX 5: MARKETING AND PRESS OUTPUTS 2008 
List of Marketing Materials 
1. B: 	Involved Poster 
2. 	 B: There Poster 
3. B: 	Fest Poster - Sponsors 
4. B: 	Fest PowerPoint Presentation on all plasma screens at the campus 
5. 	 T-Shirts designs with core messages: B:lnvolved, B:There, B:Fest, 
Luton Arts Festival, www.lutonartsfestival.org, 19 May - 13 June 
6. B: 	Fest logo 
7. B: 	Fest stickers 
8. B: 	Fest Postcard 
9. B: 	Fest Programme 
10. DVD showreel- B:Fest launch, Cineworld Luton, London Luton Airport 
check in screens 
11. Individual Events Posters and Postcards 
12. B: 	Fest website www.lutonartsfestival.org 
List of Press Releases 
1. 	 B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival - Launch 9 April 2008 
2. 	 B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival - Sponsors 28 April 2008 
3. 	 B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival- Update 7 May 2008 
4. 	 B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival - Photo call Opportunity 13 May 2008 
5. 	 B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival- B:Fest Comes to a Close in Style 12 June 
2008 
List of B:Fest Publicity 
1. 	 Life March 2008 page 5 (Art Attack: Luton Arts Festival Funding) 
2. 	 HERO website http://www.hero.ac.uk/media relations/19271.cfm, 28 April 
2008 (Luton Arts Festival Funding by CETL) 
3. 	 Luton and Bedford Today http://www.lutontoday.co.uk/lut-news/BFest­
bri ngs-i ntoxicati ng-a rts-to.4031086. jP, 
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http://www.bedfordtoday.co.uk/541/BFest-brings-i ntoxicati ng-a rts­
to.4031086.jp, 6 May 2008 (B:Fest brings intOXicating arts to Luton) 
4. 	 BBC 3 Counties Panel Discussion 
5. 	 Luton News, 30 April 2008 (B:Fest - B is the key to arts scene: Town's 
first ever arts festival could kick-start cultural activities) 
6. 	 Luton Line, May 2008 (First Arts Festival for Town) 
7. 	 Luton on Sunday - Living locally, 11 May 2008, (Town's first arts festival 
get to showcase the best of creative Luton) 
8. 	 Herald & Post - 15 May 2008, (B:FEST - It's Luton's First Arts Festival 
to Feature Everything from Photography to Computer Gaming) 
9. 	 Chiltern Radio - University launches creative festival 
10. Luton Line - May 2008, (First arts festival for Luton) 
11. Anglia TV News, B:Fest launch, 19 May 
12. Local TV, B:Fest launch, 19 May 
13. BBC 3 Counties, B:Fest launch, 19 May 
14. Luton FM B:Fest launch, 19 May 
15. Bedford Today -	 20 May 2008 (Dancers kick off Luton's first arts 
festival) 
16. Herald & Post - 22 May (B:Fest Black Comedy) 
17. Luton News- 28 May (B:Fest Black Comedy) 
18. Luton Today - 28 May 2008 (The Play's the thing) 
19. Bedford Today - 28 May 2008 (The Play's the thing) 
20. BBC 3 Counties - 3 June 2008 (Film Interviews) 
21. BBC 3 Counties - 6 June 2008 (Poem in Between People interview) 
22. BBC 3 Counties - 8 June 2008 (Breakfast Show panel discussion) 
23. Herald & Post - 12 June 2008, (Take my Tips - my profile, CETL, 
B:Fest) 
24. Chiltern FM - website, calendar of events 
25. TV shot - http://www.local-news.tv(the arts/v148-bfest luton/ 
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,Juno - A Poem In ber.....n People (PIP) 
Musa m"A:O,Ja of PiP, '[croon', oonf51 rt!N ",tUn ...ord tallnt' 

..::cordirq tc' The Til1'lE5, ttirgs 'P' \tCrnl",. stori.. and frE£ co~ 

d PiP', ""N EP. FclIClN<d b, in ClJon Mi: ""'''n, 

7 Juno - Under lh~ M.nk Ganl..Conforonce 

A da)elceq celel<atiln d ',deo gam. cutUR at the Uri.... "'t}' d 

Bedfordshir., fa;lurirq g"no p<f'fc<ma')ce; frem p'of..sOOij garre 

~'l'ffi, cPlX'nunilies 10 I"t yc<w,;lf ag.;nst • "''''30 of I;~e 

i nte~."", and pli'lers, an ..,hititOl cl G' n>! /lit .nd G.me MJ,;: 

and p'e,..,.,ti:ns t~ ",.d;roi: .,.,.n, I,:ro the wcri1 d Gam< 

SludES- £20 I £ 10 

8 June - M.II Mu..c ' 

An ~:C<JS1i.: j.mmo. sa f..tun"'3 a mlXtllt d dd ....1 rt!N ITIJ! <, 

Orqn.llr..:i:s "il b; ilteopeJ>Ed wlh dao!b "'1'9"'3 from &t Marl!!)' 

and Ra,lam:nta!1" to G"",n 0<11 ard Tr__1 ehanl..".n. 

9 Juno - AnlmoUon worksh"" 

Thi, h.r.:Is-on ..'OII;st>:p Ii''''' y:u the ch;nco ~l ..~lorE. ,<fieri 

d aniltat"n ~qu<s, 5Uitab~ lor flm, lel"isic.n, and the ..<I>. 

10 June - (arv. her lIaltl<!wllh Pride 

Classic 11.<:11 d the hatism of ~.o.1 Op;r.ti:ns ag;nt Vr.klle Sz abo. 

10 June - Project Performance 

Hig,lghl< lrom the Uri,l;(Sity ':/ Beojfcl"lshre\ 

M.daI'!ffC<1lla"1G ,pecial r:<C;.cts. 

12 June - SA Graduate Fashion 5h..... • _ 
'" ':, fl ••. " , l~by Ttl< MaIO 
The Uri,..,.ti d Bedfcldshre is ~ 10 ~m..m. lor the first tima, 
its BA F,w,i::f\ [);sign G",duat. OJI«tions. lutIJns Ic.ng-r"".cted 
a;sociiItions wilt. the fash"n ndJitry mol:e it the perlect ro" fo r 
!his y..rs now generotion of f"'hion graduates. 
12 June - S.rlr.u Man2001 ulk 
12 & 13 June - Helma 
Vllage Sa..., ( inoma prE!8l1> 111, 1tUly urique documantiiy o>;>"nrq 
the po,sitiltiel of mUllc and cnema !hrcug, tho music of Sigjf Roo. 
(d, Oi;an ~Bb, &. S'1U' Rt., 20)7). Doc" I ba, cpen 1~, scr«nng 
8pm. lWe bond on stage ill (pm cn the 13th. (4.50 I £3.5&. 
13 Jun. - Media Art & o...lgn o..g ... s_ (.,.,tiI27 Juno)
, 
A ,h<MGIx d "<4Ii.. , 'NCIi:, i1duding .n i"",,,,.'., displiy d 
~raphy, 'ash"", fn. art, vijoc an. nt!ri" d"i9O, graphc d<!ign, 
m«lia r:<c>juctionand .nirn;tim. fa ""rE nf'Jlmaten p""x OJnta Cl 
Sarah W;lI., on 01512 743045, 
Changing ExhlblUons 
Thrw;lOOLl1he f<str".there wil tt d is ~I.), 01 OItlSlic " 'lri<s til IOGOI 
r";dents and uri'..,";t)' ,~d;nl< in The Mil and in • re.>' gale/y ot the 
a.p:<[ . S .. 1he \\'Ebsi1e for ""rE delals - irdudO;j how t" ,ubrrit 'fM 
""n "'arkl 
-..J 
00 
BOX 0 FFiCE M"" ,,,'EOtS in the ~1i ...1 arE fre. crl clurg. but all 
requre ~ck<u whim <I. otumd t1 cali"'3 1he eo. Off~. on: 
0158287&100 " 01582 541414 
Iw.w,lutonaI1sf..stival,org 
B:Fest 2009 
W.',. lh inkir9 at>:ut ntxt y.ar al,.~yl H)')u wou~j I"e 
10 ""~ pIIt, ',cluntee<, a JJII. t~ ke~ 1"lolmed .Iea,. <mai l 
• .mqu II I(-S(t uton..:.rtsfi'stw. l.or',l 
B: FeSI " or';J,ni"d "'I • 9~ of h..cI."rIU"';J ,,,uote.,,. 
'Nt! are extRrMY grateful fa tho: $ l4l~ort 1rom cur spJrG)r.i 
ar.:I >"rm.r " 9'lllS31Jon, 
Sponsors 
I U"""e.-Sflt/ r:1 ~.ec:'s«:.lh 'e 
" 
L.ONDON LUTON 
thi!'" 
Partn~rs ,.~  
11it2Q.•"... .. ~__•..,~na..J. 
()ffic", f.,ti,.1 Aco:rnrmd"':n 1UP~"d til th, 
Un~l;(Sit, ,'f Beo1fcrdsh,. Sludent w.o:mmodat',n Of!>:.. 
Venu~s 
I ~n)1Cju':e , Luton Slat"", LU I lLT 
2 tho hat F¥.tc~ Bute Stre<l, LUI 2EY 
3 Th. Old Shlp, 32a Go"ge St, 1st &. 2nd H:<r, LUI lA1. 
\\'aterstone, (;.;.;)rge 111"'1. LUI 2Al. 

Ttl< ~trar1, 51 G«(ge's SquaR, LU I 2NG 

St .::...:..g., SqJa,., LUI m:; 
t.tar~:.t Hil, LUI 2AA 

Un;I."ny of Bedfadshlr., Park Squat<, LU 1 3JU 

Ttl< Pari<. 45 Part. 111",1. LUI 3JX 

1<) Th. Stud<n1 Urian, Vi:a,~. 511*1. lIJI 3HZ 
11 St t.tarY' ChU'm, Church 51Jeo!t, L'JI 3Jf 
12 Ttl< Mall ArM'!. Showing Centro, LU I 2U 
F"lnt c,"''''' Cri3,"allrnago; e fEn Hoj!Cf1. 
Cfi3nal cEl90 b)' ""'1Ini V~:Lj(jakc.a, ~aPl!.R 
Luton Arts F••ti",,1 
Luton Arts Festival 
19 May -13 June 
www.lutonartsfestival.org 
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B:Fest I, a n ••' ex(ltln~ vl,ual and partldpat0l)' J.rts Festtval fa 

ll~on . ThH'" ,on ",thing fOI .'''ryon..: poetry. dante . 'orkshops. 

.x hlb~lons . flll11 , anlnlaU", and th.at",. 

19 May' - Capoelra WOlkshop 

AB ra~l iif1 manial art C<fl~ed '~ilhin 1h2 rh)1hrrjc fram ...."r.. c( 

",rrba ~ d..,c~, ar,j mu;':. Clais., <I' on a 'drop In ' bas ~. Fc, mc<e 

inf,:..:cma:t Oa:c, " n 07904 154U5. t7 1TBTlb;!" .. £10 n::flITB1l~s. 

20 May - lutopla iunl,l 25 t,I;)~' 

A,,'ard wnnrn9 proug-a,~", ard UrjlI;Gitj' c( B,,:k,,:hhr. ~JdeN: 

Ben H:dinn 17eii<ll5 1"" ,ae:1icru in the Emob,n iL':C,c\3. Tho, fnt 

,:ae::1loo SMIIS lutOO J2£6 ,~dn~ ato.rt u-er "'"rf.1 a)' I~'B ~ 2':mj, 

n ",nlTase. '.'I ii ~:(t <I. the LJt~n i,"ironrr~nt in '" I1.:h 11'. ri!S D=rrts fi nd 

th;rn,.t,e;. l" qE ,e. E ~c(,j{'fl «)tage< ~':1 I"" t; nard .rrund lu,::n 

• . i 
21 May- Anlm.tlon DEn>onstratlon 
t ". ,II ,jj, 
O€m:""lIa~«) anj ':<ampES .:/ arorr.,ticn 8:rn'.lP.S f,,, filtr\ tdE'ltiOO 

.,nd m. W<D. Fnd C<JI mc(e ab)u thE ",i~t')n ,',)(",15 and Ii,n up 

f·" , wor'<.sh:~, «) ~ June. 

22 May - M'<1lCl'les Of MUNEr (15) I. , 

Ftlrr,;lab ar,j \'il~~e 'Sr~n CinEma I7E:ff,t thi; tal; c/ t'o" rural ':':~'; 

dE'-!>'ral.I)' tml:nJ a sen;/ <l ler in S:uth Kc(ea in l·j~b.1':03 . 

Oi, J·xo-ro 1<lng. Run tm e: 13(01io< D.5() .I £1.50 c,)r>:5. 

22 May - lutopla Talk 

Pha1Olra,,,,r Ber, Hoj",n wild,,:u;s lhe d?,.J:vner,t 

.:I 1h2 luto"a ~,hbiti«) . 

23 May - An EvEning of Po.try 

T"" E'..to tl"bed '.€1ifilrrs c,f ((<1t""p"arl Er.l li;h r(.;tri Tom Raw·,rth 

and p"t.;« Sh;p,,,,d, reaj fr"m their J>1ESt·:cll.cticffi. ('Jltt!ES .nd 

'fIinE n duj.d. £3.0) i f2 .0). Thi, ;:,er! Nct; c,ff • 'm.l~nd 01 ~':"lr~ 

""tich feat U'1!S p:~u fr" m aroun d1h2 c·:'JOtrl '" ,••11 "1"1L>:lEnls and 

'JraO.Jdt2i frcm It.. In,,,;r.;ny· of Bedfon:hh iro Cr'>d~r'l Wntlng C·'LJII? 

23 May - B:CreaUvElab RadiO87.9 FM 

. ......, .Iutollalldb.dsr adl,) .<on, 
 Q.LdB""'"' 
lab Rado tm~' yC,,!he r" unj'Jp ,31 u-,., """"" s EIEJ"1lS .t B:f~. A
-...J ~r.JrlE-n 9\'n ~O.J an q:p:ftuni1j t,J an ~'OJr \;erNs. on €'~ J'1~irtJ t,:. ·::b 
witt. !he F~I~I, anj, charC<! to C.:fl1IibJt~ 10- 111-= futU' .1 ~ 
U May - Magnrtlcent Hying Machine 
Fohm the wack)' "j'Bltur8 ct I't"f~" Bix Ho-n as h.; fiES ~' Ihe SEat 
.:I h. r.ms ",d tries~, b ui~j a l~;r'J machn. out of 11'" rrOil urjll:etl 
thn!;!l . for aJES 2-8. Run ~rr.; : ~)rrj r6 £4 ,OJIts .. £lSI) ch i.jr~, . 
24 May - Sub (Iub Poet,y 
Ttli' ,(.;(rl " ...l;nj CC.flnue; "ith tIm af1.em:C<1 "",d r9' f.;atu nnJ 
<:<ren. nc<-j r~ts .oJ),,, n Terrrs: ':;;'1'11 S1£I>~n ,..,j Aml.iorE Elj:<1 .ro 
""'" taI.nt sum as AlkOl 8.=, H:l11 ""1Ef, ard .l:;TE; II\II:es. 
24 May - Phyto Poetry 
Th= ~ec'Jrd e~o,:nl1 9 O?\'E01 in &lis ~.Y-tr)' 'A"eeKo?nd t':-21tlle-l Allen Fi ~h:f 
,..,j ·, lhers Itt. i. R.I" in the c·:rnf"natl. 9JlTcundr,~' of 1h2 m j ~h' r' 
ar,j ~i')' 1h2 rcju'ffi;~ng J":'" ',f ,11)t·:iuG. 
24 May - Hlp hop h.ART 
Hp h:p h.;ART i; the dan:. ..iO nt r' r(~.rtrng thE n of rr"'I"",.nt 
ir, rip to", l,)(;/ , tri,)rrnffi ~rmr6U.;tE th.;r 'tils ond ,":'''' tt~t 
11'" tip h)r' (orrrot.nil) ".;I~,= in luto n. ThE ,j ar.:es·, rtri" rrn Ed t'l 
Ij nil'8'~t\, ,of f:o.j fc..d,rir2 'WE nt , Dar,:e Na~[(l .ro c(h ... wl~j 
hip hcp d 3n C< b.ers. ,., 11 dspl'l 1h2 I'ar"ty,:f Itr;.;t dare2 cultur~ 
.ro """,nt tro; 5r«tdtm 'IIith 't:.~ES suc h as Ic':\:ing. p:~p i ng. 
ki"l ·tut and ru 'tI3,. hi" hcp. 
26 May -Luton ('Tnt,.1 
Th. ",mil ,.,.:ta:uar i; a great ,ja), ,: ' .11 f« ,1I1h2 tam,t/- Featunr" a 
'Dr",t par~ and ~nt~"rroer,t ceEboorq t t~ d',....t)' crt .; ,jt ur~ n 
11'12 w,," tc~tIB ..;Ih a 'rari. rl of mfts, intd'l"I31>::ni/ fcoj Itals ",j 
strttt erne rtan rr;;nt 
Tl May - B.d Bug' 
M oprCltunity t" "'" sri ,p;tS frcm Ih i; ~»JonJ """' l"1u:!;m r<Od UC1JCfl 
.;II at(•.11 11'0; hg,sard ~,,,s of tr.irg a SVjjert. ~~. 3 J,-"" f'" llJttE 
de1a is .... j fu ll p.rfClTllare• . 
27 M.y- - Brldg. to T.,.ab~hla (cM PG) 
8:6ed .:f1 (hE- be·).: b~' Ka'ltBir,; P.31.:f~on. 1hti is. do rr~)\;r;~ film atQut 
frffirtl1ip and grc'oiro~ up. 5u t·,tl. fe( .;tlIO'er. 'led 7 ar,j all"­
29 May - Hlp Hop Taster Class 
A char;:e fa- >?\'Ef)'V ne. wro ff~O~o;. ,jar.:€: to dl$((I~ e r thEfTt;e l\'E-$ 

ir, rip t"p. 5tud;nts " ill l..rn $:fi'>2 tip r" " rr,),-=s a"j .i rr, t,~ 

·:c01~lEte a routn . <>err" n;trdtEd til 11'.. ~ce t<-,,:toer. Wear spcru 

uai1ers ar,j lo)~e lI':U~ rs, anj cbn'l f ,)r.~et t·:· grat. 3 t01tE of wat~1 

29 May - C"atlve FL~urE'5 

f1;!,.- from a.;at'iO InoJStry ,rof8gCm~ ':<) hc", 1h2 )' 9£C*:l"j ,..,j 

meet the c"Jarjsaticru "tl~h can h.;p )I)U. fer mC(2 nf" rrn a1iCfl 9' t,:. 

·,\w.\·.healstaltpru)ect.org. 

s p.Ed Dat. the Professionals 
Auroque oh;nG to 'Jet (BkJ~j l' lT>:! "'th ,(,)fos,::ni/, n 1h; ,TIs 
ar ..j cl'bl ti\'E ~:tCf~· il):lujln9 fim mak.ers. bro;jc.:G1Ef'S :I1d 3 ~Jrrlll. 
30 Ma~' - B:C",aU•• lab Radio 
l;l) F:.j io t<1ng; ~:(J Ihe rwnd-up cf th. '"."l·s "",",ts at B:F.st . 
Carr.; a~"'l to J:l',)tq u ce 1 ts1~ to the ,,'<Dc>i1and rr.;.;t ·:u 
j:fc.j uction te-arn f·:( an Irn:'oGu',€ di:ui5tJn. 
• •• · .. '.Iut·>nandb.dSladlo.wnl 
30 May' - Sound SP"'E 1 
u'.-: P'?rtc<m:r nc~ of ~~ri~nt:; 1 cvrrput.e rmu !ic f.:~tlJ ri r~~ 
I;.·e '/)jeo ~(r:1ed.im':.. 
31 May - Dal){lng In the StrE,t! I. 

A,it"nt and cr.ati '" c':<1t""r'''''1 ~c~ r,;rl,""'''':e 1rem 

~:rji r9 Ic~:<! 1 d:clG:fs ~nd ~ucE1ts. 
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APPENDIX 7: B:FEST 2008 REPORT 
Robin Saklatvala, Masters by Research Student, Research Institute of 
Media, Art and Design and CETl Associate 
B:FEST, Luton Arts Festival: Pilot Event 
REPORT &RECOMMENDATIONS 
produced two weeks after the end of B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival 
The Festival 
26 Day Festival with over 30 artistic and creative events of different genres and 
sources. 
For further information and photos see www.lutonartsfestival.org and 
http://www.flickr.com/ohotos/bfestl uton 
HIGHLIGHTS 
• 	 External sponsors: Luton Borough Council, The Mall and London 
Luton Airport 
• 	 External partners: Waterstone's, the hat Factory, Luton First, 
Cineworld, Clearhead Media and derosso.net. 
• 	 £4540 in external grants and sponsorship 
• 	 £14500 in kind external support inc. venues, box office, technical staff 
etc 
• 	 £3000 (approx) from Communications Office for marketing materials, 
sponsorship of launch event and student incentives etc. 
• 	 Over 20 press stories (equivalent to advertising costs of over £1 0,000) 
• 	 c 1 hours TV coverage from local TV and Anglia news - including 2 
minute slot on Anglia teatime news 
• 	 c 5 hours of local radio coveragefinterviews with organizers and 
participants including primetime breakfast slots 
• 	 1500+ hits on festival website 
• 	 Over 100 students contributed to the Festival through exhibitions, 
events, displays, graphic design and performances 
• 	 1620 event attendees 
• 	 Over 396,000 opportunities to see and hear about the Festival 
The Future: The festival was incredibly successfully. To continue and build 
upon this the university needs to plan strategic support. Recommendations are 
that the School of Media, Art & Design retain ownership of this event and 
support a paid member of staff dedicated to project managing the Festival and 
working closely with the CETL Communications Officer, members of the 
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Communications, Marketing and Development office (including the newly 
appointed Events Officer) and students from all faculties. 
Background 
The project evolved from a successful application for funding by Janey Gordon 
(Principal Lecturer in Radio) to the Centre for Excellence in Teaching and 
Learning. Funding was secured to fund a Masters by Research student (Robin 
Saklatvala) to investigate the potential for an Arts Festival within the Luton 
Campus of the University of Bedfordshire. It was envisaged that this would 
involve running an actual Arts Festival. The initiative was also strongly 
supported by the Dean with a pump priming grant. 
Following preliminary research the project looked at establishing an annual arts 
festival for Luton that would draw together, and provide a platform for 
developing, a number of cultural practices within the town. Particularly in its 
formative years the Festival looks to work alongside and amplify existing events 
such as the Luton Carnival, and activities organised by community arts groups. 
Goals and Objectives 
The Festival had specific goals to satisfy the original CETL funding criteria and 
these were: 
• 	 showcase the work of current students 
• 	 provide a novel method for students and employers to interact 
• 	 encourage participation in the arts of school-age young people and 
demonstrate the options of further study available to them at the University 
• 	 provide students with professional experience and enhance their 
employability 
In order to achieve these goals it was necessary to devise an authentic and 
successful Arts Festival that would appeal to the sectors outlined above in a 
'natural' way. In order to achieve this it was decided to hold a pilot event in 
2008 with the following operational objectives: 
• 	 Initiate relationships (through support in kind) with potential sponsors 
that can be developed for future events 
• 	 Develop relationships with those in the community who may be able to 
contribute in future years (contacts, volunteering, participants etc) 
• 	 Secure small amounts of sponsorship (circa £4000) to cover first year 
expenses 
• 	 Secure Media Partner (or again develop a relationship that will lead to 
this in future years) 
• 	 Secure local media coverage to demonstrate potential to future 

sponsors 

OUTCOMES 
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Press & Marketing 
The Festival Co-coordinator worked closely with the CETL Communications 
Officer and the Marketing and Communications Department to ensure the 
design and delivery of the festival's marketing materials, press releases and 
other publicity. The results were as follows: 
• 	 Website launched on 6 April, approximately 500 new visitors a month for 
3 months. Mainly from the UK but from afar afield as the United States 
and Australia. High percentage of visitors from referring sites and 
search engines 
• 	 Promoted on sponsors websites with direct links 
• 	 More than 20 press stories, including coverage in University's 
newspaper Life, Luton and Bedford Today, Luton News, HERO, Luton 
on Sunday - Living locally, and Luton Line, etc 
• 	 Approx 1 hours in total of TV coverage from local TV and Anglia news 
• 	 Approx 5 hours of local radio coverage/interviews with organizers and 
participants 
• 	 Distribution of 5000 postcards and 20,000 leaflets to all University 
campuses', schools, Luton & Beds Tourist information centres, 
Cineworld, Library, London Luton Airport, The Mall, and other artistic 
venues in Luton. 
• 	 Promotional Film shown at Cineworld prior to films for the duration of 
festival. 
• 	 Promotional Film shown at London Luton Airport on 60 screens for 
duration of festival 
Relationship Building 
Sponsors 
Luton Borough Council, The Mall and London Luton Airport all came on board 
as cash sponsors. In all cases the sponsorship money came from a slush fund 
and was not budgeted for. All sponsors were approached with the idea that this 
was just the beginning of a relationship that would be built on in future years. 
Sponsors were credited on marketing materials but all wanted a relationship 
that was not just about financial support. Key attractions to the sponsors 
include: 
• 	 Being able to provide visible, non cash support which highlighted their 
core businesses 
• 	 Ability to demonstrate a commitment to the community 
• 	 Belief that the festival met a genuine need within the town 
• 	 Understanding that this was a pilot event but that a successful event 
could reinvigorate the town, and has the potential down the line) to 
increase revenue and social capital. 
The sponsors also brought in their own added value: firstly by providing the 
festival with credibility and secondly in terms of additional marketing: The Mall 
included Festival events in their full page monthly newspaper advertisement; 
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the Airport played a promotional DVD and included a leaflet in all their staff pay 
slips. Sponsors also put information about the Festival and links on their 
websites. 
Partners / Support in Kind 
Partnership status was conferred upon those who provided tangible support- in­
kind to the Festival. Although this support was valuable in its own right, it was 
seen by the Festival organiser as a means of opening a dialogue, which could 
lead to cash sponsorship in various years. Successful partnerships were 
established with: 
• 	 Waterstone's - hosted poetry evening. Displayed poster in window and 
leaflets in store. 
• 	 the hat Factory - hosted several events and exhibitions, helped with 
promotion, ran box office 
• 	 Luton First - provided support, credibility and introduction to sponsors 
• 	 Cineworld - handed out leaflet with every cinema ticket sold, played 
promotional DVD ahead of film shows 
• 	 Clearhead Media - Made promotional DVD at no cost 
• 	 derosso.net - developed website (which has had lots of extremely 
positive feedback) at a very low rate. 
Student IAlumni Professional Development and Work Experience 
Students were heavily involved in the development and marketing of the 
Festival. Over 100 students contributed to the Festival Development. However 
specific examples of best practice include: 
1. 	 Lutopia Exhibition at the hat Factory Gallery. showcasing and work 
experience 
2nd year photography stUdent Ben Hodson was given the opportunity to 
display his work in the exhibition entitled Lutopia. Ben organised the 
exhibition, including sponsorship for some of the costs, devised 
marketing materials and organised a private view. He also gave a talk. 
As a result of this Ben has sold seven pictures, been introduced to 
members of LBC who purchase office artwork and impressed the 
Gallery curator. His exhibition will be moving to London Luton Airport. 
Ben also gained press coverage and was interviewed on the radio. 
2. 	 Fake Modern exhibition at the hat Factory Gallery showcasing and 
professional experience 
Following Ben's exhibition Fake Modern gave second year students 
studying Fine Art, Art & Design, Digital Photography and Video Art at 
the University of Bedfordshire the opportunity to curate an exhibition 
and showcase their work. Ben inspired these students to produce work 
of a high quality and, with the help of Ben and Eva Sternam (lecturer) 
they promoted the event and held a private view. 
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3. 	 Leaflet design / festival corporate identity work experience I working 
with professionals 
A group of students formed a focus group (with input from Festival 
Coordinator and Communications staff) to discuss the main corporate 
festival image. One of the students then took on the responsibility of 
designing the main identity and working with the above staff to produce 
a diary date postcard. The final program leaflet used the students 
design but was laid out by a professional designer. This was mainly 
due to time constraints but the combination of student and professional 
worked extremely well. As a result of this the hat Factory have been in 
talks with the Art & Design lecturer about offering students the 
opportunity to become involved in designing hat Factory promotional 
items. Luton Cultural Services Trust are currently recruiting a marketing 
assistant for the Stockwood Discovery Centre and Wardown Park 
Museum. They have asked for that students involved in marketing the 
Arts Festival be encouraged to apply. 
4. 	 Photographers - Professional Experience 
Three first year Art & Design students volunteered to take a 
photographic record of each event. A rota was devised which the 
students had to adhere to. These photos were displayed in a growing 
exhibition in The Mall. Some photos were also used to accompany 
news reports and may be used in next years marketing. The students 
appreciated the opportunity to gain experience in photographing live 
events and to be exhibited. 
5. 	 Carnival Arts Event Management & MA in Arts Administration ­
Professional Experience 
Two students who had recently completed the Roots to Carnival and 
Event Management course volunteered to help with the event 
organization of certain events and were given a high level of 
responsibility. Similar two students from the MA in Arts Administration 
became involved on a voluntary basis. This is a prime example of how 
the Festival can give students the opportunity to translate educational 
theory into professional practice. 
6. 	 Dancing in the Street - Showcasing and Recruitment 
A group of dancers consisting of UOB Performing Arts and Dance 
students, Luton Sixth Form College students and members of 
Bedfordshire Youth Dance Company performed in the town centre on a 
Saturday lunchtime. This was organized by Lisa Spackman and Amalia 
Garcia who created a piece especially for the Amphitheatre. This was 
an opportunity to showcase the performing arts course to the thousands 
of shoppers that visit the town centre on a Saturday. To ensure the 
most was made of this recruitment opportunity the performance ended 
with the dancers holding up cards that advertised www.beds.ac.uk 
7. 	 Animation Displays and Work Shop Student Recruitment 
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The animation lecturer was keen to trial using the festival as a 
recruitment tool. Two animation displays were organised in the Mall 
and at London Luton Airport. These were used to encourage interested 
potential students to attend a hands-on workshop at the hat Factory. 13 
potential students have indicated an interest in joining the animation 
degree. These have been followed up although it is too early to tell if 
this will translate into actual students. 
8. 	 Fashion Show - Student and Employer Interaction, Showcasing student 
work 
Nominally the last event in the Festival calendar and the opening event 
of the Media, Art & Design degree show, this year for the first time, the 
fashion students showcased their final projects in a fashion show. This 
was attended by over 150 people - many of them potential employers. 
The Fashion Show was sponsored by the Mall who are interested in 
continuing and developing this support. 
9. 	 derosso.net website development - helping students bridge the gap 
between studies and professional practice. 
The much admired festival website (www.lutonartsfestival.org) was 
another best practice demonstrating how the Festival can assist the 
careers of current students. Derosso.net is a new web design and 
development company setup by a current Art & Design student and a 
computer science student. As a new company they need to develop 
their portfolio and so were able to produce a highly professional website 
for a minimal fee. The resulting website is a testament to their abilities 
and should lead to further work for them. 
10. Clearhead Media -	 Supporting Alumni Development 
The Arts Festival can also be used to demonstrate the University's 
commitment to supporting and developing Alumni. The Festival was 
offered the opportunity to have a promotional DVD shown at London 
Luton Airport and Cineworld (outlined above). The DVD was produced 
by the university's Media Production graduates Clearhead Media, who 
benefited from the wide exposure of this film. The Festival organiser 
ensured that the Clearhead Media logo could be shown at the end of 
the DVD. 
STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF B:FEST 
It is evident from the outcomes detailed above that B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival 
makes a strong contribution to the mission, vision and values of the University 
of Bedfordshire as detailed in the 2007-2012 Strategic Plan. In particular 
aspects of three of the four strategic strands in the following manners: 
enhancing opportunities to access higher education, developing a 
comprehensive community relations programme, developing links with partners 
and an employment-focused curriculum and supporting applicable research 
which underpins teaching. The Festival also supports the University's 
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operational objectives in terms of recruitment and retention as well as 
enhancing reputation and building the brand. Once the Festival has established 
a strong identity and reputation it will be added value and an extra inducement 
for potential students. 
The Arts Festival can also be used as a strong Development tool offering an 
interesting way to begin relationship building between corporate businesses and 
the University. It can be added to a portfolio of ways in which businesses and 
industry can support the University. It provides a clear, exciting and visual 
demonstration for gaining company support e.g. potential funders can be invited 
to visit Festival events to see the University showcased in a new and inspiring 
manner. 
RESOURCES REQUIRED I The Way Forward 
There is strong support for the Festival within the community and if properly 
resourced and supported it has the potential over the next 5-10 years to grow 
and establish itself as a major date in the Arts Festival Calendar. Whiles these 
options will be examined in more detail in the full report it is important to move 
forward on developing the Festival to build upon this year's successes and take 
advantage of it still being fresh in people's minds. The University needs to make 
a decision as to what level of commitment they are prepared to make now and 
in the longer term in order to benefit as outlined above. The 3 main options 
seem to be: 
1/ Small level of commitment to supporting a community event, providing 
sponsorship and some support in kind. 
2/ Keep it at faculty level (Media, Art & Design) with the School responsible for 
appointing (and funding?) a coordinator on a year to year basis and having to 
gather support from across the University and Community each year. 
3/ Invest strategically in a cross faculty event, using students from relevant 
courses (Event management, Arts Administration, Marketing and PR etc) to 
organise the event which showcases work from other schools (Performing Arts, 
Media, Art and Design etc). Working on the Festival could become embedded 
in the relevant courses and / or special projects. Another option would be to 
offer the strongest students on the relevant courses an 'apprenticeship' with a 
small stipend. 
However there will always need to be a member of staff with overall 
responsibility for managing the project and ensuring it achieves the targets and 
objectives for the University. The Communications and Marketing Office is in 
the process of employing a part time events manager. There is an option for 
2009 for this event manager to work closely with the current festival organiser 
with a view to taking over completely in 2010. Additionally there is a need for a 
paid festival administration assistant starting almost immediately. This could be 
one of the alumni referred to above who may be willing to work on an 
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'expenses' basis (say £25/ £30 a day) in return for gaining experience. Again 
this person could be trained up to take on more responsibility as the Festival 
grows. This administration assistant would be required to commit to one day a 
week frorn July - December and two days a week from January to June. One of 
the assistants key jobs would be the setting up and maintaining of box office 
systems. 
It is possible that the key positions outlined above could be funded through 
sponsorship and or grants however in order to move forward the University 
would need to make a commitment to underwrite them. 
Finally it should be emphasised that B:Fest would not have been the success it 
was without the support and commitment of key members of staff from within: 
Media, Art & Design (John Stephens, Sarah Waller, Mark Collington, Keith 
Jebb, and Eva Sternam in particular); Marketing and Communications 
(Johannah Flaherty and Naomi Winter-Vyncent); CETL (Ina Maseljova); Estates 
& Facilities and the Accommodation Office. 
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APPENDIX 8: ITEMS AVAILABLE FOR SPONSORSHIP 
2009 
B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival 

Items Available for Sponsorship: 

Headline Sponsor 	 £15000 
Logo on all marketing items including front page of Festival Directory, banners in town 
centre and university. Tickets for the VIP Festival Reception, logo and link on front 
page of website. Invitation to participate in Press Launch. Display space in The Mall 
(*TBC). Credited with 4 individual event sponsorships. 
Major Sponsor (maximum of 4) 	 £5000 
Tickets for the VIP Festival Reception, Logo and link on front page of website. Invitation 
to participate in Press Launch. Credited with 2 individual event sponsorships 
Fashion Show 	 £3500 
Festival Website 	 £2000 
Poetry Weekend 	 £1,000 
literature Weekend 	 £1000 
Film Weekend 	 £1000 
Festival Directory /Flyer Printing 	 £2000 
Festival T-Shirts 	 £2000 
Speed Date the Professionals 	 £800 
All the above sponsors will have their logo in the program leaflet and be linked on the website. They will also receive 
branding on event specific invitations/flyers, branding at 'their' event and mention in the Press Release and two tickets 
forthe VIP Festival Reception. 
To find out further information or discuss any options & further packages 
please contact festival@beds.ac.uk 
Facts and Figures 2008 
• 	 1620 active event attendees 
• 	 832,862 opportunities to view/hear about the Festival 
• 	 Over 20 print and online press stories with approximately 1 hours TV coverage 
and 5 hours of local radio coverage 1500+ hits on festival website in one 
month period 
• 	 20,000 Program leaflets distributed 
• 	 6,000 postcards distributed 
• 	 Over 500 posters distributed throughout University and town 
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APPENDIX 9: LONDON LUTON AIRPORT COMMUNITY 
FUND APPLICATION 2009 
Bedfordshire and Luton Community Foundation 
Application form for grants of £1,000 to £3,000 LONDON LUTON 
If you require any assistance at all in completing this application, please contact the Foundation 
on 01767-626459 or bye-mail at administrator@blcf.org.uk 
1. Applicant details 
Name of community group or organisation: B:Fest Luton Arts Festival 
Address for correspondence: Address of venue used: 
Robin Saklatvala Festival uses variety of venues. 
Research Institute of Media, Art & Design 
University of Bedfordshire 
Park Square 
Luton 
Post code: LU13JU Post code: 
2. Contact details 
Main contact person Second contact person 
Title (please 
circle) 
Miss Title Mr 
(please 
circle) 
Name Robin Saklatvala Name Ian Rowlands 
Position Festival Director Position Volunteer Chair 
Telephone 01582743464. Telephone 
Mobile 07734748286 Mobile 07973767930 
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phone phone 
E-mail Robin.saklatvala@beds.ac.uk E-mail ian.rowlands7@ntlworld.com 
Web address of the www.lutonartsfestival.org 
group 
3. Organisation details 
Please describe the main activities of your organisation: 
The organisation plans, runs, seeks funding for and programmes a wide range of artistic 
activity to take place within B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival. 
B:Fest is a multidisciplinary event aimed at building partnerships between the University 
of Bedfordshire, local schools and colleges, local art facilities and the wider Luton 
community. Participation is open to all. The vision behind B:Fest is to encourage those 
who want to take part, and offer opportunities to those who have not yet discovered 
the arts, in a non-intimidating environment (e.g. the local shopping centre, the pub, the 
high street). 
The theme for B:Fest 2009 is Inspiration, with organisers seeking to inspire excellence 
across all artistic genres and bring inspirational artistic works to Luton - encouraging 
participation in the arts within the wider community. 
The festival will run from 21 May to 10 June 2009 when Luton will come alive with film 
screenings, visual and fine art exhibitions, animation workshops, poetry and a gaming 
conference, plus competitions in theatre, 
When was the group 2008 
established? 
How often does your group Twice weekly (minimum) 
meet? 
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From what geographic areas do Mainly Luton but members are also from Bedford, 
your members/clients come? Oxford and South East London 
Are you (please circle all that apply) 
A Registered Charity No 	 Charity 
number 
Applying for charitable status Maybe! 
Other (please state) 	 Yes ISee below 
I 
Are you 
A locally managed organisation 	 Yes 
Part of a larger regional or national Yes 
organisation? 
If your organisation is a part of a larger regional or national organisation, please 
provide details: 
I am a postgraduate student at the University. My research is into festivals and I 
initiated the B:Fest last year. It is organised by volunteers both within and outside the 
University. The Festival is not yet set up as registered charity or community interest 
company, although this is being looked at. We are supported by the University and 
use their facilities and are also able to tap into their expertise (i.e Press and 
Marketing). We adhere to their policies and procedures in matters relating to Health 
and Safety and Equal Opportunities. The Festival account is held through the 
University - although all funds have to be raised through sponsorship, grants etc. The 
University has Charitable Status for tax purposes but no charitable number. 
For the sake of clarity the remainder of these questions refer to the committee that 
organises B:Fest. 
How many people are involved in your organisation? 
Full time paid staff/workers 
Part time paid staff/workers 2 
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Management committee 5 
Other volunteers and helpers 100. We have a working committee consisting of 
20 members plus other volunteers that help on 
various parts of the project throughout the year. 
Beneficia ries/ users/clie nts 1700 (based on last years audience numbers) 
How are your group's users/clients The main beneficiaries of the Festival are 
represented on the board/committee the Luton community including the 
and in any decision making processes? students of the University. The working 
committee is comprised mainly of 
volunteers from these groups and major 
decisions are discussed with them. They 
also can make decisions for themselves in 
their own individual areas - e.g. we have 
volunteer students working on a film 
weekend and they have decided the 
themes and are choosing the films. 
What checks do you make on your staff All staff and volunteers are interviewed 
and volunteers to ensure their suitability and regular meetings are held to ensure 
to work for your organisation? they continue to be suitable. Those whose 
Festival events bring them into contact 
If you work with children or vulnerable 
with children or vulnerable adults are 
adults, please confirm that CRB checks required to prove that they have CRB 
are obtained. 
clearance to do so. 
4. Project details 
Please give us a brief description of the project you want us to fund 
We would like to apply for funding for outreach projects we would like to take place as 
part of B:Fest. These are as follows: 
literary Weekend - This weekend will be about creative writing and spoken word. 
There will be a conference on the Saturday, but this is quite academic. We would like 
to apply for funding for some additional outreach events as follows: 
Creative Writing Competition: 
Local schools pupils will be invited to submit a story for our Creative Writing 
competition, based on this year's festival theme 'Inspiration'. The piece should be 
about a page long, and tell the story of something inspiring, whether it be about a 
person, or a good deed, or a story inspired by music, or other sources, including, of 
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course, other writing. It can be fiction or based on real life, shortlisted entries will be 
read out on BBC 3 counties radio. All entries will be published on the Festival website 
We seek funding for this to pay for some of the logistical and marketing costs but 
mainly to pay for the publishing of a booklet of entries to be distributed to local 
libraries, the schools libraries, and local bookshops such as Waterstone's. 
Author event: We are arranging a workshop / reading and question and answer session 
with an author. We are currently in discussions with L.C.Tyler. Funding is sought to 
pay his expenses and contribute to some of the marketing costs. 
Poetry weekend / events The second themed weekend ofthe Festival will be poetry. 
This event worked very well last year with a series of readings but we would like to 
develop this in 2009 and run poetry workshops alongside it. Invited poets include: 
Gavin Selerie, Lee Harwood, Jow Lindsay, Frances Kruk, Sophie Robinson, Sean Bonny, 
David Miller, Johan De Wit, Jeff Hilson, Giles Goodland, Caroline Bergvall and Dell 
Olsen. We are looking for funding to pay poets expenses and the costs associated with 
running the workshop. We would also like to broaden the appeal of, and bring 
attention to, the poetry events by including an evening with Michael Horovitz and John 
Hegley in the Festival program and the money would also be used to pay their 
expenses. 
A Play in a Day: Creative & intrepid groups of performers (actors, dancers, musicians) 
will be invited to take part in Luton's very first A Play in a Day. Participants will have 24 
hours to conceive, write/choreograph, cast, and rehearse a 10 minute piece for 
performance. The pieces will be inspired by a title, prop, and line of dialogue allocated 
to each group, at random, 24 hours before the curtain goes up. Performances will be 
judged by a panel of experts and there will be an audience's favourite award! We 
request funding for some of the technical costs, props and prizes. 
Fine Art Competition Funding is also sought for enhancement of a fine art competition 
we are running: artists and photographers of all ages from across the region will be 
invited to submit works, which are inspired by the theme of conflict & peacemaking, 
for selection by a panel of judges. Successful works will be exhibited as part of B:Fest 
in May - June 2009 at the University of Bedfordshire and The Mall, Arndale Centre. 
Funding will be used to pay for the costs associated with producing and exhibiting 
shortlisted entries. To encourage everyone to take part there is no entry fee and we 
do not want winners to have to bear any costs for exhibiting their works as this may 
prevent some people from taking part. 
Exhibition Costs We would also use the money to support exhibitions that might not 
be able to go ahead without some of the costs being covered. For example one that 
we are looking at is a 'Luton Lives' photographic exhibition: This is a photographic 
essay showing the diverse lives of many of the people who work at the Luton and 
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Dunstable Hospital. The exhibition would comprise a series of two 'parallel' photos of 
staff members; one photo would show them at work in the hospital and the second 
photo would show the contribution they make to the local Community. The exhibition 
would be in three venues during 2009 namely Luton Hat Factory as part of B:Fest, L&D 
Hospital and Luton's central Library (new exhlbition space). Examples ofthe subjects 
of the portraits are: 
Shazeen is a member of the Pakistani community. She works as a laboratory 
technician and in her spare time is a volunteer at the Luton centre for children with 
special needs. 
Yvonne is a member ofthe Polish Community. She is a specialist nurse who saves 
people's lives and in her spare time she and her mum breed dogs. 
Gaye carries out ultra sound scans of pregnant women and is also a JP in the Luton 
Magistrate's Court. 
When will it start? 21 May When will it finish? 1IJune 
How do you know this project is needed and why is it important to your community? 
A pilot event was held in 2008 to see whether an Arts Festival was needed and 
important to the community. The festival involved and mobilised the community: 
There were over 100 volunteers and over 80 performers - most of whom volunteered 
to take part having heard about the Festival through their friends or community 
groups. There were 1620 active event attendees - i.e. those who attended ticketed 
events or engaged with a public event. Most of the volunteers from last year have 
stayed with the Festival and new ones are signing up regularly. 
There is also anecdotal evidence which demonstrates the importance to the 
community. The local press were also very keen to support the event and comments 
like 'it's just what Luton' needs were frequently heard. One participant was quoted in 
a local paper as saying: 'Finally something is happening in Luton. I've been here for 
three years and not much has really happened'. These responses demonstrate that, at 
grass roots level, it is felt that there is a genuine need for the Festival. 
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How will you know if you have achieved what you set out to do? 
We will monitor each event to see how many people attend and/or show interest. The 
final program will be evaluated to see if it accurately reflects the Luton community. 
The University's Press Office will provide media monitoring. We also keep in touch 
with participants and vol unteers to see how the Festival has helped them. For 
instance we know of several volunteers/participants from 2008 who have been offered 
work and exhibitions based on their involvement with B:Fest. 
5. Beneficiaries 
Who will benefit from your project? Please enter a number in each box that applies 
We anticipate that beneficiaries of this grant will reflectthe ethnic diversity of Luton as 
a whole (as identified by 2001 census) 
Early years (0-5) Men 50% 

Children (6 to 16) 10% Women 50% 

Young people (up to 25) 60% People with disabilities 2% 

Adults 28% Refugees 

Older people (over 65) 2% Others (please describe) 

People in rural areas 2% 

People in urban areas 98% 

White British 65% 	 Asian or Asian British - 9.2% 
Pakistani 
White Irish 4.7% 	 4.1%Asian or Asian British ­
Bangladeshi 
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White Other 2.3% 	 Asian or Asian British- 0.8% 
Other 
Mixed White & Black Caribbean 1.3% 	 Black or Black British 4.2% 

Caribbean 

Mixed White & Black African 0.2% 	 Black or Black British 1.7% 

African 

Mixed White & Asian 0.6% 	 Black or Black British 0.5% 

Other 

Mixed Other 0.5% 	 Chinese 0.6% 
Asian or Asian British - Indian 4.1% 	 Other 0.3% 
Approximately how many people will benefit We estimate 1800 will benefit directly 
from this grant? 	 from this grant, however thousands 
more will have the opportunity to do 
so. 
6. Finances 
How is your group currently funded? 
The Festival is funded through a sponsorship and grants. The University of 
Bedfordshire also pays for two students to work part time on the Festival and provides 
a lot of ancillary support (computers, telephone, meeting space, PR support etc). 
Figures for this have not been included in the budget below. 
We also rely on a lot of support in kind (free use of venues, venue staff, showing of 
promotional film and other marketing activity). In 2008 it was estimated at £24,000. 
! In kind support is not included in the budget below. 
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Have you applied for funding or received funding from any Community 
Foundation in the past? 
No 
If yes, please provide details 
What are your levels of income and spending for the past three financial years? 
Income Spending 
Last full financial year £4050 £2,808 
Previous financial year £ n/a £ n/a 
Previous but one financial year £ n/a £ n/a 
Any financial assistance awarded will be paid by cheque and sent to the person named as the 
first contact on this application form, payable to the organisation named. Please provide the 
following details of the organisation's bank account: 
Account name: University of Bedfordshire 
Bank name & address: 
H5BC Bank pic, George 5t, Luton, Beds, LU 1 2AP 
Account number: 81276360 Sort Code: 40­
30-32 
How many signatories are required on each cheque? Two, although most accounts are 
settled by bank transfer. All orders and purchases have to be signed off by a Head of 
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Department 
7. Budget 
How much money are you applying for? D 
Is this money for new work, or to New 
continue funding existing work? 
Please provide details of costs of your project. If any of our costs do not fit into these 
headings, please detail them in 'other costs'. Tell us in the 'description of costs' column 
what each item is and how much it is costing. If you wish to apply for funding over 
more than one year for ongoing costs, please provide a breakdown of costs between 
2008-09,2009-10 and 2010-11 
Type of cost Description of cost Total cost £ 
(incl. Non recoverable 
VAT) 
Staff and volunteer costs 
e.g. salaries, training 
Operational activity costs Exhibitions, participants (poets, 7,300 
musicians expenses etc), 
e.g. equipment, venue hire, 
contribution to event costs (such as 
food/refreshments, childcare 
fashion show), technician, prizes for 
competitions, box office costs etc 
Office, premises, overhead 
costs 
e.g. rent, postage, 

telephone/fax, heating, water, 

light 

Capital costs 
e.g. computers, photocopiers, 
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furniture 
Publicity costs Leaflets, posters, banners, tent cards 4,850 
(mainly printing costs but some 
e.g. designing and printing design work may be required),publicity material 
website, t-shirts and press launch 
Other costs 
(please specify) 
Total 
12,150 
If the total of your project budget is higher than the amount requested, how much has 
been raised so far? 
Total cost of your project £12,150 
Amount requested from us £3,000 
How much has been raised so far? £5,242 
Have you applied for funding for this project to any other organisation? If so, please 
give details, including expected decision dates. 
University of Bedfordshire - confirmed 
The Mall, Arndale Centre - March 09 
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Luton Borough Council- March 09 
London Luton Airport - March 09 
8. Publicity and promotion 
How did you hear about this grant making scheme? Adam Divney at London Luton 
Airport. 
Are you a member of any of the following support groups (please tick all that apply)? 
Voluntary Action Luton 
Voluntary and Community Action South Beds 
Community and Voluntary Service - Mid and North Beds 
Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity 
Other - please specify ______ 
How easy did you find this form to complete? (Please tick as appropriate) 
Very Quite OK x Easy Very 
hard hard easy 
The Foundation publicises its grants in a variety of ways, including to No 
the local media. Do you have any objections to this? 
In our monitoring of grants, we ask for photographs to be included No 
where possible. Do you object to such photographs being used in our 
publicity? 
9. Declaration 
It is essential that you understand and agree to sign up to the following statements. Please 
note that if you leave the organisation or can no longer fulfil your responsibilities, or someone 
else takes over responsibility for the grant on behalf of the organisation, you must inform us 
immediately. 
l. Our signature(s) confirm our acceptance ofthe conditions below: 
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2. 	 We agree to abide by the terms and conditions of any grant made as set out in this 
application form, in any accompanying guidance and in any offer letter. 
3. 	 We confirm that the information given in this application is true and accurate to the 
best of our knowledge. We confirm that we are authorised to sign such declarations 
on behalf of the applicant group. 
4. 	 We understand that any offer of a grant will be subject to our proposed work 
remaining within the grant criteria and any grant awarded can only be spent on the 
proposal outlined within this bid unless specifically agreed beforehand by the 
Foundation. 
5. 	 We agree to participate in monitoring, auditing and evaluation related to this fund and 
will keep receipts for any payments made with this grant and send copies with the end 
of grant report to the Community Foundation on request. 
6. 	 We will show the sum received from the Foundation as a separate item in our 
organisation's annual accounts and a signed copy will be sent to the Foundation on 
completion. 
7. 	 The funding provided will be spent within 12 months of receipt unless specifically 
agreed by the Foundation. 
Signature of Chair or Secretary Name (please print) Date 
Signature of Committee Name (please print) Date 
Member 
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10. Independent Referee 
You must provide us with details of an independent referee who must be a person with a 
professional or public position whose status we can check. They must be independent of your 
organisation but know its work and about the project for which you are requesting funds. 
Please do not give details of a relative, friend, partner, another member of the group or anyone 
who might benefit from a grant being awarded to your project. 
Name of referee: Patrick Hall MP 
Profession/job title: MP for Bedford and Kempton 
Contact address: 
BroadwayHouse 
4 - 6 The Broadway 
Bedford MK40 2TE 
Daytime telephone number: 01234262699 
Bedfordshire and Luton Community Foundation is registered to hold data under the Data 
Protection Act 1998. 
The Freedom of Information Act 2000 gives members of the publ ic the right to request any 
information that we hold. Where can third parties get information about your 
project/organisation? (e.g. your website). 
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11. Checklist 
No application will be considered unless it includes the following minimum 
information/documentation: 
A fully completed and signed 
application form 
X Copy constitution or written aims and 
objectives 
X 
A set of accounts for the last financial 
-
X Equal opportunities policy X 
year or a bank statement and budget 
for new groups 
I---­
A child protection policy or similar (if X The paperwork has been correctly X 
working with young people or weighed and stamped. 
vulnerable adults) 
-
Please ensure that you have completed all sections of the application form, have the enclosures 
ready (see above checklist) and then send to: 
Bedfordshire and Luton Community Foundation, 
The Smithy, The Village, Old Warden, Beds., SG18 9HQ 
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APPENDIX 10: MARKETING PLAN 2009 
PRODUCT 
An exciting, visual and participatory Arts Festival within Luton Town Centre. Events will 
include poetry readings, live performances by performing arts students, film shows 
and animation exhibitions. The Festival will open on 21 May, and culminate in the first 
night of the Media Art & Design Degree Show on 10 June tbc. 
PLACE 
Various venues around Luton town centre including Park Square, Student Union, 
hat factory, Waterstone's, St George's Square others tbc 
Tickets and a Festival pass will be available on-line and via a telephone booking line. 
PRICE 
Many events will be free, others will be charged for. A festival pass for around 5-10 
pound will allow pre-booked entry to all events. 
PROMOTION 
There will be a strong PR plan - see separate document, which will be the core of the 
marketing plan. 
Marketing materials 
• 	 Posters for distribution around town and uni campuses (during Festival Period) 
• 	 Postcards (from end of 2008) 
• 	 Program leaflet / booklet (from April 2009) 
• 	 T-shirts for volunteers and organisers (from May 2009) 
• 	 Stickers (from last year!) 
• 	 Banners (Waterstone's, Uni foyer and at events - May 2009) 
• 	 Tent Cards for costa coffee, Pavillion restaurant and other restaurants 
throughout town. These will feature the Festival program for each week. 
See separate attachment for full details. 
Di stri buti on 
Teams of students in Bedford and Luton will be tasked with the distrubtion of the 
above materials both before and during the Festival. Ina will take overall responsibility 
with Mima organising the teams. Alin will be Luton 'team leader' and we need to 
identify one for Bedford. These teams are responsible for asking permission to display 
items and making sure they are delivered and kept up to date. 
Research could begin on restaurants willing to participate soon, so that we can budget 
for tent cards. 
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New Media 

The festival assistant will have responsibility for marketing via new media including: 

• Standalone website 
• E-newsl etter 
• Pop Up Banners (similar to the one in CETL) 
• Mad Wiki 
• Facebook 
• My Space 
• Blog ?? 
Campus Foyer Box Office 
A week before the festival begins a temporary box office should be set up in Park 
Square reception (or opposite the library) and a similar prominent position at Beds 
Campus. This will coincide with, orfollow, an event to promote the Festival to 
students. 
Students will be offered the opportunity to buy their Festival passes. This will be 
overseen by the FA and run by the marketing students who will be organised by Mima! 
Potentially we could also run one in the Mall??? 
Outside events 
Events in the outdoor spaces, likely to attract the attention of passers by will be held 
near the beginning of the Festival in order to draw attention to other events. 
Advertising 
At this stage, due to limited finances, it is not envisaged that there will be any paid 
advertising. 
, 
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APPENDIX 11: STATUS & ORGANISATIONAL REPORT­
JAN 09 
B:FEST, Luton Arts Festival 2009 - B: Inspired 
22 May - 10 June 
Festival Summary 2009 

Three exciting weeks of fantastic events, live music, dance and theatre performances 

and workshops from local and international artists, creative writing workshops and 

literary events, film screenings, art exhibitions and interactive new media based 

installations. Two of the more exciting and newsworthy plans include a multi media 

based exhibition from a group of Iraqi artists and a weekend of upcoming bands 

organised in conjunction with BBC Introducing. 

There will be 3 competitions - open to all but with categories aimed at schools: 

photography/fine art, 'Play in a Day' (organised in conjunction with the award winning 

Up-Stage Theatre Company) and creative writing. 

We are still in the planning stages so suggestions and participation are welcome. All 

events, dates etc are still subject to change! 

Festival PR & Marketing 

We have secured two local media partners: Luton Herald & Post and BBC 3 Counties. 

The media partners will be providing exposure and coverage but we also hope to 

involve them in events i.e. shortlisted pieces of creative writing will be read out on 3 

Counties and printed in the paper and we are working with BBC 3 Counties to try and 

organise a day of live music. 

Festival Partners & Venues 

We are building on relationships initiated last year and have already confirmed venues 

(foe) such as Market Hill Amphitheatre, St George's Square, the hat Factory, 

Waterstone's, Charlie Browns and other pubs. 

Festival Opportunities 

• 	 Sponsorship - various levels 
• 	 Venues (particularly would like prominent empty shop units for exhibitions) 
• 	 Support in kind i.e staging, PA systems for outdoor gigs or help importing fine 
art from Iraq and other logistics 
• 	 Participants 
• 	 Prizes and or discounts to Festival Pass Holders (this last idea still being 
investigated.) 
Further details: Festival@beds.ac.uk 
I;,
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Specifics of some of the major events 

Play in a Day 

B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival, seeks creative & intrepid groups of performers (actors, 

dancers, musicians) to take part in Luton's very first A Play in a Day. Participants will 

have 24 hours to conceive, write/choreograph, cast, and rehearse a 10 minute piece 

for performance that evening. The pieces will be inspired by a title, prop, and line of 

dialogue allocated to each group, at random, 24 hours before the curtain goes up. 

Performances will be judged by a panel of experts and there will be an audience's 

favourite award! 

Photography / Fine Art Camp 

B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival, is inviting artists and photographers of all ages from across 

the region to submit their masterpieces, which are inspired by the theme of conflict & 

peacemaking, for selection by a panel of judges. Successful works will be exhibited as 

part of B:Fest in May - June 2009 at the University of Bedfordshire and The Mall, 

Arndale Centre (tbc). The overall winners will also receive prizes. 

Creative Writing Camp 

Local schools pupils will be invited to submit a story for our Creative Writing 

competition, based on this year's festival theme 'Inspiration'. The piece should be 

about a page long, and tell the story of something inspiring, whether it be about a 

person, or a good deed, or a story inspired by music, or other sources, including, of 

course, other writing. It can be fiction or based on real life. 

We hope that shortlisted entries will be read out on BBC 3 Counties radio and that 

winning entries will be published online (Arts Festival Website) in the Herald & Post 

(tbc) and ideally in a booklet that could be distributed via Waterstone's, public libraries 

and schools. 

literature Weekend 

22 May (Eve) Literary Event - KJ /LM organising - open to all (possible Literature Lounge 

event in Old Shop) 

23 May (Day) Creative Writing Conference - Nigel organising, Park Square. Key note 

speakers include the novelists Emma Darwin and Kate Pullinger. 

23 May (Eve) Literary Event (Dinner or other) conference attendees / speakers 

24 May (Day) Literary Event (workshops?) - KJ/LM organising open to all. In 

discussions with MacMillan and Simon & Schuster about potential authors. One name 

that has come up is L.C.Tyler is a rising star a hilarious new voice in very British comic 

fiction. His first novel is The Herring Seller's Apprentice. 

Poetry Weekend 

29 May (Eve) Poetry Reading - KJ/KD organising 

30 May (Day) Poetry Reading - KJ/KD organising 

30 May (Eve) Poetry Reading - KJ/KD organising 

31 May (Day) Poetry event, workshop or similar - KJ/KD organising 

Invited poets so Jar include: Jow Lindsoy(conJirmedJ, Sophie Robinson, and Frances Kruk 
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Film Weekend 5,6,7 June 
The Gamers conference will also be held this weekend and we hope that conference 
delegates may like to attend other festival events in the even ing - be it the film shows 
or the live bands. 
Date Film/event Venue Details 
Charlie Screening of a silent film accompanied by 
Friday Silent Film Brown's music technology students music 
Selection of projects or their extracts. 
Invited guest speakers (panel of experts) 
Friday Degree Show Cineworld are: Dominic Grant & Steven ???? 
Screening of work made by students and 
Saturday Short Films Manhattan's local filmmakers 
Experimental 

Saturday Films Cineworld Screening of short experimental films. 

Sunday Documentaries Edge Screening of documentaries 
Festival Pass 
We are looking into the idea of pre-selling festival passes for £7.50/£5.00 pound which 
will allow pre-booked free or discounted entry to all events. We are also asking local 
pubs and restaurants if they will offer a discount to festival pass holders. 
Northern Iraq Multi Media Exhibition 
The Preemptive Love Exhibition (PLE) is an exciting arts show by Northern Iraqi artists. 
The PLE will be on show throughout May & June as part of B:fest. The PLE is one of the 
most exciting arts events to ever come to Luton and this is the first time this range of 
creative work has been shown outside of Iraq. The work comes from a range of artists 
from the Kurdish north of Iraq. Their work deals powerfully with issues of conflict & 
peace-making, however, they do not show an anti-western attitude. The exact range 
of work will depend on the resources raised to get money over here but we hope to 
have film, audio, photographic, painting and sculpture displays. We would also like to 
include a lecture by one of the artists: Ismail Khayat is probably the most famous 
Kurdish artist and also used to be the head of Kurdistan's Art Department of the 
ministry of Culture Art. 
Other proposed events / contributions 
• 	 BBC introducing stage in Market Hill 
• 	 John Hegley the idea of a joint performance with Michael Horowitz 
• 	 Dance & theatre performances from Bedford Creative Arts Team (with 
potentially one or two festival events - film show, exhibition etc having 
a second outing on the Beds Campus) 
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• 	 Dead Balloons by Scott Curtis - A Play in one act about the effects of a rape on 
8 people involved, by UpStage Theatre Company 
• 	 Paul Curry (local band promoter) - The hope/plan is to have something musical 
happening every night of the festival. Realistically every weekend is more 
likely. 
• 	 Talking to Carnival Arts about a partnership arrangement in the next couple of 
weeks. 
• 	 Animation films to be shown the Thursday preceding the Film weekend 
• 	 Eva Stenram's second year students organising their own exhibitions: 10 
students of mine in Digital Photography and Video Art (2 groups?). There are 9 
students in Fine Art and Art & Design (also 2 groups?). So there would be 4 
groups all together, all in need of some kind of space. 
• 	 Speed Date the Professionals rerun 
• 	 Graffiti workshop 
• 	 Fashion Show 
• 	 Link to Art & Design degree Show as before. 
• 	 Luton FM (Janey??) 
Management & Organisation Teams 
Advisory Panel 
It has been suggested that an advisory panel is formed. This should consist of James 
Crabbe, Andrew Grays, Abdul AI-Jibouri, Alexis Weedon and John Stephens. (Perhaps 
also someone from Marketing & Communications?). The advisory committee will 
advise on funding, direction and strategy and be a useful continuity tool. The panel 
should meet with the Festival Director on a monthly basis to monitor progress and 
provide advice. I do not know how far this has developed this year but it should 
certainly be formalised for B:Fest 2010. 
Festival Director 
Robin Saklatvala, who ran the whole festival last year, is now acting much more as a 
hands off project manager. There is a festival assistant to run the day to day 
administration and participant chasing up liaison etc. There is also an organisation 
committee and a structure in place for monitoring and managing volunteers and 
students. Robin is therefore trying to keep the organising team on track, secure 
funding (ideally for the future as well as this year), improve the marketing and develop 
her own research project. 
Festival Assistant 
Jess Mason Wilkes has just been appointed as a festival/research assistant. As 
described above her role is the administration and day to day coordination of B:Fest 
2009. Should this years festival be a success Jess will be able to take over from Robin, 
from the end of the Festival this year. She should be learning as much as she can in 
the meantime! 
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The Festival Assistant appointment was delayed by 3months (initially meant to begin 
on 1 October 2008) and this has had obvious knock on effects with regards to funding 
applications and development of strategy. 
Organising Committee/Working Group 
The organising committee meet on a fortnightly basis and consists of those playing a 
major role in the development of B:Fest 2009. Obviously not everyone can attend 
each meeting. Notes are taken and distributed. These are all distributed to all staff in 
Media, Art & Design. Although the Festival Director works to sLipport, advise and 
motivate the working group she is not doing the work for them this year! 
Ina Maslejova Marketing & PR 
Ben Hodson Photo comp & visual arts exhibition adviser 
Ian Rowlands Volunteer, Pre-emptive Love exhibition organiser 

Betasha Case Diversity Officer 

Gill Perrella UoB Events Manager 

Ciaran O'Brien Student Societies Rep 

Keith Jebb Poetry Events 

Lesley McKenna Literatu re Events 

Nigel Robinson Creative Writing Conference 

Gavin Stewart Gamer Conference 

Kevin Doran Poetry Eve nts 

Mima Rybanska Student Engagement 

Liwia Klich Design 

Jurgita Brukstute Film weekend /events 

Ricardo de Koning Promo Film 

Aisha Plentie Volunteer Administrator 

Julia Elgar Documentary maker & film events mentor 

Student Engagement &Volunteers 
Last year the student engagement was very hit & miss. This can be attributed to 
several factors: 
The Festival was not established and so everyone involved was 'feeling' their 
way 
Students were asked to volunteer before clearly defined roles were set 
There were a large number of volunteers and it was not possible for the 
Festival Coordinator to meet and motivate them all 
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Pressures of outside work and coursework caused even the most enthusiastic 
volunteers to fall by the wayside. 
These issues have been addresses in two ways. Firstly by making B:Fest involvement a 
part of course work. We have two teams working on a promotional film and the fi 1m 
weekend as part of the newly established MediaTrain element of their course. 
Although this module has now finished, the work is not complete (this was always a 
part of the plan) but the students feel ownership of the project and are keen to carry 
on as volunteers. We are working with the lecturers on the newly established BA in 
Events Management. This year their involvement can only be voluntary but we hope a 
module will be introduced that allows them to work on B:Fest as part of their 
cou rsework. 
The second major change is a proper 'Chain of Command' and defined roles for 
students. We have identified specific teams and written out job descriptions with 
timelines so that students know in advance when their time/skills will be required. The 
teams have a group leader (usually someone we know from last year is reliable) in 
charge of allocating jobs and ensuring the work is done. These team leaders report to 
Ina, Jess and Mima who in return report to Robin. It is slightly high risk but will 
determine whether the Festival can succeed in this way or not. The teams are as 
follows: 
DESIGN Project Team (Ina) 
The project is to work on all aspects of design for B:Fest 2009 marketing and promotional 
materials. This includes coming up with a design concept that can be adapted for website, 
leaflet, postcards, advertisements, posters and banners. Students will be invited to deisgn 
these marketing materials. If of a high enougn standard they will be ptinted and used for the 
Festival promotion. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS Team (Ina) 
Working in conjunction with the University's award winning Press Office you will work on a PR 
strategy to ensure maximum coverage in the local and national press. You will identify and 
draft strategies for ensuring individual events receive coverage in specialist publications. 
MARKETING Team (Ina) 
You will help to bring the event to the attention of as many people as possible. This will 
include: Liaising with venues and businesses to ensure that programmes are visibly displayed in 
their premises (to both staff and visitors, customers etc). Ensuring programmes are delivered to 
those promising to display them. Researching and securing free opportunities to market the 
event. Working on the development of the Festival pass and selling them. 
ASSISTANT FESTIVAL COORDINATORS I EVENT MANAGERS (Jess) 
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Assistant festiva I coordinators will take responsi bility for the coordi nation of specific events 
including overseeing the setup and running of your event during the day. You will also assist in 
the production of the website and program by providing correct details, sourcing photos and 
drafting text. You will liaise with specific industries to develop their involvement in the event as 
both participant and audience. 
STEWARDS (Mirna I Jess) 
During the running of the Festival as many stewards as possible are needed to help look after 
participants and audience members. If you would like to be involved but don't have much time 
to spare - this could be the job for you! 
Photography and Journalism (Jess) 
As a photography volunteer you will be put on a rota to attend events and take 
photographs. These will then be published on the festival website, blog, and 
potentially have a wider distribution through the University's internal publications 
(Blend, Life). They may even be a source of material for the B:Fest press articles and 
used in other promotional material 
As a journalist volunteer you will contribute with you writing talent by drafting copies 
of stories before and after particular events. Stories can be then published on the 
festival website, blog, e-newsletter and potentially have a wider distribution through 
the University's internal publications (Blend, Life). They may even be a source of 
material for the B:Fest press releases. Your core responsibilities will be: To liaise with 
the PR team to identify particular stories and interviewees and to gain an 
understanding ofthe publication you are writing for; To undertake interviews with 
participants/ people from venues and sponsors and to write these up in an appropriate 
format; To report to Press Office, RS and 1M on B:Fest events - interesting stories, 
quotes from people etc and to attend B:Fest events to write them up and interview 
audience and participants. 
Resources 
Partnerships from last year are being built upon and so far we have free use of many 
pubs and clubs in the town as well as Waterstone's (who will also work with us to 
market the event), the hat Factory & Library Theatre, St George's Square and Market 
Hill. 
$0 far there is approximately £4,500 in the Festival account with contributions from 
Marketing and Communications, Alexis Weedon, Peter Dean, John Stephens and the 
carry over from last year. 
Last years three cash sponsors (London Luton Airport, Luton Borough Council and The 

Mall) have all indicated their interest in sponsoring again and meetings are in the 
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Diary. With the current economic situation however it is difficult whether sponsorship 
levels will be as discussed at the end of last years festival. Discussions are also taking 
place with First Capital Connect and Tescos Community Champion (Jess has initiated 
these). Approaches have also been made to HMV, Blockbusters and Cineworld for the 
sponsorship ofthe film weekend. 
After many phone calls, emails and finally by hijacking a meeting, the Arts Council have 
finally agreed that elements of B:Fest are eligible to apply for funding. However grants 
over £5000 take around 12 weeks to process, leaving little time at this stage. I hope to 
put in a small grant for £5000 this year (6 weeks for a decision) paving the way for a 
major application for B:Fest 2010. 
As per last year the major costs will be marketing and the projected budget currently 
has a shortfall of £5000. (see marketing plan below for details of plans). 
However the Iraqi exhibition has the potential to be expensive but worth it in terms of 
publicity and exposure. If we are able to bring over some of the bigger pieces of 
sculpture and also some artists I firmly believe that this will lift the festival from small 
student/community event to an international festival. In terms of media potential this 
exhibition is huge - coinciding as it does with the planned troops withdrawal. The 
Media will be looking for different ways to cover this story and being able to feed this 
to them will be immensely attractive. No one else will have had time to do this! The 
result ofthe media attention the Festival will receive as a result will make seeking 
sponsorship and high profile participants much easier in 2010. The exhibition will 
obviously be tailored to fit the budget but support of flO - £15k would lift it right up. 
{These are costs of hiring professional art transporters and bringing one or two of the 
more interesting and eloquent artists over}. 
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APPENDIX 13: EMAIL EXCHANGE WITH PETER 
FLORENCE 
From: 'Peter Florence' <peterflorence@mac.com> 

To: 'Robin Saklatvala' <robin.saklatvala@beds.ac.uk> 

Subject: Re: Literary Festivals Research! 

Date: 22 February 200921:22 

Erm, that sounds like what I think, but more elegantly put, I'm fairly sure, than what I 

burbled. 

The thing is that in Catholic Countries - any religious countries I guess - they have 

Saints Days and Holy Days. In our secular Western life that function of clan-gathering, 

of bondi ng a commun ity, happens in cu Itu ral and sporting events, and the odd Royal 

wedding or funeral. Festivals are often just pretexts for feasting together. And that's 

as it should be. Ideas and Stories have replaced the monolith of the Bible and the 

arrogance of preaching. 

bests 

Peter 

Peter Florence 

The Guardian Hay Festival 

On 22 Feb 2009, at 16:16, Robin Saklatvala wrote: 

Dear Peter 

Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with Alexis and myself last week. It 

was really interesting to talk to you and benefit from your experience - as well as hear 

your ideas about interesting areas of research. 

I need to do a little more background reading to decide the direction of my potential 

PhD but there was something you said that was very pertinent to my Masters 

Research. I would like if possible just to clarify what you said - and if you have no 

objection I would like to quote you in my thesis. What I recall you saying was 

something along the lines of: 

'We do Festivals in 9 different countries and 75% on what we do in terms of 

Programming and marketing is applicable worldwide. The remaining 25% is what 

makes each festival authentic and that is the engagement with the local community' 

I may not have got it exactly right as I was very excited because you were the first 

person I have spoken to about my research who seemed to get it straight away - and 

you were also reinforcing my conclusions! Anyway please do let me know if you are 

happy to be quoted. Of course if you feel that is not quite what you were saying, do 

let me know that as well. 

Thanks again Peter for your help and time, it is much appreciated. 
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APPENDIX 14: INFORMED CONSENT FOR INTERVIEW 
PARTICIPANTS 
Informed Consent Form for Research Participants 
Project Title: Designing an Arts Festival: Creating an authentic aura 
Principal Researcher: Robin Saklatvala (Postgraduate Student) 
Explanatory Statement 
1. Your Consent 
You are invited to take part in this research project. This Explanatory Statement 
contains detailed information about the research project. Its purpose is to explain to you 
as openly and clearly as possible all the procedures involved in this project so that you 
can make a fully informed decision whether you are going to participate. 
Please read this Statement carefully. Feel free to ask questions about any information in 
the 
document. Once you understand what the project is about and if you agree to take part 
in it, you will be asked to sign the Consent Form. By signing the Consent Form, you 
indicate that you understand the information and that you give your consent to 
participate in the research project. 
2. Purpose and Background 
The purpose of this project is to try and understand what makes a festival more than a 
series of joined up events and what attributes make a festival authentic. We want to 
understand if there is something intrinsic in the nature of festivals that motivates 
participants, volunteers, visitors and supporters. The research will look at festivals in 
general and B:Fest, Luton Arts Festival in particular. 
4. Procedures 
Participation in this project will involve attending one semi-structured interview that will 
discuss issues related to Festivals. The interview will be conducted in English, take 
approximately an 30 minutes and will be held at a mutually convenient venue (this can 
be arranged by phone/email correspondence). 
A semi structured interview consists of a predefined set of questions, but the researcher 
may deviate from these in order to follow up on key points and issues. 
You will be interviewed by Robin Saklatvala. The topiCS to be discussed in the interview 
will include your experience of, and involvement in, festivals in general as well as your 
motivations in supporting B:Fest and your experience of this. Your interview will be 
audio-recorded and fully transcribed. 
6. Possible Risks 
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Participation is voluntary and confidential, but should you feel concerned you may 
withdraw your consent and end your participation at any stage of the project. Any 
information that you have given and do not want used in the research will be deleted. 
7. Reimbursement for your costs 
You will not be paid for your participation in this project. 
8. Why am I being asked to participate? 
You are being asked to participate because you have supported B:Fest, Luton Arts 
Fetsival, in one, or more of the following ways: participant, audience, volunteer event 
organiser, volunteer steward, sponsor /partner. 
9. How will the interviews be used? 
This information will be held and processed for the following purpose(s): 
• 	 MRes Thesis Submission 
• 	 Viva Presentation 
• 	 Journal Article submissions 
• 	 The audio files and transcripts will be held on the researcher's laptop 
indefinitely, and potentially on other computers used for transcribing purposes 
until March 2010. 
10. Will my interview be anonymous? 

Names will not be used in any publications. However, the nature of the project means 

that job positions and/or the name of workplace may be used, or identifiable in the final 

report of the project, and future publications. You can however make clear if there are 

certain obseNations /comments you do not wish to be included. 

Consent 
I agree to take part in the above University of Bedfordshire research project. I have had 
the project explained to me, and I have read the Explanatory Statement, which I may 
keep for my records. I understand that agreeing to take part means that I am willing to: 
• 	 be inteNiewed by the researcher 
• 	 allow the inteNiew to be audiotaped. 
• 	 make myself available for a further inteNiew, or answer follow up questions by 
email or phone should that be required 
I understand that my name will be not be used in any publications. However I 

understand that my position and/or the name of my workplace may be used, or 

identifiable in the final report of the project, and future publications. 

I understand that my participation is voluntary, that I can choose not to participate in 
part or all of the project, and that I can withdraw at any stage of the project without 
being penalised or disadvantaged in any way. 
Name: ...................................................................................................... (please 

print) 
Signature: ............................................................................. Date: ........................... .. 
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Appendix 15: Interview Data Set Identifiers 
Id Date Where Length Occupatio 	 Category Context 
no. n 	 of 
interviewee 
19 CETL 17'11 Travel & Volunteer From Slovakia. Only 
June Private Tourism peripherally involved 
09 Office Student on in 2008 & more so in 
work 	 2009. Partly as part 
placement 	 of her work 
placement and partly 
on a voluntary level 
because she wants A22 to be involved in 
event management 
once she graduates. 
843 6/17/ CETL 32'03 Work in the Volunteer UoB Alumni who 
2009 Private Arts - the volunteers for a lot 
Office Hat Factory of other activities in 
staff the town and has an 
artistic background 
and lots of festival 
experience. 
C30 6/17/ Own 20'00 Marketing Sponsor / The first sponsor to 
2009 office Manager - Partner confirm involvement 
The Mall in 2008. Provided 
cash as well as a 
venue and helped 
with promotion. 
Involved in 
community events 
through her job but 
not much experience 
of festivals. 
D23 	 3/1/2 CETL 20'09 MA Volunteer A final year Media 
009 Private Documentar Production student 
Office y student 	 in 2008. She 
became involved 
helping a friend with 
the Film event in 08 
and mentored the 
film weekend 
students in 2009. 
Has organised a 
number of film 
weekends in 
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E34 6/24/ In park 23'32 Head of Sponsor / 
2009 	 Comms@ Partner 
UoB (when 
involved in 
festival) 
F22 2/25/ CETL 17'38 Student Participant 
2009 Private UoB 
Office 
G45 6/5/2 CETL 42'15 Social Volunteer 
009 Private Entrepenau 
Office r Consultant 
Europe. 
As Head of 
Communications for 
the UoB this person 
was involved on a 
sponsorship level ­
both in terms of 
providing money and 
in terms of making 
some key 
introductions i.e. To 
Luton First, thereby 
opened doors into 
the Council and 
London Luton 
Airport. As well as to 
the local press. 
UoB marketing 
student in 2008. 
Brought on board by 
another volunteer 
and organised her 
own event as well as 
coming up with 
ideas for promotion. 
Helped out with 
promotional events 
in 2009. Originally 
from Lithuania. 
A Luton Resident, 
very involved with 
his local church 
community and a 
school governor. 
Was brought on 
board by one of the 
students. In 2008 
helped out with 
providing volunteers. 
In 2009 was a part 
of the organising 
committee and 
shared responsibility 
for the Northern Iraq 
exhibition with a 
student. Should be 
taking over as Chair 
to develop links with 
the community in 
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H46 6/19/ CETL 25'54 Alumni Volunteer He became involved 
2009 Private 
Office 
Relations 
Manager 
through his 
colleague and 
because of his 
interest in 
photography. Does 
not have much of a 
background in 
festivals and in 
some ways was 
coming to it 'fresh'. 
126 6/19/ CETL 26'52 Democracy Volunteer Alumni of the Media 
2009 Private & Diversity School and officer 
Office Vice for the Student 
President, Union. Became 
UoB involved in 2008 as 
Student a volunteer and in 
Union 2009 through the 
student union. Has 
always had good 
links with the student 
community. 
J23 6/19/ CETL 61'01 09 Participant In 2008 he was in a 
2009 Private Graduate in (08) / 2nd year of his 
Office Photograph Volunteer Media Production 
y & Video (09) course. Held an 
Art. exhibition - which 
Freelance was one of the more 
photograph successful events in 
er 2008 and a model of 
how the Festival 
would ideally run. 
I.e he consulted with 
Festival staff but 
took on 
responsibility for his 
own marketi ng, 
arrangements and 
sponsorship. 
Consequently he got 
the most out of his 
involvement seIling 
pictures and 
becoming involved 
in other projects as a 
direct result. In 2009 
he came onto the 
organising 
committee and took 
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responsibility for the 
Northern Iraq 
exhibition and a 
Visual Arts 
com petition. 
K53 22'10 Waterstone' Sponsor I Manager of a 
s Manager Partner bookstore that 
partnered the 
Festival. They 
helped out by 
hosting events and 
heavily promoting 
the festival and other 
poetry events. 
Although she has no 
experience of 
Festivals the 
bookstore get 
involved in other 
literary events. 
L27 6/19/ CETL 36'44 Communica Volunteer The input of this 
2009 Private tions Officer person was 
Office for CETL invaluable - from the 
early days of the first 
festival she was 
instrumental in 
recruiting volunteers 
and participants. 
She has an 
instinctive PR talent 
and very much 
helped to shape the 
look of the first 
festival. It would not 
have been the same 
without her. She is 
Slovakian and has 
extensive 
experience of 
festivals as a visitor. 
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APPENDIX 16: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS 
QUESTION STRUCTURE 
Semi Structured Interview - Festivals and authenticity 
Festivals in General 
1. 	 When did you last attend a festival 
a. 	 What was it? 
b. 	 What made it a festival? 
2. 	 What involvement have you had with Festivals in the past and what 

involvement can you see yourself having in the future? 

a. 	 Why involvement or why not 
b. 	 What do you like /dislike about festivals (either through experience or 
just the idea of) 
c. 	 Do you think involvement has affected your life? 
i. 	 How? 
ii. 	 What extent 
iii. 	 Did you want more involvement 
3. 	 What do you understand the word 'Festival' to mean? (if necessary word 
association - I say Festival - you say?) 
a. 	 What images /feelings/emotions are conjured up when you hear the 
word festival? 
4. 	 Do you think festivals have an important part to play in 
a. 	 Your life 
b. 	 Your home town (qualify where that is) 
c. 	 Local communities 
5. 	 What do you think the main reasons for having festivals are? 
6. 	 What do you think the main reasons should be? 
7. 	 Would the reason behind a festivals existence affect your decision to attend? 
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a. 	 Has it / would it affect your experience once there? How? Can you give 
examples? 
8. 	 Word association I say B:Fest you say? 
Sponsors I Partners 
1. 	 Can you talk a little bit about the other sorts of projects you support and why 
you support them? 
2. 	 What initially made you support B:Fest? What made you continue to do so 
(hopefully! I)? 
3. 	 What impact do you think the Festival has had on the town, and on 

individuals? 

4. 	 Do you personally feel you have got anything out of B:Fest involvement-
a. 	 As a business/organisation 
b. 	 in your personal life? 
5. 	 Have you attended any events and if so how would you describe the 

atmosphere 

Pa rticipa nts 
1. 	 How are you participating in B:Fest 
2. 	 What is your motivation behind participating? 
3. 	 If you have been involved in otherfestivals how does the B:Fest atmosphere 
compare? 
4. 	 How will you judge whether or not your participation has been a success (i.e. 
by audience numbers, further work, 'feeling on a high' at the end ofthe day. 
5. 	 If you participated last year do you feel there have been any tangible 
outcomes (e.g. job offer, requests for further performances) 
a. 	 Do you feel there are any intangible outcomes (inspirational ideas, 
being reenergised, feel fuzzy feelings about Luton/uni - alter 
perception of place/institutions involved, quality of students. 
6. 	 Will you take part again 
a. 	 Why / Why not 
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7. 	 Have you attended any events (apart from your own) and if so how would you 
describe the atmosphere 
Volunteer Organisers 
1. 	 Please describe how you have been involved with B:Fest 
2. 	 What motivated you to volunteer 
a. 	 Out of these what is the most important 
3. 	 How did you get involved 
4. 	 What do you feel you have gained 
a. 	 Out of those what is the most important 
5. 	 What other projects have you volunteered on in the past? 
a. 	 Can you think of any differences between volunteering on these and 
volunteering on B:Fest 
i. What 
ii. 	 Why 
6. 	 Have you attended any events and if so how would you describe the 

atmosphere 

7. 	 Do you think B:Fest has a future 
a. 	 Why I why not 
b. 	 What would you like to see happen to it 
c. 	 Would you like to be involved 
d. 	 What would endanger the future of the festival? / your participation in 
it. 
e. 	 What positive things have happened to support the future ofthe 
festival? 
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APPENDIX 17: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 

TRANSCRIPTS 
Identifier: A22 
Occupatation 
How interviewee spends spare time, 
hobbies, interests etc. 
What volunteering are you doing? 
19 June 2009 
Studying International Tourism 
Management, currently on work placement 
working for CETL as a Student Liaison 
Officer, and next year am going back to 
study. 
I love traveling, I am planning to go to Peru 
for two weeks, and hopefully I am going to 
go to South Africa for two weeks to do 
some volunteering. 
Working with big cats, like lions and stuff 
like that. I want to do my dissertation on it, 
so that's why. 
And in my free time I like horse riding, I like 
meeting with friends, reading books, and 
learning languages. 
So this first section, if we try and talk about festivals other than 8:Fest, because 
we get to B:Fest in the second section. 
So the first question is - when did 
you last attend a festival and what 
was it? 
So when you hear about festivals, 
when people talk about 'I'm off to 
Glastonbury' or 'I'm off to Edinburgh 
Festival' or somewhere like that, 
what do you think are the good 
things about people going to 
festivals, and festivals in general? 
Do you think there are any negative 
thoughts you have associated with 
festivals? 
And what do you understand the 
word 'festival' to mean? What do 
you think makes it a festival? 
It's really funny, because B:Fest is the only 
festival I ever attended to be honest with 
you. 
I have never been to any festival before, I 
don't know, I guess I was just always busy, 
so yeah .. 
I think the first thing that comes to my mind 
when it comes to festival is lots of people, 
good music, drinking, having fun, talking, 
meeting new people, so yeah, this is what I 
would say. 
Well, there always can be something 
negative. I would say security, some 
environmental issues, there's usually 
always a mess after people leaving the 
festival but I think that's the only stuff that 
will come to my mind right now. 
Festivals? That's a really difficult question. 
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Something special that is more than 
just a series of events. 
We'll try it a different way round. Do 
you know the word association 
game? Do you know that, I say a 
word and you just have to say the 
first thing that comes into your head, 
okay? So, the word is 'festival'. 
Okay, I'm going to ask you this 
question, even though you've 
probably already answered it, just in 
case you've got a different answer, 
because you can't take anything for 
granted. Do you think festivals have 
an important part to play in your life? 
You, personally. 
the literary one - and why do you 
think that you will start attending 
festivals? 
Do you think that festivals would 
have an important part to play in 
your home town, and if you say 
where you think your, or what you 
consider to be your home town as 
well. 
Actually, that kinda brings me onto 
my next question, you saying you 
might organise one. But why do you 
think that people do get inspired to 
put festivals on, what do you think 
drives someone to actually start a 
festival? 
And do you think the reason behind 
a festival is important.? Do you 
think it would affect enjoyment of 
people going to it if it was put on 
for ... ? 
Arts 
For me personally, not really, because I 
never really attended a festival. But I'm 
sure in the future I would like to. 
[And why do you think that is, that you 
would like to?] 
Somewhere in England, I haven't done 
really research, I heard about the festival in 
Cheltenham. 
Because I never did it and I thought it was 
going to be fun. 
My home town is in Slovakia, there are not 
many festivals going on in my town. 
[Do you think there should be?] 
Yeah, definitely, I think it brings people 
together, yeah definitely. I might organise 
a festival. 
I don't know actually, because when I think 
about you organising a festival, to be 
honest with you, when I met you the first 
thing I thought was 'oh my God, I am never 
going to organise a festival ever in my life' 
because when I saw how busy you were 
that was the first thing that came to my 
mind, 'oh my God, Mirna, stayaway'. 
It's kind of difficult, I would say, I don't 
know, it depends what you're doing it for, 
like for example, you were doing it for your 
Master's, so that was your motivation. For 
other people it must just be loving arts, 
they like to organise events, so they want 
to do something for the community. 
Yes, I would say there has to be a reason 
for organising an event, if you don't have a 
clear aim of what you want to achieve then 
it would be a waste of your time. It can be 
just as you said before, a series of events 
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And if what they wanted to achieve 
was something very commercial, for 
instance, like sales, or it was 
political, the local council dOing it to 
improve the town image or 
something, do you think those are 
valid reason, do you think you would 
attend a festival that was organised 
for that reason? 
-
And the last question in this section 
is the word association game again 
- this time the word is B:Fest. 
So the next section of questions is 
based more specifically around 
B:Fest and particularly around your 
role as a volunteer working to make 
the festival happen. as a volunteer 
organiser. So can you first describe 
what that involvement was? 
Can you just talk a little bit about Iyour involvement and what you did. 
And, if you can remember way back 
when it first started, what was it 
motivated you to volunteer? 
r;;.nd the next question was how did 
but it doesn't necessarily have to be a 
festival so I think every event and festival 
as well, they need to have a clear vision of 
what they want to achieve by organising 
the festival. 
Well, I think that people in public don't 
necessarily know the reasons, these kind 
of reasons are so, I would say I would go 
because I don't think I would know. 
Oh my god, fun, lots of fun. And lots of 
stress. No, I would correct myself, I would 
say lots of great people that met together 
and done a really great job. 
So at the beginning I thought I am only 
going to be looking after volunteers and 
you know, as time went, everything 
changed. Basically what I was trying to do 
was trying to help Robin first of all, as much 
as I could, then Jess. And what I did was 
looking after the volunteers, making sure 
we have enough volunteers in every single 
team. 
I was trying to help them to organise and 
arrange the meetings for the individual 
teams, making sure they know what they 
are doing. And later on, before the events I 
was the one who was looking after the 
volunteers turning up for the particular 
events, making sure there is every time 
one photographer and journalist on each 
event, which didn't always happen. And 
yeah, I think that was it really. 
Well to be honest with you, I was first sort 
of fo~ced from work to volunteer. But I'm 
glad it was the way it was actually because 
maybe otherwise if I would just be student 
doing my final year, then I wouldn't 
volunteer because I wouldn't necessarily 
have the time, but because it was part of 
my job I had the time and I was kind of 
forced, but I am very glad that I was. 
My job! 
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you get involved? But I guess you've 
kind of answered that. 
I mean, you said that you were glad 
you did, and so I'd like to ask you 
what you think you've actually 
gained, from being involved and 
from the work you did .. 
And which, you sort of picked out 
quite a few different things, is there 
anyone of those you think is the 
most important thing, or the thing 
that you are most pleased that you 
got from it? 
So, leaving B:Fest aside just for a 
second, have you volunteered for 
any other, well, you said you 
volunteered actually for the animal, I 
mean the wild cats thing. 
And have you volunteered for other 
projects before? 
What did you do for the fashion 
show? 
And do you think there were any 
particular, well, probably quite a few 
actually but very different, were 
there any similarities between the 
volunteering you did for the fashion 
show and B:Fest? And maybe 
thinking about what your 
expectations of your next project 
are. 
First of all I met really great people and I 
hope I am still going to stay in touch with 
them. Secondly I learnt a lot about 
festivals, about how hard it is to... , it's not 
an easy task to make sure everything runs 
smoothly around the festival. It is not just 
one event, and that's it, it was millions of 
little jobs that need to be done, and I'm 
sure I improved like, organisational skills, 
time-management, I don't know, lots of 
different skills and attributes and stuff. 
And also trying to work with volunteers 
which were not always motivated enough 
and I think it was just a great experience. 
The most important thing again, for me is 
that I got experience with organisation of 
events because that's the area where I 
want to work in my town in the future so 
that's the most important thing for me. 
Yeah, that's just going to happen. 
Before I just volunteered for one fashion 
show, but that's it. I haven't really done 
much volunteering. 
Just modelling. 
Well, before being a volunteer on the 
Fashion Show, that is something I did for 
B:Fest as well, so again I was the model in 
the Fashion Show. But apart from that 
there wasn't anything similar because my 
involvement with B:Fest wasn't only about 
the Fashion Show. It was very different 
roles. 
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Okay, back to B:Fest. Have you 
attended any events? 
And how did you find the 
atmosphere? Particularly the 
amongst the visitors who were 
coming. 
And do you think the people that 
went to sayan individual event that 
you were helping to organise, do 
you think that they were aware it 
was part of a bigger project, part of 
a festival? 
So, thinking about the future, do you 
think B:Fest has a future? 
In terms of? 
Why is that important? 
I'm just thinking if there's anything, 
I'm trying to think how to phrase this, 
specific, er ... 
From your own personal point of 
view how would you, or what would 
you like to see, happen to B:Fest, as 
Yes, I did, but only the ones I was actually 
working on 
I think it depends on the events. The ones 
that I attended were quite well attended. 
Others that I heard were not quite so well 
attended, so the ones where I attended 
were really great. Many people were very 
happy to have such a project happen here 
in Luton so I think the atmosphere was 
really great. 
It depends which ones. I think for 
example, the Creative Writing Conference, 
yeah, they were aware about it and they 
came, actually some people, came to other 
events as well. Whereas Bellini's Party, 
that was something that just random 
people that normally goes to Bellini's so 
they just went there so ... , unless they were 
told, probably no, so, yeah. 
That's a very difficult question. I think it 
depends on the person that runs it and also 
on the financial side, if there is still going to 
be funding for it, because if there's not 
going to be funding any more, I would say it 
depends on that. 
But most importantly on the person who is 
organising the festival. 
In terms of? 
Well, because so far there have been two 
people organising the festival and I think 
everyone can see a big difference. 
I think the person organising the festival 
first of all, must be well organised himself, 
shouldn't be late for meetings and stuff like 
that, which is like common sense for some 
people, and most importantly should know 
how to motivate other people because a 
festival is about people and if you are not 
able to motivate others, then that's not 
going to work. 
I would like to see it grow. I would like to 
see it grow like nationwide so it wouldn't 
only be like a Luton thing, it would be like 
open to other people from different towns, 
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a festival and as an event? Would 
you like to see it finish, would you 
like it to stay the same, would you 
like to see it grow? 
And would you like to be involved in 
next year? 
And what do you think would 
endanger both the future of the 
festival and your participation in it? 
Is there something that would 
happen to the festival that would 
stop you from wanting to be 
involved in it. 
And for the future itself, what do you 
think that are kind of threats to the 
future of the festival? What would 
stop that from happening again? 
And the last question, do you think 
there were any positive things that 
happened in 2009 that would 
support the future of the festival? 
Have you seen anything that you 
thought was a really positive step for 
ensuring it continues? 
so they would know about it and they would 
come. 
And I would like to see it grow definitely, 
maybe not on the number of events, 
because this year I think the main problem 
was that we had many events and some 
events were not, well, like advertised, so 
we were losing on some of those and 
maybe next year it would be better we have 
less events but make sure there is put 
enough effort on every single one. 
Yeah, I would like to. Depends on my time, 
because I am going to be in my final year 
and I also want to volunteer for the careers 
office for big events so I might be quite 
busy but I would definitely like to help. 
like what? 
Again, I guess it would be how it would be 
run because this year I didn't really want it 
to be, let's put it this way, I wouldn't want to 
be part of something that is going to fail. I 
want to be proud of something that I see 
success in so this is something that would 
put me off. 
B:Fest? [whisper] I don't know. 
Like what happened already? 
I think like getting people on board and 
spreading the word around Luton and 
around the community, this is for the 
community, we want to get the community 
involved in the festival so I think this year it 
was not so bad. There are still things to 
improve but if we can get the community 
involved then I can see the future. 
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Identifier: 843 
Occupation 
How interviewee spends spare 
time 
17 June 2009 
I work in the Arts most of the time, so do lots of 
casual stuff as well as volunteering at a couple of 
radio stations in Luton. 
I do everything that people pull out of me, at the 
moment I am going to start working on an 
Olympics project, and obviously that will go 
through till 2012. Luton and Dunstable Radiothon 
which is taking place on Friday, and whatever 
comes up besides, I do a bit of volunteering for 
SBe, the festivals they've got coming up like 
Rhythms of the World and Hitchin and bits and 
pieces, I'm hoping to get involved in those and do 
some stuff. 
The first section as I said is just about festivals in general; Just give whatever answer 
you want to, don't feel that you need to be saying anything in particular or that I'm 
looking for anything in particular. I'm really just interested in your opinion and thoughts 
on these things. 
So the first question - when did 
you last attend a festival? 
And what is it about it that 
actually made it a festival? 
What involvement have you had 
with festivals just generally, in 
the past? 
And what's the involvement 
you've had with them been, has 
it been purely as a visitor or 
have you been involved with 
volunteering, or actually working 
for them, or a bit of both? 
And why do you get involved 
Yesterday - local arts festival in Luton called 
'Breaking Arts', they're now advertising it as a kind 
of a fringe festival . 
I think it's about community, its bringing people 
together, either as performers, and giving them the 
stage and platform to produce their art, whatever 
format that performance takes, also to bring 
together people who may not be your normal arts 
enthusiasts and just pulling a whole bunch of 
people and just opening them up to a diverse 
range of topics. 
I haven't done anything like Glastonbury and stuff, 
so I'm not used to being knee-deep in wellies or 
anything and mud but kind of various festivals, folk 
festivals, mediaeval, knights and jousting and 
things, and different things like that, and also arts 
and crafts and music and things like that, but not 
necessarily as I say, Glastonbury and the main 
kind of heavyweight ones like that. [More smaller 
ones] 
Sit of both, yeah, bit of both. Volunteering 
sometimes, paid work last night, which was at 
Breaking Arts which is on for a couple of weeks in 
Luton. Other ones as a festival goer, because I 
like having down time as well and just going and 
enjoying these things and just taking in as much 
and enjoying what people have to offer. 
I believe in them; I believe in having festivals and 
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with them when you are actually 
doing the work for them? 
Excellent, and that sort of 
answers a little bit the next 
question but again, feel free and 
add to it. I'd kind of like to know 
what you both like and dislike 
about festivals; and again it can 
be your experience of being 
involved in them, or attending 
them, or a bit of both. 
Is there anything you'd strongly 
say that you don't like about 
festivals? Had a bad experience 
or anything? 
Seeing as you've mentioned it, 
and this is a bit off script, but I'm 
actually quite interested seeing 
as you've mentioned it, what do 
you think the difference is 
between, say, Carnival and a 
festival? Using again the 
Summer Festival if you want or 
Breaking Arts Festival. 
things that just throw different things, that aren't 
main stream, at people, that they wouldn't 
necessarily know to access, or know where to 
access. 
If I use, say, the Summer Festival in George's 
Square as an example, because we are going to 
have the third year of that this year, I love, again, 
getting the community out, I also see it from the 
point of view of working where, depending on 
who's there, because we were very open last year 
and the year before we actually had boundaries 
around, there was very much a different 
atmosphere, it was good because it wasn't cold, 
but then we had the kind of neighborhood drunks 
come in and kind of hang about and sometimes 
they were a bit intimidating to people and it's just 
about getting the balance right, so not being kind 
of selective but also determining how you are 
going to protect your audience and allow them to 
see things, like in the right way, without their 
enjoyment being disturbed. 
I like just seeing people get out there and have a 
good time, that anyone can access. I think that's 
fantastic because in Luton we've got such a 
diverse community and sometimes I think it is very 
hard to actually engage those people so when 
they've got something outside or a festival that 
they can sort of wander along to, ad hoc, take in 
whatever is going on, that's a great way of doing 
things. 
Toilets! I think that's the worst one - there was 
something sent round for Carnival this year, after 
the one last year, and there's apparently a trough 
which women can use with a sort of final funnel 
No, no, no, I try and not go. 
I think Carnival has got a tradition in Luton, I can't 
remember how many years it's been going but I 
think it's over 15 years now, so they've had a 
chance to build up a reputation, sometimes that's 
not a good one because of different elements that 
might want to come to Luton and cause trouble, 
that's unfortunately one of the down sides, but I 
think, the difference between that and Breaking 
Arts is it has got to establish itself, there's not 
really a full track record that people can go and 
associate something with, Glastonbury has a 
name that you know exactly what you are talking 
about, if you say Luton Summer Festival, I mean, 
you could walk around with a post-it on your head, 
in the square, at the time, and someone will still 
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But in terms of carnivals in 
general and festivals in general 
do you think that they are inter­
linked, do you think that there is 
something that sets a carnival 
apart from a festival or..? 
So back to festivals, and the sort 
of experience you've had of 
them, both organising and 
attending them: do you think that 
being involved in them or 
attending them or even both, has 
actually affected your life in 
anyway? 
So from your point of view I 
guess you enjoy it and it's the 
social aspect and the interacting 
with people that's ...what you 
take from it. 
come over and say 'what's going on?' because 
there's just not that recognition at the moment so 
it's about kind of having a bit of patience about it 
because you've got to start somewhere but then 
you are building on an initial reputation and seeing 
how it goes from there. 
I think there can be, because it is about 
participation, on that level everything is sort of 
inter-joined, but I think there are some elements 
that seem to take place, like in our Summer 
Festival we're going to have kind of Cuban and 
dance music and that kind Latin feel and carnival 
aspect I would say kind of draws into that nature of 
event or festival. But then there's a lot of other 
things and it's how diverse it can go and obviously 
you don't want to make it so diverse that you lose 
the plot but you don't want to make it a one track 
thing either. And there's a lot of people that love 
Carnival and there's a lot of people that don't like 
Carnival. And you've got to try and take that into 
mind when you are doing anything really, that you 
are appealing kind of broadly, and just trying to 
take in as much as possible. 
I love being involved, I've got to be honest, I can 
hear the smile when I say that, it's like, I mean 
when I worked for B:Fest last year I just had the 
best time when I came down to the church, even if 
it's just wondering around with the t-shirt on and 
trying to get people and telling them there's this 
great thing going on, it's new and it's showcasing 
what the University's doing, and you know, Luton's 
just got so much talent, or people come [from] 
elsewhere, but it just explodes in Luton because 
they've got whatever arena to do it in and I just 
think that's fantastic. And I was really, really proud 
to be involved, I really was I really enjoyed it. But I 
like that opportunity with all kinds of events and I'm 
the person that will go over and chat and sit with 
people, sometimes even when I'm not on the 
clock, and just kind of tell people about stuff going 
on; sometimes just listening to them whinge, in as 
much as people have issues with what does and 
doesn't go on and sometimes. particularly if it's 
something like, things from the Luton Cultural 
Services Trust, where they feel that government 
money and their taxes are going into it, there's a 
reason for them to speak out about what they like 
and what they don't like and I wish there was more 
kind of a forum for that to be taken on board and 
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And do you think you going to 
want more involvement with 
festivals in the future? 
Going to playa little game now­
just word association; so I'm 
going to say a word and you just 
need to say the first thing that 
comes into your mind. And the 
word is 'festival'. 
Are there any other feeling or 
images that are conjured up by 
the word festival or when you 
see a festival advertised? 
And do you think festivals, and 
again, you've probably covered a 
lot of this, but don't worry, just in 
case you've anything to add, do 
you think festivals have an 
important part to play in your 
life? 
And what sort of specific role do 
you think a festival can play in, I 
take it, is Luton your home 
town? And specifically in Luton 
as your home town what role 
would you see festivals play? 
translated into what goes on sometimes. 
Yeah. 
I would love to, I wanted to go and work 
Download, which has just finished, because I like 
some of the heavy metal and some of the bands 
which I quite like from the 80's and stuff and it was 
a case of 'if only I had a tent and a sleeping bag' 
which of course, I don't. Maybe next year. But 
you know, it's like for the kind of festivals that are 
on the ground I'm very much here, I'm very much 
trying to take part in it, I'm hoping to do the 
Hitchins one, the Rhythms of the World and just 
get out there with the BBe stage and get talking to 
people and get interacting and get them up 
dancing and whatever else so that they have a 
really good day. 
Festival - fun! 
I think a lot of people having a very good time, 
sometimes getting very drunk but again you know, 
you've got all sorts, it's kind of like that mingling of 
everybody, wherever they're from, however old or 
young they are, because there's the freedom to do 
that, you're not judging and you're out of the 9 - 5 
box that you inhabit in your ordinary life and you're 
just going to have this microcosm of a weekend, or 
time away, yeah, it's really about just having a 
good time [and escaping?] Yeah 
Definitely. I think, I think for everybody it's just a 
bit of light relief sometimes, but I think sometimes 
you get so bogged down in day to day sometimes 
you forget what's out there; I think the thing with a 
festival, it's not something like sort of regular 
event, as in every Tuesday at five o'clock you're 
going to have this, it's something that goes on, 
again, for a separate time, and you can engage 
and can kind of pick out what you want to do or 
don't want to do, or just randomly go along and 
see what's happening, and I think that's the beauty 
of it really. 
It is. I think, very much bringing community 
together, we're very lucky in Luton to have a very 
diverse community but again that poses its 
problem in engagement and just trying to get 
everybody involved; whether that's because of 
language, creed, religion or whatever. But I think 
there's a kind of openness with a festival, where 
it's okay to be involved, where it's okay to just kind 
of come along and hang out and see what's going 
on, and I think we need a lot more of that, to be 
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And is there, on a wider basis, a 
more general basis, is there 
anything further that you think 
festivals have a role to play in 
local communities in general? 
Just go back to the same ... 
You talked a little bit before 
about the driver for having a 
festival, and what do you think 
are some of the main reasons 
why people do set initiate and 
run festivals? 
honest. I think it's a good thing. 
I think that depending on the festival and 
depending on what's driving it, with Breaking Arts 
for instance, it's a kind of fringe festival so you've 
got all sorts of things going on, but if you say, had 
an arts festival or like Mela, which is kind of a 
festival, it's a day event which draws in the Asian 
community and it's very much about Asian dance 
and poetry and movement and theatre, but it's not 
limited to Asian people engaging, and I think it is 
very good to just put that out there and go with it, 
go with things that people wouldn't normally see. 
o wow. Depending, I'm trying to think, why have a 
festival? 
I don't know, I don't know, I mean why? Why do 
we have Glastonbury? I don't exactly know how to 
answer this one. [It's not something you've kind of 
thought about..?] Yeah. 
Okay, so, some of the reasons that I would say and this just leads into the next 
question, are things like trying to bring communities together, people use them 
sometimes for say, marketing purposes, you know, if a big sponsor wants to get their 
name out there or something like that, it could be the idea of communities feeling 
they're not having access to arts or particular arts, so for instance, for towns having big 
cinemas, they might set up film festivals to see, there's lots of different reasons like 
that, 
And just thinking about those 
and other things do you think 
any of those are more valid 
reasons to have a festival, than 
any other? 
Absolutely. And you don't think 
that it would affect your 
enjoyment of attending a festival 
or working on a festival 
whatever the reason it was for 
setting it up? 
Okay. And the last question in 
this section, back to the word 
association again, remember from 
last time - and the word this time ­
B:Fest? 
Okay so the next bit, well, I'll let 
you talk about it, obviously 
interested in your role as a 
I don't think there's anyone reason. [You don't 
think it matters?] No. We've got a film festival here 
and it deals with so many different aspects and 
urn, maybe, they go from kind of mainstream to art 
house, so there's lots of different reasons and it's 
not necessarily as tangible as you'd like it to be. 
No, definitely not. 
Urn, B:Fest, being there, being active, just being 
right in the middle of something really cool. 
2008 probably more so, 2009 a little bit, but not 
directly. It was indirectly because of stuff going on 
at the Hat Factory. So, kind of went along and 
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volunteer or helper at the festival, 
so again, I think mainly 2008 but 
talk about 2009 as well if you feel 
you've been involved in things 
there. So can you describe how 
you've been involved with B:Fest? 
It was a bit shorter this year; and 
what about 2008 because I know 
you had a lot of involvement in 
that. 
And what was your role in 2008 
with the festival, what sort of 
things did you do? 
What motivated you to volunteer 
when you first heard about 
B:Fest? 
How did you hear about it and 
engaged with the crowds from kind of the Hat 
Factory side, and that was fun because it was 
during the film presentation, so I didn't get to see 
as much as I wanted to, that's the one kind of 
downside, depending on what you're doing in 
festivals, sometimes you're needed in one place 
and you've got to fulfill that before you can do 
anything and maybe you miss other things or see 
bits and pieces that you would like. I loved kind of 
being around for the art, even though it's kind of in 
the gallery, I thoroughly enjoyed that both as a 
participant and also for putting people on for going 
to see it. [And that's the northern Iraq exhibition?] 
A lot of the other stuff I didn't really know too much 
about, we had the leaflet but it wasn't.... I didn't 
find as much put out, even though I had the leaflet 
I didn't, there was so much, so much, and it was 
just keeping up and keeping track with everything 
and I thought it went on later than it did and then I 
realised it was over. 
Yes, I really loved 2008. I think ... Firstly it was the 
first year it happened, so obviously kind of bursting 
out all into the scene with all this energy and kind 
of fantastic vibes, lots of very talented youngsters, 
and I say youngsters and I don't mean that to 
sound, you know, deprecating, really fantastic to 
see people that really brought their talent and what 
they had and really showed it to people. 
And the cool thing is, knowing that some of them 
are actually now, like with the street dancing for 
example, they are actually now teaching as well, 
and I think that's brilliant, I think you know, it's the 
next step, it brings it so that you're accessing it 
through a festival but then you can actually go 
learn about it if you want to or go to a class or, or 
just get into it that way and I think that's brilliant. 
I again worked on two different sides because I 
acted as a volunteer for B:Fest when I could and 
also from the Hat Factory side which was the 
venue where some the events were staged last 
year and obviously it was the first one and I kind of 
enticed the University from being a student but 
also entice the Hat Factory and just that wonderful 
sense of communication and trying to get things 
over as much as possible, both sides and beyond. 
I thought it was a brilliant idea. Still do, looking 
forward to the next one. 
I can't remember for the first one, [I can't 
remember either] I'm trying to think whether it was 
something that came from the radio station when 
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actually become involved? Can 
you remember? 
And what, if anything, do you feel 
that you gained out of working on 
B:Fest, in either year? 
Um, what other projects, and 
again we mentioned this before in 
the first part of the interview but, 
and you mentioned festivals, but 
are there other projects you've 
volunteered on? 
And can you think of any 
differences, and when I say 
differences I am talking about 
things you maybe get out of them, 
and things you like and things you 
dislike and things like 
atmospheres, that kind of thing. 
Any differences between other 
things that you've been involved in 
and B:Fest? Either negative or 
positive. 
the month of the radio station was on or. ... [But 
you were involved earlier than that, weren't you?] 
Yes, I was, [You got quite involved before ... 
Christmas?] Yeah, that's right, I had emalls sent 
before, I might have to research that [I could check 
my emails as well, it would be quite interesting to 
find out.1** 
Oh wow, loads actually, just meeting some 
phenomenal people, really. Still being in contact 
with some of them, which is really fantastic, and 
just watching them grow, watching them grow and 
kind of spread their wings and not necessarily 
leave but just generate so much new vibes and 
creativity, which you know, they initiated. And the 
B:Fest organisation, people involved, everyone 
initiated last year. Seeing that flourish, it's great, 
really great. 
Um yes. I'd say at the moment volunteering on 
the Radiothon hopefully Friday and other bits and 
pieces to do with the Luton Dunstable radio 
station. Hopefully going forwards dealing with a 
group called Newby and Jack who created a board 
game which dealt with black history which is very 
well regarded as a tool, a teaching tool and other 
things to kind of spread knowledge about black 
history, and seeing an event which is due to take 
place at the end of July in the Carnival Arts 
building and also in the Grove Theatre, take place, 
which is kind of about ability and opening that up 
to people that are able but also people that are 
considered disabled and giving them the ability to 
kind of express themselves. And that's going to 
be really good, we're going to have one thing that 
takes place where the people start as able-bodied 
people then finish up in wheel chairs. I like the 
juxtaposition of that. I'd like to see how that works 
out when we actually formulate it in reality. 
I'm trying to think. I think the thing that I like about 
B:Fest, and it might be because I've moved on 
from the University, I don't think it's as constrained 
and it, in some ways I mean, arts events and arts 
festivals are not constrained, but say something 
that has a Luton Borough Council branding to 
some degree, could be seen in a certain way and 
I've found that with the Summer Festival and with 
Breaking Arts, because there's an association with 
the Council, sometimes that can actually have a 
negative impact. 
Possibly, I mean, just that there's very, certain 
guidelines and maybe that, it falls into Council 
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And do you think, when you say 
constrained, you mean that they 
are less likely to take risks in the 
sort of things that they include 
or ... talk a bit more about what you 
mean by constrained. 
Did you, I don't know if you can 
remember for 2008, and 2009, did 
you attend any events, any B:Fest 
events? 
But you did quite a bit of 
stewarding at the 2008 one, didn't 
you? And did you think there was 
any particular sort of atmosphere 
at any of the events? 
I'm going to talk a little bit about 
the future now. Do you think 
B:Fest has a future? 
And what would you like to see 
happening to it in the future, do 
you think it shoOuld stay the same 
size, should it grow, should it 
concentrate on one particular 
genre of arts, what would you 
really like to .... ? 
policies to maybe determine some of the things 
that happen and I don't think that arts and festivals 
should be about that. I think it should be about 
freedom to express whatever. 
[That's great, that actually goes back to the 
question that I asked you before, the reasons for 
having festivals and so...] 
Because of largely being working, doing, building 
up the Breaking Arts one, no, not as much this 
year, which I'm disappointed about, but I'll make 
up for it next year. Ah, ... 
Yeah, I thought there was. I mean, I did the one 
that really kinds of sits with me, that was at St. 
Mary's Church and I just really liked the vibe, there 
was just, a really .... it was like a united, I don't 
know the exact words that I want but it was just 
this kind of silent unison, everybody, in the church, 
with what was going on, and just enjoying it and 
just really taking everything that they could out of it 
and I just really liked that. 
Oh, I would certainly hope so [Because?] 
Because I think it is important to have something 
that does things a little bit different, that has 
people involved from the University who, in effect, 
are from all over the world, so you're bringing so 
much culture to Luton, which already has quite a 
cultural base, you're really adding to that I think. 
I'd like, what I liked when I looked at literature and 
stuff this year, around B:Fest was that it wasn't just 
in a couple of locations, I found it really in as much 
as there were things in the Old Shop, there were 
things in the edge, there were things here, there 
were things there, and it really brought the town 
into the whole equation as well which I liked. 
I wouldn't want it to grow beyond manageability, in 
as much, as when you're dealing with all these 
locations, you've got all the logistics of that; and I 
think that's important. It's better to kind of maybe 
even, try in a similar size and with similar things 
going on for a couple of years to kind of build on a 
really strong foundation, than to say 'oh well, we 
can do it bigger and bigger and bigger' and then it 
falls on its face. 
But I think from looking at what's going on and 
being around either people Who've been and were 
chatting about it, or from people last year, who 
were hands on last year, I thought, you know, 
really really~ood. I think there's still a lot to go, 
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Which brings me to the next 
question - would you like to be 
involved in the future? 
What do you think might, actually 
there's kind of two aspects to this 
question, and the first one is, what 
do you think might endanger the 
future, or what could actually stop 
it from continuing? 
And is there anything that would 
endanger your participation, your 
volunteering, is there anything that 
would make you think 'ar ..? 
And, the last question. Did you 
see anything in 2009 that you 
thought was a positive thing, that 
was happening to actually support 
the future of the festival? 
and obviously it can go in certain areas and 
directions, but I think what you've got is a really 
good festival, and, as I say, looking forward to 
what the next one brings along. 
No problem, without a doubt. 
I don't know if there are any constraints in the 
University or not; one thing I found last year when 
things were going on, were that things clashed, 
and I think it's important, if you're going to make 
something a bit of a showcase, which I think 
B:Fest was last year, and I was really pleased 
about that, don't set up other University events 
against it, so that your audience is either divided or 
some people have to be some place and some 
people don't, because it's divisive. 
I think that's probably the first one, obviously, 
training it into what's going on in Luton, if you have 
it on the same weekend as the Carnival chances 
are people are going to be at the Carnival, but it's 
about programming, it's about how to, where to, 
where is best in the year for it to be, are the 
students obviously going to be knuckling down to 
exams and stuff because that could curtail their 
involvement. And there's a lot, I mean as I say, it's 
a logistics problem largely, but then it's also a 
practical thing. You know, you've got full backing 
and you know, the events complement each other, 
I think that's important. 
If I wasn't in the country, but that would be about it. 
I liked the wrist bands, I thought they were cute, I 
liked that kind of branding and you know, there 
was a very visible sign that people were coming in 
and when I took part in the film showing, there 
were a lot of people and they kind of, you know, 
held their wrists up, letting me know, they were 
flashing the wrist bands, and I kind of like that kind 
of branding. 
I loved the whole B:Fest thing, I like the whole way 
that, last year, and presumably this year as well, 
they had the t-shirts with 'Be Inspired' and the 
various messages. I thought that was good. 
It would be fantastic if there could be some kind of 
a branded item, or something, not necessarily a t­
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shirt, because you don't want everyone to look like 
workers, but something that people could actually 
buy and take away with them. Whether it's like 
B:Fest cards in the Student Union that you can 
kind of send off to your friends or pens, or 
something. Obviously there is a cost involved and 
I don't know how the funding is for B: Fest and 
where it sources its revenue, but just little things 
that, you know, every time you use your pen ­
B:Fest! And there's that silent message and that 
silent thing, that whoever uses that pen, you know, 
there's lots of things that can happen, and I think 
obviously it's building on the recognition and just 
making it something that. you know, people 
immediately, like you said 'festival' and what that 
conjured up it's like 'B:Fest', and you smile and 
yeah, I think it's very much aboutthat. 
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Identifier: C30 
Occupation 
How interviewee spends spare 
time 
17 June 2009 
Marketing Manager in Luton that encompasses 
everything from commercial income through to all 
the marketing, including PR, Advertising, 
Promotions etc. 
In my spare time I do sport, play netball, and am 
decorating the house I just bought. 
The interview is divided into two sections, first I am just going to ask you your 
thoughts about festivals in general and the second one is m are specific to your 
involvement with B:Fest. No right or wrong answers so just feel free to talk 
So could you tell me when was 
the last time you attended a 
festival, if you have? 
When you hear about festivals 
what it is that makes them a 
festival? 
Have you had, apart from 
B:Fest, which we'll come onto 
later, have you had any 
involvement with festivals in the 
past? 
And in your experience of going 
to festivals, what do you like 
about them or dislike about 
them; or even like about the idea 
of them, or dislike about the idea 
of them? 
And do you think there's 
anything from your experience of 
festivals when you think about 
them that you dislike, something 
that when you think about them, 
you think 'oh I don't want to go 
because this? 
This one's just goinfl_ to be a bit 
Quite recently, well actually, it was the arts 
festival, B:Fest, there were some events on in the 
mall and I attended those. [Robin - anyone 
before then?] An actual festival was, like 
Glastonbury, a few years ago, that kind of 
festival? But no. no others really. 
I think it is just getting everything together, so it is 
a co-ordinated approach to linking up a lot of 
different things, all under kind of one big 
umbrella. 
Not in this job role, no. [any on a personal level?] 
Not really, other than visiting the office or like 
visiting Glastonbury, other music festivals, things 
like that. 
[And do you think you'll have much in the future?] 
Probably in like terms of the local festivals in 
Luton, and music festivals. But other than that, I 
don't know at the moment, to be honest. 
I think festivals kind of bring together a sense of 
community., there's lots of different, sub-groups if 
you like, or committees, Whatever, all working 
together, so they're all working for their own end 
and benefit, but they're all kind of doing a bigger 
thing, so I think that's really important, and that's 
really important to us as a shopping centre, 
obviously, so that's what I think. 
Not really, no. 
Performance. [is there any other sorts of images 
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of word association so I say a 
word and you say the first thing 
tl1at comes into your mind. The 
word is 'festival'! 
Do you think that festival, and 
again, some of th is is sort of 
covered, but just to make sure 
that I'm not making it 
assumptions really, do you think 
that festivals have an important 
part to play in your personal life? 
And why do you think it would 
appeal more when you've got a 
family? 
And do you think festivals have 
an important part to play in your 
home town, and if you could just 
say what you consider your 
home town to be, whether that's 
Luton or ... 
And again, sort of less 
specifically, in general, thinking 
about it, and maybe you could 
refer to it in terms of Luton if you 
want to, but do you think that 
festivals have an important role 
to play in local communities and 
what sort of role is that? 
And what do you think is the 
most, you sort of said two things 
there, which one was about 
diverse groups together and 
or feelings that you get?] Lots of feelings, vibes, 
good vibes, happy, a sense of working together, 
and community again. 
Probably not majorly right now, at the moment 
no, but maybe in the future. [Robin - And why 
do you think there might be a change?] Because 
I suppose at the moment I'm really busy at work, 
I don't really get involved in other things outside 
other than playing my sports 'n' that, but maybe a 
bit later on in life when I've got a family I've just 
moved to a village, all that kind of thing, that sort 
of scene, puts you down that sort of path maybe, 
I don't know. 
I think a lot of festivals are targeted at family 
audiences, rather than opposed to just adults, 
and so forth. 
I have literally just moved, like the last couple of 
weeks, to Barton like, a small village, which is in 
Bedfordshire, but I've always lived in 
Hertfordshire, so it's kind of like, I don't know 
where I consider my home at the moment really, 
but when I grew up in Hatfield, I grew up in 
Hatfield, Hertfordshire, we always had an annual 
festival there, when I was growing up, that we 
used to participate in, through the school and 
things like that, then when I lived in Stevenage as 
well, which is where I lived before where I live 
now, we had a similar festival that I occasionally 
like, might just go along to one of the days sort of 
thing, but wouldn't really get involved a lot, to be 
honest, but then because I've only just moved I 
haven't really had a lot of experience other than, 
like the Luton arts festival and things like the 
carnival, and things like that, which have been 
more through my job because I was working over 
this way before as opposed to living. 
Absolutely! Bringing together people of different 
cultures, races, religions, all those sorts of things, 
bringing them together if they've got a common 
interest, if they can focus on it, be it the arts, be it 
something else, I think that definitely works, gets 
those sort of relationships working and going, 
and it's only good for a town to have positive 
things like that happening. 
Well, I guess, if you're doing something very 
specific, it would be the kind of common interest, 
because that's going to be your focus, but I don't 
know, I think you'd probably look at both aspects 
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then, the second bit of that was 
people uniting for common 
interest, and which do you think 
a festival organiser , or 
somebody setting up a festival, 
which do you think is the, or 
should be, kind of the most 
important out of those two? 
Kind of leads onto the next 
question, which is what do you 
think is the main reasons that 
people set up festivals and run 
festivals? What kind of reasons, 
what drives people to set them 
up? 
And out of those three, again, do 
you think there's one that is a 
right reason and one that's a 
wrong reason, or one that's 
more right? 
Do you think, thinking about all 
those reasons, do you think if 
you were thinking about going to 
a festival and you knew it had 
been set up for a certain reason, 
would that affect your decision to 
attend? 
If you knew for instance, the 
local festival had been set up by 
the council because they wanted 
to promote the town, or 
something, would you think 
arghh ...or would it not affect your 
decision? 
And the last question in this 
section, back to the word 
association again - and the word 
- they're both important. 
A variety of reasons I would imagine, I think 
obviously there's that where they are so 
passionate about something they want to 
obviously share it to a greater level, and then 
also trying to bring to the diverse groups of 
people together again I think is probably another 
motivation, but also maybe as a commercial 
enterprise. 
Probably, obviously the commercial side I should 
say is wrong, but I think that really the most 
appropriate reason would be like the first two 
really, you know, you're bringing together, you're 
really passionate about something so you want to 
share that your local community. Also it's kind of 
good for, what's the word, for the reputation of 
the town, the image of the town, it can only be of 
benefit as well, so a lot of people, you know, 
councils and things like that, get involved, or like 
universities. Obviously that's key to their agenda 
in promoting themselves to other regions, or the 
whole of the UK, get themselves out there. So 
there's that side of it as well, the PR, the publicity 
side of it, plays quite heavily I would imagine, in a 
lot of festivals.. 
No, I think if I wanted to go, if it was of interest to 
me, I'd probably go regardless at the end of the 
day. 
Okay, um, arts. I should have said 'Robin' [Robin 
- Someone did actually, it was a bit worrying 
because of the long term sustainability, but quite 
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is B:Fest? 
Okay we are going on to the 
section now, these questions I 
specifically want to ask you in 
your position as a key sponsor of 
the festival. 
And the first thing I want to talk 
about is actually not b=Fest but 
the sort of other projects that the 
Mall has supported, and why you 
support them. - As much as you 
feel able to obviously. 
flattering] 
We supported a local group for ... , are you talking 
about the community [- anything that you would 
put your name to as a sponsor or give help to, it 
doesn't have to be... , commun;ty orientated or 
anything] Yeah, we did this diversity project with 
some local school children, it was all about 
racism and trying to beat racism. We had lots of 
different groups, like school children groups, 
applying, and did performances or did creative 
art work which was then judged, and resulted in, I 
think it was 16 banners. That was a really good 
thing, that was really just finishing when I came 
on board, it was a really good community project 
to get involved in, that was through Arts in 
Business. 
Then also, more recently I guess we have done 
Luton Town Football Club's ... , sponsoring, well, 
not sponsoring but getting involved with them, 
supporting them, because that's obviously quite 
close to the heart of Luton as a town, and it's 
something a lot of our shoppers are quite 
passionate about, a lot of our shoppers. We've 
been quite involved with them over the last year 
or so, obviously trying to ... they haven't had a 
good year, but yeah, we got quite involved in 
supporting them, especially before the Wembley 
game and so forth and we're looking at working 
with them again this year so that's something. 
I do get involved with, we have had a local PR 
group running but not local, national, called Luton 
First, that we sponsored over the last few years, 
myself and Brian sit on the committee for that, 
trying to promote Luton as a good town, because 
we've had research carried out in the past and I 
know other major businesses have as well, on 
like, what the reputation of Luton is, how it 
impinges on businesses and affected people 
coming from outside and we all know it has been 
an issue which hasn't really been helped with the 
last couple of months, but basically that's 
something we've been involved in; it's just trying 
to promote Luton in a positive light really, both 
nationally and locally, by getting together with 
other businesses and seeing what stories we 
can generate in a positive fashion. 
Then we also sponsor Luton Business Against 
Crime, and the Safe Luton Partnership both are 
kind of against crime. A lot of it is focused on 
retail crime as well, as part of that. It's local 
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And do you think that there is a 
key thread running through ali 
those quite seemingly different 
projects, is there a key thread that 
you could kind of pick out...? 
And can I ask what the other 
three marketing platforms are? 
This will be an interesting 
question. What initially made you 
support B:Fest? When I first 
came and knocked on your door. 
businesses working together to try and combat 
that with the council and the police, so I sponsor 
both of those as well, and then we do some kind 
of branding sponsorship when we changed our 
name we decided to sponsor these signs as you 
come into Luton, which isn't so much a project 
but it is a kind of sponsorship we are involved in. 
And that's because we changed our name then, 
that's been going on for 3 years, so we might be 
moving forward a bit. 
Well, it's, a lot of them would be very much the 
community, because the way we market 
ourselves is on four key platforms, one of which 
is community, so all of those would be linked 
back to trying to make Luton a better town, we're 
also quite involved with, we have obviously 
Charity of the Year, which is NOAH. We 
specifically didn't choose a charity just for the 
sake of choosing a local charity because there 
are lot out there and lots of them are very popular 
with the public, but we decided to choose one 
that has a kind of synergy with us because they 
help disadvantaged people, homeless people, 
those who would be like drug or alcohol 
addictions. That's something that we also have 
to face as a shopping centre, as the main place 
in town place in town so we're working with them 
as the most positive way to bring that forward or 
to move it forward. That's something else we're 
very much involved in and again that's very 
community focused as well, so a lot of the things 
that we do are in that respect are along the 
community side of things, just trying to support 
the local community, and make sure we are 
doing the right things because we want to be. 
Yes, they are a bit more ... fashion, health and 
beauty and entertainment. 
Well, obviously, we could see that there are a lot 
of events going on in Luton that didn't 
necessarily, that are kind of disjointed almost, not 
diSjointed, they're all brilliant in their own right, 
but there wasn't a theme to connect them, there 
wasn't an umbrella to bring them together and 
promote them in the most effective manner 
possible I guess. And we felt that when you 
came with your proposal, what you intended to 
do we felt that it was an effective way to bring 
them all together, put an umbrella over them and 
kind of promote them all as one, which gives 
them more support than if you have lots of little 
local events happening on their own. And 
obviously that included carnival, we've been 
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3 
And you supported us in the 
second year as well, in the 
recession, which was great, much 
appreciated. So, again, was it for 
different reasons or did you just 
feel that you could see that things 
beginning to happen or. ..? 
And that kind of leads again into 
the next question, which is, what 
impact do you think the festival 
might have had on the town itself, 
and perhaps on individuals who 
live within Luton? 
The next question coming up has 
two parts to it - and do you 
personally feel that you've got 
anything out of the involvement 
with B:Fest, and two parts, firstly, 
the sort of business and the 
organisation and the second is 
just for you personally. 
And you personally? 
And the last question - again, you 
said you had gone and seen 
some of the events, and you 
associated with the carnival for a number of 
years, and that kind of brings weight to it as well. 
Yeah, we felt it was a positive way forward and 
its better way of promoting lots of little things and 
probably getting to a much higher kind of 
publicity level, as well, if you like. If you've got 
lots of little things you might get a little bit of 
coverage area but if you've got a whole 
campaign going, co-ordinated effectively 
throughout, then, you know, you are going to 
achieve a lot more, at the end of the day. 
We think it is a positive thing for the town, as well 
as the community; i.e. the town's image as well 
as for the people within the town itself, so, as a 
major business in the town we want to be 
involved in things like that and whether it's in a 
venue or, you know, sponsorship in money, or 
however we do it, we always want to be involved 
in these types of thing because it's got positive 
benefits for us and you guys, so ... 
I think with individuals, especially with those who 
participate, it's, you know, I'm sure they enjoyed it 
and it brought them an enormous sense of 
achievement. Of people who saw it, who live in 
the town, again it's good to see positive things, 
and lots of people getting together to do things, 
so in those aspects I think it is very positive for 
the town as a whole. 
I think as a business, well, I can't necessarily say 
that any specific objectives, because it's very 
hard to measure that kind of thing, but it's always 
positive to have an association with a community 
focused event so, in that respect, yes, I do, in the 
respect of has it increased our footfall, has it 
increased transaction value, I think probably not, 
but I do think having, it's certainly added 
ambiance, we've had a lot of events in the Mall, 
and the art gallery here and all that sort of thing, 
so, at the end of the day, yes, I guess, overall, 
but it's very difficult to say exactly how .. [how to 
quantify it?} Yes. 
Yes, I think it's a great thing to be involved in, I've 
gone down and seen some of the events, and 
wandered around the art gallery and things like 
that, and you know, get on well with the team 
down there, so yeah, it's a good thing. 
I think it's quite a positive thing that we installed 
the art sculpture down the church the other day 
and seeing that come in and people watching. 
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spoke a little bit about the 
ambiance, I just want to try and 
draw out a bit little more about 
what kind of atmosphere or 
ambiance you thought was going 
on. 
And when we've had other performances, last 
year as well, like the music performance and 
things like that, it's people tend to come, you 
know, they'll stop and they'll watch and make 
comments, positive comments and all of that is 
good really. So it's a positive thing. 
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Identifier: 023 
Name and occupation 
How interviewee spends 
spare time 
When did you last attend a 
festival and what was it? 
And what do you think 
there was about it that 
made it a festival? 
What sort of involvement 
have you had with festivals 
in the past and what sort of 
involvement would you like 
to see yourself having in 
the future? 
You obviously get involved 
in quite a few festivals; why 
do you think that is, what 
motivates you to get 
involved in them? 
And what do particularly 
like about festivals, and 
your involvement with 
them? 
So is there anything you 
think you dislike about 
festivals? 
And do you think your 
involvement with festivals 
1 March 2009 
MA Documentary student at U of Beds. 
Generally, watching films mostly, going home, 
although during the past couple of months I was 
able to attend a lot of film festivals in different 
countries in Europe which I want to continue 
doing. 
The last festival I attended was the Berlinale the 
big Berlin film festival and that finished on the 
18th of February. 
That it was all over Berlin so that you had 
different locations to go to it, it was running 
throughout ten days, a lot of film people from 
different countries, a lot of films from different 
countries, and obviously the ... , it did get a lot of 
press coverage, it is quite famous as one of the 
big international festivals, basically. 
I was involved in the B:Fest film evening last 
year, but more as an assistant to my friend 
Craig who was organising it and I myself have 
organised two film festivals, short ones in Berlin 
and in co-operation with UoB, as well, which is 
now going to Budapest in May and we are 
hoping to do it again next year. 
I just find it really interesting, especially with 
films because you do get to watch a lot of stuff, 
so it's a fun activity as well as a bit stressful, but 
basically you can bring interesting things 
towards other people who might find it very 
interesting as well so it's giving people the 
opportunity to get their stuff out there and get it 
shown to an audience to get a response 
Variety of programme, and meeting lots of 
people and I guess it all says something for 
exploring some new things 
Finances are always something that I don't like 
to deal with that much, for example when we 
were doing the British Shorts Festival in Berlin 
not such a nice thing to deal with. But generally, 
when going to festivals it is usually quite 
expensive which makes it a bit problematic. 
Yeah, the financial bit of it. 
I'm certainly much more organised than I used 
to be. Yes, I guess so, because you do make a 
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has affected your life in any 
way? 
Now I'm going to playa bit 
of a word association 
game, I'll say a word and 
you have to say the first 
thing you think of when I 
say it, okay? So, the word 
is 'festival'. 
Okay, and taking that a little 
bit further are there any 
special feelings or emotions 
that are conjured up when 
you think about the word 
festivals? 
Do you think festivals have 
an important part to play in 
your life in particular? 
And do you think they play 
an important part in your 
home town, and if you 
could just qualify which 
town you feel is your home 
town, or both home towns, 
Luton and Berlin. 
So if I can just summarise 
what I think you said there 
you think that basically in a 
big town like Berlin or 
London they don't 
necessarily have that big a 
part to play but in smaller 
towns they are a good form 
of bringing culture in, and 
activities, to that town. 
Do you think that festivals 
can have an important part 
to play in communities? 
lot of contacts and you meet a lot of people, 
especially with film and it's what I want to do 
anyway so I always try to see documentary film 
special. So it's good to meet people. 
Film 
Lots of people, stress, camping, strangely 
enough, music festivals I guess. 
I wouldn't say that, to be honest, I mean it is 
something that I like to do, I like to attend them 
and I like to organise and I like to enjoy them but 
I'm not based my life on them, or something like 
that so ... 
My home town is definitely Berlin. I think that in 
Berlin I don't, well, I do go to festivals but not as 
many because the programme available to 
people and the possibilities of what you can do 
is too long so there is a lot of things going on so 
you are not attending everything that's 
happening but living in Luton I do find it 
extremely good to go to events that bring a 
different kind of stuff into town basically, so if it's 
film stuff or B:Fest or the screenings at the Hat 
Factory used to do, don't know if they still do, I'm 
very grateful for them because I feel it brings in 
a lot of culture and activity. 
Yes, exactly, people should have the same 
possibilities. 
I guess bringing people together, I mean I could 
imagine that, especially in a place like Luton 
which is very multicultural but still quite 
segregated, it's probably good to bring people 
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Moving on, what do you 
think the main reasons that 
people start festivals are, or 
what do you think the main 
reasons for having 
festivals are? 
And what do you think the 
main reasons for starting a 
festival should be, it can be 
the same, it doesn't have to 
be different. 
Would the reason behind a 
festival's existence, i.e. the 
reason why it was started, 
would that affect your 
decision on whether to 
attend, or not? 
Yes, so if a festival was set 
up purely to make money, 
or purely to try and unite or 
purely to show good films, 
would one of those reasons 
make you more likely to 
attend the festival or not, or 
do you not care what the 
reasons behind it are? 
And the reasons for the 
setup of the festival, do you 
think it would affect your 
experiences once you were 
there. 
And the last question in this 
section is to take you back to 
the word association game ­
and I'm going to say B:Fest 
and you say? 
The next section is based on 
B:Fest 2008 and it is about 
your involvement as a 
volunteer organiser. So can 
you first describe what that 
involvement was? 
together of all different backgrounds, ages, 
ethnical groups, things like that, so yes, I think it 
is good for the community. 
I suppose to make a change somehow, to the 
place where they are living or where they want 
to start the festival, they have a feeling that 
there is a need that should be catered for, for 
the community and it would be an interesting 
thing to do to bring people together. 
I think it is the same reason but if you are 
interested you should be interested in putting on 
something like that. 
Can you say that again? 
I would probably not know these initial reasons 
anyway but if I was to know them as long as the 
programme was good and there was something 
to interest me I would obviously still attend. I 
mean, everyone has to make a living nowadays. 
I might be, you know, maybe a bit of 
complaining, slightly bitching around, generally, 
if I am having a good time that is what you are 
supposed to have when you are going to a 
festival, you enjoy it. 
Red 
Yes, as I said earlier, assisting Craig who 
decided to put on a film night that would deal 
with short films, people who would like to get 
their stuff shown and just helping out in terms of 
getting films and a bit of technical support and a 
little bit of organisation. 
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Did you not take it over? 
First of all, what factors 
motivated you to volunteer? 
And out of those three, which 
one was the most important? 
The next question I think 
you've already answered, but 
how did you get involved? 
What do you think you've 
gained, personally, through 
helping to organise B:Fest 
2008? 
What other projects have you 
volunteered on in the past, it 
can be just festivals or arts 
related, film related festivals 
or projects. 
Thinking of the two events 
you did for the Alumni can 
you think of any differences 
in volunteering for those 
events and in volunteering 
for B:Fest 2008? 
Just new experiences of 
what you were doing and 
things. 
Did you feel any difference in 
terms of feeling part of a 
Well I sort of had to ... no, no, he was great, we 
did have some problems so we certainly learned 
a lot from that. 
I think first of all Craig asked me and I said Yeah, 
that's great, we are close friends and we always 
wanted to do something together, like outside the 
study area. I think because it's university related 
and related to what I study I just thought it would 
be really, really interesting and nice to do that, to 
have something, well, you know people are going 
to go there and knowing people who want to 
show their stuff and just helping one another out. 
I think the one about getting people's films 
shown. 
Yes, through my friend Craig. 
That if two people work together they have to 
work closely because otherwise there are going 
to be some issues that some person doesn't 
know what's going on, you know, in 
organisational terms and everything, because I 
was pretty much jumping in rather late into the 
whole thing and so ... But yes, I guess, the usual 
things, probably the most importantly, the one 
how to react quickly in problematic situation. 
I have volunteered for an event organised by the 
Alumni Relations Office which was called 
Celluloid Heaven and took place in London at 
the Roxy Bar in 2007 and then again in 2008 
basically showing student films to former 
students from the university, then the B:Fest . 
Um, what else? 
I think it was really just different tasks because 
while for Celluloid Heaven it was more like the 
curation of the films, so putting together the 
programme was something, and getting the 
lecturers involved and getting the students to go 
from the students' side, as well as former 
students 
No, I don't really think so because all the people 
I have been working with I am quite close to, so 
it's kind of the same. 
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team on one or the other, so 
maybe you felt more part of a 
team on the Alumni events or 
in the B:Fest, or any 
differences like that? 
Did you attend any other 
events apart from the one 
you helped organise? 
Did you think there was any 
particular atmosphere at 
these events? 
Coming onto the last section, 
do you think that B:Fest has 
a future? 
What would you actually like 
to happen to it? 
And would you like to be 
involved in that? If it was to 
continue and to grow and 
you were in Luton? 
And final bit of question ­
what positive things have 
happened to support the 
future of the festival? 
I was at the Opening and I think it was a hip-hop 
dance. 
Well, people seemed quite interested in what 
was going on and engaged. 
Difficult to say, I think that, I get the impression 
that the places all over town, the pubs and bars, 
I mean the support Waterstone's' is offering and 
everything, is growing and I am sure if it works 
out well this year I am sure they will be very 
intrigued and happy to participate again next 
year. I think it is probably hard to keep all these 
people involved under control so everything is 
going according to a certain schedule and I 
guess the other thing is that in order to grow it 
would probably need more sponsoring. 
I think it would be nice if it could gain like some 
sort of reputation and name, within this area, 
you know Hay Yeah, that would be great so that 
we have more people from outside come in and 
maybe contribute to it 
Well, I guess I don't know if I would like to be 
involved but it would be interesting to follow it - I 
am planning to go back to Germany and I don't 
think that I would be able to be involved anyway 
but certainly interesting to check it out on line 
how it is going. 
What positive things have happened? Yes, 
probably to get more places in Luton involved 
into doing that. And I mean, people's initiative, 
for example this Play in a Day competition thing 
is something that shows people do have an 
interest in participating. I think that now for the 
fact that it is going to be the second year the 
development has actually been quite fast to 
what it is now, what we can expect this year. 
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Identifier: E34 
Occupation 
A bit about interviewee, 
and how interviewee 
spends spare time 
24 June 2009 
[At time of festivan Head of Communications, 
University of Bedfordshire, part of job Community 
Relations - remit covered all manner of things 
like stakeholder engagement, partnership 
working but also looking at how to get more 
involved with community events, so when B:Fest 
first came to my attention I was asked to help 
publicise it and help with any other kind of 
comms led work that would help raise the profile 
of B:Fest. 
I'm currently on a temporary contract at the 
University of London, SOAS, as Communications 
Manager, but I'm looking, ideally I'm looking to 
get into regeneration, that's what I really want to 
do, I'm very passionate about regenerating 
communities to help them manage themselves, 
building pride in communities that way, through 
art, through festivals and through construction, 
good construction. 
I'm very passionate about music, love to go to 
lots of gigs, went to Oasis two weeks ago, and I 
love history. 
Okay, to start with the first section of questions and if we try not to make any 
reference to B:Fest during them, as we will go onto them in the second section, 
but obviously if you want to, feel free. 
When did you last attend a 
festival and what was it? 
And what was about it that 
made it a festival? 
So you've been to both, 
when it was both in the 
town and in the ... ? 
It would have been last July, I went to Rhythms 
of the World Festival in Hitchin. 
Well actually it was the first year, prior to that it 
was always based in the town centre and all the 
different streets had different stages; it's all about 
world music, it had stalls with, you know, food, 
drink, you know, gifts, clothing, you know, 
ornaments, everything you could think of, it 
reminded me of Notting Hill Carnival a little bit. 
But it was all about world music and there was a 
little bit of dancing. Different stages dotted all 
about the town, it became so popular that the 
streets actually became quite congested, so last 
year they moved it into the Priory in Hitchin, 
which is a big open area like a field, I suppose, 
for want of a better phrase, and it was much 
better. 
Yes, and the next one is next week and I'll be 
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And you actually preferred 
the atmosphere and things 
when it was in the Priory 
rather than in the town 
centre? 
Can you talk a bit more 
about what that type of feel 
is and try and put it into 
words? 
And can you talk a little bit 
about the involvement 
you've had with festivals in 
the past and when I say 
involvement that's, it could 
both be in your 
professional life and your 
personal life, so going to 
them if you've volunteered 
for them, if you've ever 
worked professionally on 
one. 
And how often would you 
say you go to festivals, 
once a year, twice a year, 
going to that as well. 
Yes, the town was too congested, you couldn't 
enjoy yourself, you kept getting people knocking 
into you, you couldn't get anywhere close to the 
stages whereas now it's in the Priory which is 
like, it's kind of like a U shaped venue, it's kind of 
like a field, a big park with trees and everything 
so they've got natural dips into the landscape 
where they can put stages and there was just so 
much room last year and you didn't have to 
queue for ages to get a drink, it just felt more like 
a music festival, like, you know, when I went to 
B:Fest, though you couldn't move there either, 
but that kind of feeling to it. 
Yes, it's a relaxed way of chilling out with your 
friends, with good music, mouthing the words, 
you mig htn 't necessa rily know it, a lot of the 
music I'd never heard before and BBC had an 
introducing stage too, with new music, that's 
what I found myself drawn to. It was just chilling 
out, lying back, on the grass with a picnic, bottle 
of wine and listening to really good music. Then 
later on we were able to go and do things like get 
a head massage, try some food, and there was 
food from all over the world as well, you'd 
Brazilian food, you'd Spanish food, you has 
some Chinese food, so it was just, you know, it 
encapsulated everything I love, which is music, 
food, and being with my friends, really. 
I originally come from Drogheda in Northern 
Ireland and Drogheda has a very well 
established Samba Festival, my friends were all 
volunteers, I lived out in the country so it was 
difficult at that time to get a bus in because there 
was only one service a day, to become a 
volunteer would have been really difficult 
because I would have missed all the workshops, 
but I did attend and I did support it a lot. It was a 
fantastic festival, where people from all over the 
world, samba musicians, came every summer to 
Orogheda and did a big stage and everything so 
I supported it and attended it but I never 
volunteered. 
And then again when I moved to England, as 
much as I attended festivals I never became a 
volunteer until B:Fest, but we'll come to that later. 
I'd say about twice a year; I suppose it's how you 
define a festival as well, I've been to purely 
music festivals and then more arts ~es, so 
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something like that? 
And do you think that 
involvement is likely to 
change, or would you like it 
to change in the future? 
Thinking back, and again 
you probably touched n 
this a little bit, to you going 
to festivals and ones you 
go to once or twice a year. 
What is it you particularly 
like about festivals, and 
why do you go to them? 
And is there anything you 
think you dislike about 
festivals? 
probably twice a year. 
Yes, I mean I feel very passionate about the arts 
and about some form of celebration within towns 
every year that brings together music, dance, 
food, and just people from the community coming 
into the town centre, particularly a town like 
Luton I suppose the one case study, where 
there's a lot of social problems, where there's a 
lot of, how shall I say, social deprivation, and the 
one thing that unites people is often music, and 
dance, that's proven to be the case, not just 
there but in other places. 
We're hitting the time now where town centres 
are dying on their feet, there are shops closing 
every day, and we even watched a programme 
on BBC2 last night, they showed Dunstable in 
Bedfordshire, a whole street has basically 
emptied out, there's no shops there, so suddenly 
the town centre isn't what it used to be, people 
are going elsewhere to shop and a festival can 
often bring people back into the town centre, 
even if it's just for a day, or a week. And in terms 
of including the community, involving the 
community, and engaging the community, a 
festival is, from what I've seen and what I've 
experienced, a wonderful tool in doing that. 
I love the coming together of people of all 
nationalities, ages, creeds, you know, into one 
area, and it seems that everybody's looking for 
the same thing, which is good music, dance, 
food, just a day out. I rarely see trouble at 
festivals, it's a place that you do feel safe and 
chilled out. I think maybe Notting Hill is the 
exception but that's quite [sic] unique and brings 
with it some issues but in terms of the festivals 
I've been to in recent years it's very inclusive and 
it tends to be just a day where everybody's on 
the same wavelength, very relaxed and just out 
to enjoy themselves for the day .. 
Sometimes it is the lack of facilities, the lack of 
toilets, the lack of the places to get, you know, 
the queues are huge for food and drink, but also 
the overpricing. You pay in to a festival, in some 
cases you don't, but in some you do, and then 
you are expected to pay £4 for a pint, and you 
know, I know this isn't a festival but I went to the 
Oasis gig in Manchester two weeks ago, and I 
bought pretty much a salad sandwich and paid 
£4.50 for it, that's just, that puts you off, it really 
does put you off, that said, I know the overheads 
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And do you think your 
involvement going to 
festivals has actually 
affected or changed your 
life in any kind of either 
tangible or non-tangible 
way? 
We're going to playa little 
game now, and it's the 
game of word association, 
I'm just going to say one 
word and you have to kind 
of say the first thing that 
comes into your head 
okay. So, the word is 
'festival' . 
And again, we're going 
back to something I think 
you touched on a little bit 
before, but we'll go through 
it again anyway, just in 
case there is anything else 
you want to add. So firstly, 
do you think festivals have 
an important part to play in 
your life? 
are huge for people providing food and drink, it's 
a catch 22 situation really. 
Without a doubt I'd have to say yes because I 
came from an area where there was no ethnic 
diversity. Samba music was about the only world 
music that we were kind of, aware of, I came 
from a white, Catholic town, like most of Ireland, 
so when I moved to England I was exposed to 
hundreds of nationalities, and didn't quite know 
how to cope with it. One of the ways in which I 
educated myself, I suppose, about the different 
people and their, what they're into, is by going to 
festivals where such music, like the Luton 
Carnival, for example, and the Notting Hill 
Carnivals, I went to them every single year up 
until about three years ago and they really did 
make me feel like I understood it more, the 
cultures, and it's really good to be able to 
understand what they're all about and why, for 
example, how the Notting Hill Carnival came 
about, why it is so important to that community. 
It has become more inclusive over the years 
though. It is not just for the Afro~Caribbean 
community now and that's a good thing too. So I 
think my understanding of, I suppose the positive 
experiences are multi-layered, there are several 
positive experiences, but it has opened my mind 
to the world, definitely. 
Fun 
[And are there any other particular images or 
thoughts, kind of emotions... ?] 
Colour 
Definitely. There's something about the 
summertime in particular where you do want to 
go out and the sun is shining but you want to 
have something to go to, and there's something 
very exciting about seeing large numbers of 
people all together, in the sunshine, chilling out. 
(Um, kind of lost my train of thought now, what 
was' saying? - why festivals are important in 
your life - oh yes) 
For me it's just about socialising, and socialising 
is very, very important. But also because I am a 
big fan of music, I love music, I love dance, I love 
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And do you think that 
festivals have an important 
part to play in your home 
town, and if you qualify 
what you think is your 
home town these days, 
that'll be useful. 
So going back to the 
question 'has it affected 
your life', it actually sort of 
helped you to make a 
decision as to where you 
were going to live? 
Moving on to the next 
section what do you think 
the main reason for having 
festivals are, or what do 
you think are the drivers 
for people who set up 
festivals, why would 
people set up festivals? 
trying out new foods and it's a bit of an education 
for a lot of people. This is the only time a lot of 
people are exposed to, you know, different kind 
of things. But not just, I'm kind of focusing on 
music a lot, you know, the arts as well. The arts 
are often seen as being quite highbrow but such 
festivals bring it to the mainstream and show 
people that actually they can take part. You 
know, they run poetry competitions for schools, 
and short story competitions, that's how the 
community gets involved, and realises that it isn't 
some highbrow event that is above them, and I 
think that's really important. 
Well, I live in Hitchin in Hertfordshire, home of 
Rhythms of the World, and you can see 
throughout the year the work behind Rhythms is 
a twelve month project, there's a huge amount of 
people involved, passionate individuals. They've 
turned it into something really, really special, and 
I think to be honest, one of the reasons I fell in 
love with Hitchin was by going to the Rhythms 
Festival. That's why I thought one day 'I think I'd 
like to live here'. The festival really kind of made 
me like it even more. 
Yeah, it did, it did because I saw that Hitchin 
wasn't like a dull market town, it had a lot more to 
it and the arts are very much alive. It does have 
a slight image problem in terms of being a very 
white, middle class event, you don't see too 
many Asian or black people at it but I knows 
they're trying to work on that now. 
I think to keep communities alive, and engaged, 
and as a unifier, you know, bring people 
together, but also because they are very 
passionate about particular things, like, you 
know, poetry, music, and food, and it's a 
celebration of those things. 
I suppose there is a slight fear within certain 
circles that certain streams of the arts are being, 
are disappearing. The people don't love the 
English language anymore, there's no 
celebration of the English language any more, 
traditional music is being kind of side-stepped for 
popular music. 
And popular culture is very, very powerful and 
there are people who feel there are other aspects 
to culture that need to be preserved and 
celebrated and I think festivals do that as well as 
acting as a community focus for everybody. 
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Do you think the reason 
behind a festival's 
existence, would affect 
your decision to attend? 
And the reasons for the 
setup of the festival, do 
you think it would affect 
your experiences once you 
were there. 
Last question in this section 
is the word association 
game again - and the word 
this time is B:Fest. 
Yes, if I knew it was purely commercial, I did 
leave that out, obviously there is commercial 
aspects to it, I know people need to make 
money, that goes without saying, but if I saw that 
it was doused in corporate sponsorship and had 
lost its soul and its meaning, so that if I saw that 
a festival was growing, there's a particular music 
festival in London which is run by, I'm trying to 
think of the name of the band, they're a dance 
group and I can't think, but they've purposely 
kept out the big sponsors, it's not about making 
money necessarily, I mean they cover their 
costs, and maybe make a little bit of money, but 
it's about the celebration of music. And that's 
something that's very important to me, as I said, I 
am aware that people need to make a little bit of 
a profit but when it becomes too commercial I will 
walk away and that's why I've not come back to 
the V Festival, or Glastonbury, they're just 
completely commercialised now. 
Oooh, lively. 
The reason I am doing this interview today is because you were actually a 
sponsor of B:Fest, you obviously also worked on it as part of your role with the 
publicity, but you also put financial support into it from your communications 
budget. 
So just thinking in that role, 
and the role you were doing 
at the time and the role of 
allocating money to different 
sorts of projects, could you 
talk a little bit about the 
other sorts of projects that 
you supported at the time 
and why they were getting 
support. 
Well, could I just start by saying that when 
Community Relations was made part of my role I 
was really excited because it is something I'm 
very, I have very strong views on, very strong 
opinions and feel passionate about the 
importance of community engagement. There is 
a lot of stuff you can do for very little money that 
make a big impact, people seem to think you 
need wads of cash and you don't necessarily 
need that. 
But there were a number of projects that I 
supported; one was Luton First, which was a 
promotional group for the town of Luton. Luton 
suffers with a bit of an image and reputation 
problem and this group set out to challenge that 
and try and highlight the good things that were 
happening in the town. 
I also supported the Luton Faith Walk, which was 
a faith walk through the town, every year, every 
summer, every religion in the town took part, 
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What initially made you 
support B:Fest? 
And you continued to 
support it in the second 
year, so again, if you could 
talk a little bit about your 
reasons for doing that, and 
hypothetically about, if you 
were still there, whether 
you'd support it for a third 
Sikhs, Hindus, Muslims, Christians, and it was a 
really, really moving day. What you do is, you 
start off at the Salvation Army, and en route you 
stop off at the Mosque, the temple, the Catholic 
Church, and you end up at, you know, some 
religious building, where you have tea and 
sandwiches. It's a lovely community event. 
And other things, we also supported Luton Town 
Football Club when it got into trouble, 
unfortunately the Football Association saw fit to 
take 30 points from them for something the 
previous owners did, and also for going into 
administration, and we set about putting together 
a corporate package to boost their advertising 
with them, but we also introduced Luton Town 
Football Club to other community groups that set 
out to support them as well, and back them, 
through what was a very difficult year. 
I'll be completely honest and say that if someone 
had come along and said just that they were 
having a day of just fun in Luton I would have 
sponsored it because Luton was in dire need of 
something positive to happen. 
I'm well aware that the Council was doing other 
initiatives but there was nothing that was across 
the board, that encompassed, you know, all the 
arts, you know, music, dance, poetry, 
photography and so on, so when I saw the 
proposal I just thought 'this is something that 
Luton needs' because it's a town that's been 
neglected in more ways than one. 
Support in the community had been affected by a 
number of things including the July 7th bombings 
because the bombers' car was found in Luton 
and there had been allegations of Islamic 
extremism in the town, that had a hugely 
negative effect on the community. 
So I saw B:Fest as something to celebrate, 
something to be happy about. 
Absolutely. I was actually more excited the 
second year to see the proposal land on my 
desk, because I thought 'we've proven that this is 
a winning formula, that this can actually happen, 
it can work and it can engage people and it 
include people in the community'. Most of all, the 
level of student involvement impressed me, 
without, you know, I don't want to bang on with 
cliches, or reinforce stereotypes but students 
can, do have a bit of a reputation for letting 
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year. 
What impact do you think 
the festival has had on the 
town, and potentially, on 
individuals in the town? 
And do you feel that the 
University, as an 
organisation, got anything 
out of B:Fest, their 
involvement with B:Fest? 
And do you think that you 
people down, but there was, everybody pulled 
together and made it happen and that made me 
very happy. 
I saw the positive impact it had had on the 
community, but moreover, how the media had 
reacted, it was like they'd been searching for 
something positive to write about and along 
came B:Fest and we really didn't struggle to get 
coverage about it because it was something so 
positive. 
So I was really pleased when I heard it was 
going ahead again and I'd no qualms about 
supporting it in the second year, absolutely no 
problem Whatsoever. 
I think the festival can only be seen as having a 
positive impact, like I said, not, your average 
person in Luton wouldn't necessarily be exposed 
to poetry or literary evenings or you know, hip­
hop dancing in the streets. It brought a bit of 
soul back into the town centre, it brought a bit of 
energy onto the streets of Luton, particularly the 
launch. 
And I think, they may not have engaged with it 
straight away but they're aware of it now and I 
think, they're hoping it will continue, because, as 
I said earlier, (before I sound like a broken 
record) it's a positive thing for the town that is 
inclusive, and that's something that has been 
seriously lacking for a number of years. 
You have a number of different festivals but 
they're quite specific to their relevant 
communities, they don't cover everybody. B:Fest 
does. 
Absolutely. The links that we set up with people, 
the people that we went to see, sponsors, 
partners and so on, I think it showed that the 
University is committed to community relations. 
And I suppose having a school of media which is 
as good as it is, it fits very well with the 
University, with their ethos and what they are 
about and I think people, I think that's going to 
reinforce people's opinion that the School has an 
arts focus, it's an area of excellence that they 
have, and I think they trust them to deliver it. I 
think if it was handed over to any other 
organisation they would there would be fears that 
it wouldn't be delivered. 
Absolutely. I've learnt a huge amount, I mean, I 
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personally, have got 
anything out of your 
personal involvement with 
the festival? 
Did you go to any of the 
actual events? 
And can you remember, 
thinking back, what sort of 
atmosphere, or ambiance, 
was there at any of the 
events? 
And the last question is, 
what would you like to see, 
or what do you think should 
happen, to be-Fest? 
went into this kind of blind, I'd never really been 
involved as such, I'd always been the person 
who comes along on the day, on the other side of 
it, I learned a huge amount, but also, you hear 
about added value all the time, and I saw 
firsthand the kind of value that an event like this 
adds to a town, particularly a town that has social 
deprivation, and it engaged people of all ages, 
so, you know, that was a really, really good 
thing. 
This year I didn't, because I am based up in 
London now so it was a bit trickier, because I live 
in Hitchin it would have meant going back to 
Hitchin and back to Luton. 
But the previous year I did, yes. Kind of partly as 
a sponsor I wanted to see who attended, but also 
just out of interest myself. Some of the events 
interested me, so ... 
Yeah, for the large event out at the airport, that 
was great, the hip-hop dancing to the 
passengers at London Luton Airport, they'd 
never done anything like that before so there was 
a real sense of excitement. 
Then I went to an exhibition down at the Hat 
Factory, and again, there was a bit of a buzz 
about the place because although the Hat 
Factory's well used to having exhibitions, this 
was different because it was B:Fest; and 
because there was people there who wouldn't 
normally come to such events. 
I can't just describe, but I think mostly when you 
do have events of any kind like that, that are 
festival led, there is a different atmosphere. it's 
not like a normal exhibition at any other time of 
the year, there's more of a buzz about the place 
because it's a week long, or two, or a month long 
event where you know this is kind of the 
beginning or middle or end, so I think people are 
much more inclined to be upbeat and excited 
about it. 
I would really like B:Fest to continue, I think it's 
very important for the student involvement, it's 
really good experience for them and it also 
shows to the town that the students have a part 
to play in the community. 
I would like to see more community groups get 
involved, reach out to the suburbs, Stopsley, 
Marsh Farm, you know, Wigmore, Leagrave, and 
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get those community groups to come into town 
and you know, or indeed, bring the festival out to 
the suburbs. I think it wouldn't, I don't know if 
B:Fest would work if it was purely a council run 
initiative. I think the fact it's a University run 
initiative, there's a different take on it. So I really 
hope it comes back next year. 
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Identifier: F22 
Occupation 
How interviewee spends spare 
time 
When did you last attend a 
festival? 
Did you attend as audience or 
as a participant. 
And what do you think there 
was about it that made it a 
festival? 
What sort of involvement have 
you had with festivals in the past 
and what sort of involvement 
would you like to see yourself 
having in the future? 
And what do you think in 
general you like best about 
festivals, participating in them, 
visiting them? 
25th February, 2009 
Marketing Adviser for U of Beds Business 
School 
Also work as part-time dance teacher, go to 
dance classes to get inspiration in Luton 
and in London; I also watch movies and am 
trying to sign up for Spanish classes. 
July 2008. It was the Sea Festival in 
Lithuania. 
Both, mainly as a participant, this time I did 
dancing events and did some promotion. 
Usually I also do dance classes to different 
audiences, 
As I said it was very well advertised, and 
everyone knows about it, and especially a 
lot of foreigners come to see it. It's from 
Germany ... it is well-organised and a lot of 
things are happening, but it is only during 
the daytime. Before it was a much bigger 
festival but now it is just the name that is 
getting the people to come to it. 
In the past since 2005 I have been 
participating in the Sea Festival and I 
couldn't call it a festival, it is an annual 
event, a clubbing event called Pure Future 
and they invite different teachers and it is 
like a big one-off night but it is just annual, 
so I wouldn't call it a festival. 
And the Woods Night Festival was here so 
since 2005 I've been involved as a dancer 
mainly. Probably I would like to do some 
more things in Marketing just to develop 
my marketing experience and it would be 
good to do some organisational work as 
well as I did last year. In the sea festival it 
is a bit hard to organise it there because it 
is very hard to book a place for your event. 
So this year it is a good approach to do all 
of that. 
I like it that so many things are happening 
in one place at the same time, so you don't 
have to wait for, oh okay, one week I am 
going to go and see that, and another week 
I am going to go and see that, everything is 
happening in the same place so you can do 
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So is there anything you think 
you dislike about festivals? 
And is that the same in 
Lithuania? 
So thinking back just to your 
involvement with festivals 
generally, would you say it's had 
any effect on your life? 
And you think that is applicable 
both outside, the work you do 
with the festivals and in your 
everyday life as well? 
Next question - this one's a bit 
of a word association game, so 
if I say the word 'festival' to you, 
what's the first thing you think 
of? 
Okay, and do you think, when 
you think about it in a bit more 
detail, does it conjure up any 
specific images or emotions? 
all the different things that interest you at 
the same time. So it is just like a bunch of Ipeople with the same interests., 
Probably just because of the security, 
people think, maybe some people, that it is 
Just a source to get drunk or they don't 
value, it is for some reason, if it is an arts 
festival it is for arts, if it is a dance festival it 
is for dance, they usually think it is just 
another occasion to get drunk so there are 
a lot of drunk people in town and it is 
insecure, so that is probably the only 
drawback. 
Oh yeah! I think it is the same all over the 
world. 
Um, yeah, if I didn't take part in it I wouldn't 
be probably so confident in presenting 
myself and also organising the others. 
Back in Lithuania I wasn't the main 
organiser but I was helping the, well, my 
choreographer, he's the OJ, he's the 
producer organising, he has a lot of stuff to 
do so he just told me 'Okay, I'll leave dance 
to you and you do whatever you want to do' 
so I was kind of, he gave me all the things 
to do so I was responsible for that so I 
couldn't really just sit back and think okay 
he will organise everything. So involvement 
in festivals, I think, gives confidence in 
yourself and as I said develops 
organisational skills. 
Yeah, yeah, as I work in Marketing anyway 
you have to be, I work with students 
sometimes so we do taster classes and 
everything so you know what interests the 
people and you know how to present it 
better, of course you are organising your 
work and the work of the other people, so 
it's transferable skills. I can't pronounce 
that. 
People 
What, the people, or the festival? [clarified 
as festival] Well for me festival it relates to 
music or dance or any kind of arts because 
I don't think there is a festival of science. 
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Just the word itself? 
You've probably answered the 
first part of this question anyway 
but I'll ask it just in case, you 
can't assume anything. Do you 
think festivals have an important 
part to play in your life? 
And do you think they play an 
important part in your home 
town, and when I ask that, say 
which to you, is your home town 
as well, so it could be Luton or it 
could be where you live in 
Lithuania. 
That again probably answers 
the next question a little bit, but 
do you think that festivals can 
have an important part to play in 
local communities and if so, 
what? 
Moving on a little bit to another 
section, what do you think the 
main reasons for having 
festivals are, why do you think 
people put festivals on? 
And what do you think the main 
reason should be, either one of 
those three you've just said, or 
any other reason? 
Would the reasons behind a 
festival's existence affect your 
decision to attend, or not? 
Yes, so if you knew something 
Oh, there is? Probably I think because I am 
only interested in that area so it is people, 
music, dance, events and fun, 
communication. 
In my life? It's not the main thing but it does 
playa part because ... especially if I can get 
involved in those, and I only attend 
festivals, the ones that I can get involved in, 
so yes, festivals play some part in my life, 
but not the main part. 
I can say, I can answer in both because in 
Lithuania, in [home town?] it's just the 
name, but everyone, it's not such a big 
festival because the government doesn't 
give that much money to organise events 
and there are less people wanting to do that 
because they don['t see how that they'll 
profit from that, so it's not that pig a part. 
But here in Luton it's an industrial town and 
I think it is really useful to develop some 
kind of arts community in the town so I think 
in Luton it should play an important part. 
Yeah, because people can get involved and 
showcase their talents or like their 
organisational abilities or whatever they can 
do. It depends of course on the festival but I 
think one can find something to do within it. 
I think festival is similar to some kind of 
organisation because it has various sorts of 
people involved, you can definitely find 
something that can suit yourself. 
I don't know, maybe it's ... well, me, from a 
marketing point of view, it's an advertising 
opportunity because you get a lot of people 
who can get to know your brand and why, 
what else? To celebrate something, or, I 
don't know to just probably to... there are 
some really good people who just want their 
community to develop so they do it out of 
goodwill. 
Probably to develop people's abilities. 
Oh, the reason why the festival is 
organised? 
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was kind of like a marketing 
exercise do you think that that 
might put you off a bit or ... you 
don't mind about that, or.. 
Finally, another little game of 
word association 
- B:Fest? 
No, most of the people I will be 
interviewing, know me. 
I think it depends, I'm interested in 
marketing so if it was a marketing thing, 
then yes, but I can't think of anything else, 
you see it is only arts things in my mind 
so ... I couldn't probably be put off but if it's 
really the interest I am interested in, so I 
don't care if it's a commercial or, you know, 
not for profit things, only if it's the area I'm 
really interested in. 
I like those ones 
Robin! 
.... I'm the wrong person to ask! Because I 
know you .... 
The next section I am asking questions on is based on you being a participant 
and actually taking part in B:Fest and obviously so it for B:Fest 2008 because 
2009 hasn't happened yet. 
My first question is - how did you 
participate in B:Fest? 
And what was the motivation 
behind your participation? 
If you've been involved in other 
festivals, how do you think the 
atmosphere that was created 
around B:Fest would compare 
with the atmosphere of other 
festivals you've been involved in? 
So the event it seemed like a 
separate event on its own and 
there wasn't that much to link it, 
there wasn't that much of a buzz 
First of all I participated in marketing, as in 
organising one or two activities and then 
taking part in them, and, er, as a dancer, 
then later on I organised my dance 
showcase. 
I wanted to, well, there are always 
opportunities to show myself as a dancer 
but I wanted to develop my marketing and 
organisational side, that was the main bit, 
as I said, in Lithuania you don't really get 
the chance to develop and here was a 
brilliant opportunity, I just didn't want to lose 
it. 
With the other one there was just more 
people attending at the same time but it's 
because it is a well established one. Here, 
you just think it's a festival but sometimes 
you come to an event and there are not so 
many people as you expect to see so it's, 
yeah so you think it's a festival and you 
come and it's an event or it's, you know, 
some gathering. So you know that wouldn't 
be a bit of a different perception of the word 
festival. 
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or something to link it to 
No, to link it to the festival, but there wasn't 
a big buzz so you couldn't think that you 
were in a festival you just think that maybe 
you come to some evening, or maybe 
I 
because the festival that I was in before, it's 
open air, so there's a lot of people can I
come there, if it's on the beach or in various 
locations in the town and with the ice 
festival it was outside and inside so of 
course inside when you come in you don't 
see that many people but I think having 
outside and inside brings more really 
How did you judge whether your Probably by attendance, and by problems I 
participation in B:Fest was a had, there was problems I had organising it. 
success? What sort of criteria did Do you want me to tell you a bit more about 
that?you use to judge? 
Yeah, I mean say whether you I thought, when I was marketing it I thought 
did think it was a success I think it was a success because we did more sort 
actually, and why you think it was 	 of like individualised flyer it was sort of 
or if you didn't think so, why not.. 	 corporate on one side and more 
individualised on the other but now I think I 
should have worked a bit more on the 
design because I didn't have time to test it, 
again not enough time and then you print it 
and then you need to let it out. The 
distribution was okay but not that many 
people came to an event and on the 
organisational side, I just thought I am 
going to do contracts from now on , 
seriously, because my main dance group 
that I was relying on, the Star Dance Group, 
said that they couldn't do it, so that in a 
week or two weeks time we had to combine 
all the dancers ourselves so it's good that I 
still have at least two reliable people that 
can save me in any situation and then the 
very last day both of my presenters just 
didn't want to do it, so that was a bit of a 
hassle as well, just from now I think that 
everything needs to be official and you 
cannot trust anyone. 
Yeah, so I learnt from that and it was 
successful for me because I leaned from 
that. 
Well, probably it is just establishing yourself And from your participation last 
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year do you feel that there have 
been any tangible outcomes? 
And do you feel it helped you get 
your job once you graduated or is 
it not really relevant to that? 
Will you take part again? 
Excellent, why is that? 
Last question. Did you attend 
any events apart from your own in 
the festival? 
as a dancer because some people that 
came to the events they also came to my 
dance class and they know that something 
is happening in Luton and I also said to 
them you can go to there and there if you 
want to do those kind of classes. So it's 
probably establishing for myself and for the 
people who I want to promote, that is 
tangible. 
I don't know, I didn't ask my employer but I 
think it did in some case it showed that I'm 
proactive, so, you know, it is a voluntary 
thing and you don't have to do it but you 
want to do it from the beginning so, yeah, 
I'm sure it gives a value. 
Yes, I will. 
Maybe it is partly because the people that I 
know are really part of it and I just want to 
be part of that but the main, the downside 
of it is that I don't have that much time to 
organise, I would love to organise my own 
event but I don't have that much time to do 
it now so I just want to get involved as 
much as I can allow myself, participating in 
marketing events and as a participant in 
someone else's event so I will do that 
I don't remember, I think I did go for some 
cinema viewings and like movie viewings 
and the photography gallery. That's the 
main fields that I am interested in. I am not 
interested in animation although I know 
there was an animation workshop. I 
attended the Fashion Show in the 
University of Bedfordshire; that was cool as 
well. But I think if I was on my own I 
wouldn't probably go but the people that I 
knew were going so it's sort of like word of 
mouth and they told me let's just go, so I 
think it will be good to advertise it in friends' 
circles and everywhere. 
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identifier G45 5tn June, 2009 
Occupation Social Entrepreneur Consultant 
When did you last attend a Glastonbury, about 4 years ago; oh, and one 
festival, apart from B:Fest? in Turkey in 2006. A religious festival but all 
music and art. 
And what do you think there I think the things I look for in a festival would 
was about it that made it a be community spirit, community involvement, 
festival? What are the key entertainment, good events and probably a 
elements that unite, like purpose, or a theme. 
Glastonbury, that makes them 
both a festival? 
Could you give an example of a 
purpose or a theme? A purpose or a theme? Not necessarily a 
theme like ... inspiration. But more why 
would people want to come to that festival, 
something that would draw them into that 
festival. For instance, the one in Turkey is 
the theme of that would be to draw the tribes 
together, that's not how they would say it but 
it is how I look at it. It is similar with 
Glastonbury, the music draws them, there's a 
theme and there a certain type of people 
come to that. It is getting wider these days I 
But you also have a lot more ,so think in terms of Glastonbury. Used to be all 
a lot of the traditional music hippies and smoking pot, but now you get 
festivals are now having things Take That and people like that 
like spoken word and comedy 
and that sort of thing as well. 
Yes, I think that for me a festival is more than 
just one theme; most festivals I've ever been 
to actually have always had those fringe 
elements around them and that's what I like, 
that's the kind of thing that I would like to do. 
So greenbelt would be an example of that as 
well. 
And have you had, or can talk Really as an attendee, I haven't really been 
about involvements you have involved in setting them up as such. 
had with festivals in the past. 
For any particular reason? I've never had any particular opportunity I 
guess. I mean, I've spoken at a couple of 
festivals. I've been invited to speak on a 
particular subject at a festival, but never in 
And what sort of involvement the organisational aspect of it. 
can you see yourself having in 
the future? 
Well, like for B:Fest at the moment I am the 
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I'm glad to hear that, just as an 
aside. 
And what have you liked, or 
disliked, about your experience 
of festivals? 
And do you think the 
involvement you've had to date, 
with festivals, has affected your 
life? 
And I think the other thing is, do 
you want more involvement, but 
I think we've covered that. 
What do you understand the 
word 'festival' to mean? And I 
think the best way, the easiest 
way to do this is to do a bit of 
word association so I say 
'festival' and you say .... 
And are there any particular 
images or feelings or emotions 
that the word conjures up for 
you? 
Yes, that's brilliant. 
volunteer Chair of the Organising Committee 
so I'm really right at the start of that I'd like to 
help the shaping and envisioning of that, to 
get community involvement, as wide as 
possible. 
Of the ones I've attended? The things I love 
about festivals are the sense of community, 
of co-operation, most festivals I've ever been 
to anyway people help one another, there's 
that sense of community, there's a drawing 
together in a festival, and obviously you know 
the entertainment value of a festival is great. 
Things I don't like about festivals, the 
weather, the unpredictability of the weather, 
there's not a lot I don't like about festivals 
actually, I can't think of anything. I'll come 
back to that later if I think of anything. 
Yeah, I think what it does, it makes you start 
to think about community in the wider sense, 
or co-operation in the wider sense, rather 
than, you know, we all live kind of in our 
boxes don't we, we've got our work, we've 
got our family. It's great to be involved in 
something that's bigger than all of that, that 
helps, I think that helps get that bigger 
perspective that there's a bigger community 
out there than just that small perspective of 
the micro communities you have yourselves. 
Yes! Put my hand up. 
Celebration 
I think part of this is my background, and part 
of it is research that I've done as well, you 
know most festivals were based around a 
feast initially, that's how I take it, so I love 
food .... I just want to, that's one of the things I 
didn't say earlier, one of the things I like 
about festivals is the food! So that kind of 
idea, eating together, being together, the kind 
of community aspect I suppose. 
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The next question has th ree 
parts to it. The first one is do 
you think festivals have an 
important part to play in your 
life? 
Your home town, which I 
presume you think of as Luton? 
And the third section of that, is 
more for just local communities 
in general, aside from Luton, so 
do you think it can help people 
living there? 
In the late 20th Century, the 21 st 
century there is a proliferation of 
festivals in the UK, what do you 
think the main reason is for 
people actually doing this? Why 
do you think there are so many 
festivals? For starting them up, 
what's encouraging people to 
put them on? 
Does that answer that question? 
Yes [Robin - And becoming more so] 
As Luton, yes. I mean, one of the reasons 
why I got involved with the arts festival, I 
think arts and the celebration of arts, take 
what I think of as festivals, that can change 
things, it can change the perspective of 
others from outside but it can actually unify 
the different strands within a town, as well. 
So yeah, one of the things I'd like to see 
happening in Luton, I think Luton, I mean I've 
been here 25 years now and I came here to 
study photography, and there's always been 
an arts scene, and a good arts scene, but it's 
always very disparate, separated, it doesn't 
sort of flow together, have unity in it. So I'd 
like to see, you know, what we trying to do 
with B:Fest stuff, really take on that sense of 
let's celebrate the arts in Luton. If that 
makes sense. 
Yes, I do, I think it can bring people together, 
it can celebrate the unity in our diversity, 
that's not just about an ethnic thing, because 
obviously Luton is very ethnic, but that might 
be in a village where you've got, class might 
be an issue, or age, it can bring those things 
together, it gives an opportunity for you to be 
able to celebrate that unity in diversity. 
[Robin - so coming again back to that 
celebration thing] 
I think there's a lack of community feel, so I 
think the sense of wanting to get together 
and do something together, I think that's one 
thing, that's part of that, I think as well it's a 
place to showcase stuff, new talent, you 
know, or even old talent and there are very 
few places to do that now, you know, if you 
think Internet, the whole communication 
explosion, technology, people stay in their 
house [I say to my son 'talk to somebody' he 
says I am talking, he's online, he's not really 
communicating though, do you know what I 
mean?] So I think there's that sense of we 
enjoy the technology, we shouldn't be 
aQainst that, but I think a lot of people as 
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And do you think there's any 
cynical or more negative 
reasons, you know a local 
councilor a company one ... 
I think you've probably 
answered the next question 
anyway but if there is anything 
else you want to add, just put it 
in. What do you think the main 
reasons should actually be for a 
festival 
And question 7. Would the 
reason behind why a festival is 
set up, the reason for the 
festival's existence, would that 
affect your decision to attend, if 
you knew it was there? 
Can you think of a particular 
example? 
well, miss interaction with real people, doing 
real things, that's perhaps one of the reasons 
there is a drive to wanting to see more 
interaction across these small communities 
we've got 
Well, making money's obviously one. I mean, 
most festivals make money, I mean one day 
perhaps even B:Fest might.... but obviously 
there is that commercial aspect, one of the 
things I don't like actually is some of the 
commercial aspects to that, the political 
correctness thing is another aspect, you have 
to show this political correctness, a lot of 
festivals are built around that and they don't 
work very well actually, because you're not 
celebrating unity in diversity you're 
celebrating a rightness, of how we interact 
with one another, I'm not a great fan of 
political correctness, as you can see. So 
yes, the kind of cynical commercial aspect, I 
don't mind people making money, but it is 
when you give up other things to make 
money. And a political agenda 
I think a lot of councils have a political 
agenda to drive something forward and I 
think that is wrong. 
Oh I think I've covered that 
Yeah, it's not would it, it does 
Yeah, I'm not sure I really want to say it 
though. [Robin - okay, that's fair enough] 
Well, I mean, I'll give you an example though, 
so you know where my thinking, I mean the 
carnival's one, because I think in a sense 
that's a festival and I just think that 
sometimes, I mean we plan to be away for 
the carnival often, and part of the reason for 
that is I just feel that it just caters for a small 
part of the community. It focuses on that 
small part of the community, it celebrates 
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That's kind of the next question 
which is would the reason, or 
how would it affect your 
experience once you were 
there, so I guess that... 
The last question here before we 
move onto section two is another 
word association one - so I say 
b=Fest and your immediate 
response is? 
The next section, I've actually 
done different questions for 
participants and organisers and I 
was going to ask you the 
volunteer organisers' one. I think 
in some ways participant for 
something like this is a bit, where 
do you draw the line but, I'm 
thinking of participants more as 
actual artist or performer. I think 
you know what you've done with 
the exhibition pictures. 
Please describe how you've been 
involved with B:Fest and both 
2008 and 2009. 
them, it doesn't give, there's a certain thing 
you have to do to be part of the carnival, I 
just think that's wrong, I just think it's the 
wrong way of looking at it, that's all. 
There have been some commercial ones I've 
decided not to go to as well; I can't think of 
the name of it, but there have been a couple 
of rock music festivals and arts festivals, 
where they were so commercial and they 
were trying to make it like it wasn't 
commercial, for me I hate that. 
That would be an example, you know, where 
everything is so expensive, the tickets to get 
in are expensive, another example would be 
a rugby festival. I've been to one particular 
rugby festival, I was invited, I paid about £50 
for a ticket to get in and then they were 
charging, you know, £4 for a can of coke. To 
me that's not an enjoyable experience 'cos 
I'm tight, 'cos I'm not rich either. And most of 
the people there wouldn't even have thought 
about what they were pulling out of their 
wallet. Well, I think that's wrong, it makes it 
difficult for everybody, it excludes people 
Luton Arts Festival. [Robin - excellent. I've 
got you well-trained] I don't know how many 
times I've written, or said that, in the last 
three weeks. 
Initially we got involved, I mean my 
motivation was to serve whatever was going 
on. As I thought about it I had this crazy 
idea, why don't we start an arts festival, and 
then found out one was already going on, so 
it was more, well, how do we get involved 
and serve what that's happening, so the first 
year really was trying to fill the gaps. So, 
let's see if I can find some volunteers or 
whatever that was, really, just trying to find 
out what it was about and whether it was 
going in a way we thought, yeah, that is 
something we can get behind. So that was 
the first year, I think last year was really 
about that. Was there a committee then? 
[no, there wasn't really a committee then, we 
just met... ] . 
The second year you sort of invited us to see 
if we wanted to be part of the organisation in 
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What motivated, again I think 
you've some ways answered this 
but might be other things if I 
rephrase the question, what 
motivated you to volunteer in the 
first place? 
Again, you touched on it a little bit 
earlier, but if you could just say 
more specifically, how you 
actually got involved, how did you 
hear about the festival? 
I've put what here, but perhaps I 
should say, what if anything do 
you think you've gained from 
volunteering and being involved? 
Yes, I saw my role, I mean I have 
events experience and I know it is 
best to start small and build up 
but I also knew that I wasn't going 
to be the person who was going 
to be here to take those steps, 
and the combination of me as a 
cautionary 'okay, that's great, let's 
a more formal way, so then it was well, how 
can we help this to get to where it deserves 
to be. How can we help shape that and use 
my entrepreneurial side, and then sort of 
develop into this sort of Chair role - I'm not 
quite sure where that is going to go yet but 
we'll see. 
I think the main thing that's motivated me is 
Luton needs an image change and I think an 
arts festival helps to do that. I mean, say 
Luton and people don't think culture. They 
think the opposite and I believe there's 
enough talent here to see it become a real 
cultural centre and cutting edge as well in 
various ways, so that's what really motivated 
me. To really see Luton's image change, I 
got fed up with this crap list thing, have we 
not topped this yet this yet [?] We're fifth, 
Hull is top, Bath is second, so we're behind 
8ath, though how 8ath got on the crappiest 
list I'm not sure, apparently it's the road 
system. 
Okay, initially, I had this idea when I was 
thinking of.. in Turkey about starting an arts 
festival and when I came back I talked to 
Glen Matson, this guy I work with, and we 
started to look into whether there was any 
funding, and then we found out that Robin (I 
can never say your fast name) and then we 
found out that Robin, then we met with you 
and I thought, yeah, this is someone I can 
work with. So that's it really - and the 
community, I wanted to get the community 
involved. 
I think I've gained loads actually, you know, 
new friends, so that's been really good. And 
I think a better understanding as well, of what 
you can contribute to the community and how 
you can use the skills you have to commit, 
I've done all of that anyway but I think this 
has helped me to that. Also, one of the 
things, not on a negative thing but in terms of 
information, the lack of visionaries there are, 
generally in a town, you know, people have a 
small vision for things, I mean, I get 
frustrated about that because I think this 
thing could be big but, you know, it's 
interesting [I'll talk to you later about that] 
It was interesting talking to some people 
recently, just how small some people's vision 
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see how we can get there' but we 
have to be realistic and people 
who are thinking bigger possibly 
works. 
No, not thinking small in that 
sense, but thinking small in taking 
small steps, ... 
Coming back to the things you've 
gained, which I am glad there are 
some, is there one thing you think 
more important than the other? 
Slightly aside, and I expect this 
will be quite a long answer, but 
what other projects have you 
volunteered on in the past? 
The following question, or where I 
want to get to, which will maybe 
help you pick some examples, 
because I know there are lots, I 
want to look at actually perhaps, 
a non festival type project and 
then looking if there are any 
----------................ 

can be for something, that wasn't true of you 
to be honest I almost thought when I first ' 
talked to you that you might be glad to have 
some people who might think bigger. 
But I never thought you were thinking small 
actually, that is true, yes in my consultancy I 
would call that the person who implements 
something, rather than the person who 
shapes or has a vision to shape things. You 
have a bit of both in you but you do 
implement things really well Robin, I just 
want to say that. It's sorely missed since you 
left. 
Yes, I think for me, both of those things 
combine together, because I am a visionary, 
but seeing how I can be a visionary in the 
context of this town rather than the 
community I am involved in was really a 
helpful. [Robin - a sort of wider context] It's 
given me a lot of confidence to do that and 
the stuff we were talking about before we 
started the interview about taking on people, 
who think they've got, who think they 
shouldn't be questioned, well, that isn't true, I 
think for me that's been really helpful to do 
that and I think for me that's been the most 
important thing, getting the confidence to 
say, no really, this is what's needed in the 
town, I'm not the only one who's going to 
bring that but I can help facilitate some of 
that. 
There are so many; I'm just trying to thing, I 
mean obviously there's lots of stuff in terms 
of church stuff that I do, both my job and the 
school is one, where I've been Chair of 
Governors of the school, that's been a big 
huge investment over ten years so [ there 
probably are similarities] There are some real 
similarities and some real differences 
because of what you are trying to build, but 
yeah, the school I became Chair of 
governors, I was a governor for a year and 
they asked me to be the Chair which was 
surprising because there were governors 
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differences between ... there that were more experienced than me 
but they felt that I would be the best person 
to take that on, probably because I talk so 
much. But the school was in the bottom three 
in terms of results and to value-added as well 
actually, and there was no sense of 
community. everyone was at war with one 
another, so for me that was just an issue of 
how do I get involved in that so when I went 
in and they offered me the job I sat there and 
said I'll do it on one basis, I sat there with the 
then Head, and our school improvement 
adviser, you know, [borderline, they keep 
changing it around and basically I said I'll do 
it on these conditions, and the conditions 
were that we built the community, so the idea 
was that we didn't just look at the educational 
aspects of the school, we look at how we 
can build the community which can then get 
the best out of the kids. whether they are 
academically able or not. 
So that was my one thing, which they agreed 
with pretty quick actually, which I was 
surprised at, but then we got rid of our school 
improvement adviser, because I didn't think 
they were helpful in terms of that aspect; also 
that the Head had to go to the staff and tell 
them to stop fighting, so there were some 
issues you see, an issue they said no to that, 
but I said I'm not doing it, but they can't find 
anyone else. I knew that. So it changed that 
whole feeling and eventually did get rid of the 
school improvement adviser, 'cos I met his 
boss, with him, I mean I didn't do anything 
behind anybody's back and I talked through 
why I wanted to do that. He was just 
unhelpful, he'd sit there in meetings and say 
'yeah' I mean we'd talk for an hour, come to a 
decision and at the end of it he'd say 'well, 
you can't do that, because it's not legal'. 
Why didn't he tell us that an hour ago, or at 
the start of the conversation. And it's things 
like that, he's just a really pedantic kind of 
guy, he's Welsh actually. But now the 
school, you know, it is a community, it's in 
the top five in Luton, in terms of academic, 
we're in the top 3% in the country in terms of 
value-added, so that for me was a big thing, 
but I knew it was a long term vision. 
Obviously my kids were in the school so that 
was why I joined in the first place. 
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Yes, from the things you are 
saying, and again, I don't want to 
put words in your mouth, but 
there seems to be you talked a bit 
about the community and 
celebration of the festival, and 
bringing that sort of thing, drawing 
in .... 
So that was a project for me that I 
volunteered to get involved in and I've done 
that, we don't have trouble recruiting, we just 
recruited for a finance assistant so on 
Tuesday we interviewed five people, 
because we're employing all five because 
they were all superb and they all wanted to 
be at the school, because of the reputation of 
the school. The Head Teacher is excellent 
as well, he's a real leader and it was about 
building a team it wasn't about me in that 

sense as well. Is that the kind of thing you 

are looking for? 

Yes, I think I want that to be a real 

characteristic of who I am as a person, I'm 

kind of community orientated but I'm very 

visionary as well in that so it's not just all let's 

have a nice time together, you know, there 

has to be a purpose, otherwise I get bored. 

So there is that, I think where the crossover 
is, for me, in this, would be, building a team 
that could do the job, that could carry it on, 
that could implement it, that's an important 
aspect for me as well, where there's a sense 
of consensus but clear leadership in that, and 
building that into a wider sense, so obviously 
I started with the senior management team in 
the governing body, I mean, the government 
body when I first went there, it was mainly 
made up of politicians, we haven't got one 
politician now, they would say you know, in 
fact we've just had somebody who's a 
governor support officer from another county 
join our thing and she said this is an 
incredibly family-orientated governing body, I 
mean, we have such a lot, it is really 
politically incorrect as well, which is really 
nice, and we, it's a real mix, it's men, women, 
and it's Asian, there's a lot of Asian guys on 
the thing and they seem to handle it okay, so 
we, you know, threatened to stone the Head 
on Wednesday night. 
But she was saying, but where I'm not good 
is procedures, you see, so I do know we 
need to pull in people that can deal with 
procedures. One of the things she's worried 
about is if we get Ofstedded, she said, the 
problem is I'm not sure you've got enough 
evidence to prove how good a governing 
body you are. Now that, to me, I'd rather be 
that way than the other way, because we are 
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Excellent! Just a few, a couple 
more questions, first one, have 
you been to any of the events that 
are going on at the moment? 
Excellent! And how would you 
describe the atmosphere and 
things around them? 
So moving on to the last section, 
and just a few more questions. 
Do you think B:Fest has a future? 
Why not? 
If you're happy to say .... 
effective and I know we're effective but the 
issue is getting the right people into the right 
places. So there is that crossover I think in 
what I see as the next stage, I think one of 
the things I'm good at as well is coming in 
and saying 'okay, this is what we need to do 
to get to the next stage. 
So I've got very clear ideas of what we need 
to do next year to get the festival to the next 
stage. Now that will be a consensus decision 
but nevertheless, there are certain things I 
think we need to get to the next stage of the 
thing, 
Yes, I have! 
Generally, really good. You know, the most 
disappointing one for me was the VIP one, 
which is interesting. But there are reasons 
for that. And one of the things that I think, 
you know it is another thing that we bring to 
it, when I say 'we I mean Ben and me, is how 
to run an evening, an event, sometimes it is 
not that good. And I don't mean, I am 
hopeless at running events, Jess has been 
great actually, at running events. I've been 
to a couple in the pubs, really good, the 
music events in particular have been really 
excellent, I think that's her forte, and I think 
that's been excellent and I will say that to 
her, I haven't had a chance yet. I've been to 
a couple of those; I just popped in to see 
what they're like. 
But they've been really good, and the 
atmosphere, you know it's been that kind of 
celebration and people have enjoyed them I 
think. 
No! 
No, I do, I do. I do think there are some 
things built into it at the moment that will be 
terminal if we don't address them, provided 
we can address those things. 
Do you want me to say what I think some of 
those are, or not? 
Yes, I'm happy to say, partly I think it has to 
get wider than university, I think that's 
important, but it has to be more embedded in 
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the community, that's why people at the 
university asked me to get involved. 	 That's 
my understanding, so they're not going to be 
shocked, me saying that. 
And it has to have a bigger vision, of where it 
can go and what it can be. 
So I think that yes it does, providing we canYes, well we can come back to address some of those issues. Again, well, 
that ... , the next question is what no, I mean, that's part of the issue at the 
would you like to see happen to it. moment. It takes time, and that's a step, I 
think we've made some good steps to that 
That takes time ..... this year, I mean, I do, I think that's been 
really good. 
And now the visionary stage; Okay, I think again getting it more embedded 
what would you like to see in the community is a really important aspect, 
so thinking about ways in which we can dohappen to it? 
that I think is going to be crucial. For me I 
think, you know if you get it embedded in a 
school, as well as the university, I think the 
danger that we have is that we started at the 
top, because that is where it was birthed, and 
there's not a real know how of how to engage 
with the lower end, of the education, if I can 
put it that way. But if you get it embedded in 
schools immediately you have an audience, 
because you'll have mums and dads and 
granddads and grandmas and all that kind of 
stuff, so it's a matter of finding a way of doing 
that. 
I mean, I think one of the things 
Well, the problem with that was one, 
we tried to do this year, and you'll 
communication, for some reason it didn't get have a better idea than me of through to where it needed to get through;
how it worked, was going into secondly was just a technical issue, which 
schools with the competitions. 	 was the server went down and never got 
Was there not much .... 	 back up and therefore stuff went in to that.. .. 
That'll be one thing I'll be wanting to address 
next year, that the server is done by a public 
company that we pay, 'cos it's not good 
enough. But that's built into the budget early 
on. I mean, I know the university want to do 
it from the university server, I am really going 
to be against that, I will fight my corner on 
that one because I just don't think it will help. 
Partly because I think it will give the right 
image to the festival. 
But the person who did the server apparently 
went on holiday, or went away, without all the 
testing being finished, so when stuff came in 
there was nowhere for it to go, so we lost a 
lot of the stuff, but we don't know, in the end, 
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Ben said 'well, what we do?', so I went, 'we 
are pulling it out' because it was just better to 
do it that way, you just have to say it was a 
technical failure, because that's what it was, 
it wasn't anybody's fault, well, that's not quite 
true, the guy who went aways fault it was, but 
it wasn't anybody in the organising aspect's 
fault; there was nothing you could have done 
about it. We could have been a little bit 
quicker in responding, perhaps. That was 
round about the time of your - change, 
handover. So that would be one way of 
getting the thing bigger, just going to the 
schools aspect. 
I think my background is in volunteer work so 
I think the other thing I would like to see is 
that we recruit rather than advertise. There's 
been quite a lot of adverts this year, and you 
know, volunteers don't respond to adverts 
normally. You have to go out and you have 
to recruit them, I think that's true of the 
Much more word of mouth and schools too. 
talking to them .... 
Yes, let's get to the head, I mean for 
instance, the Head of our school, he's one of 
the organisers of the primary heads' group so 
I've already talked to him and said I'd love to 
come to one of your meetings and just talk 
about B:Fest and he's all up for that. 
Actually he and the Deputy of our place do 
the Deputy &Assistant Heads' Conference, 
so they're probably going to give me five or 
ten minutes for a presentation. 
So it's that kind of thing, if we can take it... I 
think for me next year is all about, let's build 
a base that we can build from in terms of the 
community, how do we get into that then we 
can start to add that to ... 
Again the next question I think I think, in terms of, if it stays too orientated 
we've touched on slightly but you towards the university I think that will 
endanger the festival because I think that might want to add or expand a bit 
Luton, at this stage, with the university has a more; which is just about what love-hate relationship with it and we need to
would endanger the future of the use this to endear the university to the 
festival, and indeed, your community, the wider community, that would 
participation in it? 	 be my belief. And I think we can. Therefore if 
we hold too tight a rein on this I think we 
won't do that and in the end people will be 
suspicious in about getting involved, it's a 
university thing. I don't want it to be a 
university thing. 
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I think hopefully the University 
has been quite good about 
sponsoring that kind of thing; it 
probably needs you or a strong 
person just to make sure ... 
I don't think the university will 
have a problem with that because 
I think ... 
And as you know, when you get 
blinkered, you think you are going 
out and reaching the community 
but you might not... 
Excellent! And last question, 
thinking back to 2008 and the 
way you got involved with what 
was going on there, and 2009, 
what sort of positive changes 
have you seen that have 
happened to support the festival 
and its sustainability? 
We keep moving it that way, I mean 
obviously it was birthed here, the idea was 
birthed here, the resources were birthed 
here, we need to widen all of that. And you 
know, I agree with the University on that, 
we're resourcing it, well, yeah, let's find a 
wider resourcing base for this then, and you 
know, that's a good thing. 
No, all my meetings with people so far have 
given that indication; I just think sometimes 
because we live in a university world, or for 
me, my consultancy world, or whatever it is, 
we get blinkered to what are the other 
opportunities. So part of my job is helping 
them to see the opportunities ... 
So the solution to the server problem is the 
University server, no, it's not actually ... I think 
it puts a lot of pressure on the university to 
have to supply that, and I mean what if their 
server goes down, who has access to that, I 
mean, that's another aspect of it. I mean, 
are you going to give people in the 
community access to that, to help shape it, 
no, you're not! So then you don't get 
community involvement, not because you 
don't want it but because you can't, and quite 
rightly you can't. So it's those kind of... 
you've got to think of the next question, 
you've got to answer the question that hasn't 
been asked yet, if that makes sense. It's not 
for me, don't misunderstand, I hope, what 
I'm saying is, I'm not saying I feel the 
university is holding on, quite the opposite, I 
just don't think they have got the information 
to, to respond in a different way. No, I'm 
looking forward to that... 
I do think there's more community 
involvement already; I think the arts 
community are onboard more this year, that's 
been a fight, well, it has! I think those two in 
itself have made it more positive. I think as 
well, I just think the way the committee was 
organised this year, I mean we can learn 
from that, look at it, say 'so, okay, how do we 
do a better job next year' but actually that 
gave us a good basis I think, to get stuff 
planned. I think the international 
involvement, I think that was_good as well, 
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you know, getting something right outside of 
Luton and that was good. I think as well, the 
organisation that has been done generally, 
up until the last month before the festival, 
because things happened then, I presume 
was outside everybody's control, was a lot 
better, the meetings were good, CETL did a 
great job, I think people like Ina and Mima did 
a great job, you know, bringing Jess 
onboard, she brought a different flavour, I 
mean that was difficult initially, because she 
is so different from you, in lots of ways I 
think, so there was a real of contrast, but on 
the other hand she's brought a good, she 
brought a different flavour. 
I mean, I think your involvement has been 
fantastic, in terms of getting it sorted, and 
that, was great, and then obviously you did 
the handover, we lost the Press Officer, all of 
that happened all at once! A little more 
communication, I would have appreciated 
that probably. 
But it's that, that thing, if that hadn't 
happened it would have been even more 
positive than it was, but those things for me 
really built on what we started last year, or 
particularly on what you started. 
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Identifier: H46 	 19 June 2009 
Occupation 	 I'm the Alumni Relations Manager for the 

University which means I keep in contact with 

all the former students, so that's about 50,000 

people, so I do anything that's related to 

alumni activities. 

How interviewee spends My hobbies are particularly photography but 

spare time sport and music generally, so ... 

Now the first section's not in Relations to B:Fest so when I am asking you 

questions about festivals, it is just about festivals in general then we'll go onto 

the more specific questions about B:Fest. 

So the first question is, can I think it would probably be something called 

you remember, apart from The Rhythms of World Festival which was 

B:Fest, when you last held June/July last year 

attended a festival? 

And what was it about it that 	 Um, it was called a festival! It's a two day 
made it a festival? 	 event, it's a music festival, as opposed to sort 

of like an arts festival. So there's several 

stages, different acts, spread out over a wide 

period of time and area and lots of things 

going on. 

What, apart from that one, I think that would probably be something 

what involvement have you called Rhythm of The World Festival, which 

had with festivals in the was held in Hitchin in July last year. 

past? It can be whether 

you've gone there for jobs, or 

volunteering or just festivals 

that you've visited. 

And what was it about it that 	 Urn, it was called a festival! It's a two day 
made it a festival? 	 event, I suppose, it's a music festival as 

opposed to sort of like an arts festival, there's 

several stages, different acts, spread over a 

wide period of time and area, lots of things 

going on. 

What, apart from that one, I've never really been involved with actually 

involvement have you had organising or participating in festivals. I've 

with festivals in the past and been to urn, the Edinburgh Festival a couple 

again this can be you've of years ago. I've been to perhaps odd 

gone there for jobs, or events in [?] and Bath when they've had 

volunteering or just visited. festival there.. But yes, I'm not sort of going 

out actively looking for festivals. 
So what's motivated you to Um [?] particular thing, taking the ones that 

go to the ones you have really spring to mind, Edinburgh Festival, 

actually chosen to go to? there was something there I particularly 

wanted, I was in Edinburgh, I knew it was on, l 
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there was something, I knew I was going to 
be there, I looked at what was on, I thought 
'oh, that'll be interesting' [?] I remember. So I 
wanted to go and see him, so that was it. Urn, 
and the whole thing was going on, lots of 
events going on in and around the event that 
I wanted. 
Rhythms of the World, as I say, is basically a 
music festival based in Hitchin, I heard about 
it from friends, I'd been for a couple of hours 
the previous year and thought 'right, this 
sounds interesting, let's go along' and just, 
you know, just get an idea what it was about. 
And was there anything in 	 I wouldn't say there was anything I 
those you liked, and anything 	 particularly disliked. Edinburgh of course is a 
you particularly disliked? 	 very famous festival and there is stuff going 
on all the time, in fact you could say a dislike 
is there is just too much going on, it's 
amazing, I've just never known anything like 
it. Hitchin was great because it was much 
more sociable, less mad, and you could 
actually get round and see most of the things 
whereas in Edinburgh if you spent the whole 
time there you wouldn't see half of it. But no, 
it was a case of, it was a nice day, I was 
interested in what was going on, it was well 
organised, it wasn't too big, it wasn't too 
crowded, it wasn't raining, so yeah. that's 
what I liked about it. 
Good, can I pick you up on 	 It was very relaxed, I'd never been to a music 
the sociable point, can you 	 festival before, this was the first one, been to 
talk a bit more about that? 	 gigs, loads of gigs and stuff, but this was the 
first time I saw like, many stages over along 
period of time. But it was not really knowing 
what to expect, went along but, ! think the 
thing that helped, the venue was good in a 
sense, the way the stages were laid out you 
can actually get quite close to the action, it 
was not like Glastonbury you know, where 
you're miles away. 
But then meeting people who actually, 
meeting people who were members of the 
bands, and because I was doing some 
photography, you know, some of them I had 
met once or twice before but I didn't know 
them, I'd never talked to them and so, either 
baby-sitting[?] in the crowd or afterwards, I 
met them afterwards and just say hello and 
they've all seen the opera, everyone seems 
to know this and it breaks down sort of 
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And the photography you 
did, was that a volunteer 
thing, or a paid thing or ...? 
But you still found that 
people were open to ... 
Do you think that the 
involvement that you've sort 
of had with festivals has had 
any effects on your life, in 
like the tangible sense in that 
you've met somebody who 
has become a good friend or 
intangible sense, in that it's 
inspired you to do something 
else ..? 
And do you think that in the 
future you are likely to be 
involved in, or go to more 
festivals? 
barriers and stuff and perhaps at a music 
venue or gig they're all talking to their friends, 
it all ends very quickly and they get in their 
van and gone. 
But at a festival they play their bit, they're all 
going to be there for another five or six hours 
so they just, and that's what it is. And of 
course you bump into people that you know 
that you haven't seen for a while and it's just 
a nice relaxed environment, everybody is out 
there having a good time. 
No, just me going out with my camera 
because I can't help it, um and ... for my own 
benefit, I did know one of the bands who 
were playing and said to come along and I'd 
take some photographs of them and send 
them on to them. But I wasn't there in any 
sort of official capacity. 
Oh yes, you walk around and there's no 
hassles, it's not like, I suppose, a gig, where 
there are obviously restrictions on what you 
can do and what you can't do, you go along, 
people are performing, I suppose they just 
like the attention and take it from there. 
The first thing that pops into my mind, I would 
say no, festivals are becoming more and 
more popular, the whole summer you are 
tripping over them, aren't you, generally of 
the music variety. 
I'm trying to think outside the box and not just th 
music ones, there are other arts festivals, I 
suppose I've been to film festivals, no, not really, 
not my thing. But, you know, no, I wouldn't say 
there was really anything ... 
I suppose that's the one thing I would say. 
I'm going to Rhythms of the World again this 
year and I am actually going to be there as 
an official volunteer photographer or 
something, but yes, the experience of that 
was, it was a great event and I'll go back 
again, and I am sure there will be other things 
coming along. Initially, it's choosing which 
one you do, particularly if it involves travel 
because you want to know when you are 
going to go there, it's going to be a good time 
whereas with Hitchin, it is close by, if it's 
complete rubbish you just get back in the car 
and go home! If you've travelled down to 
Glastonbury you want to be certain you're 
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going to have a good time. 
The next one is a quick word Just one word? People. 
association game, I say a 
word, you just say the first 
thing that comes into your 
head, the word, not 
surprisingly, is 'festival', 
Right, a little bit just thinking No, I wouldn't sayan important part no, I'd 
about things now, so I just enjoy them, um, but I don't think I'd plan a 
want your opinions on this year as to what festivals would be around. 
again, no right or wrong But yes, the ones I've been to, I have enjoyed 
answer, probably we touched them. 
on the first one, but do you 
think that festivals have an 
important part to play in your 
life? 
Do you think they have an My home town is Luton; I don't see why not. 
important part to play in your Certainly places do run festivals. They can 
home town, and if you qualify be a great, what's the word I'm looking for, a 
where your home town is, means of bringing various sort of artistic, I 
that will be useful. suppose generally festivals are going to be 
artistic, group of people together and also I 
do think it helps, in a sense, generally in 
regard to the community. 
Taking for example, the Rhythms, originally it 
was actually a festival that was run within the 
town, it' now been moved to the Priory but I 
still think you get the idea that it's Hitchin, it's 
a Hitchin festival and everybody who's into 
that sort of thing comes together for it, and I 
don't' see why something along those lines 
shouldn't work, it would be nice to have 
something, we have the Carnival of course, 
in a sense that's a one day festival and the 
reaction to that is pretty good so there's no 
reason why it couldn't have some effect here. 
And what do you think the Urn, meet their mates and have a good time, 
main reasons or the main have a few beers. Um, I think the idea is to 
drivers or people setting sort of bring together, under one roof, 
festivals up are? possibly a large variety of cultural artistic 
groups, and who perhaps may not 
necessarily know each others' work. And to 
get an opportunity to, and also people just 
coming to see it. Some idea of what's going 
on, something perhaps different, perhaps 
things they've never been introduced to 
before. 
For example, with Rhythms, there are no big 
name bands there, it's very eclectic, so you 
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So you think the people who 
actually decided to set up 
that festival did it because 
they were meeting a need, 
that wasn't in Hitchin and 
they thought.. .. or can you 
think of any other reason 
why they might ....... 7 
And do you think, like you 
mentioned there could be 
commercial reasons, or more 
artistic reasons, or more 
bringing people together, do 
you think any of those reasons 
is more valid than any other, 
or do you think they all have 
an equal part to play? 
?an hear from sort of Indy music through to 
Jazz, and world music, and you just think 
I
'right, if I wanted to go and see something like 
this, I may have to go to London', or travel 
,
further afield, or know where the right club 
was. Being here, they're all turn up on your 
doorstep and you just sit there and watch it 
and it's great. ! 
I don't know, I think Hitchin, it could be purely : 
set up, it could be purely business related, I 
don't know, undoubtedly, those sort of things, 
you do bring people in, if it works you can 
bring a lot of people in which can add to the 
sort of vibrancy and the sort of economic 
climate of the town, perhaps for a short 
period but even so, it's a way of bringing 
trade into a particular area. 
I imagine initially though, it probably kicked 
off as being some sort of artistic endeavour, 
where they say 'well, we we've run gigs, and 
shows, exhibitions but what about, let's try 
and make it last the whole day and let's try 
and bring in this, and if we do that, let's try 
and bring in that' then they realise they've got 
something which is bigger, it's not a gig, it's 
not an exhibition so let's call it a festival. I 
just think it is the idea of bringing people 
together and trying to do lots of things instead 
of one thing. 
I think they all have a part to play; I'm sure, in 
a sense, if you can show that, I mean 
obviously if you are going to start off from an 

artistic viewpoint you may have great Ideas 

about what you want to do, and you may 

know people you can contact but then at th~ 

end of the day, you need to get the people In 

there and in terms of, although there may. be, 

a lot of people may just be doing it off their , 

own bat, but the fact that there's a cost 

involved means it doesn't get done for 

nothing. So therefore you've got to be able to 

show that, you know, there's got to be some 

sort of a reason for people to turn up , and, 

um, the fact that you are organising t,rade, 

people coming in, and people are gOing to . , 

think 'I wantto get on board and spons~r thiS 

because people will be coming in and either 

buying my products, or ~eeing my products, 

so, you know, if something cos~s a fortune, 

someone's got to cough up for It so .... 
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And do you think, again in 
terms of the reason for setting 
it up, would knowing that 
something was set up to meet 
an agenda of a commercial 
sort or a political sort, would 
that affect your decision as to 
whether you attended a 
festival or not, or...? 
And the last one in this section 
is again the word association, 
and the word this time is 
B:Fest. 
I think it would in a sense that you would 
want to know what the motivation was. You 
know, there have been various things, stalls 
things like this, purely political, I wouldn't 
want to go to that, it may be, but there is 
clearly a political agenda here but in a sense, 
most of the things that I'm interested in, stuff 
like that, there is no political agenda. I've got 
no problem with, you know, people 
sponsoring an event and seeing their 
banners and stuff all about, or you know, 
various commercial interests are on our 
roundabouts from companies, whatever, so 
what, at the end of the day, ii they're not 
shoving it down your throat I have no problem 
in paying to go to festivals. 
With regards to the Rhythms festival there is 
a charge to go in, I think there's been some 
controversy over it but if they couldn't charge 
any of it, but when you consider what it is, I 
think it's £7 for a day, and you're going to 
have 12 hours of entertainment, what' not to 
like! You'd have to be really stuck on your 
principle that it's free to complain about doing 
that, no I think it's very good value. 
I think, new. 
So the second section is about your volunteering in B:Fest in 2008, (were you 
involved this year - No, good that keeps it clear what we're talking about.) 
And can first of all describe 
what that involvement was. 
And what motivated you to 
volunteer and get involved in 
that way? 
Do you remember how you 
actually got involved and first 
Yes, in 2008 I was involved with, helping out, 
in either taking photographs of events or 
organising and getting all the images together 
in one place and trying to produce images for 
an exhibition of what had happened during 
the festival. 
It was something that was new, let me see, 
photography as a hobby viewpoint and music 
and art stuff generally, I thought, 'oh, this 
might be a bit of a laugh' and obviously, the 
connection through work and knowing people 
who were organising it, so I thought 'yeah, 
why not, let's give it a go and see what 
happens'. 
Probably through Naomi, my previous boss, 
who was responsible for organising, well 
heard about it? 
What, if anything, do you feel 
you might have gained from 
your involvement? 
And just to get a kind of 
comparison, have you 
volunteered on other projects 
in the past? 
And do you think in the things 
that you have done, there's 
any kind of things that stand 
out as being similar to 
volunteering on B:Fest festival 
and anything that's remarkably 
different? 
So obviously, being a 
photographer, you went to 
various B:Fest events? Can 
you remember the atmosphere 
at any particular events and 
can you describe .. .if it was 
different to anything else? 
And looking towards the 
future, do you think there is a 
future for B:Fest? 
helping to organise events that were, well, 
the university was participating in, and I think 
she had a meeting with you to discuss how 
the university could help and it went from 
there. I can't remember the specifics ... 
From a simple viewpoint I suppose it's just 
the actual practice, being involved, seeing 
events, just trying to photograph people, 
trying something different, just, you just want 
to help out, you know, you get to be with 
other people who are like minded, you get to 
see something different and obviously you 
are in there at the start which is quite 
interesting, so in 20 years time, when we rival 
Edinburgh, I can say 'well, I was actually at 
the first one'. 
Well, not festival wise but I have done a lot of 
volunteering in the past, j've done it through 
Venture Scouts 
[And what sort of things have you done, has 
that a/ways been photography?] 
No, no, only recently photography, it's been a 
variety of things, 
I don't think there's anything remarkably 
different; I think the point about volunteering 
is you're able to bring a skill to a certain 
environment, and the idea is, it's a trade in a 
sense, that you're providing you skills for 
nothing so to speak, or your time if that says 
something more humble, but at the end of the 
day what you're getting is perhaps free 
access to an event and also you're getting, 
should be getting, some recognition for what 
you're doing, and okay, no money's changing 
hands but I think it's a fair exchange. 
It's different to recall in a sense. It was 
certainly low key, I would say, because that 
was in the first year so the locals perhaps 
weren't particularly aware of what was going 
on. Um, in a sense, there they are, sort of 
artistic events, so, they're not a lot different, 
to say for atmosphere compared to other 
artistic events, just, as I say, so much more 
low key. 
That's a good question, I'd like to think so, 
you see the success, you know, of something 
like the Camival, and you see the success, 
on a smaller scale, but of Film Stock[, which 
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is a Luton based film festival which takes I 
place in the winter, going back to Rhythms, I 
I 
everywhere's got a festival! Dunstable could 
have festival of something. So everywhere's 
got one, maybe it's a case of [?] overkill and 
you struggle to get yourself to be seen 
amongst all these other activities that are 
going on, but it would be nice to see that it 
would work, in a sense, as I was saying, 
Rhythms is something I want to go back to 
again and again, it's got the right sense of 
environment, having said that, I can't imagine 
that it will be this year, but in years to come 
that it grows and grows and grows, and 
suddenly it becomes like a Glastonbury, and 
you just think 'well, it hasn't got that kind of 
intimate feel that I liked at the first one' so, 
yes, I like to think there would be, it's a multi­
cultural enough town, you know, I'm sure you 
could pull one together form the people who 
are resident here. 
Obviously B:Fest has already had two goes 
at it, so there's a lot of expertise around but I 
suppose, I don't know, there's an element I 
think of apathy, really, in Luton, there have 
been lots of things that have been tried in the 
past, there is, there certainly was last year, a 
Luton Summer Festival, I think it's being run 
again this year, and again, it never really 
catches on, it never really catches the public 
imagination, why, I'm not sure ... That one's organised by the 
Council, isn't it? 	 whether it's the way it's organised, where it's 
held, because there aren't many great 
venues, or just the people generally, I don't 
know, but it's, you'd like to think that 
something would catch on and we'd have 
something that we could be proud of then, in 
a sense of we got there festivals ... 
So what would you like, I 	 I think it depends on what you are trying to 
do, because it's spread over quite a long mean you mentioned 
period, it's 3 weeks, in a sense it's more like a Edinburgh and becoming like 
cultural festival, as opposed to like, well I 
Glastonbury, and things like suppose Edinburgh's opposed to a musical 
that, what would you actually one, a musical one, because music festival's 
like to see happen to it, in generally weekends, at the most 3 or 4 days, 
terms of size and maybe and I suppose it must be difficult to sustain it 
genre, and that sort of thing? 	 over that period of time. 
So, I'd like to see it grow, but then again, I'd 
like to see it grow because it does give you 
the opportunity to see different things, I think 
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it's got to be accessible, if you tuck it away in 
a sub club or the underground basements of 
places... I accept the Hat Factory, but where 
in the Hat Factory sort of thing. 
It's also got to be, in a sense of, people've got 
to know what it's about, so, it's, you know, 
you may look at a list of things, you've no 
idea of who these people are and you just 
wonder what's going on, but it's also getting 
the town behind it, because if you've only got 
a few people involved, perhaps the publicity 
isn't really out there, but I think maybe, mainly 
it just takes the process of building it up and it 
suddenly becomes rife, like the Carnival, is is 
quite well known, but it is just getting the right 
vibe to it, I don't know what the answer is to 
doing that. 
I suppose some some festivals, some of the 
more arty ones, are very cliquey and it's only 
the inner crowd who know, and that suits 
those people fine, then you've got the huge 
ones which, you know, a thousand people 
pouring in from allover town. No, I don't see 
any reason why there shouldn't be a case for 
it. 
And do you think you'd like to 	 Yeah, it stands with my sort of involvement 
be involved if it goes on? 	 with Rhythms. I suppose it's also a case of 
finding the time, I mean photography, 
obviously, one of the particular things that I'm 
interested in, yes, I understand it's a heck of 
a lot of work and I'm doing it to get a lot of 
people along there and once you actually 
grow in size, it's the sort of thing you ought to 
be planning the very day after the other one 
finishes. But yes, if it works, I think it's 
something that puts Luton on the map, and 
right, it is something you can say 'this is going 
to happen each year' you know when it is 
going to happen, and you know what to look 
forward to. Then if we get it next, it's just 
trying to keep everyone happy, isn't it, I know 
what I like, but that's not what everyone else 
likes, I know that for a fact that the person I 
see at a lot of gigs and bands in Luton are 
sort of heavy metal, hard core, thrash metal 
acts. You go to any pub in Luton you'll find 
some guy doing his nut on a guitar and you 
just think 'if they had a festival of that in 
Luton, I like my music but it really wouldn't 
interest me.' 
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Kind of leads it a little bit into 
the next question which is 
what do you think would 
endanger the future of the 
festival and it continuing? 
Take that element of risk? 
And last question, can you 
think of anything, and again, 
you probably haven't been 
quite as closely involved this 
year, can you think of 
anything, this year, that's 
positive, that's likely to help 
with the festival continuing? 
I suppose realistically it's going to be, sort of, 
I suppose it's funding and volunteers. You 
need money to run it and you need people 
who can set it up and run it, outside of that I 
suppose you've got interest, from people 
wanting to go to it, I suppose the other thing, 
there are so many events going on that it's 
trying to find, does it conflict with other 
events, but I suppose, I think, it's a case of 
getting it established, then you find out the 
thing that don't work, at the moment it's still 
keep on trying until it doesn't work. 
As you say, I haven't really been involved that 
much this year so it's difficult for me to put a 
finger on it in that sense, I'll let that one pass, 
if you don't mind. 
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Identifier: 126 
Occupation 
How interviewee spends 
spare time 
Okay, so this is the first 
section and this is just 
about festivals in general, 
So for the first question, 
well, all of the questions 
leading aside B:Fest, 
when did you last attend a 
festival? 
What would be the ones, 
because this is kind of 
what I'm interested in 
getting at, that might be 
festivals, but you're not 
sure, and tell me what 
makes you think they 
might be, and what makes 
you think they might not 
be. 
What makes you think it 
might be a festival, to start 
with? 
But you can't think of why 
you think it might not 
be...? 
[And to get back to the 
proper questions] What 
19 June 2009 
I work for the University of Bedfordshire Students 
Union, my current position is the Democracy 
Officer, and I am now the Democracy and 
Diversity Vice President Elect. 
In my spare time I like doing a variety of things, 
going to the theatre or cinema, going out 
socializing in bars, and I just like going for walks 
and going to parks and just really being around 
other people. 
I'm trying to think, because I've gone to quite a 
few things, but are they festivals? I think the last 
one I can really say is a festival from what I know 
is the B:Festival, been to a few events here, 
maybe, yeah, that's the last one I think. 
In London, in Finsbury Park and in north London 
like there, they have a big outdoor, I don't know 
what they call it, I suppose a festival, where there 
are different kinds of activities and performances 
and stalls, and different cultural kinds of groups 
and religious groups and creative groups, like all 
in this big Finsbury Park area. I don't know why I 
didn't think of it as a festival, I don't really know 
what... 
Because I don't know what it could be, other than 
a festival, from what I understand a festival to be 
is like a big massive, kind of fair thing, but not 
really with the whole rides and stuff, mainly 
things that are just exploring different interests in 
arts and crafts and culture and you know, and 
different things like that, that's why I would put it in 
the brackets of being a fair so... 
No.. I mean, you could call it a Fun Day, but the 
Fun Days that I have experienced you've got like 
more sporty events or like activities like games 
and stuff so I call that a Fun Day, a picnic is a 
picnic, carnival it could be a carnival, but my 
experiences of carnivals are mainly, like floats 
and like parading and kind of thing so that's why I 
wouldn't call it any of those things, I'd call it a 
festival. 
Um, when I was younger I used to be part of a 
Church group and a Community Centre and 
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involvement, and by 
involvement it could just 
mean going to, or could 
mean volunteering, or 
being paid work, what 
involvement have you had 
with festivals in the past, 
again, aside from B:Fest? 
And what involvement in 
festivals do you see 
yourself having in the 
future? 
And what do you like 
about festivals, and then, 
what do you dislike about 
festivals? 
Do you think the 
involvement you have had 
so far has affected your 
life in anyway? That 
could be something 
tangible, you know you 
could say '\ made a 
friend', or it could be 
something intangible. 
Do you want, I think 
you've already answered 
that question, because 
yes, you do want more 
involvement in your life, 
because you want to work 
in festivals, okay? 
Right, we're going to play 
a game, you know the 
game word association ... 
so I'm going to say a word 
and you say the first thing 
that comes into your mind. 
The word is 'festival'! Go 
on if you want to ... 
Next question, or set of 
sometimes we'd be invited down to like festival, 
and set up a stall and promote our organisation, 
and like, some of the things we do there. I was 
mainly involved in like, the arts and crafts and 
creative side of things, so I'd promote, maybe our 
drama groups that I was involved in, I was just 
kind of someone who was maybe an ambassador 
for the organisations and just talking to people, 
maybe signing up people to join our groups .. 
To be the organiser of festivals and events within 
festivals like, specifically to do with, I like drama 
and arts and stuff like that so.... 
What I like about festivals is that it brings together 
a whole host of people from different backgrounds 
and different cultures and different religions, and 
like, everyone can present their way of living or 
their, you know, whatever their culture is, to 
everybody and everyone together in, it's just 
basically bringing people together and having fun, 
learning about different things and buying 
different things like, you know, you WOUldn't 
necessarily go and buy and exploring different 
things. 
Yeah, I think through my interest in festivals I've 
kinda changed my career path like, I've got a 
degree in Media Performance and I do like 
performance, and media, but I do like community, 
people, volunteering, bringing people together 
and celebrating cultures and diversity and stuff 
like that so, that's kind of grown from my being 
involved in festivals and going to festivals. 
Yeah. 
People. 
People, arts, crafts, cultures 
Yeah, because I think for a lot of people who want 
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questions. Do you think 
that festivals have a part 
to play in your life, 
personally? 
And the next question is 
about festivals in your 
home town so if you cou Id 
first of all just say where 
you consider your home 
town to be at the moment, 
whether it's Luton or 
London or whatever. And 
the question about that is 
do you think festivals have 
an important part to play, 
specifically in your home 
town? 
And do you think that the 
same thing applies, or 
different things apply, to 
other local communities? 
That festivals also have 
an important part to play 
in communities wherever 
they are in say, Eastern 
Europe or America ... 
That's a really nice 
description. 
Okay, onto the next 
section; and what do you 
to get involved or insight into events and festivals, 
I think it gives them an insight into how it's done 
and how it's brought together, and different kinds 
of things that you have to consider, and how 
difficult it can be you know. It's not just easy to 
put on these kind of things. For me, I've learnt a 
lot from being involved in the festivals I've been 
involved in, in terms of structuring and stuff like 
that and making sure everything goes right on the 
night. 
I would say Luton, because I have been here for 
five, going on six, years. 
And I would say definitely, because you know, 
everyone's quite busy, doing whatever they need 
to do to survive, you know, work or study, and 
festivals just kind of make you forget about all the 
normal things you have to do and go out and 
enjoy yourself and explore different kinds of 
things, bringing people and bringing a community 
together. And it's quite important that people are 
together as a community. You know, like, that's 
what, I'm originally from London, that's what I'm 
used to and I think it's really important to have 
that kind of community support and understanding 
and live good with your neighbour and I think 
festivals bring that and I think it's important that 
Luton has a festival that can do that. 
Yeah, I think wherever you are in the world, like, 
people are busy all the time; students are busy 
trying to do their student life, live their student life, 
and I think festivals, events like festivals are good 
because they allow you to take time out from your 
busy schedule and engage in things you might 
not necessarily have time for, say in a period of 
time, like every day, or every month, you might 
not have time to go to the cinema or the theatre or 
art gallery exhibitions or you know, or poetry 
readings or, you know. But this week is like there 
for you to say 'yeah, every year, this is a festival, 
I'm going to make time out, bring the family out, 
meet up with other people, people from the 
community. And it's just something that you look 
forward to, it's like Christmas almost. That's how 
it feels to me ,it's like Christmas, like, we don't 
sort of play Christmas every day but we know the 
25th of December is Christmas, this is the time to 
make time for family and friends and celebrate 
and enjoy .... 
I don't know, I think it is a passion to bring people 
together and bring a range of activities and 
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think the main reasons, or 
main drivers, for people 
holding festivals, are? 
Can you think of any more 
reasons that are perhaps 
less positive? Why 
someone might, say a 
local councilor a business 
could think it would be a 
good idea to set up a 
festival. 
And do you thin k the 
reason behind a festival 
actually being set up 
would affect your decision 
as to whether you 
attended it or not? If 
somebody was setting up 
a festival just to tick a box, 
would that put you off 
going? 
And the last question in this 
section, we're going to play 
the word association game 
again - and the word this 
time is B:Fest? 
entertainments, and yeah, just bringing people 
together and sharing experiences and wanting 
people to share cultures and stuff like that. I 
don't know, personally for me, I think it's just that. 
From a business paint of view, I think to raise 
their profile, and what they're dOing for their 
community, ticking boxes, 'oh yeah, we're quite a 
diverse community, we provide these kind of 
activities for minority groups' and stuff like that. 
And I don't think it should really be about stuff like 
that it should be done because you really want 
people to come together, enjoy experience of a 
different kind, have a different kind of experiences 
from what you're used to. It shouldn't be about 
numbers and ticking boxes and what we should 
be doing by law. It should be done because it 
should be done. [Because of the passion?] 
Because of the passion, that's it.. 
I think it could put people off but if I'm interested 
in say, theatre, and the festival was doing a 
theatre production I'd go, because that is 
something I'm interested in, but it can put people 
off because some people get in the mindset that 
'well, it's not really for us it's just to tick boxes and 
we can't really get into all of that'. Me personally, 
I wouldn't let that affect m e and my experience 
but it can affect people's views and make them 
feel that they don't want to get involved. 
Um, volunteers. University of Bedfordshire, a 
new initiative. 
So now we're moving onto the second section and this is from your involvement 
in B:Fest in 2008, as a volunteer organiser. Obviously you were involved to some 
extent in 2009 as well so if you feel you want to answer it from a 2009 point of 
view, if you just say that, that's fine, but because generally we know each other 
from working together in 2008 if you stick to that that's fine. 
So first of all if you can just 
describe the sort of things 
you did, and what your role 
was as a volunteer for 
B:Fest. 
I was involved in a lot of the artsy kind of craft and 
poetry kind of, and promotion and organising and 
set up of events. I was involved in the animation 
workshop and presentation in the mall which was 
quite fun and getting people to come and sign up 
to the workshop and showing them about 
animation and it was good for me because I have 
never reallYgot involved in animation drawing, 
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And what motivated you to 
volunteer in the first place? 
And do you remember, it is 
quite a while ago now, but 
do you remember how you 
actually heard about it in 
the first place? 
And what do you feel you 
actually gained out of being 
involved? 
And leaving B:Fest aside 
for just a minute, what other 
sort of projects have you 
volunteered on and got 
involved with on a voluntary 
basis? 
And what do you think are 
the main differences 
between working on that 
kind of volunteering and 
instead of being my strongest point but I kind of 
enjoyed getting involved and setting up there. 
And then getting people to the poetry events and 
getting one of my friends to read one of the 
poems as well. 
Yeah, so it was really like organising things that 
were of interest to me, the poetry and the 
animation. 
Because, it's quite funny. me and a friend of mine 
who was also involved in the B:Fest were thinking 
'oh, we should set up a festival' and then, out of 
nowhere there was already someone with the 
same kind of passion as us and we thought 'well, 
it's already being done, why not just join in. get 
involved and support it because um... 
Funny, because (Can I say names?) University 
staff, part of the Hat Factory, she told us about 
this project that was going on and then we heard 
about it in emails from yourself, and we didn't 
realise that the two were linked, and we're like 'oh 
Sarah told us about this project that we might be 
interested in' because we were doing like a 
project, I think it was, not the roots to carnival, 
course about events and management, and then 
for some reason it just connected, it just clicked 
that it was the same thing and then from there we 
just got involved. 
It's widened my interest in events management, 
yeah it's widened my interest in events 
management and festivals and the set up and 
bringing people together and the purpose for 
having these things and the benefits for having 
these kind of events. So I think I've gained a 
wider knowledge on the bigger project and the 
end picture and why it's important. 
I've got involved like nationally, with the NUS 
Black Students' Campaign, I worked closely with 
the clubs and societies at the Students' Union, 
giving free time in the evenings to support their 
events out, set up, then the Marketing Societies, 
different range of societies. helping and 
supporting them, giving my knowledge on how to 
set up events and do them for free, just to kind of 
give them that opportunity that I've been given. 
The B:Fest, I don't know if I noticed any 
difference. The only thing I would say is that the 
B:Fest allowed me to be involved in something 
that was of interest to me personally. volunteering 
for these societies, it's a whole range of things 
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working on B:Fest? Have 
you fou nd any? 
And do you think there are 
any similarities in the work 
that you did on B:Fest and 
volunteering 
Did you attend any of the 
B:Fest events? 
And can you remember any 
kind of atmosphere or 
ambiance that was going 
on there and talk a bit 
about that. 
And going to individual 
events, do you think if you 
hadn't known that they 
were each part of a festival, 
or think if there were people 
there that hadn't known, 
necessarily, or that were 
only planning on going to 
one event, do you think that 
there was something there 
that would have made 
people there aware that it 
was part of a wider festival? 
And do you think that 
creates a kind of special 
atmosphere? 
that I wouldn't necessarily be interested in but 
because of the cause and the people I 
volunteered because they're students and I 
remember when I was a student and when I was 
passionate about a particular thing people were 
supporting me so it's just giving back. But the 
B:Fest allowed me to volunteer on something that 
was of interest to me. 
Getting people involved, having to like, kind of 
almost sell the idea of the event or the project 0 
people, getting them to come and get involved, 
yeah, I found that quite similar. I'm just trying to 
think .... 
Yes, I attended poetry, the dance performances, 
the art, I think there was an exhibition I attended, 
the animation bit because I worked on that, I can't 
remember all of it.. .. 
It was really, really, I really enjoyed the poetry 
evening, it was just nice to see different people, 
who you wouldn't necessarily see as a poet, just 
getting up there, doing their thing and just 
showing a different side to them and even though 
they were shy at first it was just nice that the 
B:Fest created that atmosphere where people 
could just go up and say a few lines and they may 
have felt like it was silly lines but it was quite a 
performance to the audience who watched and, it 
was nice, people were talking and just nice 
networking and kind of environment as well. 
Quite good, I liked it. 
I think there was a lot done in terms of branding 
and just associating it with the bigger picture. It 
was quite clear, they had like, I think there were 
banners and stuff like that, leaflets given out 
about further events. Sp I would find it hard to 
believe that someone wouldn't know that it wasn't 
a part of a bigger picture so um yeah, I would find 
it hard to believe. 
Yes, it felt good, even now. like in my current 
position, we've had students come and want to 
buy wristbands, because you know, they want to 
get into a lot more than just one event, so yes, it 
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And the last section of 
questions are about the 
future. Firstly, do you think 
B:Fest has a future? 
What would you like to see 
happen to it, as an event 
and as a festival in Luton? 
And do you think the profile 
should remain very local, or 
would you like to see it 
become national, 
international or...? 
Would you like to be 
involved with it, as it...? 
What do you think, looking 
to the future, would 
is special to know that you can go to a number of 
events but as under the same umbrella. 
I definitely do think it has a future and especially 
in a town like Luton, Luton is a quite diverse town 
and I think it needs to be celebrated much more 
than has been done in the past. I think B:Fest is 
a stepping stone for that. I think that with like 
support and collaboration. from the community, 
the University, the Students' Union and, other 
organisations, it could be a really, really big thing 
and it just needs that sort of support and backing 
and people willing to kind of see it as not just one 
individual's project, as a town project. 
I would like there to be, I would like people to 
shout about it more, I would like a big opening of 
it where it's just making massive noise, 'yeah, this 
is the B:Fest and different kind of performances 
and .. .' I don't know, something just big and then I 
think it would kick start the beginning to a 
beautiful end, because it's for a month. I think the 
opening sometimes doesn't make people aware 
that it's actually a big, great thing, and they 
should be a part of it, they should be involved in it. 
So I would like that and then more, I think, it has a 
lot of good events at the moment, I think maybe 
more cultural events in it, you know, I don't know 
what I'm thinking of, but you know, different 
kind of workshops and outdoor events as well, I 
think more outdoor events, I don't know, selling of 
different kind of cultural sculptures and stuff, 
things like that. 
Yeah, I think, like with anything, you don't want it 
to just stay in a little box, everything has to grow 
and if we allow B:Fest to grow it will be like The 
Fringe, or like, you know, other festivals around 
the world, like you hear about them, we might not 
necessarily attend them, but we know about them 
and I think Luton needs and could do with that 
kind of positive profile and I think this is the 
project to do that. 
Yeah, definitely, I've got one more year here and 
then, what I want to do for the future is to get 
involved, as I said before, in community projects, 
festivals, stuff like that and any way I can help, I 
know I will be able to do that once I finish here, 
you know, it's a good project, and I wouldn't mind 
being a part of it. 
People with passions, people only wanting to do it 
to tick boxes can endanger that, people have to 
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endanger the future of the 
festival? Ensuring that it 
kind of continues. 
And what do you think 
would endanger you 
participation in it, your 
involvement? What would 
put you off volunteering? 
Final question, can you 
think of anything that you've 
seen happening over the 
last year which has been 
kind of positively trying to 
support B:Fest and take it 
into the future? 
have that kind of passion, that, you know, the 
community deserves it, it needs it and you know 
you want to do the good, for the community, for 
the good of it. People who just want to do it for 
their own personal gain will lose sight of it and it 
will turn into some other things in Luton at the 
moment, I won't mention names. 
I don't think anything would put me off 
volunteering because I have seen how hard it has 
been for yourself, like getting it up off the ground. 
I think if I saw it at risk I would have to step in 
more and kind of make a stand and take over, 
because I know your passion, I know my passion 
and other people who support your passion and 
to allow your hard work to just be thrown away 
like that, I think I would just have to pull rank and 
just, 'no, it need to go in this direction' and I would 
have to rally up and get my kind of activist hat on 
and get the community behind me to support the 
direction of it because it needs to be moving 
forward and raising its profile rather than being 
one of those things that just stays on the middle 
level and, you know, not really benefiting the 
community as such, just putting the name on the 
community, rather than benefiting the community. 
I'm not a violent person, by the way. I will get my 
activist hat on and campaign for B:Fest,to be a 
community event, not, you know. 
I think the biggest support for B:Fest are the 
volunteers. Because I am sure that without them 
a lot of the promotion, the marketing, you know, 
the events itself, could not run on volunteers and 
I think a big thing needs to be done about 
volunteers and how they supported the B:Fest 
and maybe get some more ideas from those 
people who are involved because they are, 
effectively they are the ambassadors and they are 
the ones who kind of made B:Fest be where it is 
today. I think we should give it back to them and 
see what they want to do with B:Fest. 
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I Identifier: J23 
Occupation 
When did you last attend 
a festival, apart from 
B:Fest? 
Yeah, can you tell us a 
little bit about what it 
was and what you think 
there was about it that 
made it a festival, as 
well. 
So the music event that 
you went to see, did you 
feel it was part of a 
larger festival or did you 
feel it was just a one off 
event really? 
What involvements have 
you had with festivals in 
the past, and by that I 
mean, yeah, before 
B: Fest, ones that you've 
been to and if you've 
done any volunteer work 
19m June, 2009 
Just graduated with a B.A. degree in Photography & 
Video Art from the University of Bedford, literally just 
graduating now. 
Worked as a freelance photographer, designer and a 
little bit as an artist for the last five or six years now. 
Yeah, done all sorts of things, done lots of projects. 
In terms of hobbies, go snowboarding, 
skateboarding and drumming. 
Yeah, I was only [at] one last week. Maidenhead 
Arts Festival. Do you want to know anything more 
about it? 
Well, specifically I only went to one of the events, 
and it was to see a music event and one of those 
was more to do with someone I knew who was 
participating other than I wanted to go to the festival. 
But from just being there I could see that there was a 
lot of music events going on, I don't think they call it 
a music festival but from what I experienced it was 
very much the music side of things. I imagine that 
there are other parts into it but I didn't see any kind 
of programmes or things, so I wasn't aware of the 
other stuff. 
What made it a festival? I don't know, maybe kind of 
bringing together a lot of elements and giving a kind 
of platform to promote them on, I guess. 
No, I mean it was quite clear, when they started the 
event that announced it as part of it and a number of 
times through the evening they mentioned other 
events that were going on, so you did feel it was, you 
know, if I'd lived a bit closer I would probably've 
followed up and had a look at a few of the other 
events going on and it did from what I heard, it 
sounded great. 
So it obviously wasn't a one off event, obviously for 
me because I only visited one, it is quite hard to 
sample the whole festival but no, it felt part of it 
really. 
Well, over the years I've been to a couple of the 
Brighton I never know how to say this word, 
Biennale, the bi-annual, I'll just say that, everyone I 
spoke to says it differently, and I've been to that a 
couple of times, one time I won a competition that 
was submitted into a group exhibition that was part 
of it, I wasn't really part of it but in being short-listed 
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on them or any 
professional work on 
them, etc. 
Excellent. There's lots 
of things I want you to 
follow up on that 
actually. The first thing 
was you said something 
about the jazz festival 
and you said 'there was 
certainly that feel to it'. 
Can you kind of try and 
articulate a bit more 
what you mean about 
'that feel', kind of 
atmosphere. 
in the competition I got to be part of it, that's why I 
really went. And then the end of last year, the 
beginning of this year, some of the exhibitions going 
into, 2009 I made an effort to go and see it because 
some of the exhibitions were really relevant to my 
research and things. 
And apart from that I guess, I've been to a few music 
festivals and in terms of arts, I must have been to a 
few of them. I've been to a festival in Paris, I went to 
an art festival, and it wasn't a very big one, but it was 
more to do with a conglomerate of galleries kind of 
doing their own thing, so it was quite high-end and 
snooty, but it was good, you know, just as a punter 
who walked in to have a look at it. 
And I've probably visited, I've been to, like a Ska 
festival, lots of Ska music, which was quite good fun 
I'm not much of a Ska fan but it was enjoyable, none 
the less. 
And I've been to a jazz thing in the south of France 
which was good and I think they called that a 
festival. Festiville, I don't know what it is in French, 
but it was that kind of feel, where there were a lot of 
events going on, we were only there for two days but 
there was, sort of a feel, so I guess apart from a brief 
thing with the photo thing I haven't really participated 
so much in them, but I've really seen the value of 
them, I've gone to as many as I can, I guess, 
... relation to photo. 
Articulate, yes. I think it, I think it, I think crowds in 
one means, means there's a lot of activity, a lot 
going on, a lot of different bands, different places to 
hear music and I guess it was that feel of really, not 
just the local community drawing in and producing 
something but it but it really had that feel of involving 
lots of people so there was a lot of tourists and 
obviously a lot of visitors and it was something that 
really became, I don't know, something that was a 
little bit more of a show, I guess, so it was not just a 
few local bands doing something local, it really was 
something that they'd obviously spent a long time 
organising. I imagine that this is something that they 
do every year, you know, or something like that. 
And I guess, even being there a short time, you 
could kind of get the sense that they took a lot of 
pride in it as well. Certainly the local community, 
nearly every shop, and you know, local bar and 
everything, all kind of got into it and there's a lot of 
things related to jazz, and all this thing going on so 
you could tell it wasn't just some outside company 
that had come into do something, that this, that this 
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And then I think you said 
just towards the end, 
that you tried to go to as 
many festivals as 
possible, because you 
see the value in them, 
and again, if you talk 
about what that value is, 
and what are your 
motivations for going 
are. 
So I think something you 
said there which leads 
onto the next question 
which is how has the 
involvement affected 
your life, and actually it 
would be really great if 
you could talk specifics 
was really something grass roots that had been 
produced. But it seemed quite successful. I don't 
know many jazz musicians but they seemed to have 
a hell of a lot of guys from America and things like 
that, I assumed they were famous, I don't know. 
I think, I personally, I constantly look for things which 
inspire me, not just in my own work, but in life 
generally, things that I enjoy and something like a 
festival is an opportunity, regardless as how it is 
focused, I mean, as I say, probably the most I've 
been to have been photo, photography, festivals, but 
even there you tend to get a nice broad scope so I 
nearly always when I see an opportunity and when I 
have the time, I always try and go, mostly because 
I'm looking to just see something a bit different or to 
see something different that I haven't seen before 
and I guess that festivals just give you an opportunity 
to maybe taste things that you don't normally spend 
a lot of time with, or you know, that you're not 
normally exposed to, and I guess, myself and my 
photography, there's normally certain areas that I'm 
really interested in but at the same time it's good to 
keep your mind open and look at what other people 
are doing and things like that. 
And I think festivals, regardless of what genre, are 
quite good at just incorporating a wider ... ,you know, 
I'm sure some of them are a lot more focused but 
nearly every one that I've been to has that slig htly 
wider basis of events and things and I guess, that for 
me, just finding, finding something that maybe 
inspires me to create some work, or to do something 
off the back of it, and I think every festival that I've 
been to, certainly the one in Brighton and stuff, I 
couldn't, I mean I had to go and do something 
afterwards, I just saw it and I had to respond to it and 
I think if it had been a one off show I may have 
reacted like that, and specifically in the festival, 
there's one or two thing that really gave that effect 
but the whole thing together, seeing three or four 
events and going to other shows and listening to 
talks, I think that combined, was so much greater 
than its individual parts, so I think it's a good method 
and I believe in festivals. 
Yeah, this, I mean, I had a train of thoughts, as you 
know, leading up to about how to go to Iraq and 
doing a whole load of things like that, it just tied in 
that the photo bi-annual event [biennial?] had a 
theme which was war, really, so it was very, very 
timely and I wasn't sure what I really wanted to come 
back with in terms of my own work. I went there and 
I went to a couple of shows and there, and I can 
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about what you were 
motivated, and what it 
was that motivated you 
to go and do, maybe the 
Brighton one. 
Have you ever played 
the drums in a festival? 
never remember the title, it was about two lines long 
this title and it was something like 'The Miserable 
'something, of something something something". 
Really long title and basically it was this really long 
wall of all sorts of images and works that had been 
taken from the news and this artist had kind of 
worked with them and I guess, I spent a lot of time 
looking at a lot of images and nearly all of it was 
quite heavily news related, and I think I came away 
from it, though I didn't come away going 'I wanna do 
that' I came away thinking 'I really don't want to 
come away with images that I see in the press, I 
really don't want to take pictures that I've seen on 
the BBC or CNN or of Iraq. I wanted, although, my 
initial intentions weren't far away from that I think it, I 
don't know, kind of galvanized my opinion there, 
going 'I really don't want to come back with the same 
stuff' and what those guys doing were there, but it 
was great. It was subversive in a different way, 
where they were doing something different, they 
were taking the mainstream and they were actually 
physically doing things with them. 
Yeah, I guess it's just inspiring; when you see 
beautiful imagery, it's, for me, I guess it was finding 
that tension between something that's beautiful, but 
it portrays something horrific so like war and death 
and, you know, all the genocides and all these 
horrible things but actually some of the images, 
especially the ones that weren't quite so obvious, 
really quite beautiful. But when you realise that 
blood splats on the wall and stuff like that you just go 
'well, they're beautiful, but in a really quite weird, I 
wouldn't have it on my wall' kind of way and I guess, 
going out to Iraq, I really tried to adopt some of that 
where I wanted to create images that were pretty, 
you know, nice, to look at, ( used the word 'nice' will 
get killed by lecturers) images that are really kind of 
pleasant for the eye but actually revealing 
something a lot more .. a truth, which generally in a 
war zone, is horrific, I mean, you can't you know, 
remove yourself from that. 
So, I think, for me that's probably the biggest impact. 
In terms of going to music events and stuff, as a 
drummer, I just love, especially good drummers, 
especially things like jazz and stuff, I've never been 
good at that stuff and to actually listen to it and just 
come away going 'Oh, I've got to do it, I've got to do 
it. I've got to buy another drum kit'. 
I have, actually. I was thinking as you said that, I 
played in a ... , I guess, it was a festival, it was a 
number of music events and I played in the middle of 
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a shopping centre in Hampshire, in Andover, I think 
it was something to do with a festival that was 
around some kind of African theme, 'cos it was 
around the AIDS Day, so I remember that, but I can't 
remember what it was about, so they just had like, 
loads of drumming events so I played big kit while 
other people were playing hand drums then we went 
to old people's homes and played hand drums there. 
[Reiteration of above, 6 or 7 years ago] 
And as part of that you Yeah, there were events and there was a whole 
actually went round and group of us younger guys, I was fairly young at the 
took it to the old people? time, and we went round and played drums for old 
people, which didn't go down too well, they didn't like 
it. 
And looking to the 	 Yeah, I think so, for me, what I want to do I think, 
future, do you think 	 certainly for places like Luton, and places where I 
you're going to have 	 am, my vision probably extends beyond festivals but 
much involvement, with 	 I personally think that, not even just in B:Fest, but I 
festivals? 	 think festivals are a really good way of, not just 
promoting talent, but giving communities some 
identity, because it gives something to aim towards, 
something to be proud of, and in communities like 
Luton where, especially the local residents, are so 
negative about 'nothing goes on, nothing happens' , 
it gives something that they can step back and say, 
'no, look, this is us, that we're proud of it, it's 
something that not only am I happy to go to, but I 
want to tell my friends and family who live 
elsewhere, to come to Luton and come to see it', so I 
definitely see myself getting involved, obviously not 
just in Luton, necessarily. 
I think as someone who's looking to be an artist, it's 
a great way, not just to show and promote your work, 
but actually to get to know other artists, mixing in, it 
is something that can be quite enjoyable, generally, 
especially if you're not organising them. They're 
generally times when you can just enjoy having a 
good time with good people, you know, have good 
food, good drink and enjoy events. If you're just 
someone who's part of it, or maybe participating, just 
at entry level really, then it's fine. I think when you 
organise it you're looking towards the end, and you 
just want to get back to bed I think. 
But no, sorry, long answer, but I think yeah, . 
definitely, even if B:Fest was out of the question I 
think, I'll definitely get involved with stuff, it makes 
sense, and you know, I can't see any argument 
against festivals really. I mean, I know there's 
limitations in terms of budget and there's always 
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Great! And that's after 
having worked on B:Fest 
twice, that's impressive. 
Next, little bit of a game, 
we're going to play word 
association I'm going to 
say a word to you and 
you have to tell me, kind 
of, the first thing that 
comes into your head 
basically and the word 
is, funnily enough, 
'festival' 
And just thinking about it 
a little bit more, any 
particular kind of images 
that come into your 
head, or any emotions 
that that it invokes in you 
or.. 
No, just seeing what 
people think .. 
And again, some of this I 
think we've talked over a 
little bit so don't feel you 
have to repeat yourself 
but do you that festivals 
have an important part 
to play in, firstly your life, 
which I think we've more 
or less covered, but is 
there anything else you'd 
like to add to that? 
hurdles you have to get over but I can't see any 

negatives really. 

... It's worth it. 

Art. There we go. 

I guess with me, when I think of festival, because so 
much of it has been visual art based I do think of 
exhibitions and shown art. The one that came into 
my head which is a bit random, was the big Venice 
biennial art show, which I guess is a festival. Do you 
need anything else? 
Other than specifically for 8:Fest, the last couple of 
years I think it has helped define some of the things I 
want to do, I don't know if I've already said that but I 
think, I guess for me, I think I've always wanted to be 
creative and trying to be an artist is a hard path to 
take anyway and I started to realise that I didn't, the 
artist's life is quite an isolating life really, you spend 
quite a lot of time on your own doing your own thing 
and that, and I looked at that, and although I enjoy 
being creative and creating visual things, and I think 
I'll always do that, I think I prefer doing that in a 
community and with other people. 
Something like a festival, for someone like myself, 
gives me the opportunity to that, whatever level of 
engagement. So it has defined my intentions and 
that, and even if I don't work in or around, really, for 
festivals, I think I'll be looking for some of those 
things, I'll be looking to be in and around people, 
looking to find things which bring together, so it's not, 
it's not trying to one-up what someone else's doing. 
It really is, it's, , they're doing this, what else can I do 
to pull it together'. It's unity, it's community, it's 
strength in numbers, rather than 'I'm going to do my 
own thing and sad the lot of them'. (Maybe I 
shouldn't have said that.) 
That was really useful, thank you. And um, next question I'm goinQ to ask you 
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about is your home town, so first of all, what do you think of as your home town? 
I am so confused with this, I was born in Brighton, I've travelled quite, relatively 
extensively, including we emigrated to India for a few years and travelled all over 
the show, I spent a good ten years of my life growing up in Andover in 
Hampshire, so in terms of up until then I couldn't have answered what home town 
is. I think I've been in Luton long enough that when people say 'where's your 
home town?' I'll say Luton, yeah, but it's only been three years. It's quite nice to 
already feel like that, I don't know what people mean by that, where you were 
born or [I guess it's where you feel at home]. Yes, I guess it's got to be that, and 
one of the factors that helps with that is the home we did have, my parents 
moved away, they live in France, so actually I feel just as homely in France as I 
anywhere back here probably, so that kind of leaves me ... And since I've moved 
here I've got married and started a new home with my wife so this does kind of 
feel like my home I guess. 
So talking about Luton I think, absolutely, definitely, I think they have an 
specifically then, do you important role to play, I think what they can do, and I 
think festivals have an think I've probably said a few of these things, but it 
important role to play, really is taking this stuff that is already there, 
here in Luton, and what because I think somewhere like Luton that is so 
is that? richly diverse, and so much is going on at grass 
roots level but not much, kind of cohesive thinking. 
There's not much kind of, 'let's pull this together and 
promote it', I mean the Irish guys are excellent, all 
their St Patrick's Day and and the Carnival's 
excellent and there are all these things which are 
really, really good, but just trying to bring some of 
those elements, maybe not those two events but 
some of the smaller people groups, community 
groups and actually going 'what we think you do is 
excellent, and deserves a platform, but let's 
celebrate not just your work, but the diversity of work 
together' and I think that festivals, specifically in 
somewhere like Luton can playa huge role and not 
just promoting the local talent and artists and 
obviously bringing others into inspire them but 
actually, just really working together for things like 
community cohesion and real, basic social 
fundamental things, which all, I mean the 
government loves all that kind of stuff but 
realistically, in a place like this that has some gangs, 
activities, has, obviously, a lot of different religions, a 
lot of different views, a lot of different politics going 
on, to actually have things like this that actually allow 
people to lower their guard, drop down certain 
barriers so, social, religious, economic, you know, all 
these barriers, and just have fun really, I mean in its 
essence, certainly for the population. And I think 
anything which can bring that is excellent and I think 
festivals, I can see, and I want to use the word 'very 
easily' I think it depends on your perspective, you 
probably WOUldn't say very easily, but I think it's a 
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That's really good, and 
I think probably, from 
what you said earlier, 
you're more qualified to 
answer the next 
question, you obviously 
have lived in lots of 
communities. Do you 
think, it was good to 
hear specifically what 
you thought about 
Luton and that's what I 
wanted to get at, but do 
you think that they 
have an important role 
to play in other 
communities, and 
would that be in similar 
ways, or different ways 
or? 
relatively,. it is quite a good, and relatively simple way 
of producing some of those things. 
I think, you know, any local social worker and stuff 
will tell you that these kind of things are quite tough 
to pull together and the government knows how hard 
it is, but I think things like festivals bypasses a lot of 
the baggage and the tape and things we normally 
have to deal with and just go 'look, let's just strip this 
down to a more human level and enjoy life, and 
enjoy experiences, enjoy art, enjoy music and enjoy 
the things that we do but do it together and enjoy the 
diversity' . 
So I think that they're pretty fundamental, and I think 
there's a lot of scope for them. 
I think, specifically in like I was saying for Luton, in 
terms of the cultural diversity, obviously not 
everywhere has as much diversity, so I think it will 
always help that. I think festivals will always benefit, I 
haven't heard many tales of festivals having caused 
economic downturn and ruined the town, I'd be very 
surprised if that happened really. 
I think that specially for smaller communities, or 
communities that might be more isolated, I'm 
imagining some places up in the Outer Hebrides, or 
you know, if they put on events that actually helps to 
give that place a bit of identity, something known for, I 
mean a lot of people down south, the fact that the 
Edinburgh Arts Festival is so big, people know it for 
that. But actually, it's an incredible city to go to 
anyway but actually, people often think of that when 
they say Edinburgh and it really helps, I mean people 
travel up there for it, and it is a heck of a journey 
really. 
Obviously that's a kind of large scale, but I think any 
kind town or city centre in the UK, or anywhere really 
in the world that chooses to promote what it does, but 
invite others in to enjoy it and show their stuff as well, 
I can really only see benefit, so I do think it's good on 
many levels, and for little investment. I know it takes a 
lot out of people, and I was one of them, actually, so I 
know. 
But I think for what people have to put in, even money, 
I think the government puts a lot more money into lots 
of things that are a lot less successful, and! think just 
even for a bit of budget and a few local bU~lnesses . 
sponsoring these things they can get a I?t In retum: In 
terms of the community and in terms of just, yeah, Just 
giving the town somethinq to be proud of and a bit of 
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And again, I think 
you've touched a little 
bit on some of these 
but there might be 
some others that you 
can think of. What do 
you think are the main 
reasons for having 
festivals, so what are 
the drivers behind 
somebody setting up a 
festival? 
identity I guess. 
I think, depending on where they come from, I imagine 
most of which come from some kind of grass roots - I 
don't know, you could probably tell me from your 
research [it's what you think] Yeah, I guess some 
may be set up with very clear agendas in terms of 
promoting, let;' say for instance, a scheme, or if it 
came from a government organisation it might be just 
to make sure they're doing what they should be doing. 
But what I really think they should be about, I hope a 
lot of them are about, is really, like I've been touching 
on, is really promoting what is going on already. I 
think sometimes, I'm sure, they're going to have to 
create some new stuff and motivate things but I think 
most of the time it should really be harnessing what is 
there, helping to make it better, polishing it a bit, and 
actually just producing a stage and I don't mean that 
just in terms of performance or music or anything, but 
just promote some kind of platform to really 
demonstrate these things.# 
So I'd hope that festivals really draw together 
community, promote local stuff, engage the 
community in things bigger than itself, as well I think 
it's probably a good thing, especially if we're talking 
about a relatively, I mean Luton's relatively small, but 
actually engaging it with issues, artists, stories, music, 
whatever, poetry, that's bigger than itself as well, I 
think. Especially, I'm imagining some little town 
somewhere that's actually got a festival. I think that 
for them to actually, to really connect with other 
countries or other, you know, things that are going on 
out there, I think it's incredibly important. I think 
because Luton has a lot of connections internationally 
anyway, it's really not the same for them but I think 
that for a lot of places that could be a benefit and I 
would hope that it would be one of the main reasons 
that they get set up but... 
I guess, I don't know, I think, I'm sure there are lots of 
other agendas really, I think, fun hopefully. I don't 
know, just enjoy yourself really, A lot of people get 
stuck in 9 - 5 of life and office jobs and it's great to 
really do endeavours and things which are not only, 
you know, fruitful and hopefully sometimes they can 
pay your bills, but you know, that actually you can 
really get not just satisfaction out of it, but real 
enjoyment, really love what you do and I think most 
people that get involved with things and I hope they 
could say that - after they've recovered and pulled 
their hair out a bit. 
No, I find myself shockingly unpolitical a lot of the time 
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You've touched a little 
bit on maybe some of 
them were set up for 
specific agendas and 
things like that Do you 
think that knowing that 
that was a motivation 
for setting up a festival 
would prevent you from 
either attending it or 
getting involved in it 
The last question in this 
section is word 
association again - and 
the word this time is 
and I think if I stuck to my guns I probably would pick 
at half the things that I get involved in - but I don't! 
No, no I think it's one of those things, I think I really, I 
believe in transforming stuff for better so you know I 
don't necessarily think you have to start with 
perfection. I don't think you'll ever get there, people 
are people in any industry, any business, in anything 
and some people we work with will be great, other 
people will just be there for their own endeavours, 
their own promotion and stuff and I think you'll always 
get that so I think rather than constantly looking for the 
perfect scenario, I think you know, meeting things as 
they are but actually not being satisfied with them and 
going 'look, well actually, they're good but I'm going to 
keep making it better' and you could probably, I won't 
say this in relation to my wife but you could probably 
look at it like a relationship type of analogy, where you 
know, actually no human is perfect and if you're 
always looking for a perfect partner you'll probably 
never find them but actually there's many things, 
actually for my wife I think she's pretty close to being 
perfect but there are so many things about her that I 
love and the things that I don't we'll work together, or 
I'll actually deal with it myself. 
And I think if you looked at involvement with festivals, 
if you didn't allow yourself to get involved with things, 
where people had agendas and things, I don't think 
you could really do anything. I think you'd be hand­
tied and you wouldn't be able to do anything with 
festivals and I think that, depending, it's just finding 
like-minded people that, they're prepared to make it 
something that isn't driven by, let's say, money as a 
driving force or that some of the other things that I 
touched upon in terms of like, community and 
cohesion of the community and things like that, that if 
you find other people like that, then actually latching 
on to them and, you know, using that to really try and 
help change and you know, I'm sure things like, 
economic and all these other kind of benefits, it's not 
the kind of thing, I mean I don't turn away money, I 
never have, but for me it's not a driving force, at the 
same time I don't have a big issue where that is 
people's driving force I guess. 
It's just finding that environment, where you can, I 
guess, you can help shift things to really put it in the 
focus where you as a group think it should be really. 
I was going to say breakfast - that's awful. Festival, I 
said festival! I actually did say breakfast, that's really 
awful. You can say breakfast. [No, no, I have to put 
the first one. 1'1/ say that you said festival afterwards 
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B:Fest. 
The second section is 
interviewing you as a 
participant, because you 
had, well, you'll tell us in 
a minute, but this is as a 
participant in 2008. So if 
you could tell us how 
you participated in 2008. 
as well though]. 
Yep, I can't remember exactly how I heard but I'd 
heard that someone had been appointed, some 
incredibly wonderful person, had been appointed to 
put together a festival. I had been talking to some 
friends about the idea of having a festival and I turned 
around and suddenly there was someone doing all the 
hard work, so that was excellent, very exciting. 
For me myself, I'd just set myself a challenge to really 
create some new work and I saw this as an 
opportunity to actually exhibit somewhere. Like I had 
done shadow work in a few smaller group exhibitions 
and through competitions I had got my work exhibited 
in a few smaller places, but I really wanted to set 
myself the challenge and it was the second year of my 
degree and I really wanted to give myself something 
to really finish off well so I looked at the Festival as an 
excellent opportunity to try and promote and show 
some of my work. 
So I put in an application and it was kindly accepted, 
thank you very much, and yeah, I put on a solo show 
of some of my work, I set myself a very specific theme 
just so that a brief, for you guys or whoever was 
reading it, could see it and then I guess it was just the 
challenge of the time frame and the brief, and I think 
from all those categories I probably did the best I 
could, it was kind of a follow-on to work I had already 
been doing but at the same time there were a few 
elements to it that were very different and although I 
came away from it not being hugely satisfied with my 
work, I realised that I don't think I could have done 
much better given the restraints, so I guess I could be 
satisfied, I am a bit of a perfectionist. 
So yes, it was really form that end of things and then 
really helping other students to do the same; I was 
kind of hoping that, at the point of putting together an 
application I had sent emails to some of my friends 
and other guys going 'big opportunity, why don't' you 
try it' I kind of thought that might be a bit daft 
assuming that one of the others got it but then I didn't 
get the opportunity but, I don't know, you can probably 
answer this, I don't know whether any of them really 
bothered but then I guess, just trying to motivate them 
into a bit of a group exhibition. I think the tutor Eva 
and the Festival are really key to helping that happen 
but I just tried to help them at the student level, just 
trying to get it done and just things that for me by then 
just wasn't such a big deal, like signage and web sites 
and stuff, but for most people they'd never done it 
before, so just trying to help them do that, and it 
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wasn't perfect but to be honest, at that time of year I 
was quite busy as well, so I didn't have a lot of time to 
help them. 
But no, it was good and I think for all of the students, I 
don't know in graduating what all their plans are and 
what they're doing and stuff, but I think a lot of people 
already who study things like Fine Art and 
Photography already think that it's a very tough 
market place, what's the point? I'll go work for 
MacDonald's, but just giving, really everybody there 
an opportunity to exhibit their work, you know in a 
professional environment. It's not the best gallery in 
the world but, you know, it's an environment where 
you still have to put your work forward. I think it's 
excellent for them and I guess from that point of view I 
could already see how I could enjoy putting stuff 
together that wasn't necessarily about me or my work. 
I don't really want to be a curator, certainly not full 
time but I could see, you know, the enjoyment in art 
isn't necessarily in making the pictures, there's a lot 
more to it, and I think certainly from that first year, I 
think this second year definitely wouldn't have 
happened without it, in terms of my involvement and I 
think it was that, even the student event after mine 
probably helped to define that more, although I 
enjoyed the exhibition and I did nearly kill myself to 
do it, in some ways it brought so much to me, I mean 
within that time I raised all the finance, did all the 
promoting, you know, did most of the negotiation with 
the curator and all that kind of stuff and pretty much 
sorted, filled, did not a full paint - did it this year­
didn't completely sort the wood but even down to 
sweeping floors and things; just ensuring that it 
happened and it happened on time, and I think I was 
quite key, I mean to me it was quite key that 
everything I said I would do I would try and do. 
Because I think even the disappointment of the other 
students, I get fed up when people say 'I'm going to 
do this' and then it doesn't get delivered, so I think 
from my point I try to be a man of my word, I know I'm 
not always but I think that, but I think that it's just that 
lesson of, because I think I very nearly took on too 
much that first year and I very nearly did it again this 
year [even more so] yeah even more so probably, it 
might be better to have a busier second year, but 
anyway, I need to keep talking about the first year ... 
So it was a really good experience for me, I enjoyed it, 
I think for me it was good to really try and hit it alone 
for a solo show and just see what came about. I 
managed to sell a lot of work, off the back of it, I've 
had three or four of the solo shows which without that 
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Um, I think you've 
probably answered most 
of the questions! 
No, that's good! I'll just 
run through them 
anyway. Actually, this 
one you haven't. 
I think you mentioned 
before that you've 
participated in a couple 
of other festivals [B:Fest 
is still quite low level] 
Do you feel that there 
was an atmosphere 
there that was recreated 
in B:Fest, or that there 
was a better atmosphere 
at B:Fest or. ..? 
When you first thought 
about doing the 
exhibition and we said 
that you could do it and 
everything, did you have 
any kind of criteria in 
your mind that you 
thought would help you 
decide whether it had 
been a success or not in 
one probably wouldn't have happened, certainly not in 
the same time frames. You know, for my work it's 
been great, but actually, like I touched on earlier, I 
think just defining some of the direction that I'm going 
in, I can really look on that as kind of the real first 
chapter in that, which is good. You know, I appreciate 
the opportunity and I think that without it, I may still 
have ended up going in a similar direction; it may just 
have taken me a lot longer to work it out really. 
Sorry about that! 
It's hard to say because in the other festivals I had a 
very limited involvement and the music one I did all, 
from what I can remember, it wasn't that great a 
feeling; I think it was a little bit too sporadic. I can't 
remember if this is a one off or if they've gone on, but I 
know they did some other events with some other 
nationality, I think it was African that year, they did 
some other stuff and I think that since they've done a 
lot better. And I think they've actually got more 
funding which probably helps a bit. 
From what I can remember, from my involvement, I 
think B:Fest for me seemed, even from my first initial 
interaction, seemed a lot better, and even this year, 
but certainly first year, just blown away by the amount 
of stuff that was on the programme really, hundreds 
of events, it was incredible, well done! 
Yeah, I think to state again, I think that art is an 
incredibly, I mean, it's a difficult field to go into, but it's 
quite a difficult field, certainly visual art, it's quite 
difficult to quantify because often you don't make 
money from things, you can sell things, but Luton itself 
is not known for being particularly good for art sales. I 
guess I went into it with fairly low expectations, but 
they were blown out of the water. I was really inspired 
by people's feedback. I was, you know, because I'm 
such a perfectionist, I'm never really happy with my 
work so if people don't like it, I kind of agree with 
them. So when people go 'oh, it's great, it's great' I 
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terms of wanting a 
number of people to 
come and see it, getting 
further work from it, any 
particular feelings you 
wanted to get from it? 
Excellent! And you've 
obviously talked a lot 
about the tangible 
outcomes of that, which 
is absolutely brilliant, 
and may I say, well-
deserved in my opinion. 
But do you think there 
were any slightly less 
tangible outcomes, so, in 
terms of, well, I can give 
you some ideas if you 
need them, but I don't 
want to put words in 
don't know, I guess sometimes I just take that with a 
little hint of 'oh yeah, they're just saying that', things 
like that, but when resoundingly, and when people 
were leaving comments in books when I wasn't even 
there and you know that, and people were just saying 
things like that, and when people were actually buying 
stuff which I thought was quite heavily priced for the 
market, I mean, depending on where it was, but for 
the market and people actually buying stuff, I thought, 
you know, people don't tend to put their money where 
their mouth is unless they really agree with it. 
I mean, I was really blown away with that, and I really 
enjoyed the event and I think that, for me, I guess it 
was more of a marketing exercise than a sales 
exercise, and then just looking back at the, I don't 
know, I think there was a point two weeks where I had 
five exhibitions of my work in, and you look at that and 
you think, actually, that's kind of snowballed on from 
what that started really and although I've been in a 
number of other exhibitions and they've been a lot 
smaller and a big group exhibition that actually to have 
something which was really just about me and my 
name, my name up in lights, which I'm not sure how 
happy I was about, you know to have that has really 
helped to get my name a little bit out there. 
Certainly in the town; I think now I've realised there's 
not one main public building that doesn't have some of 
my work in it. I mean you've got the Town Hall, the 
Library, two museums, the Airport, I'm trying to think 
what else is there - I'm sure there are others. But 
anyway, it's just like, and you think, all that's come off 
the back of this really. 
Yeah, I don't know what my expectations were really 
going to be but they were easily met, and then some. 
So, I guess, untangible, I guess things like, through it 
I've made contacts and friendships that, you know, 
you can't particularly, I don't know, write down and 
stuff like this, it's one thing that's kind of been 
beneficial, I guess that for myself it's thing like 
confidence, probably helped that. I mean, I've never 
struggled too much with it but I guess, every time that 
you put your neck out there and risk, not just your time 
and effort, but other people's money, but then it 
seems to go well and I think that stuff like that really 
does help your confidence and you think 'actually no, 
I'm not a complete joke and didn't get laughed off, you 
know, the exhibition.' That people did enjoy it and it 
was worth doing, especially with something that I don't 
feel like, if it had been something like a retrospective 
of my best work I probably could of believed in it but it 
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your mouth so 
Do you think it in any 
way, I don't know, did it 
give you a fondness for 
Luton or the University 
or anything like that? 
And again, thinking back 
specifically to 2008, did 
you attend any of the 
other events apart from 
yours which ... 
Can you describe any 
atmosphere that you 
remember, that you went 
to in 2008? 
was just one project that I had to go quickly at, you 
know, to come away and people still said 'no, it was 
good' to then go 'okay, maybe I can do this thing a bit, 
maybe I do have a shot at, you know, selling some 
work and actually living a life as an artist.' Which most 
people tell you you can't and you're going to die 
before you make any money and ... that's what my wife 
is counting on, 
Not the University, I think, I might go detailed into what 
the work was about but it was about for me trying to 
represent the town truthfully, not trying to, 'cos I guess 
I'm fed up with the negative outlook on Luton, 
because I have travelled a lot, and I've seen beautiful 
places, I've obviously lived in Bombay [Mumbai] and 
I've seen what skanky places are like and you know, I 
think that, I don't like that end of things. But at the 
same time no-one would be fooled by glossy kind of 
spin of marketing tools, 'it's the best place in the world, 
you've got to come here' because it's not, and I know 
that, and I don't have an issue with that particularly, I 
guess through the work I wanted to represent it just as 
it was, just show it in the every day, I didn't 
particularly, I was a bit random in my choice of what I 
showed, but in that, trying to find some beauty just in 
the everyday and in the mundane, in the concrete, in 
the grey, and I guess, not a fondness, but in doing it, it 
kind of opened my eyes to some of those kind of 
things. Spending a lot of time looking at images of a 
place you can't help starting to notice little things you 
like about it I guess, I mean plenty of things you don't 
like about it as well, but I guess what I was hoping the 
viewer would get from it, I think I probably got from it, 
so stop there, I think it helped me, yeah. 
Yes, I went to, let' me think, what did I do? I went to 
the wrong venue for one poetry event, that didn't work 
well. I went to a couple of dance things, there was a 
film thing, there was, I can't think actually, I definitely 
did! 
Yeah, I think it varied, I think some, certainly some of 
the promotional stuff like dancing events and things 
like that, I think there's a lot of a buzz around that, 'cos 
it's very visual and energetic and stuff you do get quite 
a good kind of fun festival feel from it. 
I didn't make it to one last year but in going to things 
like, you know, poetry events and things like that, it 
really is more about the art form I guess, and it doesn't 
quite have that energy about it, which isn't a problem 
because that's really what that art form is about. 
But I guess it varies, and I guess that things like music 
always kind of help that because it's generally loud 
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Put together a few ideas, including the Visual Arts 
I 

This time I want to do 
more about your 
involvement in 2009, 
and much more as I 
think, you were much 
more involved in 
organising things rather 
than having an exhibition 
of your own work. But I 
won't say more than 
that, the first question is 
obviously, can you 
and you know, the way you kind of, your emotions and 
you kind of respond to music, regardless if you like it 
or not, you do respond to it and I think that music 
events do that really well and I guess things like visual 
arts are a little bit tougher, you know, I think for me, 
because I was involved with the other students' stuff it 
was probably very different than if I just walked into it. 
But I guess the student exhibition of all their stuff, just 
seeing people working together in very, very different 
styles, then putting something on together which didn't 
necessarily seem out of place, although they were 
very different, it was kind of really interesting to see, it 
didn't seem like a complete, sick of mess, you know, it 
wasn't just like, you know, and I guess that if I hadn't 
even been involved, just walked in to that that was 
kind of a little microcosm of what the festival was 
about in the terms of bringing lots of different things 
together, promoting it but on a kind of equal field and 
actually, just enjoying the diversity, rather than raising 
one up above the other and although you have 
preference, it's not, you know, it's not necessarily 
about that, it's more about 'wow, look at the . .' and I 
think that that, things like that bring more things 
together so I think, obviously, things like the Carnival, 
where you've got so much in that, that feels very 
festivally in its own right. I mean, specifically in 
relation to last year? 
20097 Um, a number of things, I sort of fell in love, 
not so much with the concept, but with B:Fest itself 
and the people really, in terms of what they were 
trying to do, in 2008. So I really wanted to get 
involved in 2009. I guess, like I said earlier, when you 
see things it wasn't perfect, there were things we 
could learn from, and I guess I wanted to get involved 
to try and help, the things I thought I could bring to 
help in some of the areas, so I started helping a little 
bit, trying to put together a few exhibitions and things, 
and help do one of the bigger fine art exhibitions, Iraq 
- The Forgotten Story. 
please describe how you 
were involved with 
B:Fest in 2009. 
Spent a lot of time in 

Iraq, and preparing? 

competition and things, the Visual Arts competition 
didn't work in the end, which was a bit of a shame, 
due to technical reasons which I am still angry about, 
but anyway, we won't dwell on that. 
But yeah, just generally trying to help, I never have an 
issue with coming up with ideas, I, I can't do 
everything which I come up with ideas for, so I guess 
being in an environment where there's a team or a 
group working committee you can kind of submit ideas 
and one or two of them were taken up which was 
good. I also helped and encouraged feedback to 
other people, the ideas they had, and just helped to 
bring a little vision to things. 
I think some of the people here, probably yourself and 
me excluded, are really good people, but it seemed 
when I first got into it a little bit there seemed to be a 
lack of vision as well. I think it was really a vision that 
you, I say you, Robin was hoping to lay down, and 
people just didn't seem to, I don't know, seem to have 
their own drive and that, and I am hoping by the end 
that will have changed a bit. People do have a little 
bit, thinking a little bit wider as well. I think there's a 
lot of small thinking and I think that thinking big is 
good, even if it doesn't end up big, it's just good to aim 
big. 
You know, even if it's not a lot of events over a lot of 
time because you know what that's like, but just to 
think of what this could become and the town, so I 
really wanted to get involved in those things really 
and, I don't know really, it seems to take up a lot of my 
time and I can't think of what I've done right now. 
Yeah, that's good. I think one of the things, which is 
not necessarily the only strategy or the best strategy, 
but one of the things I want to do is do a few kind of 
good key events, headliner type thing, and the Iraq 
Exhibition, I mean, in many ways you've struggled 
with getting the PR which I think it deserves. It really, 
you know, this is the first time that not just this work 
has been outside of Iraq, but in many ways, you know, 
there's been Middle Eastern exhibitions recently, in 
some ways it's very popular in terms of high art and 
Heywood Gallery and the you know, Gallery and 
places like that, but at the same time there hasn't 
really been exhibitions of Iraqi art. 
This really is a first and although I think there's scope 
for this thing to travel and stuff in the future that 
actually to give B:Fest an event we can say 'we were 
the, we put this on and we were the first to do it' and I 
think B:Fest didn't get enough benefit from it and there 
are some things we can learn about that now, we can 
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~o th~t bu.t I guess I really just wanted to spend the 
time In gOing to Iraq and doing my own work but 
actually bringing something back that was worth 
sh.owing and that actually that I could be proud to 
bnng to B:Fest but B:Fest could be proud to have as 
well. 
And what, if anything, do I think I touched on it a little bit from the first year. I 
you feel you have 	 think this year it has been hugely instrumental in 
gained from the 	 defining what I'm going to do. I think for me, almost 
on a more fundamental level, that identity comes volunteering that you 
almost before what you do. I think that so often,have done in 2009? 
certainly as men, you kind of define yourself around 
your job, 'I'm a photographer er er er' and then, I lose 
my sight, I'm not a photographer anymore and my 
world collapses, and I guess for me, that I really, in 
many ways I was quite confident who I saw myself as 
a creative and I guess this last year, or maybe two, 
but certainly this last year, has really been starting to 
define how I work some of that out. And in many 
ways, not that I haven't been bothered about what I do 
and I love photography and I love certain things but, 
just being involved in the festival and actually seeing 
how you can use not only your own art work but other 
art and in community and doing things together you 
can actually start to maybe change things. 
And I think the full impact of what I'ye done this year 
hasn't really finished yet and I think certainly touring 
with this exhibition and some of this kind of stuff, 
there's a lot more scope in that. But I think for me, it's 
just, yeah, I think, I would honestly have very different 
ideas coming out of a degree if I hadn't of done it, I 
think I would have come out of it like a lot of creative 
guys who do creative degrees going' Ooh, what do I 
do now' and 'what's the point, maybe I studied for the 
sake of studying because I can't think of anything 
better to do and . .' but actually I've come to the point, 
really seeing some of the things I want to achieve and 
I think this festival has been just right at the centre of 
that. And I don't think it means necessarily maybe for 
the rest of my life I want to run or be involved with 
festivals but I think the process of working together 
with people, I mean specifically, with my role I've been 
working really closely with lan, which has been good, 
because he has a lot of the skills that I don't have, and 
vice versa, but actually just working together and not 
even in just the smaller team but the wider team as 
well has been really good and I think that whatever I 
work in and whatever I do, even as a photographer, 
I'm already thinking in terms of my commercial work 
and stuff, I'm already thinking in terms of how I can 
employ and work alongside other photographers I 
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Thinking outside of 
festivals and just other 
volunteer roles that you 
have done, things that 
you might have 
volunteered for in the 
past, if you could maybe 
think about a couple of 
them and then think if 
there's any kind of .. 
similarities and 
differences really. 
know, rather than just thinking of my sole tradership 
and that I just need my job to pay my bills, but actually 
how can we do stuff together so we can pool 
resource, gain benefit, and actually whether we'll 
survive a fairly difficult economic time, I mean that's 
not actually the drive in terms of that but actually that 
helps, and I think that just the festival, just being there 
, and seeing that actually I loved it, I loved the trip, I 
loved putting on the exhibition, it was an awful lot of 
work, but it was just fantastic, it was just a lot of fun 
really and I can't ever see myself getting stuck into 
some office somewhere again. I mean I've done that, 
I've paid my dues but it would take a lot to get me into 
that environment again. I think, I will work, whatever it 
takes, to stay in environments like this I think. 
I guess from the outstart that I guessed that education 
wasn't enough to really get ahead, certainly in creative 
subjects, I know I've gone on about how difficult it is, 
so from very early on I consistently looked to 
volunteer for things, get involved with things. 
A couple of big examples, or relatively recent ones are 
volunteering for the Luton Voices, which was an oral 
history project in the town. I haven't really done so 
much, certainly last year, but the year before not so 
much either, but the year before that I did quite a lot of 
work and help for them and I still help them but more 
in like an advisory role. And did a whole load of stuff, 
including some video but primarily photography, 
actually did a lot of editing, accepted a lot of photos 
from a lot of people they'd done research and oral 
history often, edited their photos up and exhibited with 
them and all this kind of stuff which was really good. 
I think in terms of similarities, again for me, it was nice 
getting out of my own little office, and working with 
other people and the vast majority of people I was with 
were volunteers, you know, you get a hotch potch with 
volunteers, some are excellent, some are not so 
excellent, but I think again it was great to work in a 
community or having a team sort of thing. I think 
because it wasn't so structured I didn't do it very, you 
know, consistently, you know, it wasn't like the same 
day every week, I think it was once every couple of 
weeks or something. It didn't quite have the same 
feel as the festival, which I think in some ways, I don't' 
want to use the word family, I suppose family's good 
because, I think, you know, you have some weird 
uncles, no, I think that's a good word really for what 
B:Fest has been in terms of, it's like a family, and I 
think that other things that I've done, maybe because I 
haven't put as much effort in and been there as much, 
it's obviously not a criticism on the other things I 
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An awful lot. Without 
any doubt. 
Again, the same 
question from last year, 
and you probably 
touched on it a little bit, 
but the events you 
attended, how would you 
describe the atmosphere 
for this year, 2009? 
volunteered for, it's more I haven't put myself in so 
much so .yo~ don't get that same sense of being 
together In like a family or team or whatever word you 
want to use, community, if I can use that word. But 
yo~ kno~, that's pro~ably the best word for it actually, 
Joking aSide, and I think that, I mean, it's due credit to 
B:Fest ~ut I think it's not that it's actually that those 
othe: things weren't good, it's just, you kind of get out 
of things what you put into them. Got a lot of benefit 
from B:Fest, but I put a lot in. 
It varies, I think some of the stuff was excellent, one or 
two of the decisions, which I have to say even I was 
involved in making, were a bit bizarre. And some of 
the stuff, some of the stuff at the last minute like 
sorting out the shop units in, because I know we 
talked about it earlier on but just the last minute, 
getting those shop units was excellent, just being in 
the centre, the amount of people that had one, I was 
sitting in there, going 'can I exhibit' or 'this should be 
here more regularly', or 'can I buy the art', it's 
unbelievable so I think some of the things like that 
really defined it and I'm coming away thinking 
regardless of what I do or my involvement with B:Fest, 
stuff like that has to work, I mean that's just a really 
good way of doing it, right in the centre where people 
walk past, you know. 
We've got shifted into a slightly rubbish shop unit now 
but the original one we had, there was such a footfall 
next to it, so stuff like that really started to give me a 
buzz of the festival, the fact that we mixed it with hip­
hop music and free booze didn't quite work how we 
wanted it to, because I think people who listen to hip­
hop don't come into art, and people who come to art 
didn't appreciate hip-hop music. 
But, yeah, I think most of what I've seen, I think, 
_"______---L::~~~~~~~=__.:...:._=::._=..:._::~_ _'___~ 
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Then, just about the 
future; do you think 
B:Fest has a future? 
What do you think will 
actually endanger your 
involvement with it? 
again, the kind of big, vibrant dance, music stuff, 
always has a buzz about it. I think, you know, I went to 
see one of the literacy things as well, and I think, I 
think it is different areas of interest, I didn't particularly 
like the writer himself so, you can't put off the event 
because of that, but at the same time it was very 
much, you could really tell it was part of something 
and I guess, at the end of the day, it's come down to 
people and skills. They're not always perfect, 
probably very rarely so, but at the same time I think, I 
don't know whether even more so than last year, you 
know, it's hard to compare, because I probably didn't 
go to so many last year, but it felt like everything had 
an identity. And maybe again, we bit off more than we 
could chew, in some aspects (of course!) but I think 
that for varying levels of success in terms of the 
amount of people there, and the amount of impact it 
had and stuff like that I think all of it felt like at least it 
was branded. 
It felt, it had some kind of identity, I don't want to use 
the word[s] corporate identity, because I think 
corporate describes B:Fest very well, but it does have 
that kind of, you know, if you want to use a corporate 
company as a kind of, it does have that kind of, it's all 
part of something, 'yes, this is one thing we do, this is 
another thing we do'. But, I'd say successful. In my 
experience. 
Absolutely! I really hope so. I think, to be honest, 
more, almost on an ideas level, I think that, I mean, as 
you know, there's all sorts of complications to these 
things, I think enough people have seen the potential 
of something like this that even if things like people 
and institutions and funding and stuff stop directly, I 
know all these things need funding, I think 
groundswell to actually, there'll be something. I'd be 
very surprised and already, I, even from last year to 
this year, it's grown and, I mean, it's exciting and I can 
see it going and going and going. I think, for my part, 
I'd love to be involved in that at some level but I think 
even if I'm not, I mean you can put gloves and things, 
but I think you'd have to do a lot to really completely 
put out the fire. You can try and smother it but... 
I don't know. Things like ... You know, times are 
tough, there's not so many jobs out there, at the end 
of the day I need to live. All my involvement up until 
now has been voluntarily, and so I guess, coming out 
and already needing to work more and kind of having 
to do more, already I can see myself not being able to 
commit as much time. I've lost the excuse of being a 
student, I'm not a lazy bum anymore, you know. 
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Just the last question, do 
you think there have 
been any positive things 
that have happened in 
2009 that have actually 
been going towards 
making sure, or ensuring 
the future of the festival? 
So I guess it's just things like that, you know, I can see 
myself at some level being involved, whatever. I 
think, it's just finding a scenario, and it's not even 
necess~rily a scenario where I get a paid position with 
the festival or anything like that but finding a scenario 
where I can survive, I can pay my bills, but have 
enough time to do it. And I think there's a few options 
out there, including even getting involved with the 
university, which I don't mind doing. I mean there are 
some things I'd rather do and some things I'd rather 
not so I guess for me that's the only real thing that will 
stop it. 
I think that, I mean, things like having Ian there's been 
great, and I think if Ian turned around and said 'no' , I 
think it wouldn't necessarily stop me doing it but I'd 
certainly look at finding someone a bit like him - I'm 
sure there's only one Ian out there but, in terms of his 
drive to really ground it in the community, I think 
some of those things, and some of the things that it 
really needs, I'm not really that person as well, so I 
think that he's, there's a few individuals like that, 
Jess's involvement, she's such, she's t so good at 
running events and things, and again, I can't, I'm not 
sure I'm that person and I think that, it's not so much 
saying that if those people aren't there I won't get 
involved but I think it would definitely make me think 
think how I'd get involved in it and what I'd get 
involved in. Maybe readdress some of my intentions I 
guess, but apart from that, I think you'd have to chain 
me down, perhaps, or lock me up. 
I guess, on a number of levels, I think from my point of 
view, most of it's been on a conversational level with 
people like opening events, exhibitions, so many 
times, at so many meetings, so many people, mostly 
informal and just talking about these things, I haven't 
really met anyone that hasn't been impressed by at 
least something, whether it be an event, or just the 
sheer scale of it, or the ambition of it or something like 
that. 
I think a lot of those conversations, especially with key 
people, in the town and funders, you know, all these 
kind of people, you know, some of those 
conversations, more than just conversations, 
relationships, are probably almost more key than a 
good pitch and sending in a good proposals for things 
or business plans and things. 
Although I'm sure some of that's crucial, because I 
haven't been involved so much in that stuff I don't 
know how much we followed up, with, you know, 
some of the funders and things, you know, and I 
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guess in some of the meetings we've had just at the 
end I guess it was some of the questions that are 
asked anyway, you know, 'how have we followed up' 
'how we're going to ensure that there's some kind of a 
future for this' but I guess because some of the very 
fundamental of the university's involvement, and stuff 
like that, some of these things have been questioned 
and the dear old research side of things not getting 
their act together in terms of what their intentions and 
what they want to do. I guess a lot of these other 
questions are hard to answer, knowing the format of it 
and if I was asked for a great scenario, I would 
probably ask for things to remain fairly simple for next 
year. 
But then, actually with a view to, removing it 
completely from the university in the terms of the 
control, I think the control should be in the community, 
but actually getting the university to more benefit from 
it, in terms of, not just its student involvement but 
probably even at a curriculum level, I mean all sorts of 
things, I think in some ways moving out of the 
university and in other ways, very much digging it 
back in. And obviously it'll always be something they 
will be able to put their name to at some level and go 
'look how good we are', of course they will, and I 
guess, I think that, for me and my mind, I think that 
would be a really good way to do things. I think if 
they, if the university or whatever said 'we're not going 
to do it now' I would be surprised if something doesn't 
happen anyway. But I think it'll be a little bit too quick 
I think, this year, I think it'll be good to have another 
year to kind of work that through or at least put some 
things in place. Certainly with companies getting a 
little bit more worried about what they give I guess 
over the next year or so, so I think it should be good 
times and I think it, I think it won't be impossible, but it 
may be tough. 
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Identifier: K53 Date: 19 June 2009 
Occupation 
How interviewee spends spare 
time 
-

Manager at Waterstone's in Luton: Manager 
of 10 staff and the aim is to present books to 
the people of Luton in the best possible light, 
and to get the books in that they would like to 
read, and to be able to recommend books to 
them and to try ensure a smooth flow of 
books in and out of the shops. 
When I'm not? I read a lot, strangely 
enough, busman's holiday. I have quite a 
wide circle of friends on the Internet and we 
meet up occasionally, some are librarians, 
lawyers, doctors, Indian chiefs, all sorts of 
people, so I do that. I playa bit of guitar, 
very badly, listen to a lot of music and that's 
about it. Bit of light gardening from time to 
time. 
Obviously I'm interviewing you here because Waterstone's is a partner for B:Fest 
but I'm interested in your points of view both professionally and personally as 
well, if you find they dovetail that's fine. Sometimes, sometimes it might be 
obvious where you are speaking from, but sometimes I might ask you to clarify. 
Or you might want to clarify. 
The first question is when, if 
ever, did you last attend a 
festival? 
Any festival at all, apart from 
B:Fest, because we will come on 
to that later. 
What is it about the Hay Festival 
that appeals to you? 
A literary festival are we talking about, or an 
arts festival? 
I tend to go for exhibitions, individual 
exhibitions, rather than festivals, I have to 
admit, so it will be some time, I was probably 
a hippie, my teenage years when was the 
last time I went to, probably, a music festival, 
no I do like art, I should have mentioned that 
earlier, so I am always down in London for 
when Tate Gallery have got things on, Royal 
Academy summer Exhibition, that type of 
thing, but not particularly festivals associated 
with a town. I've always wanted to go to the 
Hay Festival but work has always seemed to 
prevent me doing that. 
I just think, yeah, I just thinks it's, I love 
books, books of any range and I just think 
the idea, of how it started off, some chap 
wheeling a barrow load of books out for 
people to pick up and read, at a bus top 
somewhere I think, and it's grown from that 
into this huge literary festival, and the range 
of authors that they get going down there, 
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I like what you said about the 
two, or all ranges of authors 
coming together and blending in. 
Do you think that's something 
that's kind of a key element of all 
festivals whatever type? 
And do you think the festival 
provides a good outlet for doing 
that? 
Second question, or second 
section of questions, what 
involvement have you had with 
festivals in the past? And we 
touched on that so ... 
some could be said to be very literary 
people, some are pop fiction authors, and it 
all blends in and mixes and stuff and I just 
think it would be really interesting. 
Whenever I read the reviews I just curse 
myself that I've never actually gone there. 
I think if you're going to have a festival and 
trying to attract the widest range of people then 
you have to offer the widest range of genres 
available to people and I think the key in 
bookselling, the commercial side of things, is 
that you must never make people feel nervous 
coming into a bookshop, or that they don't 
belong or that they don't fit when reading is for 
everybody, from the person that might read just 
one book a year to the person who might read 
one or two books a week. It's good for 
everybody, and I think that's what festivals have 
to do, they have to appeal to the broad 
masses, instead 'oh, that's a very literary thing, 
I don't think I'll go there'. 
No, the more the merrier, and the more 
people feel comfortable talking about books 
and just expressing their views, the better it 
is. 
Yes, I think that is vital, with Hay, if we're 
talking about Hay specifically, obviously 
they've got now an international realm with 
theirs, but even at local levels I think it can 
work, and I think there are a lot of readers 
out there who feel a bit shy about the sort of 
thing they read, it sort of Mills &Boon, it's 
sort of romance, everything's good, if you're 
reading and you're enjoying it and you're 
supporting your authors and you're 
supporting the publishing industry, it's all for 
the good. 
Before B:Fest? I didn't really get too much 
involved in anything. I was spending a lot of 
my time being a manager in a bookshop, in 
the bookshop business if you like, going on 
for 20 years and the bulk of that was spent in 
academic selling, which can be quite dry. So 
we WOUld, at the various places where I've 
been within university bookshops, we would 
maybe do something in conjunction with the 
university on a very, very small scale but 
there's only so much interest in systems 
processing or Whatever. 
I've only been in what we would term a high 
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And what involvement do you 
think you might have in the 
future? 
street bookshop for about four or five years 
so .. B:Fest really was my first foray into that 
side of things. 
Well. I'd like to continue supporting it. I think 
there's a pathway that can be drawn 
between rampant commercialism, as in 
we've got to sell books, we've got to do this, 
there's got to be a commercial, money-in­
the-till success and others, where you are 
just supporting the community and what the 
community are trying to do and as I was 
talking about earlier, you're just widening 
people's access to literature, so I'd like to 
think that there's a part that we can play, 
however small, but hopefully interesting, and 
yeah, in future festivals. 
Okay, this is just a very quick word association game, I am going to say a word 
and you have to literally say the first word that comes into your head. It's not a 
psychological test or anything. 
And the word is 'festival'! 
And you're kind of, not the 
instant thing, but thinking about 
it a bit more, are there any kind 
of buzz words or emotions or 
just images that come into your 
head? 
Moving on a little bit from that, 
and again, the first question I 
think we've answered but it's just 
in case you have anything you 
want to add. It's just do you 
think that festivals have an 
important part to play in your life, 
personally? 
And, next question, do you think 
that festivals have an important 
part to e1ay in your home town, 
Well, actually straight up, the thing came up 
'Hay'. 
I think it's, with festivals, it's this gathering of 
people who possibly wouldn't ever have 
gathered together in any other way. If you 
think about Glastonbury as a festival and 
you've got people there who take babies 
along and you've got 90 year old grandmas 
going, and everyone's just there to enjoy 
whatever band it is they are going to see. 
And that to me is the idea of a festival, that's 
it welcoming to all and everybody should be 
able to find something in that festival, some 
area of it that works for them. 
Yes, I think they do, what professionally, oh, 
personal life. I do, I always, even if I can't 
actually get to them I always read them with 
great interest the reviews and stuff of them 
so yeah, it's only circumstances very often, 
that prevent me from actually taking part. 
If it counts at all, my husband went to a beer 
festival a few weeks ago so, and again, that 
was it, It was like minded people who just 
enjoy whatever it is they do, and they come 
together, people from ali walks of life, and 
that to me is the beauty of the festival. 
Well, I live in Luton, but my home town I 
suppose, is Leeds, which has various 
festivals. When we were children there were 
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and if your home town isn't 
Luton, could you specify what 
you feel is your home town. 
And I think that it's great that 
you've seen some specific 
reasons why Luton could benefit 
from festivals. What about 
communities in general, a sort of 
wide range, so you know, part of 
London, or Scotland, or Eastern 
Europe or something like 
that. .do you think that they 
also... ? 
And the next question, a lot of 
people have to think about this 
one, maybe I am phrasing it 
wrong, what do you think are the 
main kind of drivers for setting 
up a festival. What do you think 
might be the main reasons for 
somebody to go 'aw, I'm going to 
set up a festival'? 
• 
tho~e children's festivals that used to go off, 
obvloU~ly ~ much bigger city than Luton is. I 
But I think it is very important to Luton 
bec~us~ Luton, to my mind, as an out~ider 
coming In, ~Ithoug~ I've lived here 20 years, 
has had a bit of a fight on its hands to gain 
some respect and of recognition' everybody 
thinks of it as a down market, do~ntrodden 
area, you know, and it's not worth bothering 
about. But actually there's a lot of fantastic 
people in Luton, and we need to speak to 
them, we need to reach out to them and 
make them feel that there is, actually, a good 
reason for living in Luton and it's not a den of 
iniquity or a cultural wilderness, and that 
there is something there for them. We 
mustn't continually, well, not continually, but 
we mustn't always think about the lowest 
common denominator, we've got to reach for 
the stars a bit, and if it comes through local 
festivals, certainly, I think that's a great idea. 
Yeah. I think it's really, it's a way of the 
people of the city, or the town, or village or 
whatever reaching out to other people and 
saying 'look, we can do this, this is what 
we've got to offer, we're not this, you know, I 
whatever you might think of us, come in, see 
where we live, see what we do, see what we I 
can offer'. Everybody join together and have I 
a good time. It can be done from a very 
small villagey basis up to, I imagine, 
Birmingham Festival, Edinburgh Festivals, 
but really huge and international flavours. It 
is something that can be adapted to suit the 
size of the town, or city or village, equally, 
irrespective of the size of it, so, why not? 
I think it might be this desire to get people to 
come to the town, let's talk about Luton as a 
specific, it can be extended outwards but.. 
it's a desire to get people to come into the 
town and really, say to people who might not 
be native of the town, 'look, this is what we 
do, this is what we can do, put aside your 
prejudices against Luton as a place, 
because it always gets a bad press, or it's 
'Luton Airport', or whatever, this what we can 
offer'. Let's put on a bit of a show, otherwise 
why would you bother to do th~ Cities i~, 
Bloom competitions and stuff like that, It s a 
chance for people to express a bit of pride in 
where they live, sometimes against the odds, 
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Last question in this section, is 
the word association again - and 
the word this time is B:Fest? 
So the second thing there is 
talking to you more with the 
professional head on, as 
Waterstone's being a partner in 
the festival. And the first thing is 
can you talk a little bit about the 
other sorts of projects that you 
support within the town, or as a 
store, and why you support them. 
and to maybe change a few hearts and 
minds at the same time. 
These things, I don't think, they never take 
off immediately, they need building upon. so 
if you think, as Hay started off, a couple of 
orange crates and some books place upon it, 
and now it's an intemational festival. I'm not 
suggesting that, I don't know why not, but 
Luton might not be able to go that far. But it 
often starts from little things and just people 
wanting to make a bit of a difference, and 
that's what it's all about.. 
B:Fest! B:Fest bring up, it's, I don't know, 
students was the first thing that came to 
mind, because it was student led, so that 
was the first thing came to mind .. 
What we can do to support is usually of a .. , 
people or premises sort of support, so what 
we try to do, or we've started doing it now, 
we've started to build it on a more regular 
basis, is with a lot of the nursery schools in 
Luton, inviting the children to come down to 
the store during the week, they get a story 
read to them, they get crayons, go mad with 
crayons. I'm lucky to have a very, very good 
children's bookseller who's also a trained 
illustrator. He's one of these, like Rolf Harris, 
quick on the draw, he can draw all sorts of 
weird and wonderful things and the kids just 
adore him. 
So we're trying to do a bit more with that, 
we're supporting one of the high schools, 
who've just run a writing competition, well, 
not a competition, it wasn't particularly 
competitive, creative writing, where students 
were invited to produce a piece of creative 
writing and the idea is it's going to go into a 
big book eventually and it will be bound and 
everything and they're having a presentation 
of the students' work in the basement, in our 
basement area, where families will be invited 
to come along with the children, brothers and 
sisters, aunties, grandmas, whatever. 
We've got a writer who's written several 
books on creative writing for young people, 
she's going to be there as well, to talk to 
people. 
We have book signings as often as we can, 
we're only a small store, so we tend to do the 
smaller authors, but we've Qot Louise 
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Rennison, managed to book her to come in, 
she'll be actually at the Library, but we're 
organising it ali, so that's for teenage girls 
particularly and we're selling, tickets are 
going quite well for that, that's good. 
As a company we support Dyslexia Action, 
four or five of our divisional managers ran 
the Marathon this year, but they raised an 
incredible amount of money for Dyslexia 
Action. A lot of stores individually will do, not 
bake sales but will do specific events. 
Somebody's doing some swimming or 
something, oh, he's doing wild swimming in a 
lake somewhere, for Dyslexia Action, and 
we're hoping to get involved at this level, in 
this town, a little bit more with that. It's 
wherever we can do it, it's not always about 
money through tills, it's about what we can 
give back to the community within our 
resources. Er sort of thing. 
We're going to try, it's not sorted out at the 
moment, and reach out to the local historical 
society, see if we can do something with 
them with a, you know, cup of tea and a 
biscuit, around once a month, or something 
like that, and it's just to get people, you 
know, to come in, to talk to us, to let us know 
their views as well because Luton is very 
good on local interest, there's a lot of local 
history, local buffs, interest buffs out there, 
and sometimes it's a bit difficult to know 
which way they want us to go with things so 
the more we reach out and they can come 
and talk to us the more we understand what 
it is they want from us as a bookshop and 
the more we can fulfill that role. 
And thinking back to 2007, or I 	 Again, I think it was an idea that was novel, 
think it was maybe it was 2008, 	 and actually could grow, because it is done 
via the students so you've got the student when I first approached you, what 
body involved and you've got at least three initially made you support B:Fest? years of them getting actively involved in this 
type of thing, and also it was an opportunity 
to support the town in the best way that we 
could, really, other than putting flowers on a 
roundabout somewhere. But it spoke to us 
because it was literary as well, and it was an 
opportunity, and what really floated my boat, 
because I am not a big poetry fan but you 
came to me and you were talking about 
getting poets in and I knew, I'd only been at 
the shop roundabout 6 or 8 months and what 
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surprised me when I first came here was the 
turnover in poetry sales that we had here. 
Which, again, this thing about pre­
supposition, about, 'oh, it's Luton, nobody will 
ever win' and that wasn't the case at all and I 
thought that would give people the 
opportunity, if they wanted to to come and 
sit down and listen to some p~ets and let's 
give it a go. So it was from that point of 
view. We had, you know, we had the 
I facilities there, the staff didn't need to much persuading to stay on for a few hours, so I yeah, it was good. 
IAncrYOu·-;s~'u--;-;p:;-;p~o:;-;rt;':e~di:i+t~ag:::-:a:;i-:::-n:'in-::--+Y~es=-,-;I-:-t;-:hi:-n~k-;-;th-e-re--;':-s-a-p-;-Ia-c-e-f:-o-r-us-in-t-h-e-----J 
2009, which was great. Um, do festival, what role that will take I don't know, 
you think you will continue to do so I mean, we are always open to 
so if the festival continues? suggestions and some things will maybe 
work, some things won't. But we can always 
have the conversation, the dialogue, it's 
good for the town, it's good for the festival 
and it's good for us to be able to offer this 
~.~=__-~;-;-----;--:-_-~_ _+-s:_:O.,_rt:_O..,...f..,.,fac-C_ili_ty_t_o_p_e....,.o-,-PI_e_. ______-1 
! Do you, and there's two parts to I think if you did bald figures of staff costs I this question, do you feel you've and sales on the night, no, you'd say 'this is 
I got anything out of the B:Fest not a commercial success' that's not the 
involvement, as the business and point of the festival, to my mind and I know 
that's not the way the company looks at it, so 
as the organisation? I, I don't know what the question was now? 
Do you feel that Waterstone's has Well, yes. People know where the bookshop 
! got anything... ? is now! Which is good, we had a little, you 
know, logo on the brochure there, which was 
1 	 fine. I just think it pinpoints us a little bit 
because we are out of, outside the main 
shopping mall, and people have to want to 
come to us really. They don't walk by 
haphazardly, so anything that puts us out 
there as 'hello! We're here!' is good for us, 
yeah. 
And on a personal level, do you 	 Yeah, I think, well, it's just, it's nice to see 
people making the effort to come out. When feel that you, just as yourself as a 

you put in a lot of effort, and you know, 
person got anything out of... you're never too sure sometimes with these 
things, you're never too sure if people will 
turn up on the night, whether people are too 
worried about what Luton's like at 7 o'clock 
or 9 o'clock in the evening to want to come 
down, so there's always a little bit of anxiety 
there, but when you do see people turning 
up and making the effort, that's a nice ------------------~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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And the events that took place 
here - I don't know if you went to 
any other events that were going 
on ... ? 
And do you think there was any 
sort of specific atmosphere, or 
ambiance? 
And do you think for the people 
who might only have come along 
to the specific events here, do you 
think they would have had a 
feeling of being part of a bigger 
festival, I know it's quite a hard 
question.. 
feeling. It doesn't have to be, you know, the 
Royal Albert Hall proportions, just to think 
'actually, it worked. We held it, we 
advertised it, people came'. What was it, 
Kevin Costner, Field of Dreams - 'If you build 
it, they will come!' It's not quite that but it is 
nice to see people turning out and making an 
effort and it sort of underlines your deep 
suspicions that there actually is a strata of 
people out there, we're not quite reaching it 
and we need to say, 'look, you can come 
and have fun, and learn about books at the 
same time.' 
I didn't personally, no, my life was not my 
own, so ... there's been some very strange 
things with the company recently and I've 
been, yes, really up against it. But I went to 
the ones, obviously, that were here. 
Um.. it's like with any, it seems to me it's like 
with any group you get a group of 25 people 
and there'll be maybe one or two who are 
always asking the questions, who've always 
got the vocal sort of element, then you get 
other people who just there very quietly at 
the back, not quite doing their knitting but 
just there to listen, so it's horses for courses 
really. There's all sorts of weird and 
wonderful differences in why people come to 
these does. Personally, I really enjoyed the 
L C Tyler evening, I thought he was 
tremendous as a speaker and it got me 
interested in his books, now I've put, I've 
read one of his books and I've got a little 
recommendation (sorry, now I'm pointing 
over there) I've got a recommendation out 
there where I can say to people if they're 
interested in that kind of light-hearted crime 
thriller, that's the one to go for you know. So 
it's good for the authors as well, and I 
enjoyed the evenings. 
Well, you say that but, a fair few of them, not 
the majority but a fair few of them had the 
wrist bands so they'd invested in the money 
for the wrist bands so they were obviously 
going to see more than one event. 
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Identifier: L27 
Occupation 
How interviewee spends 
spare time 
So the first question is, 
and this is leaving aside 
B:Fest, which we will 
come onto later, but 
apart from B: Fest, when 
did you last attend a 
festival? 
And what do you think 
there was about it that 
made it a festival rather 
than just a showing of 
films? 
And do you think there 
was any special 
atmosphere or buzz, and 
if there was, could you 
try and put it into words. 
And again, leaving aside 
B:Fest for the moment, 
what involvement with 
festivals have you had in 
the past, and that you 
could be ones you've 
visited, ones you've 
worked on, ones you've 
volunteered. Just talk in 
general about the ones 
you go to regularly or the 
ones you particularly 
19 June 2009 
Communications Officer for CETL - Centre for 
Excellence in Teaching and Learning. 
Basically I work on all the marketing communications, 
our newsletters and contents management for our 
websites and things like that and support our projects. 
And in my spare time I love to swim, to meet people, 
I love arts, I love 'film festivals, and festivals in 
general, and sports in general. 
Apart from B:Fest? It was a Film Stock festival in 
Luton in November 2008. 
Because it was for 11 days, I think once it crosses 
more than two days I think it is a festival. And the 
other thing is that there were contributions from ali 
over the world so I think there is some kind of 
internationalism, variety of films or music or 
whatever, that's what makes a festival a festival. 
And also if there are organisers who are actually 
dealing with participants or contributors, they're 
inviting them to be present during the festival and 
give a talk about their work that's another I think an 
important element of a festival, that there are people 
who actually contributed present, visible and they 
talk about their work and interact with the other 
people who come to see. 
Yeah, it was friendly and there was also this sort of 
festival buzz, so I think that's another element, it was 
about people, about community of people who like 
kind of the same thing so, really like arty buzz. 
Alright, so first of all, I've attended many festivals, 
especially music ones, or some sports ones, or film 
ones. And my involvement was always just from an 
interest point of view, and I don't know ... 
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like. 
You're actually the first 
person that I've 
inteNiewed so far that's 
mentioned a sports 
festival. Could you talk 
a little bit about one that 
you've been to, what sort 
of events they have, and 
again, what you feel 
about it, that creates that 
kind of festival. 
, And at the sports 
festival, were there 
actually sports and 
things happening there, 
or were people trying to 
Isell them things or 
...What do you do when 
I you go to sports 
festivals? 
- .. 
And what involvement 
do you see yourself I having with festivals in Ithe future? 
I 
IAnd would you do that 
I as a paid position or 
would you be interested 
in doing it as a volunteer 
! position? 
And why is that, why is 
that one of your goals? 
And again, we've 
probably talked about 
this a little bit, but just so 
I'm not assuming, can 
you talk a little bit about 
1iAlright, so it was the Extreme Sports Festivals that 
includes either snowboarding, or because I been on 
snowboarding ones and on skateboarding ones, but i 
then you have the general extreme sports here in the 
UK, in Somerset and they are like, about all the 
community of people who are joined through 
extreme sports so it could be anything, like kayaking 
or BMX or whatever, but what makes the festival is 
the people with similar interests, there is always 
some music element to it or depending on the 
nature of the festival usually sports also good [?] Imusic. 
Then obviously people camp so there's another, you 
know the social bit of the festival is really important, 
people with the same sort of lifestyle, that's what 
makes a festival. 
There are people who do actually the sports, they 
show off, and then there is the other side where 
people who are sort of like amateurs, they can join 
the competitions and maybe show the talent so that's 
it really about aiming higher and showcasing what's 
inside of you . 
I hope that one day I can do more than I have done 
so far, and I would love to be always like part of the 
practical side, the production side, that means 
managing some of the events or organising peopl~, 
dividing duties, so really from the management pOint 
of view. 
Both, I mean, depending on where I am going to be 
in the future I hope to be in the Events Management 
field anyway, but if I am having like say, a diff~rent 
job, I will definitely love to participate or contribute to 
some festivals on a voluntary basis, you know, do 
maybe little bits and pieces, from a marketing point 
of view, or just events management. 
Because I tried with B:Fest and I really liked it, I 
really liked the atmosphere and working ~ith people, 
working with people who have the same Interests 
and they've got passion for the topic, doesn't matter 
if it's films or arts or sports. 
Alright, the first thing that I like is that you can camp 
and socialise; you can be with your friends and all of 
them under one roof. Then obviously you c~~ meet 
people from the same field, I mean let's say It s film 
festival,yeah? You meet people with a film interest, 
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the things you like about 
festivals, about going to 
them, and if there is 
anything you dislike 
about going to them. 
And it kind of leads into 
the next, oh sorry, I 
forgot, is there anything 
you dislike about 
festivals? 
So the next question is 
how do you think the 
involvement you have 
had and are going to 
festivals has affected 
your life? If it has. 
If you think of anything 
as we go on, we can 
always come back to it. 
film knowledge and film experience, so you can learn 
from the~, you can explore you know, maybe more 
other festivals or more other events, similar to the 
festival or the topic. 
O~viously you can also sort of network so you can 
gal~ c.o~tacts, maybe even from jobs, or from just 
s~clallsl~g. Then you can get inspired, because you 
might think you are doing enough and then you 
explore that other people are doing something else 
so it is really about knowing what other people are 
doing, that's what I like about festivals. 
You can really explore, because you maybe go to a 
festival with some aim or with some ideas, what you 
can expect, but then you explore that there is 
something more and then it leads you to different, 
other links and you can, you know, explore new stuff. 
Yes, that's what I wanted to say. What I dislike, all 
the music ones, I mean big ones and there is mess 
and some people who just come to a festival that are 
not interested, whatever, they just want to have fun 
and are destroying our feel about the festival. So 
that's what I don't like. And crowds! If there is not 
enough space obviously. But apart from that I think I 
like everything. 
Wow! I've got more friends, maybe some in the 
news as well. Yeah well, definitely there is, you 
know, I go, I regularly attend a festival in our country, 
it is a music one, in July always each year, and the 
festival is growing. If you see something growing 
you can see that you can grow as well if you give it a 
try and if you research or if you really like get into the 
topic that interests you so that's why I kind of like 
and what motivates me to visit music festivals, and, I 
don't know, it's a really difficult question. 
Yes, I think also there is, as I said, you're just going 
to the festival because of music, but there are also 
organisations that, let's say, show films or they 
prepare a tea or places where you can explore 
different kinds of teas so you can then maybe have a 
new area of interest or the people who do piercings 
or tattoos or bungee jumping or you know, there are 
just people who promote things and you can get little 
tasters of different things and you maybe try new 
things that you haven't tried because you didn't have 
the money for buying those things or you just weren't 
engaged in it because there wasn't that great media 
impact or, I don't know, just experience or exploring, 
maybe you can find different s!YIes of music that you 
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Excellent. The next 
thing I want to do is just 
playa little game, it's 
only a short one, it's 
word association, do you 
know... ? So I'm just 
going to say a word and 
you have to say the first 
thing that comes into 
your head, and it's 
festival. 
And are there any other 
sorts of images or 
feelings that you get 
~when you talk about... 
The next thing is do you 
think that festivals have 
an important part to play 
in your life? 
~nd do you think that 
festivals have an 
I important part to play in 
i your home town, if you 
could also say what you 
think of [as] your home 
town, whether it's Luton 
Ior somewhere else. 
!\rid-do you think that is 
particularly important in 
Bratislava or just that 
can be applied to 
communities 
everywhere. 
. 
didn't like. an? sud~enly you've been on the ah, gig, 
and you like It. Things like that. 
Um, tents. Tents where you live and tents where it's 
happening. 
~tage, then music. Um, leaflets or postcards, those 
little passes, wristbands, 
[Excellent, don't want you to think too much about it 
just to hear your thoughts] , 
Oh yeah! There are many festivals, as I said, 
music, film sports ones, even like festivals about, 
sort of like fauna, flora, we put a few in our country 
where you can explore differences in plants and 
animals and things like this, crazy though, it's like on 
farms, they are happening on farms. 
Well, we don't really have a festival, oh yeah, we 
have in Bratislava, it's always the summer sort of 
music and cultural events festival and plays an 
important part because first of ali, all the local artists 
can sort of, show what's inside of them, and I think 
all the businesses in the town can get promoted 
because they are usually sponsors or supporters or 
something and then other things like the community 
of people, I think it is important for them, each year, 
come and see and interact with the artists, or just 
with people who have the same sort of interests, or 
they have the same, you know, normal human being 
interest of socialising. 
So I think the socialising bit bringing all the people 
together from different sides of the community is 
really important, because people feel that there is 
something going on in the town, it gives it a buzz, it 
gives it, you know, some kind of life, so I think it's 
important. 
Depending on the town really, but our town is like 
really historical, this summer, how we call it exactly, 
we call it like Summer Cultural Celebrations. We, 
let's say, have some of the Hamlet some of the 
Shakespeare's plays, under open air at the castle, 
because, we like, we have a really historic town 
centre and they did, they happen in different parts of 
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What do you think the 
main reasons that I	people actually start up 
festivals and hold 
I festivals are? Can you 
I think of any reason why 
I people would want toIdrive a festival forward? 
LIAnd can you think of anyiother reasons why say a 
company or a council or 
! something, might decide I to put a festival on? 
Like Luton Borough 
Council, if they decided I to or something like that. 
I 
~nd do you think any of 
, the reasons that you've 
just sort of thought about 
are better than any other 
reasons. Is there one of 
I those you would say 
would be the main 
reason for starting a 
festival? 
1 
~. 
Would knowing the 
reason behind a 
festival's existence, do 
you think it would affect 
your decision as to 
whether you went to it or 
"'-" 
IIWD'# 
the town and especially around the castle. 
So, I think, it bring together all the people like, 
actors, film people and music people and the normal 
general people together and it's nice atmosphere 
and I'm sure that it gives people some power and 
some vitality and power for like living. Overcoming 
obstacle in their just normal general work life or 
social life, or private life, or love life, or something. 
I think if someone wants to get a festival together 
they must definitely have passion for it, and they 
have to be someone who definitely, I mean, likes to 
manage a lot. No, I think it is that passion for the 
topic of the festival, definitely that people need to 
have some kind of like network or the parts of that 
work they want to make visible, some community of 
people or society of people who want to exhibit, 
again depending on the topic so it is really like desire 
to exhibit and the passion for ... 
Council stuff? 
Yeah, I think there are always several reasons to 
make the neighborhood more friendly, bring people 
together, maybe kinda, but it is like eliminate the 
crime in the town or as I'm saying, improve the 
relationships among people and maybe they think 
that the festival can even like kind of rebuild the town 
or make some new innovations to it. 
Well, not necessarily they should be the main reason 
but they should be part of the reasons, not the main 
one. I think the main one should be, like, passion for 
the change and no matter what the change is. It 
could be the change in exhibiting, change in people's 
use or perception about, I don't know, well, let's say 
like there are people who don't like extreme sports 
like skateboarding they think it is just a bunch of 
people who are, I don't know, drug abusers or 
whatever and once you have a festival, an exhibit, 
maybe I don't know, like parents and stuff, they 
change their perspective and think 'this sport can 
engage my son and he might not become a drug 
user because he will be in a community of people 
that motivated him to the sport and ambitions and 
things like that, so I think change is the main one. 
Sorry, say that again. 
Yeah I wouldn't like to know the reason and I 
wouldn't like it to be so obvious. I mean, depending 
on the reason if it was like promoting the product 
then I wouldn't be ... 
But in some respect it's always about promotinq 
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not? 
If you knew, I'll try and 
give you an example, if 
you knew for instance 
that a festival you were 
thinking of going to had 
been set up to make 
money or promote a new 
product or something, 
would that affect your 
decision whether you 
went to it or not? 
Do you think that you've 
ever had an experience 
like that where the 
reason for the festival 
was taking over and 
stopping you enjoying it? 
Ever been to one you 
felt was over 
commercialised or things 
like that? 
So it depends in part on 
what, how you choose to 
take it and what you put 
into it as well. 
The last question in this 
section is to the word 
association one again and 
the word this time is 
B:Fest. 
r:.rile nextsection is please 
describe how you've been 
involved with B:Fest and 
we're going to talk a bit 
about that, and I think you 
something; every single festival's got this element 
of either publicity, or marketing or stuff like that and 
there are sponsors involved because without 
sponsors the festival would not happen so, it 
depends really. 
No, Not really, I've never been to one. I've been to 
many, like let's say Reading Music Festival, I've 
been there for three years, and I know it's about sort 
of promoting the bands and letting them play, at the 
same time I know it's about the food business, the. 
like you know, selling mineral water for a lot of 
money, it's about all the shops and stores there are 
trying to sell products, it's about all the organisations 
trying to convince you that Green Peace and all this 
kind of things are ... , but it's depending on how you 
take it in, how you make your festival time, you can 
just listen to the music, you can make the choice. 
You don't have to be influenced, you know what I 
mean. 
But I've never been on a festival where it is just so 
obvious that it is about one company. Okay" there 
is maybe one, most of the extreme sports are always 
like supported or purely, in Czechoslovakia, by Red 
Bull, but that's understandable because Red Bull 
belongs to extreme sports, everyone associates it 
with, but in positive light, it's not negative so, I think 
if there is, if the reason why the festival happened 
with let's say, the brand or the sponsor or with the 
product or Whatever, reason, is positive, then people 
will take it positively but if, you know. 
B:Fest! I think, because 1 know quite a lot about 
B:Fest, the first thing would be everyone being 
together and being arty. 
So you want me to say how I've been involved in 
2009 and 2008? 
So, as far as I know, the project was initially kin~a, 
not, partially funded, by CETl, and therefore I klnda 
got involved to support Robin and her research and 
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can talk generally about 
2008 and 2009. If I think 
it important I might ask 
you to clarify which 
particular year you're 
talking about, and if you 
can remember, it will be 
helpful to say which year 
as well.. 
1-. 
her project and the whole festival organisation and I 
got Involved with Marketing and the PR and the 
volunteers side of the project and in the first year, 
we, I, was more focusing on the marketing side and 
PR, and I would help with the Press Office obviously 
and Robin. 
And in 2009 my title was, as far as I remember, 
Marketing Co-ordinator and also I was helping to 
manage the seven teams of volunteers, for projects, 
who were helping us with different bits and pieces of 
marketing, PR, journalism stewarding and 
management and design. And so, yes I was helping 
to develop some of the marketing ideas materials, 
speak to designers how to go about it, obviously 
market the festival in terms of the town, and the 
campus, so that means leaflets, and marketing 
materials in general, distribution, and then I was 
participating in the press releases for the festival, 
especially in 2008, in 2009 was some of them, and 
then also we've done visits to the journalists so we 
tried to ensure we got some media coverage, then I 
prepared press packs for both years and we had 
several promotional areas that I was kinda helping to 
manage and, and, yeah. 
And I think it's fair to say, and I should probably make this clear, that although to a 
certain extent it was part of your role because it was a CETL project, I think what 
you did went far and above what was expected in your job role. So that is why I Ithink that a lot of what you did what you did was on a voluntary basis, so that's why 
I I'm interviewing you on this one as a volunteer. 
II So what do you think it 
j was about B:Fest in 
particular that made you 
volunteer and get so 
involved and put so much 
time into it? 
I 
I 
I 
00 you remember how 
you got involved, back in 
200 .. .7? 
~. 
I think it was 'cos people do things, especially when 
they enjoy them, for not a reason, but there is some 
accelerator inside them that motivates them to do it, 
and I think if someone liked say arts, and liked the 
buzz and liked creative industry and creative people, 
then you want to be part of the community. It's really 
about belongingness and really, when you are a 
creative person, it gives you an opportunity to express 
yourself, express your talent, allows you to be 
creative, and to, kinda, maybe develop yourself 
further, learn from other people, you know, these kind 
of things. And that's what motivated me. 
I remember there was an email from a CETL 
associate called Robin Saklatvala, who said like, 
'shall we have a talk and see the options, how you 
would like to be involved and support me. I think 
that's how it was. 
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That was in response to an email you'd sent out about a UCR8 club you were 
setting up which was trying to bring students together with a kind of common 
interest. 
What, if anything, do you 
feel you've gained, out of 
being involved? 
How to manage them? 
What other projects have 
you volunteered on in the 
past, not just festivals 
necessarily but anything 
that you've kind of ... 
And do you think there's 
anything, there's anything 
that all the projects you 
volunteered on, including 
B:Fest, have in common, 
and do you think there's 
anything that's very, very 
different about them? 
Oh, many things. First of alii think definitely skills 
boost, so I've definitely improved my communication 
skills, organisational skills, marketing, PR maybe, 
talking about that. I think also design skills because 
I've started to do things like for my own interest, you 
know, designs, colours, themes, identity, these kind 
of things really interest me about the festival, how to 
theme it up and make it consistent and the key 
messages, these kind of things. But also skills like 
time management, a very important one, and I'm not 
even saying, well, people management. 
But also, crisis management and about handling 
difficult people and difficult situations, I think that is 
the best result, because I've learned a lot, even if 
some of the bits and pieces of the festival were 
negative, because sometimes it was really hard to 
overcome certain borders, I think on the end of the 
day for me, it is just plus because I have learned 
how to fight with difficult situations and difficult 
people especially. 
How to manage them. 
Yeah, I've done some volunteering for the Freshers 
Fair; it was to, kinda, showcase what is there within 
the University for new students who are coming to 
this University, so I've volunteered to help with 
Student Services to market what students can find in 
Student Services and how they can benefit. 
I've also volunteered in environmental projects, so 
basically like in cleaning up some areas or, yeah. 
I'm sure there is more but I just can't remember 
them. 
Yes, I think in general it's like, it's help, and it's help 
the people, no matter, you know, it's to help the 
people or the community to have a clean 
environment; it's help the community or people to 
see more art in the town, or more films in the town. 
It's to help people to socialise, to interact with each 
other, it's help the people to grow, to develop, to be 
inspired, you know, all this kind of thing, to be 
creative. 
The environment especially! 
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I think I know the answer 
to this one. I think you 
attended quite a few 
8:Fest events. How 
would you describe the 
atmosphere? 
Right, now we're going to 
talk a little bit about the 
future. Coming onto the 
last section, Do you think 
that B:Fest has a future? 
And why do you think it 
has a future? 
The atmosphere? Well, I remember especially the 
film weekend, the degree show, ah, and it's really 
cool to see all the people smiling, and looking at the 
pictures of the exhibitions or talking about their films 
and expressing their opinions, and ideas and 
motivations and baSically what is inside of them. 
I like when people are sort of happy and that's what I 
could see at almost all events. 
I think that if, yeah, definitely it has got a future, but I 
think it needs to be managed better. 
Why? Because there are already several people 
involved who, from the community, and from the 
University, who have the desire to move it forward. 
I think if there is a will, from sort of the local artists or 
the people who lived in this area, so it needs to be 
from the people who live in the town, wherever it is 
happening, because otherwise I don't think people 
will have motivations or something. 
Then plus, obviously, because the festival is done 
with the stUdents and local communities, if there is 
will from the University, as an institution, to have 
B:Fest, and to bring the community together with the 
University and employers, because that was the aim, 
then it will be sustainable. 
But it has to be proper management in the Media 
School for it, and there needs to be a person who is 
the sort of Director, and there needs to be several 
assistants to the Director who will manage particles, 
or parts of the festival, let's say, one person who 
design, I mean, deals with the design staff and 
marketing staff, then one person who just deals with 
the PR, and they know what they're doing and they 
interacting with the press officers and they are the 
only people who are sending the messages out and 
they're knowing about everything. 
Then there is, let's say, a person who is managing 
the volunteers and then there is another person who 
is managing the events together with the Director, 
so, you know, the person will manage, not every 
single event, but will manage, you know, the run of 
the events, the venues, and making sure that 
everything is legally correct in this sort of terms and 
then, er, they interact with each other and support 
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yeah, swings and 
roundabouts. 
In terms of B:Fest itself, 
as a festival, and as an 
event, what would you like 
to see happening to it? 
Would you like to see it 
remain the same size? 
Would you like to see it 
become really big, what 
do you think would be 
each other to kind of promote it, and get the 
marketing materials done, it, to get the press 
releases sent out, so there is this kind of 
management from the Director and these, the 
people, plus the more volunteers. 
Because there needs to be someone, one person 
who deals with the volunteers, and that person 
knows that these are the teams, are meeting with the 
teams on a regular basis, the teams have got team 
leaders who are doing these things under the person 
who is managing the volunteers, knows what the 
people are doing and sort of, they are getting 
leadership from the person and they are getting 
feedback from the person, and it's always just the 
one person, or that person and maybe one or two 
assistants or something. 
There needs to be more people involved and second 
of all there needs to be proper management from 
someone who is, let's say, supervisor or main 
manager of the festival director and the person 
knows about everything and maybe stimulates the 
person and also provide leadership to the person in 
terms of I don't know where to turn for sponsors, 
where to turn for venues, where to, when and where 
to organise the festival. 
Because that's another important issue, I don't think 
it is good timing to have it in May and June time 
because most of the students are finishing their 
degree and whether they are a volunteer or not they 
are committed to do their work and then the festival 
is losing because of that. 
On the other hand I know there is the Degree Show 
and students've got something to exhibit so ... 
I think maybe it would be beUer if it's, maybe not, 
three weeks is I think accurate but maybe it could be 
even just two weeks and more events happening 
within the two weeks and properly like, managed, 
and properly advertised. And maybe sometimes 
less events and on a greater scale, would be better. 
Or, you know, the same way as you had, let's say, 
the film weekend, or literary weekend and so on, you 
could have just three music days, during that three 
days there would be a lot around the town 
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good to happen? 
And what do you think 
would actually endanger 
the future of the festival, 
and particularly your kind 
of involvement with it? 
What would make you 
decide not to work on it 
anymore, not to volunteer 
on it, what kind of things 
would stop you doing 
that? 
When you say the higher 
level do you mean kind of 
institutionally or..? 
And can you think of 
anything that happened 
this year that was a 
positive thing to support 
the future of the festival? 
happening about music and bands, and you know, 
all the pubs and restaurants could have lots of 
musical, like shows and performances and stuff like 
that, so people could really like run from one 
restaurant to another, exchange places, so I think 
that maybe smaller in terms of the length, but greater 
in terms of the content. More focused. 
My continuing involvement with it or. ..? 
Oh, definitely, I mean, lack of leadership, lack of 
management and definitely lack of motivation. If I 
don't see that there is motivation on the higher level 
then I think there would not be motivation inside of 
me. 
Yeah, I mean the institutions and the people who 
actually had the initial idea and er, yeah. 
Because I think they need to encourage the festival 
organiser and the organising team to deliver 
something that is meaningful, not just big. All 
clapping and everything on the main opening, and 
then, nothing beyond, or before. 
I think we got many venues involved, the Green 
Room, the Manhattan, something else, the new 
NVP, or whatever it is, then the Hat Factory. I think 
like, in terms of venues and the support from the 
local community was really great. 
I think the positive thing was the Iraqi Exhibition 
which really created the buzz and attracted lots of 
people, but also I think the positive thing was the 
Degree Show, I think the animation awards as well 
as the Fashion Show, as was the opening of the 
private view was really, really good kind of selling 
point for the festival. 
I think also the promotion events we have done, I 
mean the dancing students, that was really amazing 
and it attracted even the media to write about it, film 
it and stuff like that, so I think that could be 
sustainable. 
'--­
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